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FOREWORD-
A

1 Racial discrimination in the land of freedop(#d equal
opportunity is a disturbing fact, one that the collective
conscience prefers to ignore. But the truth remainS: Some
Americans are denied equality orf treatment.be0ause of the'ir
race, religion, ethnic background, or sex. Alis report is
about people who are denied equal access to2hcbusing solely
because of the.ir rate.

We cannot emphasize too strongly that.this study, was
designed specifically-to measure.national and regional
discriMination -- not the specific .1eVel of discrimination
In each metr&politan area. ,Because of the nation4 design,
the sample sizes in the individual metropolitan areas are
quite small. The reported site-by-site results must, therefore,
be interpreted with extreme caution. .110

Site-by-site estimates were developed only because of
the considerable interest in'their dse for other purposes,
especially to investigate"how discrimination and segregation
may be related;, and to examine the extent to which discrim-
ination in the sales,m/arket may be related to discrimihation
in the rental market: :1.:

ye are oble to state with confidelice only that the actual
or true levAl of discrimination for a particular area exists
somewhere over a.fairly wide range of values, or within what
is known as a "confidence interval."' For example, the level
of discrimination reported for one area is 30 perceht; however,.,
the true level of discrimination could be as low as 3 percent
or sas high as 57 percent.

The importance of such wide confidence intervals eannot
be overStated. In particular, the sites cannot be ranked
accoaling to the reported level,of.discriinTiTition because
ne,Vly all their confidence intervals overlap. For example,
the level of discrimination reported for one al-ea is almost
twice the estimated level reported for another atea; however,
because their respective confidence intervals are so broad
and overlap so much, there is, a good chance that the two
areas have the same level of discriminatkon or even that the
second has more discrimination than does the first.

4 .

In addition to their lafge confidence levels, it should
also be remembered t'hat-site-by-site results are reported
only for one category of disCrimination, housing availability.

1.



An area which exhibits a high leiel of discrimination in terms
of housing availability may show a low level of discrimination -
for one or more other categories of discrimination, or vice
versa.

Our,estimates of racial discrimination will be fudged
by some as too low.and by others as too high. Regardless
of one's perspective, the project reveals extensive racial
discrimination. Significant levels of discrimiqation were'
found in nearly, all audit areas for either the sales Tarket
or the rental market or for both.

We release these findings not to dishearten blacks who
seek housing, and certainly not to discourage those rental
and real estate agents who do not discriminate. Our purpose
is to turn .undocumented knowledge into recorded factsmo that
all who believe in fair-housing -- this Department among
them -- can .measure the .advancea we must all make in the fi ht
folic equality in housing.

I. Donna E. Shalala
Assistant Secretary

for Policy DevelopMent
and Research
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Introduction

EXECUTIVE 'SUMMARY

a -Thls is the fIrst formal report of a nationwide study of discrimi-

nation aiainst bl'acks in the sale and rental-of housing. The data wierl

r`

collected for the study during the spring of 1977. Within 40 metropoli-

tan areas across the country, approximately 30Q whites and 300Allacks,

in matched pairs, shopped for housing advertised id metropolitan nes-

papers. Each individual kept a.careful record of his experience. A

systematic compailson of the relative tiTatMents iccorded black housing

seekers and white hoUting'seekers under'the tightly controlled Circum....

stances of the study provides the basis for the results-reported. The

data were collected under contract by the National ComMittec Against

% Disdriminatiop in Housing (NCDH); staff from the U.S. Department of

Housing and Urban Development (HUD) are analyzing the data. a

'Objectives. The study has two major,objectives:.

to measure the nature and extent of discrimination against

blacks in American housing markets

to.determine what factors, including the enforcement of

hou?ing civil rights legislation, influence the obseryed
discrimipetion againit blaiks.

This report describes the findings with respect to the first objec-,

tive and the basic research methodology used. Subsequent reports will
4

deal with t'4-1-tter objective as well as with other issues that are

likely to arise from detailed inalysis of the data.

10
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Principal'Findings. The study provides definitive evidence that.

,.blacks are discriminated against in the sale and rental of housing:
.

\
Blacks were systematically treated\less favorab1ytwit4liregard to housing

avatlability,-were treated less courteously, and were' asked for more in-

formation thanftwere whites.:' For example,-with rewct to a n^tndex of
e. .

bousini avail4bility4-the moit'important.of the 4tscrtmination measures .

riporteb--discrimination in Abe rental market was 27 percent and in the

sales makee15 percent.' The effect on housing slearches 0 blacks may
..!

' be cumulative; if 27. percent bf rental agents discriminate, then-a black

%.
. ri.' Initial Study findings were released in April 1978. The findings

released in thts report are based on more extensive analysis of audit
data; they differ from those released earlier in several ways. First,
the categories of items for which systematic dtffereptial treatment' of:
auditors is reported differ from those used in April 1978. Second,

. gases'for which no differential treatment of audit teammates was ob-
"'" '-seiVed are classified as 'no difference" rather than "treated equallr,'

. largely because'"no difference",is a better ter6 for classifying both
cases in which auditors received, the same, or the sathe amount of; serv-
ice, and cases wheee neither auditor received service. The term also

: more accurately, distinguishes cases Where.no differential treatment was
observed from thOse where differentfai treatment was observed. Third,
cases for which there was some ambiguity in interpreting whether the .

outcome.on a group of items favored one audita or the other are treated
ledifferently from the earlier report.- This chan in approach explainsi

differences in the estimates of 'discrimination t'om the April 1978 re-.,
, lease. For fqrther information on this.last Oint, see chapter 5 of

.the full reObrt.

W.%

yluiVliiy4our rental 'igents can eXpect to encounter ai least one in-

stance'of discrimination 12 percent'of the time0f-15 percent of sales
4

,agynts discriminate, a.black,#ho visits four sales agents can expect to.

ericounter one or more instances of discrimination 4: percent of the time.

0
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Discriminatory treatment as measured by,other indjces of discrimi-

.

nation usually exhibited imeler, but still statisticall, significaritgi
A

differences unfavorable to blacks. Discriminatory treati000 of blaOks

appeass to vary regionally and by size of methipolitan area, although

the precise factors influencing discriminatory treatment of blacks have

not been fully explored.,
a

Methodologi
7401

. Research Design. The primary goal of fair housing is to achieve .

equal access to housing for all Americans py eliMinatini discriminatory

behavior prohibited by laws 'Price differentials paid by -blacks and

whites for.comparable housing, segregated residential living patterns,..

and expressed perceptions about fair housing--all seem to reflect the

,effects.of discriMinatory housing practices rather than the nature or

extent of unequal access itself. Hence, it was concluded that discrimi-
n

natorily unequal access to hottsing could be measured unambiguously only

through a controlled experiment in which blacks and whites simulated

. the behavior of actual housing seekers:-

The simulated housing search experimentoknown as an auilit, is a

lirocedure whereby a white indiVidual and a black individu:l successively

visit a given real estate or, rental agency in search of housing. Two

Individuals of the same sex are matched as closely as possible in terms

of age, general appearance, income, and,familpsize--that is, in every

relevant way except skin color. The two individuals requesjklentical

ES-3°
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housing and carefullyttec d their respective experiences on stantard-

(zed reporting'forms. The Qtant1ty and quality of informatton and serv-.

. ice provided to each are'the compared, and .any systematic difference

in treatment accorded black auditors and white auditors ig presumed to

be because of race. #

Auditors were selected by audit superOsors in each of the 40 areas

to be audited on the t.lasis Of their credibility, reliability, prior ex-
.

perience as a'house or apartment seeker, or experience as a salesperson,

ih roughly that ordei of priority.. They were intensively trained in

specified procedures, which included role-playing and practice auditing.

* Before conducting ,an audit, each auditor was required to familiarize him-

self thoroughly with The Manual for Auditors (a 37-page instruction book-
.

let), attend 6 hours-of training, perform a practice sales and a practice

rental audit, and participate in a debriefing and review session. Above

all the auditors were constantly impressed with the importance of adher-

ing strictly to procedures prescribed in the manual.

Research strategy, instruments, and procedures were tested in a

pilot audit conducted in Cincinnati, Ohio, in January and February 1977.

The pilot audit proved invaluable for'improving the project design; in

addition, all aspects of the research methodology were subjected to con-

tinuous scrutiny by both HUD and NCDH management and design teams and by

their respective consultants.

Sampling Procedures. Altogether, 40 standard metropolitan statis-

tical areas (SMSAs) were chosen through controlled random sampling from

ES-4
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among metropolitan areas having large.centi4al cities and laite black

..populations. Thirty-two were selected,from metropolitan areas having

.

.central city popu]ations greater than 100,000 in 1970, and eight were

selected from areas having ceiltral city populations of from somm to.

100,000 in 1970.
-- a:

To investigate the nature and extent of discriminatory pranices

in.the housing market, five of the 40.areas were designated "in-depth"

sites - -Atlanta, Boston, Dallas, Milwaukee, and Sacramento. Addition414.

data were obtained for each of.them, including follow-up personal in*r-

views conducted with a' rarldomly, selected sample of real estate and rental
.

agents who previously had been audited.

Eighty real estate and 120 rental audits were conducted in each of

the five in-depth sites compared with 30 to 50 audits of each type con-
*

ducted in each of the other 35'sites. In all, some 3,264 individual

audits were conducted, with each audit ionsisting of separate visits

by both members of an audit team.

Individual real estate agencies and apartmentorental complexes were

selected for auditlfpg in each metropolitan area through random sampling

of Vneir classified advettisements in metropolitanwide newspapers. An

agency's probability of being selected was directly proportional to its

number of properties listed for sale or rent;.each agency was audited

as many times as it appeared in the random sample.

Conducting the Audit. The audit was conducted during May and June

1977 to avoid the winter and summer months,,which are typically slack

at.
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times in tlte housing market. . Both auditors followed the identical pro-

!7

-cedures. set out in their respective assignment forms, asking'for the -

,

, ....
.

4

sitme information about available housing, terms and conditfons, and so

forth, and compleqng the appropriate report forms immediately after

leaving the real estate or. rental,office.

Racial aricrimination-in the Rental Housirig Market

After leaving the rental office, each auditor drove to a location

out of sight of the renaj agent and independently completed-a Rental
t.

Audit Report Form. (Audit rs were not allowed to compare their experi-

ences until after audits were completed 'in their area.) Responses to

the form's 37 questions were grouped into.the following five categories:

housing availability, courtesif, terms and conditionsi information re-

quested, and information volunteered. Then, the responses of the black

auditor and the white auditor were compared for each item and for cate-

gories of items.

<me auditor was treated no differently from his teammate, the

case was'classified as one of "no,difference." But if the rental agent

treated teammates differently, the frequencieswith which this observed

differential treatment occurred were analyzed to determine whether the

outcomes could have occurred by chance.

Housing Availability. , The principal focus of this study is on

housing availability for two reasons. First, differential, treatment on

housing availability is a clear violation of Title VIII of the Civil.

ES-6
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Rights ACt *1968. SeCond, differential treatment'on housing ayailT/

ability is the most fundamental form of discriminatory practice that 8

black apartment seeker might encounter: Ifea rental agent toll, tine

!I, auditor that no apartments were available-but, told the other auditor

that something was,available, it matters littleIvilether both auditors

reaived the same treatment for each of the ot/her items.- Therefore,

different"ial treatment on apartMent.avaflability is considered most

important.

Both auditors requested Oe same apartment 'size when they visited

A

the rental complex. -If Aeir first choice was not.available, both au-

ditors then requested the same second choice. If the second request

was not aailable, the auditors asked what was available. The following

OP
table shows the resultt for the housing availability items.

Apartment availatilitY
First or second chofce
Apartments volunteered
Apartments inspected
Waiting list

, For all itemli the white
,

No

Difference

White-
Favored

Black Net

Favored Difference

i
1

1

60 30 11. 19

98 2 0 2

40 42 18 24

51 27 21 6

41 41 19 22

,

was favored more frequently than wat the

_A

black. For example, both members of audit teams were treated no dif-

ferently 404rcent of the time in terms of the number of apartments the

agent voluteered were available; hoWbver, when differentiaL treatment

occurred, more units were volunteered to whites 42 percent of the time,
-

but more units were volunteered.to blacks only 14 percent of the time.

The net dTerence ("white favored", minus "black favored") of 24 percent

e

. ,

ES-7
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is statistically significant at the 0.01 level. That is, a net differ-

ence this large.could be,expected to occur by chanie no more than).

time in 100. For each of the Other four items, the net difference is

also statistically significant ai the.0.01.level.

To examine simultaneously
/-
several different aspects of the'triat-

ment.accorded the tlack'auditor compar6d to the treatment.accorded the

whjte auditor, four,of the .ftve items (excluding "apartments inspected)

were combined to form an overpll measure, or index, of housing avail-

abilitY. A cdsewas classified as being favorable to an auditor if the

auditor was treated favorably.on at least on@ of the four items and was

not treated unfavorably on' any of the other items. The national and'

regional results of aggregating tkiese individual housing availability

items are shown in.the folloviing table.

No
Difference

White . Black
Favored Favored

DiscriminatorY
:Treatment

National 31 48 21 27

Northeast 4 32 44 24 20
North Central 34 50 17 33
South 27 52 21 31
West .34 49 17 32

The net differences shown in'ple last column are the measures of

discrimination against.blacks. The differences are statistically sig-

nificant in that differences this large could have been expected to

occur by chance less than 1 time in 100.

The table indicates that, nationally, blacks encountered discrimi-

4

nation in 27 percent of their visits to rental complexes. Levels of

ES-8
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discrimination of this magnitude may have considerable impact on te
housing searches of blacks who are actually seeking apartments. Since

the typical housing seeker is likely to visit more 'than one rental agent

or complex, the chance of encountering discrimination in a searcii Involv-

ing several agents can,be4ery'higk. The more agents visited, the higher

the likelihood of encountering dikrimination. For example,.if 27 per-

cent of rental ?a/gents distriminate and a search involves visits to four

Agents, the probabiliO of encountering at least one instande qf dii-

crimination is 72 percent.

Courtesy: The following table shows the results for the indiVidual

courtesy items.
e

Occurred Ocsuired
No for White for Tack Net

Difference Only Only Difference

Shorter waitsbefore interview 76 14 10 4

Offer of drinks, cigarettes; etc. 98 1 2 -1

'Offer of literature 79 10 12 -2

Informal chatting during wait 73 14 13 1

Agent introduced self 77 13 10 .3

Agent asked name .69 15 16 -1

Addressed by title 84 7 9 -2

Shook hands 93 4 4 0

Asked to be seated 77 13 10 3

Offered business card 79 14 8 6

Invited to call back 66 21 14 7

L6hger length of interview 14 45 41 4

Although in the' large majority of cases both auditors were treated

no differently, there is a small but statistically significant tendency

for bladks to ilave waited longer for an interview, to have had a shorter

interview, 'not to have been asked to be seated, not to.have been offered

bi

a business card, and not to have been invited to call back.

ES-9
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In sum, the agents Opeared to attempt to form a Continuing rela-

tionship mire often with the white auditor than with the black auditor.
ev

To:investigate this relationship,further, six individual items involving
4

the Initial contact kletween auditor and agent were combined into% single.

o'verall Teasiire of courtesy. (The items include whet.her the agent.introo.

ducedhimself, asked the-auditor's name, shook the uditor's hand, asked

the auditor to'be seated, offered the auditor a business card, and invited

the auditor to Gall back.) The national and regional resblts from aggre-

gliting the individual courtesy items are shown in tt;e following table.

No
Difference

White
Favored

Black Discriminatory
Favored Treatment

National 37 38 26 12

Northeast 38 33 29 4
North Central 39 36 25 11

South 34 42 24 18

' West .38 36 26 10

The differential treatment favoring the white auditor ranges from

4 percent in the Northeast to 18 percent in the South. However, the dif-

ferences are statistically significant (at the 0.01 level) only for the
re.

North Central and Southern regions and for the national results.

Terms and Conditions. The following table shows the results for

the terms and conditions presented to the auditors.

No

Difference
White

Favored
Black Net

FavoredDifference

Monthly rent 87 7 6 1

Lease requirements 90 5 5 0

Security deposit 83 6 11 -5

Application fee required 73 19 8 11

Length of credit check 65 17 19 -2
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Only the amount of the-security depoiit and the requirement for an

application fee show statistically-significant differences tn treatment.'

The black auditor was favored more frequently in terms cif the security

deposit, the whiteauditor more forequently fn terms of the requirement

for an applicatign fee.' Although nO'clear pattern emerges for term'

and conditions, rental agents did not appeae' to quote one set of terms

-and conditions to whites.and another set to bladks.

When these individual items are combined intila single index of

terms and'conditions and tile results examinedcregionally, statistically

significant differences were observed for the nation and in the Northeast

and,the South. The results for the nation and for these two regions

6ould have occurred by chance less 'than 1 in 10"times.

No

Difference
White Black

Favored _Favored

Discriminatory
Treatment

National ..114/3 - 13 15 -2

Northeast 62 14 24 -10

North Central e 68 14 19 -5

, South 82 11 7 4

West 85 7 .7 0

1. In terms of reguiring an application fee, rental agents treated cloth
auditors nedifferently 73 percent of the time, told the white auditor 19
percent of Ole time-thief an application fee was required, and told the
black 8 percent of the'time that an application fee was required. Re-
quiring a fee to accompany the application can be said to favor either,
the white auditor or the black auditor. When a rental agent indicates
that anpplication fee is required, he may be attempting to discourage
the apartment seeker from renting an apartment or he may be attempting to
facilitate the process of renting an apartment. The table is constructed
under the assumption that proittding information on the existence of an
application fee is favorable treatment; however, there is ambiguity in

t interpreting this item, and the observed net "favorable" treatment
should be interpreted with care:
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Rental agents quoted black auditors more favorable termsiand con-

:s

ditions in the Northeast and4orth Central regions; they quoted more

favorable terms 4nd conditions to white auditors in the South.

.1nformation Requested and Volunteered. Auditors recorded in their
de

report formi whether the Agent requested information regirding income,

employment, references, phone number, or address, and whether the agent

volunteered information regarding fease requirements, security'deposit,

r
waiting list, application procedure, or credit check.

For three of the information requested items (income, employment,

and address), difference fn treatment was statistically 'significant al-

though small--3 percent or less. However, for all three the information
1t

was requested more frequently 'from the black auditor than from the white.

One gpssible interpretaXion of these results is that agents tend to

qualify or to screen black prospects more than they do whites.

Two of the information volunteered items showed statistically

significant differvies in treatment. The agent volunteered information

on a security deposit only to the white auditor 24 percent of the time

and 'Only to the black.auditor 16 percent of the time. For auditors-who

were told no apartments were available, the agent volunteered information

about the waiting list ttl 31 percent of the whites birt to only 16 percent

r-

of the blacks. The likelihood of obtaining these outcomes by chance'is
,

less than 1 in 100. Volunteering more information about a waiting list

to the white auditor is persuasive evidence that rental agents more

ES-12
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frequently attempted to maintain continuing relationships with prospec-

.

tive white renters than with prospective black renters.

When informatton requested items are combined into a single index,

a statistically significant difference is observed, with one or more of

.the itemt requetted only of 6lacks 19 percent of the time, and only of

whites 13 percent of the time. The net differential treatment of'6 per-

cent could have occurred by,5bance less than 1 4n 100 times: When infor-

mation volmnteered items are combined, agents volunteered information

more frequently to whites than to blacks; the net differential treatment

was 4 percent and 8 percentv as measured by.two indices of inforMation

SI
volunteered. Both outcomes are statistically significant at the 0.01

level.

Relattonship among Alternative Forms of Discrimination. To investi-

gate the relationship among the various categories of discriminatory

practices identified in this study, each of the overall measures of var-

ious forms of. discrimination was compared with the basic index of housing

availability. A statistical test was then applied to determine whether

or not significant relationships exist among them. Statistthally signif-

icant relationships appear to exist between the overall index Of housing

availability and all other indices except for terms and conditions. That .

is, if blacks were treated less favorably with respect to apartment avail-

ability, they also tended to be treated less courteously, to be volun-

teered less information, and to have more information requested of them

than was true for their white teammates.
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Discrimination in Large and Small SMSAs. Each of the aggregate

inedices of differential treatment in this report was examined for the.

32 large and the Wsmall SMSAs io'obtain &rough estimate of difference&

in discrimination that may.be attributable to the si2e of the SMSA. Fort

.

all ipd4ces except terms And conditions, blacks encountered more distrimi-.

natory-treatment;"-on average, in large SMSAs than they did, on 'average,

in small SMSAs. The division of cases by large and small SMSAs indicates

that population size may be related to discrtminatory behavior. However,

future analysis of audit data will more carefully eximihethe influenCe

of a variety of demograP ic factors--including metropolitan population-

on treatment of auditors.

Racial Discriminati Sales Housin

t.

Market

a

The audit procedure for the-sales housing market differed somewhat

from that used in the rental housing market. While rental auditors in-

quired about vacancies in the building or complex assigned, sales auditors

inquired about housthg of a designated price, size, and general location7-

not about a specific housin§ unit. Responses to questions on the Sales

Abdit Report Form are grouped into the following four categories: hous-

ing availability, courtesy, service, and household information requested.

Housing Availability. Housing availability items are especially

important in the sales.audit, because differential treatment on these

items rePresents a clear violation of fair housing legislation, and be-

cause differential treatment on these items is perhaps the most funda-

mental form of discrimination a black might encounter.

.f
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The following table shows the results fair the housing.evailability

No , White,

Difference Favored
4

/
Black Net

4=iwore8 . Difference.

Housing availability
MultipTe listing directory= Offered
Other listingt offered .

Houses volunteered
Invitations to inspect holise,
Houses insOected'

,

.

'

68
67
76

.

22

23-
35

.21

13

18

54

. 46
38

- 1"

-

.11
.

2U
6

24
. 31'

U.'

10
-7

12

1100

15

10
416

.
. .

The net differences ,in.treatment are statistically significant for.

all items and could have occurred by chance no mOPe than 1-time ip 100. .

. Ipexplicably, blacks were favored more often than were whites in the offer
11*

of multiple listing directories; however, each of the other items shows

substantial net differences Unfavorable to blacks.

Me following table shows the results of combining four of the above

six items into an index of housing availability; other listIngs offered

and hodses inspected are excluded.

No
Difference

White
Favored

Black
Favored

Discriminatory
Treatment

National 37 39 24 15

Northeast 33 39 29 10
North Central 23 55 22 33

South 46 %, , 33 22 11

West 34 39 '" 27 12

The results nationally aild for all census regions except the West (where

the-adjusted sample size was very small) are statistically significant at

the 0.01 level.



The net difference shown in, the last column--thi measure of discrim

ination against blacks--indicates that, nationally, blacks encountered

dfscripination from 15 percent of real estate agents. As in the rental

,

market, an aciiial-housing seeker is likely to be in contact with more
al

than one'agent when Attemptfr* to4pukhase a house. Therefore, a

level Of discrimination of 15 percent may haveonsiderable impact on

blacks' housing searches. For example, if 15 percent of sales agents
.

, discriminate and a search invOlves visits to four agents, then the

probability of encountering at least one Instance of discrimination is

48 pirceRt:

Courtesy. The followinftible shows the reiults for the individual

courtesy items.

-

Occurred Occurred
No for White for Black Net

Difference Znly Only Difference

Shorter wait before interiiew 70 20 10 10

Offer of drinks, cigarettes, etc. 73 16 11 5

Asked to be seated 69 19 .12 7

Informal chatting during wait . 64 18 18 0 e

Agent introduced self 73 17 9 8

Agent asked rime 86 8 6 2

Shook !lands 65 19 16 3

Addressed by title 56 23 . 21 2

When differential treatment of auditors-occurred, the courtesy was

more likely to have been'extended to the white than'to the black. Eli-

five of the iteMs--wait, offer of drink, requdst to be seated,.agen; in-

tsroduction, and 'request of auditor's name--the likelihood of obtaining °

the observed outcomes by chance was less than 1 in WO.
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With the exception of "addressed.* %Atte all the individual0 ,

courtesy items were combinpd into 4 stigid i4idex of courtesy; the re-

sults are shown in the fol-lowitii

4---VA4r

NO . White'', Black DiscriminatorY
pifferemce. Favored Favored Treatment

National - - - 34 +. 39 . 27

_Northeast fli- 39 '''''' 1 29
North Central 38 35 ''''. 27

.,-

South 29
.

.45 . 26e. s .

West 46 % 29
. .

12

2

8
19

4_,

Although the litelihood of erbunter`in4,dilcriminatory trelltment n ,

4 '

teris of courtesy seems to vary greatly among regio9s4 the differences.

are statis4cally s gnificant-only nationally.and'in thi.North Centra).
, -

,and Southerri'regions..

Service. The fOl I oW.ing table shows the retsul ts for the i ndi vi dual

service
.

Longer OnterView r
Offer of literature 72 14
Offer of siness card 70 16

Service
No , Accorded

'Difference Aite Ohly

'5t

House styt desi red

Special ho se 'features desired
Special ne ghborhood

features dekired
Fleques-t fo'r phone,number

Agenttrectrtied. information
Offer of :assi stance

to obtain financing .

Invitation to ccall-again

- 62 .20
64 15

9, 9 '

15 - iç,
20 19

Service

Btl coegnl
Net

y Di fferenee

39

14

14

19

21

-83
'12

61

62

86

17
0
2 ,

1

0
3

1

1

10 s 4 ' 6

For only four, i terns i s. the di iferente lin. treatment- stati sti cal ly si gn.ifi -

cant. Whi-t4' ihterviews averaged,1'hour 'and 40 minutes.while blacks'

..21g
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interviews averaged 1 hour and 25 minutes, and when one auditor had a

longer interview it was more frequently the hIte. Whites were.also more

k

pften asked fOr a phone number where they could be reached, and whites

were more often invited to call agaim. Blacks were more often'asked

about any special features they desired in a house.

Th9 national and regional results from aggregating all the individ-

ual servic(items indicate that only the net differential treatment for

the nation (3 percent) and for the South (6 percent) is statistically

significant (at ihe 0.05 level).
1.

An important finding is that both btacks'and whites were accorded

services and courtesies with vary high freqUency. However', for both

categories, if differential treatment occurred, whites were more likely

to have been favored than blacks.

Househqld Information Requested. The following table shows the

results for the individual items about which agents requested informa-

tion from auditors.

No Requested of Requested of Net

'Difference White Only Black Only Difference

Income 66 7 28 -21

Spouse's income . 66 9 ' 25 -16

Debts or other obligations 84 6 9 -3

Occupation
,

57 16 27 -11 '

Employer's name 76 9 16 -7

Length of employment 86 7 . 7 0

Information about spouse's
employment 60 15 .26 -11

References 96 1 4 -3

For all items except length of employment, more ihformation was

requested from blacks than from whites, and the differences are all
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statistically significant at the.0.01 level. This.finding would.tend to

indicate -that real estate agents screen blacks, which is discriminatory

in effect, if not by intent.

IndividUal items were combined to form an overall index of informa-

tion requested; th following table shows that substantial discriminatory

treatment exists in all four regions as.well as nationally.

No Requested of Requested of DiscriminatcrY
Difference Black Only _White Only Treatment

National 45 35 20 15

Northeast 37 45 19 . 26

North Central 42 34 23 11

South 51 30 19 11

West
..

47 36 17 , 19

Relationship among Alternative Forms of Discrimination. To investi-

.gate the relationship among the various categories of discriminatory prac-

tices identified in this study, each of the aggregate indices was compared

with the basic index of housing availability. A statistical test was used

to determine whether or not significant underlying relationships exist.

In fact, a strong relationship does appear to exist among the four indices.

4,6

Blacks who were given less favorable information concerning housing

availability also tended to be treated less courteouslyrand to receive

less service. However, the relationship between the index of housing

availability and the index of household information requested is interegt-

ing: Both black auditors and white auditors who were asked more informa-

tion than their teammates were more 'likely than expected to have also been

treaied favorably with respect to housing availability. This finding

ES-19
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indicates that more rigorous screening of black customers neeu not result

in their being offered fewer housing choices.

/ Discrimination in Large and Small SMSAs. Black auditors encountered

far less discrimination in small $MSAs, on average, than in large SMSAs,

on average, for each of the categories of treatment reported. In fact,

as measured by the indices of courtesy and service, black auditors were

systematically favored in smal.l metropolitan areas. This finding of less

discrimination-in small than in large metropolitan areas is generilly con-

sistent with the results of the rental housing audit. Further analysis .

of audit data will address whether size of SMSA is the principal factor

explaining these outcomes, or whether the differences observed when cases .

were classified by SMSA size can be explained by some other factor as yet

unexplored.

Site-by-Site Results

Housing Availability Discrimination. If every real estate office

-and rental complex had been audited in each of the 40 SMSAs, then one

could be confident that the discrimination levels reported were virtually

identical to the experiences housing seekers could expect to encounter

were they to conduct housing searches the same way the auditors did in

this study.. However, audits were conducted of only a sample of real

estate offices and rental complexes in eadb of the 40 SMSAs. Therefore,

the racial discrimination levels reported are estimates. The tables on

the next two pages show the estimated levels of discrimination for the

indices of housing availability for the rental and sales markets.
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RENTAL MARKET INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Percent)

NO WHITE BLACK DISCRIMINATORY

SMSA DIFFERENCE FAVORED FAVORED TREATMENT

Akron, OH (26)-
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY (30)
Asheville, NC (29)
Atlanta, GA (119)
Boston, MA (110)
Canton, OW(29) -

,

Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN (29)
Columbus, OH (29) .

Dallas, TX (114)
payton, OH (29)
Detroit, MI (30)
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood, FL (28)
Fort Wayne, IN-(30)
Fort Worth, TX (28)
reenville SC (30)
arrisburg, PA (28)

H rtford, CT (30) . .

In ianapolis, LN (28)
Lawton, OK (30)
Lexington, KY (30)
Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA (30)
Louisville, KY4IN (30)
Macon, GA (30)
Milwaukee, WI (108)
Monroe, LA (29) ,

Nashville-Davidson, TN (29)
New York, NY (29)
Oklahoma City, OK (30),
Paterson-Clifton-Passaic, NJ (29)
Peoria, IL (30)
Sacramento, CA (118)
Saginaw, MI (30)

# San Bernardino-Riverside-Ontario, CA (29)

Savannah, GA (15)
Springfield-Chicopee-Holyoke, MA-CT (29)

Stockton, CA (28)
Tampa-St. Petersburg, FL (30)
Tulsa, OK (30)
Vallejo-Napa, CA (29)
York, PA (29)

27 50 23 27*

47 20 33 -13

41 41 17 24*

27 45 29 16**

32 46 22

35 52 ,

14 38***

h 48 21 27*

24 52 24 28*

36 40 24 16**

31 55 14 41***
23 67 10 57***

29 54 18 36**
23 53 23 30**

32 46 21 25*
40 37 23 14

14 46 39 7

43 40 17 23*

21 64 14 50***

40 40 20 , 20
30 47 23 24*

20 63 17 46***
50 40 10 i 30**

37 50 13 37***

51 32 18 14**
28 62 10 52***
21 59 21 38**

35 45 21 24*

30 47 23 24* ,

21 38 41 -3

50 40 10 30**
48 34 19 15**

27 50 23 27*

31 59 10 49***

27 47 27 20
35 _59- 7 52***

32 46 21 25*
30 53 17 36**

47 47 7 40***

28 62 10 52***

31 52 17 35**

NOTE: Numbers in parentheses are the number of observations; tests of
significance were performed on unweighted, unadjusted data.
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SALES MARKET INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Percent)

NO WHITE BLACK

SMSA DIFFERENCE FAVORED FAVORED
DISCRIMINATORY
TREATMENT

Akron, OH (40) ' 33 50 18, 32**

Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY (30) 47 30 23 7

Asheville, NC (0) 21 57 21 36**

Atlanta, GA (78) 27 42 31 11

Boston, MA (73) 25 43 33 10

Canton, OH (30) 17 57. 27 30*

Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN (48) 21 65 15 50***

Columbus, OH (40) 23 63 15 48***

Dallas, TX (80) , 25 41 34 - 7

Dayton, OH (43) 35 40 26 14

Detroit, MI (51) 14 64 22 42***

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood, FL (45) 33 46 21 25**

Fort Wayne, IN (25) 31 23 47 -24

Fort Worth, TX (29) 35 52 14 38***

Greenville, SC (30) 22,. 33 30 3-

Harrisgurg, PA (30) 23 40 37 3

Hartford, CT (30) 27 37 37 0

Indianapolis, IN (50) 26 54 20 34***

Lawton, OK (30) 22 31 48 -17

Lexington, KY (30) , 27 57 17 40***

Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA (50) 40 42 18 24**

Louisville, KY-IN (39) 21 . 46 33 13

Macon, GA (45) 24 49 27 22*

Milwaukee, WI (80) 28 53 20 33***

Monroe, LA (29) 24 45 31 14

Nashville-Davidson, TN (39) 66 23 10 13

New York, NY (50) 38 50' 12 38***

Oklahoma City, OK (29) 38 31 31 U

Paterson-Clifton-Pasuic, NJ (30) 20 53 27 26*

Peoria, IL (30) 33 33 33 0

Sacramento, CA (79) 34 38 28 10

Saginaw, MI (30) 37 33 30 3

San Bernardino-Riverside-Ontario, CA (50) 17 38 45 -7

Savannah, GA (30) 37 47 17 30"
Springfield-Chicopee-Holyoke, MA-CT (30) 30 20 50

Stockton, CA (30) 47 23 30 -7

Tampa-St. Petersburg, FL (44) 44 34 22 12

Tulsa, OK (29) 28 52 21 31**

Vallejo-Napa, CR (29) 27 44 29 15

York, PA (29) 45 45 IU 35**

NOTE: Numbers in parentheses are the number of observations; tests of

significance were performed on Unweighted, unadjusted data.
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The numbers presented in the tables must be intepreted with great

care, because a simple ranking of sites by their estimated levels of dis-

crimination is, at best, very difficult. The number of asterisks in the

fourth column of the tables, serves as a guide. Three asterisks mean that

the obser'ved level of disCrimination could,be expected to have occurred

by chance no more than 1 in 100 times, two 'asterisks that the outcome

could be expected to have occurred by chance no more than 5 in 100 times,

and one asterisk that the outcome could be expected to have occurred by:

chance no more than 10 in 100 times. In other words, the more asterisks,

the more confidence one can have that the observed level of discrimina-

tion could not have occurred by chance.

The principal factor .affecting the degree of confidence one can

place in the estimated.levels of discrimination is how large the sample

was from which estimates were made. Since relatively few audits were

conducted in each site, all of the estimates may vary considerably from

the frequencies with which discriminatory behavior may actually be prac-

. ticed in the audit sites. For example, th sales index of discriminatory

behavior for Akron, Ohio, indicates net unfavorable treatment of blacks of

32 percent. However, one can be confident 95 percent of the time that

the true level of discrimination is actually between 9 percent and 55

pdrcent. Sales market discrimination in the next site on the table--

Albany-Schenectady-Troy, New York--is estimated to be 7 percent. How-

ever, one can be confident 95'percent of the time that the true level of
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discrimination lies somewhere between -19 percent (Inverse discrimina-

tion") and 33 percent. Two important points can be derived from these

examples. First, because the sample sizes for SMSAs are so small (fre-

quently no more than 30 audits per site), the range of values that the

true level of discrimination may take is very large. Second, comparing

sites by their estimated levels of discrimination is extremely difficult.

For the sales market, Akron's estimated level of discrimination--32 per-

cent-is over 4 times the estimated level for Albany-Schenectady-Troy--

7 percent. But the true level of discrimination for Akron may be as low

as 9 percent, and the true level for Albany-Schenectady-Troy may be as

high as 33 percent. In other words, although the estimates differ con-

siderably, the true levels of discrimination for these sites may not

differ very much at all.'

Ior the most part, the problem of mall sample sizes from which to

esttmatt-levelS'of discrimination does not exist for the national, re-

*gional, and large and small SMSA results reported earlier. That is, the

sample sizes are obviously larger for the nation and the regions, and

the true levels of discrimination are more likely to be the same or very

close to the reported estimates.

A final point to ke6p in mind regarding the site estimates is that

discriminatory practices appear to vary. Therefore, the level of

I. For additional information on how to interpret the site reSults,

see chapter 4 of the full report.
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discrimination estimated for an SMSA may be high as measured by one index

but low as measured by another index.

Comparison of Discrimination in Rental and Sales Markets. The

respective indices of Dousing aiailability for the rentql and sales

markets were compared on a site-by-site basis and found to Be only'

weakly related. that isi.it does.not appear that high levetilf

discrimination in the sales market are necessarily associated with high

,levels.of discrimination in the rental market.

Interpreting the Results: Summary and Conclusions

Limitations. For several reairi discrimination measured by the

audit is undoubtedly understated.

\

First, only the initial phase of the housing search process was

investigated. Undoubtedly, more discrimination would have been detected

if audits had been sustainedionger, e.g., by putting down security depos-:

its or seeking to obtain financing. Also, buying a how iiia much more

complex process than renting an apartment., Far less of the house-buying

process was examined than ofithi apartment-renting proAsi; therefore,

the audit study dims not examine many of the opportunities for differen-

tial treatment of prospective buyers.

Second, estimates of racial discrimination in the sales market have

not yet incorporated evidence the study may yield with respect to racial

steering and with respect to the degree of "sales effort" accorded

auditors.
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Third the audit was limited to estimating discrimination against

abfacks living in metropolitan areas containing a signiftcant percentage

of blacks. It is anticipated that luture studies will use the alidit

procedures to investigate discrimination in housing against other

minorities, against women, and in other areas.'

Fourth, the audit results reported here relate only to a search

process based upon newspaper advertisements of certain types of-housing:-

The results exclude, forlexample, cbndominiums, new homes for sale by

the builder, and houses and duplexes for rent. Hence, the audit samp.le

undbubtedly precluded the detectiOn of much discrimination practiced in

the sale.and rental of housing.

The newspaper smnpling technique employed for the study influences

the tnterpretation of findings in three other ways:

1. Only those real estate and rental agents who advertised were
subject to being selected for auditing. Advertisers may'dif-
fer considerably from nonadvertisers in their tendency to
discrtminate. If it is true, as many people suspect, that
nonadvertisers are more likely to discrimtnate, the reported
results underestimate the amount of racial discrimination.

2. To derive metropolitanwide estimates of discrimination, no
part of a metropolitan area (within SMSA boundaries) was
precluded.froM being audited. However, the economic circum-
stances of many actual housing seekers, whites as well as
blacks, constrain them.to portions of housing markets. Just
as discrimination varies by region and by site, it is likely

to vary by submarket. (This question will be examined in the
next phase of HUD's analysis.) The estimated discrimination

1. An experimental audit measuring discrimination against Hispanic-
Ameritans has already been completed under HUD contract. A report of
the analysis'performed by HUD staff will be released this summer.
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levels reported shou3d not be interpreted as equivalent to
those faced by people who are actually searching for housing.

3. The sampling criteria employed for the study mean that the
estimated levels of discriminatiOn are for the existing sales
hbusing market (i.e., resales) almost exclusively and, for the
rental market, are more likely to reflect discrimination as
practiced in larger, newer buildings and complexes. Discrimi-

nation as practiced by other sectors of the market was either
not examined at all or examined to a lesser degree.

Finally, the education and other socioeconomic characteristics of

auditors exceeded the education and other socioeconomic characteristics

of the general population and of most black housing seekers. Auditors

had to he relatively well trained ;and reasonably well educated to play

the roles they were required to play and to complete the.complex audit

report forms. The result is that auditors were likely to have been--

and certainly appeared-Hmiddle class. The4fore, audit findings are

likely to reflect discrimination against a limited socioeconomic spec-

trum of black households.
.

Interpreting the Numbers. By whatever criteria oneliesed to analyze

the data collected for this study, it is clear that discrimination is.ex-

tensive and pervades metropolitan areas throughout the country. Although

this study cannot answer the 'question of whether the nature and extent of

racial discrimination in housing have changed over time, it does provide

a baseline for future research on changes in racial discrimination. Black

auditors, on average, were systematically treated less favorably regarding

housing availability, were treated less courteously, and were asked more

information than were whites.. With respect to housing availability, for

example--the most im rtant of the discrimination indices reported--

c

o
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discHmination in the rental market was 27 percent and in the .sales mar-

ket 15 percent. The reslerch perspective of the report has been.that the

precise numbers associated with the quantification Of racial discrimina-

tion are considerably less important that the fact that substanit dis-

crimination was observed. However, the reader should-remember the fol-

lowing points.

1. The approach followed during this first phase of data
analysis has deliberately been cOnservative. Wherever
the researchers doubted which analytical approach to
use or which interpretation to place on resultsi they
selected the alternative that seemed least likely to
exaggerate the problem of racial discrimination.

Cases in which both auditors were treated favorably
on at least one item used tosonstruct an index were
classified is "no.difference," even though one auditor
may have been favo'red on morvitems than his or her

teammate. This approach, although consistent with
the adopted conservative strategy, resulted in con-
siderably lower leveft of observed discrimination in
the sales market from what they would have been had
these ambiguous cases been excluded entirely from
the index calculations.

4

3. The technique used for this report was simply to
measure differential treatment on individual items

and groups of items. There are many other methods
hy which analysis of the differential treatment of
auditors might reveal numbers different from those
reported. However, no alternative'can yield esti-
mates of discrimination that are not substantial,
since substantially different treatment was. accorded
auditors as measured by individual items.

Regardless of whether one considers the reported numbers to under-

estimate the problem of racial discrimination or to overestimate the

problem of racial discrimination, the audit reveals that blacks and

whites were Systematically treated differently. The goal of fair

ES-28
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housing iuto eliminate discrimination, not to reduce it. There is no

such thing as a "tolerable" level of discrimination; the numbers reported

are considerably less important thin the fact that conclusive evidence

has been provided that discriminatory treatment of blacks continues to

.be an important AmeriCan social problem.

, Policy Implications. The principal policy implications to be de-

rived from the audit must await the results of regression analysis of

the data, which will facilitate determining which factors--ihcluding

fair housing enforcement--influence discrimination.. However, several

obseniations can be drawn from the findings presented in this' report.

First,efforts to combat racial discrimination have not been com-

pletely successful, as is dbvious from the'elctensive evidence of its

existence presented in this report. One can only conclude that the
/-'

sanctions imposed on discriminators are insufficient, br that the prob-

ability of detecting discriminatory behavior is too low, or both.

Second, discriminatory behavior may be quite diffiCult to detect.

Systematic differential treatment unfavorable to blacks can be confirmed

only by examining a large number of cases. The audit project has clearly

demonstrated the usefulness of the -autlit technique as both a research and-

a fair housing enforcement tool.

Third, although substantial racial dscrimination was observed,

blacks were treated no differently from their white teammates in a high

percentage of the total number of cases. The battle to eliminate racial

ES-29
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4, . NI

discriminatiov is far Nal complete, but unequal access to housing mar".

kets does not mean total exclusion.-
e-
4

Futirre Analitis, Thefaudit iniormation represehts but a-small por-

%

tion of the data being anaiyzed as part of the project. For example, the

audit risulis will be keyed to census data for the tracts in which'real

estate and rental agents Were. located and to ceqsus data for the tracts -

of Inspected apartments and houses. the full ilata set will allow inves-

vtigation of,numerous hypotheses with respect to the factors suspected

to influence racial discrimination. In general, these factors involve

three sets of characteristics: thoSe of the auditors, those of the areas

".
in which audits Were conducted, and those of the rental complexesdand

real estate argetEles audited. Work it,prOceedtng on how these factors

,may influence 'the probability thara blac6ousing seeker is szstematt,

cally accorded discriminatory treatment. HUD will'release future reports

of results as the' research is completed. It is anticipated.that a large

number of iery interesting issues can be addressed by analyzing the data

generated fOr this project; therefore, this report should be considered

volune one of a serfes.

Inquiries regarding this executive summary, the full report on
:which it is.based, and future eeports'of findings should be
addressed to:

U.S. Depaftment of Housing and Urban Development
Office of Policy Development and Research
Diviadon of Product Disseminatton and Transfer
451 lth Street, S.W., Room 8124
Washington, D.C. .20410

a
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INTRODUCTION

:

V
f

Thts paper is the first formal report on a natiomide study of dis-4'

erimination fgainsfblacks in the sale and rental of housing. The study
,e

wis undertaken by the Department of Housing and Urban Development in re-
. ,

sponse to Section 808(e) of the Civil Rights Act of 1968.*

The Secretary bf Housing and Urban Development shal.1 (1) make
studies with respect to the nature and extent of discrimina-
tory housing practices in represeritative communities', urban,
suburban, and rural, throughout the United States....

The study has two majer objectives:

ft

o to measure the nature and extent of discriinination against blacks

in American metropolitan housing markets

o to determine what.factors, including the enforcement of housing.

'civil rifhts legislation, influence the obieved discrimination

against blacks.

. This report describes the findings with respect to the first 6jective.

It elaborates upon findings released in April 1978,'provides-minor revi-

\sill and descrfbes the project in detail.' Subsequent reports will ex-

amine the second objective and othar issuei that the study's unique data

eltsci,date.
k.

1. Initial study findings were released in April 1978. The findings re-
leased in this report are based an more extensive analysis of audit data;
they differ from those released earlier in several wAys. First, the cAte-*
gories of items for which system#tic differential treatment of auditors
are reported differ from those used in April 1978. Second, cares for which
no differential treatment of audit teammates was observed are classified
as "no difference" rather than "treated equally," largely because "no dif-
ference" ts a better term for classifying both cases in which auditors

1
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This report provides definitive evidence that blacks are discriminated

. against in the pousing market. 'Because no comparable data exist for prior

years, it-is impossible to determine whether the sitmation has improved or

worsened. Nevertheless, the report clearly establishes the need for,im-

proved and inchwed.enforcement of the fair housing laws for several

reasons.. First.,440 housing, or equality of access to housing markets,
-

is a right of all cttizens, and the report shows that blacks and whites

do nott have equal:access to housing.1 Second, "social science literature

provides strong eididence that discrimination in housing affects blacks

detrimentally in terms of the price and type of housing they consumeand

:14 terms441 their access to jobs anil desirable public services. Third,

the ex 1)stence of discrimination in housing reduces the likelihood of find-

ing'decent housing for the poor who are alsä black and may exaggerate de-..

,

mographic changes within neighborhoods.

received the same, or the same amount of, service, and cases where neither

auditor received service. The term also more accutately "distinguishes

cases where no differential treatment was'observed from thosc where dif-

ferential treatment was observed. Third, cases for which there was some
ambiguity in interpreting whether the outcome on a group of items favored

one auditor or the other are treated 'differenily from the earlier report.

This change in approach explains differences in the estimates of discrimi.

nation from the April 1978 %lease. For further information on this last

point, see chapter 5.

1. For thii report, "fair housing" refers to the absence of practices pro-

hibited.py law that may reduce access to housing mar:kets. Appendix A of

this repbrt is Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, which details

prohibited practices and those classes for whom the'legislation was in-

tended. The Civil Rights Act of 1866 also prohibits racial discrimination

in the sale or rental of property Of all kinds, not just housing.

2
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Much more research is required to Understand fully:the impact of hous-
. ,

in4 discrimination On blacks and other minorities. Particular attentpn

needp to be focused bn the housing discr4M1nat1on faced byllispanics,

other minorittes and women. But the importance of the study is that it

documents and quantifies the continued existence of housing discrimina-

tion and provides a baseline for measuring tpe impact of efforts to combat

cliscrimifiation.
46.

The report is diVided into five chapters. The first chapter discusses

the history of the study, the management of the project, the site selec-

0

tion and sampling design, and the procedures used to ensure objectivity

and consistency.across sites. Chapters 2 and 3 report results for the

rental and sales markets, respectively. Chgoter 4 provides estimates of

the level of discrimination by individual metropolitan area and explores

the relationship beteen discrimination and segregation. Chapter 5 dis-

cusses the limitations of the study, summarizes the findings and their

implications for policg, and describes further anaTysis already underway.
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CHAPTER 1

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

BACKGROUND'AND CHRONOLOGY

The principal objective of this initial repqrt of the Title VIII --Fair

HoUsing Evaluation1 is to examine real estate and rental agepts' treatment

of prospective buyers an'evers to determine the frequency with which

blacks may encounter discrimination and to identify the forms discrimina-

tion 4 likely to take. The methodology used is an audit of real estate

and rental agents because an audit'can provide direct evidence of discrimr

ination; that is, discrimination can be directly observed by examining the

systematic differential treatment that may be accorded blacks and whites
4

when they seek housing. 2 Since each pair of auditors is virtually iden-

tical in all characteristics other than race, any systematic differential

treatment is evidence of racial discrimination.

1. This project is known within the DepartMent of Housing and Urban De-
velopment as the Title VIII--Fair Housing Evaluation. (Title VIII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1968 is the principal legislation under which the De-

,

partment of Housing and Urban Development and the Department of Justice
are charged with combatting discrimination in housing.) Outside the De-
partment, the project has become known as the Housing Market Practices
Survey. ,

2. An audit is:

. a study done to determine the differences in quility, content,
and quantity of information and service given to Clients by real es-
tate firms and rental property managers that could only resultfrom a
difference in the clients' race . . . The audit is conducted under

15



The idea for this project originated in the Office of Policy Develop-
.

ment and Research, Division of Evaluation, of the U.S. Department of Hous-

ing and Urban Development (HUD) some Oyearsigo. The divisionLis charged

with evaluattng major ongoing departipental programs, one of which is the

Title VIII--Fair Hodsing Program. In the spring Of 1975, four small con-

tracts were let, soliciting recommendations as to how the Fair Housing

Program might be evaluated most effectiiely.1 The resulting'proposals

presented four alternatives: fl) to measure the extent to which minority

families may pay premiums to obtain housin9; (2) to measure residential

segregation; 43) to measure prevailing attitudes and perceptions regard-

ing discrimination; and (4) to measure differential treatment sales and

rental agents accord housing seekers of different races.

the supervision of a coordinator, and sends teams of trained volun-
teers to . . . real estate agencies (or rental complexes) to pose as
homeseekers. pch team is matched according to income, family size,
age, general appearance, etc.--every factor except skin color. Each
member is sent to the same, agency at closely spaced intervals, pre-
senting similar housing desires. Each volunteer.then keeps detailed
accounts of his experience in the categories being tested, and avoids
contact with his counterpart until his report is completed. [Racial
Steering: The Dual Housing Market and Multiracial Neighborhoods,
National Neighbors, 1973, p. 20]

The auditing technique employed for this study is described later in this
report and in The Manual for Auditors, appendix B.

1. The commissioned papers were prepared by George and Eunice Grier of
the Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies; Marcus Alexis of the De-

, partment Of Economics and the Center for Urban Affairs, Northwestern
University; John C. Weicher of the.Department of Economics, Ohio State r
University; and Barton Smith and Peter MieszOwski of the Department of
Economics, University of Houston. (Affiliations are as of the time pro-
posals were submitted.)
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Although the originil concern had been simply to determine how effec-

tive the Department's fair housing enforcement efforts had been, it becami

apparent from the recommended-approaches that other, more basic questions

remained unanswered: What is the nature and extent of discrimination in

housing in the United States, and what factors--including.fair housing

enforcement--influence its persistence? N.

Measuring the nature and extent of existing housing discrimination in

the United States will *permit fair housing enforcement efforts to be eval-

uated on a continuing basis; that is, the comprehensive and quantitative
,

measures of housing discrimination reported here will provide a baseline

igainst which to compare the findings of future replications of the audit

experiment. Second, measuring the.current pattern of housing discrimina-

tion region by region and site by site will permit evaluation of past fair

hoUsing efforts; for example, cross-sectional variation in Title VIII com-

plaint conciliations previously attempted by the Department can be related

to cross-sectional variation in measured housing giscrimination. Identi-

fying the relative effectiveness of previously used Title VIII enforcement

tooli should clarify whiCh fair housing policy tools will be most appro-

priate to use in the future to accomplish the goal of fair housing for all

Americans.

The Department hopes to answer many questions in this and future re-

ports, including:

What is the probability that a black will encounter'discrimination

when searching for a dwelling unit?

6



o 'What methqds are used to discriminate against-blacks?

Do comparable patterns of discrimination exist in the sales and

rental markets?

How does the probability of encountering discrimiliation vary from,

one urban area to another across the United States?

What social and economic characteristicsof both individual hous-

ing seekers and of the type of housing sought--affect the probabil-

ity of encounteriqg discrimination?

Evaluating fair housing efforts requires-accurate measurement not only

of variations in housing discrimination-across- t;bah a0eas in the United

States but also of how their determinants differ cross-sectionally. .The

evaluation strategy is essentially to estimate the degree of housing dis-

crimination likely to exist among urban.areas in the absence of fair

housing-enforcement a6d then to investigate the extent to which any diver-

gence between predicted and actual patterns of discrimination may betat-

tributed to enforcement activities. To this end, metropolitan areas se-

lected for inclusioh in this study ensured a maximum range of values for

several critical control and policy variables--overall population stze;

percent black population; geographical spread; and, above all, fair hous-

ing efforts by the Department'of Housing and Urban Development, the De-
6

*partment of Justice, state fair housing agencies, and local fair'housing

groups.



4.

SELECTION OF THE FAIR HOUSING AUDIT AS THE BASIC RESEARCH APPROACH'

The primary goal of fair housing is to eliminate discriminatory prac-

tices prohibited by law. Eliminating these practices would result in

eqvality of access to housing markets (holding constant the socioeconomic,

Status of homeseekers) for all Americans. Price_Offerentials, segregated

residentia3 livini patterns, And expressed perceptions about fair housing

all seem to reflect the effects of minorities' discriminatorily unequal-

access,to housing rather than the nature or extent of unequal access it-

self. Hence, it was concluded that discriminatorily unequal access to

housing could be measured unambtguously only through a controlled experi-

.

ment in which blgcks and whites simulated the behavior 'O'f actual housing

seekers.

The simulated housing search experiment, known as'an audit, is a pro-

cedure whereby a white individual, and a black individual successively

visit a given real estate or rentat office in search of housing. Two

individuals of theitme sex but df different races are matched as closely

as possible in terms of age, general appearance, income, family size, and

all other relevant characteristics. They present identical housing re-

quests to sales or rental agents and carefully record their respective ex-

lieriences on standardized reporting forms. The quantity and quality of

information and service received are then compared, and any systematic

differences in treatment accorded blacks and whites are presumed to be be-:

cause of rate or skin color.

8



A request for research proposali to conduct an audit was developed

early in 1976. The competiiive cOntract was awarded to the National Com-

mittee Against DisCrimination in Housing (NCDH), a not-for-profit fair ...

housing organization with headquarters in Washington, D.C. Contract work'

was mostly completed by October 1977; it was limited to data collection,

with NCDH's primary role to conductthe audit experiment accórding to

strictly prescribed procedures. Since October 1977 efforts have been de-

voted to obtaining ancillary data; to editing, tabulating, and making the .

data computer-acpisible; and to performing statistical anatysis of the

data. Responsibility for ddta analysis is HUD's alone.

Although large-scale social science experimentation is a relativety

rece t

\
phenomenon, largely datIvig from the New Jersey.Income Maintenance

Experi e nt in the 19605,1 the use of the audit as a research technique haft

A rich htstory
,

First, the audit is a well established research technique

market ukvey firms use to measure differential levels of consumer serv-

ices, prices of goods, and so forth. Second, the audit as a method of

1. Undei* auspices of the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity, the New
Jersey Income Maintenance Experiment was conducted from 1968 to 1971 to
measure the cost effectiveness of alternative negative income tax formu-
las, especially as they may reduce work incentives. The overall cost of
the project was some $8 million, $2.4 million of,which were direct pay-
ments to families based upon one of the formulas under investigatiO.
The experiment was, in many ways, the prototype for several recent large-
scale social experiments, including the fair housing audit experiment.
For a detailed description of this path-breaking research effort, see
David Kershaw and Jerilyn Fair, The New Jersey Income Maintenance Experi4
meht, Volume I: Operations, Surveys, and Administration (New York:
Academic Press, 1976).
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investigating the nature and extent of discrimination dates from at least

the early 1930s, when Rithard T. LaPiere ,traveled extensiviely in the United

States with a .Chinese,student and his. wifevkeeping detailed-records of'the

differential treatment they received at hotels, ailto camps tourist homes4_

restaurants, and cafes throughout the United States.1

The stretigtlf associated with the fair housing audit are obvtous. It

is possible to obtain many more observations of the behavior being stud!-____

ied within the given time and cost constraints by simulating the houstng

search procedure instead of 'simply observing, sky, the treatment accorded

bona fide housing seekers. In addition, mitigating circumstances that

could account for differential treatment of housing seekers (that is, cir-

cumstances other than discrimination by real estate and rental agents) can

be carefully controlled for.

The audit experiment seems uniquely suited for the study of discrimi-

nation by salei and rental agents in American 'housing markets. Not only

'is the_audit capable of yielding A unambiguous and quantifiable measure

of discriminatory treatment accorded minority housing seekers, but it'also

can provide important information about the processes through which dis-

crimination commonly occurs. In addition, by carefully specifying the

audit design, one can test basic hypotheses about-the motives and factors

1. For al excellent summary of this and related nonreactive research.proj-

ects, see, Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, and Sechrest, Unobtrusive Measures:

Nonreactive Research in the Social Sciences (Chicago: kandaMcNally and

Co., 1916).
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that appear to underlie discrimination in the sale and rental of housing

in the United States.

Although the audit experiment was designed to yield objective datarfor

evaluation, an audit can also provide, an important source of evidence in

fair housing litigation. Indeed,'the courts have long accePted the audit

(or test) as a valid method for ascertaining whether or not a defendant's

denial of housing opportunities to a minority housing seeker is unlawfal.1

Recognizing.rthe potential usefulness of the audit findingg for enforcement

as well as for evaluation,_HUD has made the audit folders available to the

U.S. Department of Justice. As of December 1978, Juttice had initiated

over 100 investigations of suspected discriminators.

MAINTA,INING CONTROL AND CREDIBILITY

The inherent problem with experimental manipulation such as the audit

is that the more active-the investigator becomes in aisuring accurate mea-

surement and control, the greater the risk that he will be detected, there-

by posiibly invalid g-the study's results. Hence, the two concerns

that dominated the project design from the outset were the need to ensure

1. Fair housing groUps throughout the country'have published dozens of
reports getailing the procedures followed and the evidence produced by
testing. See especially Joellyn Kapp Murphy,.Audit Handbook: Procedures
for Determining the Extent of Racial Discriminatfon fn Apartment Rentals
(Palo Alto, California: Midpeninsula Citizens for Fair Hbusing, 1972);
Leopold J. Kovar, Auditing Real Estate Practices: A Manual (Philadelphia:
National Neighbors, 1974); Investigation and Auditing..in rair Housing Cases
(Chicago: Leadership Council for Metropolitan Open Conmunities, 1975).
Under HUD funding, NON is preparing a guidebook for testing based on ex-
periences.learned in the project reported here.

11
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statistical control-and accuracy and at the same time avoid contaminating

the data through atypical behavior oi either the auditors or the mal es-

tate and rental agents. Indeed, "maintaining control" and having "credi-

ble housing seekers" were the key phrases throughout the project.

Fair housing audits can be controlled primarily'by carefully matchtng

the members of the audit team. Ideally, the two individuals of each team

should be identical in every relevant wAy (age, sex, marital.status in-

come, etc.) except the characteristic being tested: Even if every char-

acteristic of two auditors is identital, however, their simulated housing

searches obviously'cannot be identical, if only because the matched indi-

viduals must visit the same office or agent at slightly different times

arid, therefore, under slightly Oiffeeent circumstances.

The inherent conflict between the objictives of control and credibil-
,

ity was nowhere more evident than in the decision of what housing the au-

ditors should request fOom the agent and what other information should be
4

volunteered.- To be credible housing buyers, for example, auditors were in-

structed to indicate three characteristics of the type of housing sought--

price, number of bedrooms, and general neighborhood location. However,

the more identical the housing requests and personal characteristics as-

sumed by the auditors, the greater the likelihood of their being detected

as auditors. Consequently, trade-offs between control and credibility had

to be aft. For example, to have 'both auditors request the same specific

ithouse vertise4 by the real estate agent would surely have jeopardized '#

the two auditors" credibility. In contrast, specifying no particular
,

4
12
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housing unit or location would hive been atypical behaviOr for bona fide

housing seekers and could therefore also have seriously reducedcredibilI

ity. To solve this problem, each member of an audit team was instructed

to request the same speCified neighborhood., which was small 'enough to

represent a plausible request yet broad enough so that the agent would"

not be alerted to the audit when two housing seekers appearing in a short'

requested identicathousing.

Control and credibility were just as importani'in training; and- super-

vising the auditors as they.were in selecting the audttors.and pattg

them into teams.. Hence, more effort was directed at developing effective

training techniques and detailed auditing procedures.tban at any other

aspect of the audit except sampling. The emphasis/Was on instructing an

auditor how-to act naturally, like a bona,fide,husing seeker, without

win§ or doing anithing that might be.significantly different from whai:

his teammate might say or do or that might unnecessarily influence ihe

agent's usual behavior. Some indication of efforts to ensure the auditors'

consistent and controlled bebavior is given:in The Manuairfor Auditors,

which is appended to.this report.

Separate audit report forms were used for the sales audit and the

rental audit. The sales audit required detailed responses to°33 questions, .

the rental audit to 37. Auditors were al o instructed to describe any ex-

periences notadequately reported elsewher on the forms. 'A supplementary

audit report form was to be completed for ach housing unit inspected.

13



Thew forns.required responses to Welve_ and nine questions respectively.

(Audit forms are included in appendix C and appendix DO

Each form went through the same evOution. To begin with, working hy-

potheses about the treatment real estate and rental agents typically ac-

cord housing seekers'were used to identify relevant asppcts of agent behav-
/

,

ior to be exmmined; each kiqd of,behavior required one or more responses

. on the appropriate form. Next.previousty used audit instruments were

EP

studied-to identify response formats that seemed most effective.in produc-

ing accurate and complete auditor reports. All audit report forms were

,

field,tested and and revised until their use in the

neral Audit.

1

.

Despite the considerableoplannthg Of the design of the'audSt experi-

ment, the project's complexity dictated the need to test research strategy,

instrutents, and procedures to.determine whether control ,and credibility .

could be maintained during audit implementation. Herite, a pilot,audit was

conducted in Cincinnati, Ohio, in late January and early February 1977.

During ,the pilot five facets of the study were identified for special at-

tention: (1) the adeivacy of training methods, instructional materials,

and reporting instruments; (2) any start-up problems' that tight occur Such

as scheduling practice audits immediately after training was completed;

(3) scheduling difficulties once auditing was will underway; (4) the ex-

tent to which prescribed debriefing procedures for auditors might adversely

-igluence their objectivity; and (5) the feasibility of having the local

14



p,idit supervisor prepare thesimplOf real estaIe'and rental offices to

be audited in his area.

What was learned from the pilot audit about debriefing procedures

illustrates the pilot's value to the success of the general audit. The

original plah called for the audit supervisor to go over the auditors'

completed forms with each;peam immediately after every audit to'ensure

- .

that everything significant was recorded correctly and that prescribed

auditing procedures were adhered to. However, it became obvious dUring 14

the pilot that the original plans for debriefing risked impairing the

auditors' objectivity. Auditors tended to.be unduly influenced by each

Other and by the audit supervisor's questions and commentt &ring debrief-

,ing. Consequently, it was detided that, in the general audit, the aUdit
o

supervisor's debriefing would consist only of carefully chetking each-au-

ditor's complited.forms independently to determine whether they were com-

pletely and accurately filled out. (In no case, however, were audit tu- .

pervisors to change recorded auditor responses.) 1 /

Tbe pilot audit provided a vitalibasis for improving the project

design, but training procedures, The Manual for Auditors, and the audit-

report forms Were all continuously refined until shortly before auditing

actually began at the chosen sites. Feedback concerning the various pro-

posed instruments and procedures was elf) continually.being received fron

the people being trained to coordinate/and to suPirvise the nationwide

aUdit as well as from members of both HUD and NCDH management and design

teams and the4r respective consultants.

4
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After a conceptuaTly useful, empirically valid, and administratively

feasible -design .for the audit was determined and field tested, it remained

to determine when and where to conduct the audit and how to implement the

audit procedures.

Two alternative strategies for conducting the general audit were dis-

cussed at length --the blitz and the prolonged audit. The blitz has the

advantage of completing the audit quickly before word of the4udit has a

chanCe to circulate and thereby possibly invalidate the results. However,

by virtually saturating the housing market-with auditors during a

the chance of detection increases substantiallY over-what it would be if

the audits were conducted over a longer time. The final-decision was- to-

conduct the audits at somemhat different rates among the sites; they aver-

aged around 2-1/2 weeks, depending, among other things, upon the availa

bility of auditors and the number of audiX to be conducted:

Reliability of th, audit results'depended upon a variety of factors,

many of which could not be completely planned for in advance aniOothers of

which could not even have4Ben anticipated. The critical factor, however,

was how well the auditors and audft supervisors adhered to prescribed pro-.

cedures in the following areas across all audit sites:t recruiting and se-

lecting auditors, pairing and assigning auditors, traTng auditors, con-

ducting the audit, and maintaining confidentiality.

Recruiting and Selecting Auditors

Criteria for selecting auditors included credibility, reliability,

prior experience as a home or apartment seeker, or experience as a

16



salesperson, in roughly that order of priority. Audttors were alsd.to be

low prafile and unobtrusive so that they would not draw attention to them-

.

selves.-- Above all, anyonewho might be suspected of having his own ax to

grind was to be avoided. Of, course, auditors had to look either unambig-.

uously black or white.

Pairing and Assigning Auditors

Audit supervisors were responsible for pairing black auditors and

white auditors, matching them for age, sex, hours available for auditing,

experience, appearance, and apparent iocioeconomic stitus, that is, in

every relevant way except skin color. Becausé they were to simulate ,

atypical4 housing searches, auditors were expected to assume specified

characteristics preciselyand to adhere strictly to the role prescribed,

tn their audit assignment forms. The audit supervisor was careful to

avoid sending mature, middle-class audit teams to student neighborhoods

or youthful looking teams to neighborhoods with expensive housing.1

Training Auditors lk

Each auditor was to read The Manual for Auditors, all-page instruc-

tional booklet, before attending the first traintng session. Throughout

1. -Preliminary review of the pairing of teammates and of the appropri-
ateness of team assignments indicates that audit supervisors performed
these tasks very well. The HUD research team will devote extensive addi- 1-
tional effort to examining the pairing of individuals into teams, the
matching of teams to assigned real estate offices and apartment copplexes,
and the influence of these factors on resalting measures of differential
treatment.



0
training and auditing, auditors were constantly impressed with the impor-

tanCe of adhering strictly to the 4041cedures prescribed in the manual and

of maintaining an accurate record of their experiences by correctly com-

pleting the audit report forms.

Audit supervisors were trained by professionals; the supervisors in

turn trained the audttors. Their training included extensive role-playing

and practice auditing to become familiar with procedures and to learn how

to deal with unanticipated circumstances.

Before any auditor conducted an audit, he was required to read the

manual, attend the 6-hour training session, perform a practice sales audit

and a practice rental audit, and participate in a debriefing and-review

session. Auditors,were paid $50 for coMpleting the training course, with

payment contingent upon completion of a minimum number of assigned general

audits. (Auditors were also paid for completing each assigned audit.)

Conducting the Audit

Auditing in the selected sites was conducted during May and June 1917. .

It was judged essential that the audits be completed before July because

7the summer months are typically slack times in the housing market.'

In the rental,audit, the black auditor always went first; his team-
I.

mate followed within an hour. Both auditors requested a particular size

1. The impact of weather on the housing market wA learned during the
pilot audit in Cincinnati. Auditors were unable to visit sales or rental
offices for nearly 2 weeks because of subzero temperatures, heavy snow,
and near-blizzard winds. When they were able to visit offices, the of-
fices were often either closed or no one else was looking for housing. )
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apartment but if told none were available, auditors were instructed to

request the same second choice. If the second request was also not avail-

able, the auditors asked what was available. If nothing was available,

the auditors asked about waiting lists; whether a model apartment could

be seen, and so forth, to obtain whatever information about availability

that they could.

.
In the sales audit, the White auditor always went, first; the black

teammate followed within 1 day (with a maximum of 32 hours between the

white auditor's visit and the black teammate's visit to the same.office).1

,Both members of the team followed the same procedures. They eiplained

what they Were tnterested.in, asking for houses of the same size, price,

and genetal neighborhood as specified On their assignment forms. If the

requested housing was not available, they asked for alterriatives. If the

agent handed them a list of available houses and asked them to choose,

auditors askedfthe salesperson to recommend houses. If agents suggested

visits to inspect houses, auditors were to accept.

In all cases, auditors were instructed to obtain as much information

as possible, casually keeping notes as necessary and as a bona fide hous-

ing seeker might naturally do. Filling out the audit report forms fully

1. The ideal research design would have been to order blacks' site vis-
its and whites' site visits randomly for both the 'rental and sales audits,
but to do so was judged practically infeasible. The impact of this design

decision on observed levelS of discrienation is not known. However, it
is believed.that if it affects results in any way, the effect is likely to
be that discrimination levels reported for both the rental and sales mar-
kets underestimate the true levels of discrimination in those markets.

19
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and accurately immediatklY after leaving the real estate or rental office

was emphasized. (Auditors were to drive far enough away to avoid detec-

,
tion.) Although team members worked in tandem, they were instructed never

to discuss their respective auditing experiences or how they completed the

report forms. As a quality control measure, auditars were limited to a

maximum of two sales or three rental audits in'any one day.

Maintaining,Confidentiality

An'audit that fs, iscovered in process not only is likely to invali-

date that particular: dit's findings, but is also likely to jeopardize

subsequent audits in that area. To minimize the risk of publicizing the

audit experiment, prospective auditors were not told what the project in-
to

volved until their second interview. Thenboth ihose who were selected

and'those who were not were requested to remain silent about the audit,

with the possible exceptton of telling their spouses): 'Likewise, the au -

dftors' manual and other auditing materials were treated as confidential.

Confidentiality was,maintained,until the first findings were officially

releasedd-April 17, 1978

SAMPLING PROCEDURES

Sampling design for the Title VIII-1-Fair Housing Evaluation involved

the balanced consideration of-the study's two principal objectives. To

1. If during the project an auditor's activities appeared unusual to a
friend, relative, or acquaintance, the auditor was to state that he was
involved in a housing research project.
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accomplish the first objectivemeasuring the nature and extent of,exist-

. ing housing disCrimination in the United Statesrequired a sampling de-

sign that provides for a minimum number of audit sites ,and a minimum

number of audits to be conducted within each site to ensure that audit .

findings can be generalized for nonaudit areas. To accomplish the second

objettivelidentifying the social, economic, and demographic factors in-

fluencing discriTinationrequired pao things: (1) a sampling design that

allows for considerable variation in the_values taken by the ariaPles

identified a priori as being associated with discriminationolle (2) a
7

sample large enough 41thin a metropolitan area to estimate cross-section#1

relationships between the specified demographic and enforcement variables

and the observed discriminition.against blacks in the sale and rental of

housing.

SELECTION OF METROPOLITAN HOUSING MARKET AREAS FOR AUDITING

It became clear early in the design phase that each selected audit

area should conform as closely as possible to a local housing market area

where the local hOusing market would inelude virtually all of the neighbor-

hoods regularly advertised in the housing classified sections oi the area's

major metropolitan newspaper. Since the audit results were to be corre-

lated with local demographic and socioeconomic data, the standard metro-

politan statistical area (SMSA) was selected as the most appropriate

geographic definition of a housing market area.

The high cost of collecting original data and of satisfying the

study's principal objectives did not permit a very large number of SMSAs

21.
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to.be included in the sample nor a very large numbiP of audits to be con-

ducted within each SMSA. Measuring the nature and extent of discriminatiOn

and identifying factors influencing discrimination'dictated that audits

be compducted in a sufficiently large n er of SMSAs. and that a suffi-

ciently large number of audits be conducteewithin each SMSA.

The designers of the study settled on 40 SMSAs as the minimum number

of audit sites that would ensure the necessary cross-sectional variation

in values observed for the 'critical policy and control variables. In

addltion, the designers decided that,30. audits of rental agent's and 30

audits of real estate agents, would be the minimum number of auditswithin

each SMSA that might yield an acceptable degree of precision in observing

racial discrimination within'each metropolitan housing market. Conduct-

ing .a higher timber of audits at eaeh site--at the cost of reducing the
..

%.number of auxit areas-Avould.have meant that several key variables Weld

have been olrerved.over an insufficiently Wide range Of values. Generpl--

.1=,

izing -aud4 results would have been adversely affected had too few SMSAs

been sele6ted.
/

Importantquestiotis about the nature and causes of housing discrimi-
,

nation( can be answered'only by fal"rly intensive.eiamination within indi-

.

viduil metropolitan housing market areas. For example, by examining

recent detailed data about racial composiiion of neighborhoods, recent

growth areas, and so forth, it may be possible to measure racial steering

with more precision than has been done previously. Therefore, five of
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the 40 audit areas were designated in-depth sites, and additional data

were obtained for each of them.

.1. Each of the five areas was selected partially because it had had

a post-1970 special census conducted by the Census Bureau or a
recent survey condytted by the R. L. Polk Company, or because it

was a Group 1 Afinual Hotising Survey area.

Racial occupancy data for all census tracts in each of .the five

in-depth sites were updated from the census by a panel of well
informed persons.

4

*Follow-up personal interviews were conducted with a randomly
selected sample of real estate and rental agents who had pre-
viously been audited in eath of the five in-depth sites. The
objectiveof these interviews was primarily to obtain informa-
tion /thou* the agents' knowledge and perception of fair housing
.enforcemept efforts and-to relate this information to the agents'

behavior observed in the addit.,

In each of the in-depth sites, sales audits were increased to 80

and rental audits to 120 to obtain statistically reliable esti-
mates of relationships among key variables for that particular

audit site.1

The 1970 census identified 243 SMSAs2 in the continental United

States, Jo concentrate audits in areas where the largest percentage of

tile black population resides, all SMSAs haVing central city populations

of l'ess than 11 per46-nt black (the percentage of blUks in the.tOtal U.S.

population) were excluded. The regting universe of 117 SMSAs included

1. The smaller number of real estate audits reflects, first, the greater
amount of information expected from each real estate audit (because of

the greater range of agent behavior usually observed) and, second, the

greatei. expected cost per real estate audit (because of the longer time

usualbrinvolved).

2. ITihe 1970 definition of SMSAs was used because Of the availability of

1970 census data.
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94 percent of all blacks livtng in SMSAs in the United States. Hence,

not much of the urban black population was "screened out." However, when

nationwide estimates of the prevalence of racial discrimination are pre---

sented in subsequent sections of this report, it must be remembered that'

these estimates refer only to the popylation from which pe sample was

drawn.

The 117 SMSA$ were divided into iwo groups--ularge" SMSAs and usmallu

SMSAs--to investigate the possibility that the nature and extent of dis-

crimination in the sale and rental of housing vary systematically with

housing market size. Large metropolitan areas (there were 82) were de-

fined as SMSAs with central city populations in 1970 of 100,000 or more.

Small metropolitan areas (ther! were 35) were defined as SMSAs with cen-

tral city populations in 1970 of from 50,000 to 100,000. .

Small metropolitan areas were sampled at a disproportionately lower

level than large metropolitan areas for two reasons. First, the ability,

to generalize estimhes of discrimination in American Metropolitan hous-

ingimarkets would be increased by sampling mbre heavily, from the large

SMSAs because most of'the black population resides in large SMSAs. Sec-

ond, study designers *ere somewhat concerned that audits would be more

difficult to arrange and/or more expensive in small SMSAs because of the.

expected greater difficulty in finding local groups or.organizations #ith

the eequisite capability to conduct audits. Hence, of the universe of-

117, 32 large SMSAs and eight small SMSAs,wL included in the audit (see

table 1 on page 30).

e.
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117

Variation over all of the major study Variables was ensured throigh

a rathei complex sample desiin based on controlled selection.1 ForOur-

Poses of the study, variation in five variables was considered important: .

A

1. HUD Title VIII complaint conciliation activity
4*

2. Department of Justice litigation'activity

3. impact of local fair housing groups in reducing discrimdnatory

barriers

4. equivalency of state fair housing laws to Federal legislation

t 5. region of the country.

Controlled selection allows sufficient variation in these variables so
lb

that their possible effect on discrimination can be measured.

In essence, the controlled selection saripling technique involved two

steps. The 117 SMSAs were stratified into a matrix of cells according to

the explanatory variables of inter4st. Sites-were not drairn independently

from each cell- because the n er of cells was large relative to the to-

tell number of sample SMSAs; that is, the number of cells (or coTbinations,

of variables) exceeded the number of SMSAs that could be se)ected for

auditing. Therefore, patterns of sitles were determined to ensure ade-
i.

quate variation of the sa le over the strata while at the she time

enabling probability selection of the sample. One of several alternative

pattams of SMSAs, each ensuring variation in the major sampling variables,

1. A more detailed description of the sampling technique is contained in

J.G. CaldWell, Sampling_Plan for Selection of SMSAs in the Housing Market

Practices Survey (Annandale, Virginia: JW1( International Corp., 1977).
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was then randomly selected (and constructed so that each SMSA was con-

tained in at least one pattern). The resulting sampie of 40 SMSAs in-

cludes sites that were selected with certainty (either because the cell

sample size equaled the cell population size or because the site was

-selected before controlled selection sampling) and sites that were se-

lected with a probability less than one.1

Thirty-eight of the 40 SMSAs were chos by controlled selection;

the other twoMilwaukee, Wisconsin, and Stoc ton, Californiawere chosen

as in-depth sites pefore controlled selettion b ause they had the most

extensive post-1970 census data. A special cens s wel conducted in 1975

in Milwaukee's central city and in several of its ubu an communities.

A special census covering the entire Stockton "USA Was onducted in 1975;

partial Polk data are available for Stockton as well. one of the other

$MSAs in the universe'of 117 had a special cenius except for a few scat-

tered suburbs of some SMSAs.

The second consideration in choosing in-depth sites was geographical

spread. Since SMSAs had been chosen in the North Central region (repre-

sented. by Milwaukee) and in the Western region (represented by Stockton),

it seemed desirable and logical to choose thes,remaining three in-depth

sites from the Northeast, the Southeast and the Southwest. A further

consideration in choosing in-depth sites was to choose SMSAs with

1. Estimates of discrimination reported take account of the probabilities
of site selection (see footnote 2 on page 49).
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\tparticular characteristics that may affectptiscriminatory patterns or

practices in the hdusing market in some special manner and, therefore may

warraht special in-depth investigaiion. Stockton was an ideal choice be-

cause it has an'especially large nonblack minority population. A south-

ern 'SMSA Seated to be a logical choice for in-depth auditing because of

the vparently unique black-vhite residential living patterns and dis-f.

.parity beteeen.black ind white incomes in southern SMSAs. The final

consideration was that three of the in-depth sttes should be as similar

as possible, especially in terms of the size'of their.total and black\

populations, their residential living patterns, and their housing market

activities.
,

The design team designated Boston, Massachusetts, and DallasostexaS,

ai in-depth sites because these two SMSAs satisfy most of the considera
a

tions for the in-depth sites, including the desired geographical spread.

Boston and Milwaukee are old established.industrial citiesi and, Dallas is

the SMSA in the Southwest that resembles Bostoh and Milwaukee most closely.

All three have the same resiantial living pattern: a predominately bla.Ck

central city population ringed by predominately white suburban communi-
.

ties. AO three were also thought to have established fair housing or

other grottlps capable of conduct.i.ng extensive auditing in a short time.

Several weeks after pic g Stockton as one of the in-depth sites,

the design team reconsidered its election, primarily because advertise-

ments in a Sunday newspaper included few apartments. In fact, to audit'

120 rental complexes would have required audit te*ams to visit each

27
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advertised.complex an average of three separate times. 'The team there-
.

fore concluded tiiat this much repetition would probably compromise the

audit.. Moreover; Stockton-did not.haVe an especially strong fair hous-
.

ing group capable of carrying out an in-depth audit.L

Sacramento, California, was selected to replace Stockton is an in-

depth site for three reaions. first, Sacramento was among the 38 SMSAs

chosen by co'ntrolled selection. Second, Sacramento is larger than

, Stockton, thereby providing.'more apartment com0exes to audit. 4hird,

Sacramento woutd maintain the desired geographical spread of in-depth

sites. '

. None of the touthern SMSAs picked try controlled selection seemed to

satisfy all requirements for an in-depth site. In-addition, few of the

sites had local fair housing groups capable of condul1040An-depth audits,

and few fit, the model of an "old South" city. Therefore, the design team

0 eventually included Atlanta, Georgia, in the sample as an in-depth site,

partly because ifhad a local.group 'capable of conducting an infdepth
.

amdit and partly because it approxip;ated the model of an "old South! city:

Bec,vse Atlanta was selected independently of the sample Seletion

process for the other 39 audit sttes, its iftlusion at this time was

equivalent to its inclusion with certainty in the original sample. Fur-

thermore; since the selection probabilities for the sample patterns

1. After all sites were selected, unexpected difficulties in securing
an audit subcontractor.were encountered in Boston.,
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including Atlanta were unchanged and since Atlanta was the only site in

its' cell, the selection'probabilities and the weights for.the other SMSAs

:in other cells) were unaffected.

It was decided, however; that since Atlanta was added one of the

SMSAs in the Southeast4region must be dropped to ensure smooth survey

management. The SMSAs'in that region were as follows.

SNSA. Probability of'Selection

Asheville, NC 1.00
.Ft. Lauderdale,

'Hollywood, FL 1.0b.
Greenville, SC .20
Knoxville, TN .14-

Macon', GA 1.00
Savannah, GA 1:00
Tampa-St.

Petersburg, FL 1.00 .

Removing either Knoxville or-Greenville would have had the least impact,.

on the spread of the sample since these SMSAs have middle-level values

for the stratification variables. Hence, tie design team deciaed to.re-

move one of these areas, with the probability of removal determined so as

to result in the same weight for whichever siteremained in the sample.

This condition was achieved by setting the probability of inclusion for

Knoxville at 0.5882. A random number was selected, and Greenville was

7 selected as. the SMSA to retain. The net probability of inclusion for

Greenville is ,0.2(1-0.5882)'=40.08236, corresponding to a weight of 12.14.

Iable 1'includes theprobability of seliction and corresponding weight

for each of the 40 SMSAs in the final sample.

4
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TABLE
SMSAs INCLUDED IN AUDIT

SKSA

Large SMSAs
Akron,tH , -

-Albafty-Schenettady-Troy, NY
Atlanta

1
GA

,

Bostok, MA .

Canton, OH'
Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN
ColUMbus, OH - .

Dallas,. TX

Dayton, OH
Detroit, MI

. Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood, FL
fort Wayne, IN r

Fort Worth, DC
,Rartford, CT
Indianapolis,-IN

'Lexington, KY
Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA

,

Louisville, KY-4,\
,

Macon, GA
Milwaukee, WI .

Nashiille-Davidson, TN
New York, NY .

. Oklahoma City, OK -.

"F _Paterson-Clifton-Passaic, NJ
Peoria, IL.
Sacramento, CA.
San BernardinorRiverside-Ontario, CA
Savannah, GA
Springfield-Chicopee-HolyOke, MA-CT
Stockton, CA . .

- Tampa.eSt. Petersburg,'FL
Tulsa, OK

. Small SMSAs
Asheville, Nt
GreenvilTe, SC
+larrisburg, PA

,
Lawton, OK
Monroe, LA.

, Saginaw, MI
Vallejo-Napa, CA

. York, PA -

Proba ility
of Selection Weight

1.00

.17

1.00
.40

1.00

5.88
1.00
MO'

- .50 ,

4
. 2.09

1.00 1.00
1.00 , 1.00
.40

.

2.50
1.00 1.00
.25 4.00

1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00
1.00 1.-00

1.00 1.00
.70 -5.00

,
.80 1.25

1.00
.

,1.00

* .80 1.25
1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00
.05 20.00

1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00
.25 4.00

1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00
.25 4.00

1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00

i.00 1.00
.08 12.14

1.00 1.00
.15 6.67

1.00 1.00

.20 .5.00

1.00 -1.00

.20 5.00 -4
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SELECTION OF REAL ESTATE AND RENTAL AGENTS FOR AUDITING IN EACH SMSA

Information About sales and rental agents can be obtained fro;

several sources, including telephone-directory yellow pages, rolls of

professtonal organizations, anii licensking agencies; and multiple 4listing

services, to name just a few. For this project, the-sample of individual
- 4

.45

real estate agencies and apartment rental coinplexes to be audited was'

selected from clasSif-ied newspaper advertisements for three reasons.

First, the audit methodology-dictated that as many aspects of a

typical housing search be simulated as was .possible, including the way'

.housing seekers most commonly ide,ify and contact real estate and rental

agents. Although some evidence suggests that.housing seekers learn about

available housing priTarily through personal contacts, classified adver-

tisements in newspapers appear to be the leading formal sburce of infor-

mation." In the absence of.strong evidence to the contrary, it is also

assumed that blacks and whites rely equally upon classified newspaper

advertisements for hOusing information:1

Second, the real estate and rental offices selected for auditing

shduld be' 4 sufficiently representative sample so that audit findings can

be generalized tb the entire metropolitan area housing market as well as

compared across SMSAs. 'Therefore, real estate and rental offices had to

be selected in a reasonably consistent and systemetic way across all 40.

1. For a survey of the limited literature that-exists in this area, see
Ann & Schnare, Equal Opportunity in Housing: Some Options for Rdsearch
(Washington, D.C.:- The Urban Institute, 1976), pp. 16-17.



IMSAs. Again, classified newspaper advertisements seem to provide the

appropriate sampling universe. Casual obserVition suggests that the

distribution of agencies advertising housing units for sale or rent in

the local newspaper is a reasonably stable cross-section of each SMSA's

hol'Jsing market, with larger finnsilagencies, and offices being dispropor-,

tionately represented among newspaper advertisers in size as well as in

frequency of advertisements.'

Third, market power, in addition to a representative and consiitent

sample of real estate and rental agents, is an important consideration.

For real estate firms especially, the number of properties listed. #n

newspaper advertisements seems to.reflect the firms' abilities to affect.

minorities' access to housing. Therefore, each real estate advertisement

by an agency was'assigned as many numbers as there were specific housing

units listed in the advertisement, which assumes that the number of prop-

erty listi is a reasonable proXy for the advertising agency's size as

,reflected in its share of the real estate market. Places to audit were

selected randomly from among the total numbers assigned.

1. lhis observation was supported by analysis of real estati advertising
practices in Cincinnati, the pilot site for the audit experiment. Firms

selected for inclusion, in the pilot audit sampte (where selection was

based on the number of advertised properties rather than the number of

advertisements) were found more likely to also advertise in a housing

seekers' guide than-were firms not included in the sample. Moreover, ad-

vertising offices showed the same distributional pattern as house sales

and advertised.properties.
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, For the rental market sample, each item advertisement was assigned

one number, and each display advertisement was assignea two nunbers.1

Again, places to audit were selected randomly from-among the 11 num-

bers assigned. The greater weight given display advertisements was based

on the results of a,randcm telephone survey of apartment rental agents in

the Washington, D.C.,- metropolitan area who had previously advertised

vacancies in an area nemspaper. Those agents running display advertise-

ments were about half again as likely to have one or more vacancies re-

mafning when they were contacted than were agents running item advertise-

ments. AssuMing the higher probability that display advertisers of rental

units have vacancies also implies that these advertisers have greater

influence over access to rental'housing than do item advertisers. There-

fore, each rental display advertisement was assigned two numbers and each ,

item advertisement one number; a rental agent running a display advertise-

ment was twice as likely to be included in the audit sample as was a

rental agent running an item advertisement.

1. A rental "display" advertisement was defined as an advertisement in
which either the name or the address,of,the apartment building or complex
was printed in italicized type or in type larger than that used for the
remainder of the contents. This operating definition of display adver-
tisement was determined after careful review both of newspaper advertis-
ing practices and of alternative newspaper sampling techniques (e.g, de-
fining display advertisements by column-,inches of space). This decision
resulted in remarkably few instances in which it was difficult to deter-
mine whether an advertisement was an "iiem" advertisement or a "display"
advertisement.
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In the future it may prove useful to investigate further the char-

acteristics df the real estate agencies and apartment rental complexes

included tn the samples for each of the audit areas.yis-A-vis the char-

acteristics of agencies and complexes that might have been selected fore

auditing through some aTternative sampling technique. Based upon expip-

Hence to date, however, there is Attie reason to doubt the appropriate-

ness of identifying real estate and rental agents for iuditing by ran-

domly selecting from among their weighted classified advertisementS in

a newspaper.

Some difficulties were encountered during sampling. Four in partic-

ular should be noted. First, in some SMSAs more than one major newspaper

serves the entire whousing market. Study designers relied on the judg-

ment of local housing market participants and observers, circulation

statistics, and total numbers of housing advertisements as bases for

choosing the newspaper from which to extract the audit sample. In a few

sites, more than one newspaper was used to select the audit sah,.le be-

cause using more than one newspaper was necessary td.adecliately cover the

entire housing market.

Second, to conduct the audit consistently aCross 40 SMSAs by inter-

viewing only those agentc -nst likely to be encountered by typical housing

seekers required excluding from the 'sampling universe all advertisements

for commercial and investment properties, properties located outside the

SMSA, properties for sale by the owner, houses costing $100,000 or more,

condominiums for sale and for rent, new houses or sale by developers,
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houses for rent, and apartments for rent in two- and three-family houses.
. ,

EXcluding such properties was not always easx and in at least one SMSA,

it was necessary for the audit tupervisor or an assistant to drive by the

selected pioperty to determine whether it satisfied the sampling criteria

before it was assigned to an audit team. In essence, the sample was

limited to the sales market for existing houses and the rental market for

apartments in complexes with four or more units, thereby permitting more

simplified and uniform audit procedures.

Third, a difficult decision was whether or not to audit a particular

office more than once if it appeared more than once in the random sample.

Although multiple auditing of a particular office complicates the conduct

of an audit, it also adds precisioq to an estimate of discrimination for

the SMSA. If an apartment complex has two or more display advertisements

tn_ihe same day's neWspaper or if a real estate firm lists a significantly

larger number of properties in its advertisements than other firms, that

apartment complex or real estate firm apparently is much more active than

the average firm. Accuracy is enhanced if these complexes and firms are

audited in accordarIce with the number of properties they advertise, since

the probabilfty of a typical housing seeker's selecting these firms de-

pends on their exposure through advertising. Moreover, repeated audits

of the same real estate office is the only method for investtgating

whether discrimination tends to be officewide or on ln individual basis.

While the design team concluded that strict adherence to the or;igi-

nal sampling design, including multiple auditing, was imperative, it also
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recognized that multiple auditing of a particular office would greatly

increase the risk of dislosure and jeopardize the validity of uticomplfted

audits. Therefore, the team deci+d that second and subsequent audits of

1

ihe same sales or rental office w ld be deferred until all offices in

the _m
:

aple had been audited once, hereby minimizing the risk of compro-

mising the overall audit. (No audit team was assigned a particular of-

fice more than once.)
%

In only two of the 40 SMSAs is there reason to believe that auditing

was detected. ' In Milwaukee a highly publicized fair housing suit was

being conducted at the time of the audit; hence, at least some housing

sales and rental agents were clearly suspicious that auditing was going

on, judging from the increasedlnequency of inquiries made to the local

organization sponsoring the audit. In Atlanta'an auditor having had

prior experience as a fair housing tester was inadvertently assigned to

audit a real estate office where he was recognized as a tester. In both

SMSAs, auditing is well known and frequently conducted so that publicity-

about another audit in progress would be unlikely to occasion any signifi-

'cant change in behavior on the part of 6using sales and rental agents.'

Fourth, the sheer logistics of selecting a sample of sales and rental

officesto be audited proved to be nearly overwhelming. The original

1. There is reason to believe that publicity about auditing in progress

may not be a critical factor in measuring agents' discriminatory behavior,

in some previous fair housing audits, no significant change in the level

or freq ency of discrimination was observed, even when it became known

that an audit was in progress.
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plan WAS to have each audft'supervisor select sales and rental samples

from the most recent Sunday edition of the local newspaper. Audit super-

visors would use strictly prescribed methodology for excluding, numbering,

ind4Weighting advertisements; for selecting ttie.designated number of of-

fices to be audited through use of a table'of random numbers; and for
.

completing an audit assignment form for each identified sales and rental

office.

Of all the lessons learned from the pilot audit, foremost was un-

doubtedly the importance of seleCting audit samples for all 40 sites at

project headquarters in Washington, D.C. Sampling proved to be far too

complex and time-consuming for the audit supervisor to perform during the
1

pilot audit. Indeed: based on this experience, it teas clear that igreat

variation in sampling Would have resulted if don,\at each of the sites.

By selecting the sample at headquarters, strict sampling consistency was

maintainqd across all 40 audit sites, a critidal factor in ensuring that

the audit findings are valid and comparable.'

r. For nine of the 40 audit sites, display sales advertisements were
inadvertently assigned only one number each'instead of being weighted in
proportion to the number of housing'units listed for sale in 6ach of the
advertisements.. As a consequence, larger real estate agencies tended to
be underrepresented in the samples selected for these nine SMSA$. A
weighting adjustment was subsequently made to correct for the initial
sampling error.
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PLANNED DATA ANALYSIS

Data obtained from the audit will he analyzed in two main ways.

First, this report develops measures of discrimination in.the sale and

rental of housing that are based upon observed differences in the treat-

ment accorded blacks and whites who visited real estate and rental of-

fices in search of housing. Second, factors or forces that might atcount

for the existence and pefsistence of the'measured discrimination in the

housing market--iricludihg fair housing enforcementiwill be investigated.

(This latter use of the data willAbe the subject óf future reports.)

Conceivable and plausible measures of housin discrimination are

virtually unlimited; several are included in this report.

I. Discriminatory measures are presented fo the nation and by

SMSA, census region, and SMSA size.

Separate measures of discrimination dre p esented for the ra-

cially differential treatment of blacks a d whites with respect

to services and courtesies extended housing seekers, terms and

conditions quoted them, housing opportunities offered to them,
and amount of inforTation volunteered to them or requested from

them.

3. Separate measures of discrimination are developed for sales and

rental markets.

Two statistical concerns dominated the first phase .of the analysis:

combining individual instances of differential treatment of blarks and

whites into composite indices that may be more revealing of discrimina-

tory patterns, and estimating the magnitude as well as the existence of

differential treatment'for alternative measures of discri ination.

*
In subsequent analyses, the equal or differential t eatment accorded

two members of the same audit team will be explained through multivariate
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statistical analysis. Independent (explanatory) variables thought to

account for differential treatment accorded black and white housing seek-

ers are suggested from a variety of sources-aeconomic theory, previous

empirical research, anecdotal evidence, and the Informed judgment of

individUals having long experience in the area of fair housing. These

suggested variables can be divided into three basic sets of factors:

I. characteristics of housing seekers (e.g., their age, sex, income
level, and race)

2. chaiacteristics of housing agents (e.g., their perceptions of
fair housing enforcement activities and the size of the firm for
which they work)

3. characteristics of the housing market and the socioeconomic en-
vironment in which it operates (e.g., policies and actions by
both public and private fair housing organizatiems, perceptions
of these policies and actions by the housing market agents, and
competition within the housing market under consideration).

Although the audit is the keystone of the overall research and eval-

uation project involving fair housing, other components--for example, a

stiidi of differences in prices paid by blacks and whites for similar hous-

ing and an interview survey of real estate and rental agents--are designed

to dovetail closely with the audit 4.11.11 three 'respects. First, they will,

yield important ancillary information explaining or predicting measured

variation in discrimination. For example, follow-up interviews with a

sample of audited real estate and rental agents will providefuseful in-

formation about agents' perceptions and understanding of fair housing

policy and its administration. This information is likely to account

for some of the variation in.the nature and extent of housing discrimina-

A
tlon as measured by the audit. Second, the results of the ancillary



research-also complement tile audit by increasing donfidence in the audit

results. For example, confidence in the pattern of discrimination as

measured by the audit is increased if this fittern coincides, say, with

the pattern of price differentials paid by blacks and whites for compa-

rable houking. Third, the validity of using price differentials segrega-'

tion indices, and attitudinal .surveys as proxies for racial di,scrimination

is alto tested bY comparing these patterns-with the pattern of discrimina-

tion as measured,by the audit.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND PROCEDURAL ISSUES

The fair housing audit was divided into three distinct phases.,-de-

sign, performance, and analysis. They involved four, three, and two

research taskse.respectively:

.design . .

research strategy
instruments
procedures
site selection and sampling

performance
pilot audit
general audit in 40 SMSAs
data collection and data processing

analysis
measuring discrimination'
identifying discrimination determinants,

particularly the effect of fair housing enforcement.

Management of the project during its design was deliberately struc-

tured so as to permit maximum adaptqlon and modificatfOn, and unlimited

ideas from many people. NCDH was contractully responsible for overall

administration and control of the audit; the project director was
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responsible for planning, organizing, managing, and supervising all as-'

pects of the audit itself. Experts in two areas--technital and statisti-

cal services and fair housing audits--supplemented ttie NCDH administrative

and resource staff. The HUD team worked in tandem with the contract teui.

. It als6 Obtained specialized expertise in technical and stati$tical serv-

ices and fair housing audits.

This parallel management and planning.structute proved to be espe-

cially effective during design because the two teams served as checks on

each other. As a result, considerable confidence was developed in the

overall project design because.both teams almost invariably anticipated

the same probleas and usually settled on the same approach for dealing

with them. Various members of the HUD and NCDH project teams met or -

consulted with each other almost daily to coordinate design inform other

members of the team about progress, and retoncile disagreements.

One of the principal questions about strategy for conducting the

audit was whether auditors should,be.selected from each of the 40 SMSAs

or whether fdll-time auditors shodld conduct all the audits. The two

primary reasons.for selecting auditors'from each SMSA were that local

auditors were familiar with the local housing market and using local

auditors would minimize travel costs.

The decision'to use local auditors dictated the management structure
#

for the project. Some 600 individual auditors were supervised b?, 40 audit

supervisors (one in each SMSA), who were supervised by six region*
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cOordinatOrs (esach having respo;s4bilitYfir from fivito eight SMSAs and

`1111

audit supef.visOrt1W-The Project.directo'r overs ihe entire_strneture.

The,regional coordthators were charged with selecting a sponsoring

local organization and a qualified audieSuperVisor in each SMSA. In ad-

dttion to serving as liaison betweeri firoject headquarters and the audit

.supervisors in their respective regions,,the six regional coordinators

f.

, helped train all.of the audit supervisors.
rt 4

The audit supervisors and the auditors were the keys to the succets

of.the audit. The supervisors recruited additors, paired them into cred-
_

ible teams, trained theltruditors, assigned audit visits, checked '&31pIeted

auclit report forms, and gathered constderable ancillary information. The

V 4E54, of the projett cipended on the sirpervisors' willingness to comply

with tPre proceaures outlined in'the instructional materials to ensure that

4 0 3

-audits were conducted uniformly.L. DeFpite the fact that many of them had

previews expelijence with fair-housing audits--conducted in quite disparate

ways and with'vdrying degrees of aomp)exity--they all became convinced of

the crucial-impoilance Of uniformity and control to the success of the

lot

1. The priginalcplan was to'group the 41) audit areas into five region

of eight SMSAs each. EiOt areas was judge'd to be the maximum thdt

one curdinitor could manage effectively; cos't would be minimizedtbi emt

pioying only five coordinators. However, the selected sample of 41) SMS4s'

clustered logically into six rather than film geographical 'groups:

Northeist, Greattakes, Mtd-Central, Southeast, Southwest; and West.
1-hese regions were defined fOr administrative purposes only and have no

Ognificance as*statistical or analyticallinits.

2. in addition to The,Manual for Auditors, three sepa?ate instructtnal

manuals were developed. They detailed procedures for audit supervtsors

and regional coordinatdrs,,and for auditor training.

S.

:
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project. The slogan became, "There may be 40 different ways to conduct-an

audit, but in this project there is only .one correct way."

CONTROLS A:0 SAFEGUARDS

To Minimize possible ambiguity in and misinterpretation of the audit

'results, the design team.made every effort to standardize the audit proce-

' Aures and to quantify the auditors' reported experiences. By matching the

'auditors and their respectIve,auditing situations as clo$ely as possible

and by developing audit report forms that allowed little or no opportunity

for value judgments, the
.
designers ensured,that the differential treatment

of black's and whites was measured objectively.
4

An underlying objective of this project has be*i. not only to measure

the nature and extent of discrimination in housing but also to detect..and

document the frequency with which housing is readily accessible for all

families, regardless of.race. Ta protect the welfare of honest and law-

abiding citizens involved jn the sale and rental of housing, the audit was

structured to obtain only the minjmum information needed to achieve the

project's objectives and to require the least amount of time-and effort

from agents. Although follow-up visits or efforts to obtain financing

would have shown a much more comprehensive picture of the rave hnd ex-

tent of discrimination, the audits consisted of a single visit to avoid

(excessively burdening the agents.
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LIMITATIONS OF STUDY

dudgetary, administrative, mid conceptual constraints limited this-

investigation. Some difficult choices had,to be made regarding where,to

audit, whom to Audit, and how long to continue each audit... Consequently,

the audit findings are also limited in several important respects...

r
1. The general fudit was limited to 40 SMSAs in the United States

from among the 117 subject to sampling. Therefore, the measured

discrimination reported in this report should be interpreted .cau

tiously, especially with respect to.its relevance for and applica-

bility to areas not tUbject to inclusion in the sample. 'Although

the 40 sites represent the 117 metropolitan housing market areas,

all reported indices of discrimination may have only limited ap-

plicability for metropolitan-areas not subject to inclusion in

the sample and little or no applicability for nonMetropolitan

areas. I.

e-

' 2.- Although fair housing is.guaranteed to all Americans, the audit

was limited to measuring the achievement of this goal for black

Americans. Budget constraints meant that it would not be possible

to conduct enough individual audits throUghout the nation to en-

sure that statistically valid results would be obtained if dis-

.
crimination against more thAnp e. minority group were measured.

Thei.efore, it was decided lop the basic model of discrimi-
:

nation that seems most per nd about Which the greatest

body of prior research exists,(that is, housing discrimination

against blacks) before attemptirig to generalize the model of

housing discrimination to other minority grOups.1

3. Auditing cannot detect all forms of racial discrimination. Be-

. cause none of the audits included putting daan a security deposit

or application fee, the audits undoubtedly failed to uncover some

important forms,of disctiminatory behavior. This problem is more

relevant.for the Wes market, where discrimination in financing

1. Thus far, no evidence has been found to indicate that forms of dis-

crimination in the sale or rennl of housing differ signifirantly among

mtnority groups; however, one poSstble way to test the model of discrim-

ination dewgloped for blacks is by using the model to investigate dis-

criminatorY practices encountered .by other minority 0oups during housing

searches. 'To this end, H1D recently completed an experimental audit to

measure discrimination against Hispanic-Americans.
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may he especially ortant in.reducing blacks' access to housing
markets.

Excluding certain types of rental and sales properties - -e.g., in-

. vestment properties, units for rent in two- and three-family
houses, hOuses advertised by builder/developers- -was necessary to
avoid unduly,complicating audit design and implementation. How-
ever, these exclusions preclude generalizing discrimination esti-
mates to portiOns :of the rental and sales markets that were ex-
.,Cluded from the sample universe. For example, some argue that
'discrimination againtt blacks seeking rental units in small multi-
family structures, especially two- and three-family houses, is',
greater than.discrimination against blacks seeking units in large
apartment buildings and complexes. If this hypothesis is true;
rental discrigination levels reported may underestimate actual
,rental marketwdiscrimination considerably because the audit sam-

ti'ple is biased to include larger buildings and complexes and ex-
dudes very small multifamily structures entirely'. The iagnitilde
and direction of the.effects of, exclusions areAndeterminant,
Also, since sampling was.based on advertisements, the estimates
40 not reflect.disoiminatory behavior by'agents viho, do not
advertise.

5. Finally, the results reported here relate only to a simulated
housing search process. Relatively little is knOwn about how
households- -both blacks and whites- -actually search for housing
and about how the -search process"may vary by region and by site.
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CHAPTER 2

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION IN THE RENTAL HOUSING MARKET

,The audit provides a carefully controlled situation in which to ob-.

serve the form and extent of discrimination in the rental housing market.

To ensure conststency, the black member dnd the white member of the audit

team made the same type of approach when visiting the rental complex. The

black team member visited the apartment rental complex firsti the white

followed within'an hour. Auditors arrived at the rental complex un-

announced. Occasionally, audit supervisors_cAped to ascertain the loca-

tion of the.rental complex or the hours when the office was open. They

did not Ask itibut vacancies, give their names, or make appointMents. Au-

dit supervisors made these 'calls at least'2 days before the audit team

visited the rental complex.

Immediately after leaving the rental office, each auditor drove to 6

location Wiere the rental agent could not observe him and independently

completed the standardized forms. Although team members worked in tandem;

they were never to diicuss -with each Other their encounteiss with rental

agents. Filling out the audit forms.fully and accurately was emphasized,

because the paired responses for each audit team form the basic unit of

observation, ,or "case," for the analysis. Responses for each of the items

under investigation are compared.for each case; that is, the black audi

tor's responses are compared with the white auditor's responses to deter-
,

mine whether they received equal services and information.
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The Rental Audit Report Form is nine pages long ind contains 37 ques-

tions (see appendix C). For this initial report, responses to'the 37 in-

dividual aims have been.grouped into five Categories:

housing availability

\I! courtesy

o ' terms and conditions. 10

information requested

information volunteered. .

The first five parts of this chapter examine differential treatment fOr

various items under each of the five categories, derive aggregate indices

of differential tceatment, and investigate the relationship between the

index of housing avail ility and indices for each of.the other four cate-
r , .

gories. Subsequent part disCoss, in 9eneral terms, the audit results
,

when the cases where team members saw different rental agents are deleted,
. ,

the audit results when differential' treatment of-teammates is measured .

spmewhat differently from'the earlier parts of the chap4r, and some of
.06

the limitations of the analysis of the rental housing markii..

Ah.
The treatment accorded two auditorsio, the same team can be broadly

classified inliwo rfays: either teammates were treated differently, or

they were not. All the principal,tables of this report use thiselassifi-

%
,cation. If no -difference 4as observed in the treatment accorded two mem-

bers.of the same team, the case wassclasiifieli "no difference,"1 and the

I. Choosing the appropriate terminology for classes of cases was diffi-
cult. For example, if no diffirence in treatment of two, members of a tdam

.
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frequencies with which caves were so classified are presented in the fii.st

column of the)tables. something occiirred for one auditor but not the

other,,the frequencies w11h4htr1n this differential treatment was observed

are recorded in tfe:second and:$04ra columns of the tables. The fourth

column presents net differential treatment, and frequencies presented in

the fourth column are interpreted as systematic differential reatment

that can pe explained only by the race of the auditors.

The focus of the analysis is the measurement of treatme accorded

the white auditor versus treatment accorded the black. audi ' therefore,

if an answer for one of the individual items was not recorded for either

the whit4 auditor or the black auditor, the individual item for that par- .)

ticular case it not analyzed. Both in The Manual for Auditors and during

the training of auditors, it was stressed that auditors record their ex-

peri'ences and 6servations fully and accurately. Consequently, fewer than

I percent of the individual items were missing for the white auditors,

was observed, the case could be-AlassIfied "treated equally,' "treated

identically," treated the samect! or "treated no differently." Each of

these terms has several connotations, one of which is that both auditors

received some service or were treated in some way. The term "no differ-
,

ence" means simply that no basis existed for classifying a case as one in

which two members of the same team were treated differently. Thus, if two'

teammates received no serviee, there was "no difference" in their treat-

ment. If teammates received the same, or the pame amount of, service,

:there was also "no difference" in their treatmtnt. A finding of differen-
tial,treatment of two auditors on a particular item does not necessarily

mean that discrimination was obseryed, because it is rarely possible to
classify a single instance of differential treatment (either on an'item

or on an,entire case) as clear evidence of discriminatory behavior. Only

'systematic differential treatment is likely to be .evidence of discrimina-

itian. Therefore, items are aggregated within cases, and cases are aggre-
gated across items and groups of items:
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while fewer than 2 percent of the items were missing for the black

auditors.

The level of measurement for these categories is ordinal; therefore,

the sign test' is used to determine whether ot not the treatment accorded

%lite auditors and the,treatment accorded black(auditors exhibit statis-

tically stgnificant differences. 2 The null hypothesis.is simplithat the

1. The sign test is a nonparametric test of statistical significance
that is particularly appropriate for data sets in which observations are
paired, such as that of the audit, and for data in which outcomes can be
ranked only as "betteru. or °worse," "more" or "less," etc. That is, tfte

sigi test is appropriate for ordinal data. Fot further information, sed

Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences (New

York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 19661 pp 68-75. See also footnote-/ below.
4

2. Controlled selection--a form of stratified sampling--was used to se-
,

lect SMSAs. The numberatif audits per SMSA represented varying proportions
of the total number of available housing units per site (as approximated
by the numper of advertised properties in the newspapers from which samr.

ples were drawn). Therefore, statistical adjuspments were performed so
that outcomes of individgal cases would represent'the 117 SMSAs from which

sample sites were .selected. Statistical adjustment of unweighted data is
usually necessary if samples are.not'drawn by pure random selection. Two

types of adjustments wefe made: (1) weighting individual observations by

a factor inversely propbrtional to.the probability of selectino ti)e SMSA

and to the probability of selecting the real:estate office0 apartment
complex audited, and (2) multiplying each observation by a fractional con-
stant so that tests of statistical significance could be performed: Be-

.

ause tests of significance are strictly valid only for samples randomly

awn, resultSftet_significance tests are'apptoximate. Since some doubt

about the precise strategy by which to perform adjuttments exists, an ap-
proach was followed that tended to reduce the nymberAf. items for which

differential treatment was found to be Statistically Significant. (For

example, results for the Western census region are based on adjusted sam-
ple'Sizes that are even smaller than unadjusted sample sizes, contributing
to the relative'infreqUencrWith wKich results for the West are reported

as statisticplly significant.) Relults of analysis performed on adjusted
samples usually differ very little from results of analysis performed on,
unweighted, unadjusted data. Illesolts of analyzing nmeighted, unadjusted

data are not -leported but are Available upon request.
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frequency with which cases are assfgned to columns 2 and 3 iffirbe:equal.

That is, for those cases in which differential treatment occurred, the

number of-instances in which differential treatment favored white auditors

is compared with the number of instances in which differential treatment

favored black auditors. Some Aifferential treatment of two prospective

renters couldbe expected even if kith prospects weee identical-fh all

characteeistics, including, race. Howevde, if differenttal treatment had

nothing to do with the race of prospective renters, then the number of

instances favoring whites should equal the number of initances favoring

blacks. (especially if a large number of cases are to he examined). The

sign test is used to test thi.s/hypothesis. It examines only those in-

stances in which one member of a team was treated differently from his

teammate, aild' the'results allow determination-of the probability that

the observed differentia4 treatment could have occurred by chance.'

I. Whether the difference between the frequency with which whites were
favored and the frequency with which blacks'were favored is statistically
significant depends not on the total number of cases but on the number of
cases excluding those in which teammates were not treated differently.
Since percentages are used in report tables, it is not always readily ap-
parent why the same percentage differences can in one'instance be statis-
tically significant and in another instance not be statistically signifi-
cant. The reason is the difference in'the number of relevant cases
between the,two situations.
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HOUSING AVAILABILITY

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS

Fair housing audits focus on housing availability for two important

reasons. First, differential treatment on housing aviilability is clearly -

a violation'of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act' of 1968. Second, dif-
.

fei.ential treatment on housing availability is tlie.most fundamental form

of discriminatory practice that an.apartment seeker might encounter: If

aft apariment seeker is 'given false information on the availability of

housing, all the other categories (courtesy, terms and conditionsi infor-
,

s5444---.4%

mation requested, and information volunteered).lose much or all of their

'importance. .

Both,agditors requested the same apartment size when they visited the

rental complex.. If their first choice was not available, both auditors

then requested the same alternative choice.' if the second request was

4pt available, then the auditors asked what was available. 'Auditors did

not take forms or folders into,the office of the rental agent, but they

.*

1. The second choice was determined as follows. If the auditors re-

quested .an efficiency apartment and were iold that none were available,

they requested a I-bedroom apartment. If they requested a I-bedroom apart-

ment apd were told that none were available, they requested a 2-bedroom

Ipartment. If they requested a 2-bedrdom apartment and were told that

Oone were available, they requested a I-bedroom apartment. If they re-

quested a 3-bedroom apartment and were told that none were.available,

they requested a 2-bedroom apartment. According to the Annual Housing

Survey, there are more I-bedroom apartments than 3-bedroom apartments in

the United States. Therefore, to maximize auditdes' chances of finding
available apartments when they Were told their first choice of i 2-bedroom

apartment was not available, they were instructed to specify a I-bedroom

rather than,a 3-bedroom apartment.as their second choice.
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took careful notes on materials distributed by the rental agent or on

blank pieces of paper.

The key housing avallabi) ty items are:

. the total number ota artments the agent olunteered as available_

". the total number Of ap rtments inspected

o the existenCe'of a Wei ing lfst
o the length of the ting list.

lable.2 presents the iidit_results for housing availability items. The'

results show dear and substanttal differential treatment of blacks and

_whites. Differential treatment for each itmn is statistically signiftcant

at the 0.01 level... .U,The "lever 0..,stattitical significance is the maxi-
0 la

'MUM probilbility that the observed outcome would occur by chance. Thus,

91t, ;
'statistically significant at the 06011evermeans thaL,the reported re-

sults would have occurred by chance no more than l'in 10O times. See foot-
,

notes on pages 49 and 50 for further discussion of stattitical significance

1tests. ) When asked.about apartment availability,.agents treated audit

teammates differently in 60 percent of the*cases,'but when differential
,... .immma,,mh .

treatment occurred, whites were favored 30'percent of the time an'thilicks

were favored 11 percent of the time. The table does not indicate that 83,

percent of the white auditors.and, e6,percent,of, the .11qack auditors wer4

told that,an apartment was_available iMmediatelY or that an apartmPht.WoOld,

be available within the next month. In contrast, 8 percent of the white

IP

1. Two-tail tests of significance were performed for individual.items.

1



'APARTMENT AVAILABILITY
(r,515)

TABLE 2
;

HOUSDIG AVAILABILITY

(Percent) t
7

NO WHITE BLACK NET

-PDIFFERENCE FAVORED. FAVORED DIFFERENCE

60 30 11 19***

FIRST OR SECOND CHOICE -o 2***
-(951)

APAATMENTS VOLUNTEERED:
0,218) . -.

APARTM6ITS INSPECTED _ . 51 27 21 ... -

(19).. i, .. .
WA NG LIST 41 41 19 22***

(144).

42 1& 24***

NOTE: (1.)-Percentages in first three columns my not total 100 because,
of roUfiding.

-(2) Three asterisks indicate that the difference between the number
of case's represented in columns 2 and 3 is statisticallr sig-

. .niticant at.the 0.01 level.

t. (3)., Numbers in parentheses are e unweighted number of cases;
test,s of significance were performed on-an uadjusted" sample
size of equal magnitude. See footnotes Qt1 page 49.
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auditors and 18 Rercent'of the black auditor's were 'told that o apartments

were avail abl e.

If the rental-agent told both tiam members, that an.'apartment Was
.

,avirilable immediately or that in aliaryment would be available within the
! d

next month, that apartment was either the first br second choice of troth
sr

team members 98 peicent of the time. In the remaining 2 percent of th'e
v;

cases, enly the white auditor wds told that his first 'or second choice
,

was avail abl e.
fl

If the rental agent told both members of an audit teaM that an

apartment was available or that an apartment wodld be available withtn

'the.next month, teamates were treated no differeniiiy 40 .Vereent'4$fithe
..

time in terms of the number of' apartments the agent volunteered,thit

were available; hoWever, nore,units were, voTunteered to, whttes 42 pe'rcent

of/the .time, .anci more units were volunteered to Olacks 18 'percent bf the

me. Likewise, the team mebers inspected the same number of 'apartments

51'percent of the 'time; whltfrs inspected tore apartment% 27 percent of

the time, and blacks inspected more apartments 21 'percen of the Mille.
. ,

When the" requested apartment wa's ndt agenti'gave the same)

Infot:mation on ,the length of tiie yait,i;pg fist tb, teanimaies in 41,percent

pf the cases; .,When, agents' gave teammatei \itifferent tnformation about the, .`

length of the waiting list, the.white was favored 41 percent of t time,-
,

and the bl a'ck wai favored 19 percent of the tiple.

c

.
. .

.. )

.01
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VID

INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

Each 'individual ,item in thq five categories-of treatment' provides

important information A out the manner in which-rental agents treat hiack

"customers and white customers. However, a fuller undbrstanding of the

problem of differential treatment can be achieved by cOMbinipg,responses

to individual items.. For example, in some.categories, such.ps courtesy,

whites were treated better on some individual iter and blacks were,

treated better on others. It is possible that when4the individual items

are combined, systematic differential treatment may appear. More itd-

portantly, A method is needed to determine the overall frequencies with
(

which blacks experienced disaiminatortreatment within a particul,ar

category.

ane.of the initial goals of the Tiile VIII--Fair Hpusing Evaluation

is to determine the frequency with which black91may encounter discrimi-.

nation in the rental housing market. Because of4the fundamental impor-

16tance of accurate information on whether housing is available, the h'cips-

ing availability category was chosen as the princtpal. measure of hous'ing

discrimihation. However, the individual items bythemselves may not give

an accurate estimate of the frequency with which black auditors were

treated less favorably than their white :teammates. For example, 19 per-
,

cent of the rental agents7auditid gave blads less favorable responses

to the question of whether a unit of a.specified type was'available.

SiMilarly, 24 percent of the rental agents audited volunteered fewer

apariMents to blac14 than.to whites. If blaCks who were volunteered

\.
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fewer units were also treated less favorablY with respect tO being told

whether.a unit of the'size they requested was available, then the coal-

.bined frequency with which blacks were treated less favorably than their

whiie counterparts'Wbuld be no more than 24 perdent. However, if there

Js no overlap between cases in which blacks were treated less favorably

with respect to being told whether a unit of the size they requested was

aiailAble'and cases in which blacks were volunteered fewer' units, then .

%

the coMbined frequency with which blacks were treated less favorably than,

whites would be 43 percent. That is, rental agents may have used dif-

ferent techniques to itestriot the choices for,black apartmentisedkers,

and a technique must be found to determine whether differential-treatment

of black auditors on individual items was cumulative or substitutive.

This part develops an aggregate index for thd purpose of estimat-

ing the overall frequency of a particular form of discriminatory treat-

ment. The technique developed is used 'repeatedly throughout the report.

The number of categories in which to aggregate .individual items and

the nundier of items ,to aggregate for each category must be selected

carefully. If too few (or too many) categories are selected or if many

item are excluded, the nature and extent of discriminition may be ob-

scunpd. -Therefore, great care was taken to ensure that the means by

which indices of discrimination wereconstructed did hot distort audi-

tors' actual.experiences.1

I. The treatment received by one auditor might be compared with that
received by his teammate in many ways. This report contains results

56
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The following criteria were used.to derive-the aggregate index of .

housing avai

A

If thexental ageot treated both a
items, the index is classified as
is ambiguous, with,both the white
least one item, the index is also

uditors no differently oft all .

"no.difference." If the case
and the black favored on At
classified as "no difference."

If the rental agent-treated the Ohite auditormori favorably on

one or more items and did not treat theblack auditor mdre fA-

voraby on any item,the,index is classified as Nhite.favored."

If the rental agent treated the black auditor more famorably Qp

one or,more iteths and did not treat the white auditor more fa-

yorably on any item, the index is classified as "black favored.".

Table LsummArizes the results of aggregating the housing avSilabil-

ity items for the national sample and for-the four.census regions. The

aggregate index of housing.availability consists of four of the five

items in table 2: apartment availability, first or secomd choice, apart-

ments volunteered, and waiting ltst. The number of apartments inspected

was omitted from the index because it measured the results of behavior

on.the part of the auditor as well as behavior on the part of the agent.

The four items included in the index measimi behavior,of the rental agent

only. Including apartMents igspected does not greatly affect index

qsults.
4.04

Forlthe index of housing availability, rental agents.treated both

auditors no diffeOntly 31 percent of the time; they favored whites 48

percent of the time and blacks 21 percent of the time. No rental agent

for a number of indices of discriminatory treatment; future analy%Os of

audit data by HUD researchers will explore other waysin which the treat-

ment of audit teammates can be compared.

57,0w
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TABI:E 3
. //

AGGREGATE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT: /

HOUSING AVAILABILITY /.

'(Percent).

NATIONAL
(1,576)

,

NG

DIFFERENCE.

31

Northeast 32

(555)

North Centril 34 .

(291)

South 27
(638)

West 34

(92)

ti

/

. . ',
WHITE BLACK ,OISCRIMINATOkY

FAVORED FAVORED TREATMENT
,

48 21

4 /

27***

44 20 20***

50 34***

49 17 4?***

NOTE: (1) Percentages in first ree columns may not total 100 because
of rounding. - i

(2) Three asterisks in icige that the difference between the number
of cases \represen ed jn colUmns 2 and 3 is statistically s'ig-
ni fi cant -at. the ol I evel,

. (3) Tests of si/gni ica ce were performed on "adjusted" sample
sizes equal th number .of cases in parentheses; see

4 footnotes on ag 4).
.

v,
/

I
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A

will treat all housing seekers exactly alike, even if they are of the

seme'race, sex, and age; therefore, the net differential treatment of .

white auditors: and black auditors 4s used as a measure-of racial dis-
.

crimination in the rental housing'market. The observed net difference

reported in table 3,is-statistically 'significant at the 0.01 level; that
4

is, the likelihood that the observed net differential treatment of blacks

(27 percent) would have occurred by chance is less than 1 in 100.1 Tak-
,

ing the difference between the percentage of total cases in which the

rental agent favors the white auditor and the percentage of total cases
4*

in which the agent favors the black auditor eliminates tlwrandom, or

04401'

nondiscriminatory, differential treatment of audit team members that re-

.

sults because it is virtually impossible for a rental agent to treat all

housing seekers exactly thepsame. One implicit assumption underlying

this approach is that reverse discrimination against whites does not

exist.(see "Limitationsu at the end of this chapter). To the extent that

reverse discrimination against whited exists, the leiel of racial discrim-

ination against blacks in the rental housing market is underestimated;

that is, the index measures racial discrimination conservatively by

measuring the extent to whicn unfavorable treatment of blacks exceeds

unfavorable treatment of whites.

The national results for housing availability indicate that black

auditors encountered discrimination in 27 percent of their visits to

1. Except where noted, one-tail tests vf statistical significance were

performed for indices.
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apartment buildings or complexes. This is the study's primany estimate of

the level of discrimination against blacks intim rental segment of the

housing market. Its interpretation is that 27 percent of rental agents

are estimated to discriminate against blacks by providing less information

about the availability of units for rent.

This figure provides a p6spettive on discriminatory behavior by the

apartment rental industry. From the perspective of black apartment seek-

ers, the effect of any given level of discrimination on housing search

behavicir may be cumulative. Apartment ieekers typically visit more than

one rental complex in their search.for housing.1 Table 4 presents the

9
probability that a blok will encounter discrimination in a housing search

involving visits to hree or more rental complexes given that 27 percent

of rental agents discriminate. For example, the table indicates that if,.

a black were to visit four complexes, the chance of his encountering at

least one ins ance of discrimination would be 72 percent. If a black

visited si/c 'complexes, the chance of encountering at least two iAstances

of discrihination would be 51 percent. ft

The/relationship between tables 3 and 4 must be.interpreted with

care. If any rental agents discriminate, then a black who visits several

1. Data on the number of apartment complexes visited by prospective mov-
ers/are sketchy; however, data available from the two housing,allowance
dem nd experiment sites indicate that for low-income persons the mean
nuiber of places visited in search of an apartment is 7.2 in Pittsburgh
an. 6.1 in Phoenix. See Search and Mobility in the Housing Allowance

and Ex eriment, Part I, "Locational Choicew (4,Abt Associates, Inc.,

60
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TABLE 4

4 PROBABILITY THAT A BLACK WILL ENCOUNTER DISCRIMINATION

GIVEN A 27 PERCENT LEVEL OF DISCRIMINATION

(/)

gt
P.M

CC

14.J
CIO P'"4X 0

0

At Least
1

At Least
2

##

3

NUMBER OF COMPLEXES VISITED

74 5 , 6

.39

.61

.18

,28

.72

.30

..21

.79

.41

.15

.85

.51

:11

.89

.60

NOTE: Numbers are derived by a simple formvla and are binomial probabili-

ties; for example, 0.72 = 1-(1-0.27)4.
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agents during a housing search is likely to encounter discrimination with

a greater probability than a black who visits only one agent. The per-

centage of agents who discriminate does not chpnge with visits to nore

than one complex, but the likelihood of encountering at least one act of

discrimination increases as the number of complexes visite0 increases.

Since a housing search normally involves visits to several complexes,

the probability of being discriminated against is quite high--as re-

vealed in table 4.
N\

The housing choices of blacks are restricted directly bya.,alents'.

discriminatory behavior. Table 4 indicates that discriminatory behavior
416

may restrict blacks indirectly; if blacks perceive that in their housing

search they may encounter one or more acts ofAiscrimination, they may

\/restrict their sear'ch. Since relatively little is known about how the

6anticipation of being treated unfavorably may affect search behavior, the

effect on black apartment seekers of a high likelihood of encountering

discrimination is unknown.1 The reader is also cautioned that one Of th

principal finAags of the audit is that discriminatory treatment istfre-

quently difficult to detect by those who have received it. Therefore,

4,4

one should not confuse the information in table 4--ttre probabili

a black's encountering discrimination--with the probability of a black's

For a theoretical treatment of the effects of discrimination on hous-
ing search-behavior, see Paul N. Courant, "Racial Prejudice in a Search
Model of the Urban Housing Market," Journal of Urban Economics, vol. 5y,
pp. 329-45,
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perceiving to have been discriminated againSt. Homeseekers are,likely to

restrict their housing search as a result of their perceptions of dis-
.

criminatory treatment as well as a result of their knowledge that they

'will, or may, receive\discriminatoly treatment. A possible implication

of this stuily is that the percentage of rental and sales agents that dis-

criminate mallbe much lower thah some black homesee&rs perceive'.

For each of the four census regions of the country, the difference

in treatment accorded blacks and Ihites for the index of housing availa-

bitity is significant at the 0.01 level (see table 3). The'Kruskal-

Wallii one-way analysis of variance by ranks, whiCh Was uted td test for

regional differences in,lhe level of discriminatory treatment measured by

the index of housing availability, indicafes that statistically signtfi-

( . dant differences (at the 0.20 level) exist among the four census regions.'
/ .

.

.., Put sli§htly differently, if discriminatory treatment of whites and blacks

L./

1. The Kruskal-Wallis test examines all of the regional estimates simul7
taneously to determine whether they appear to be drawn fram the same pop-
ulaiion (discriminatory behavior is no different across the four regions)
or from different populations (discriminatory behavior differs across the
regions). It does not test whether the differences between'the estimates
reported between,any pair of regiohs is statistically significant (see*
Siegel, o . cit., pp. 184-93). Kruskal-Wallis test results for other in-
dices usually w ll be reported only if statistically significant. These
test results are derived frop comparing regions by first ranking the index
results of SMSAs. Since the confidenCe to be placed on imdex estimates
for SMSAs is low and varies by site (see chapter 4), results of the
Kruskal-Wallis test mai.inaccurately estimate the degree to which regional

.N differences in discrimination may or may not exist. Also, estimates of
/1 regional discrimination levels are based on weighted, adjusted data, while

SMSA rankings are based on unweighted,'unadjusted data. 0.
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.4

were actually no different nationwide, chances are fewer than 2 in 10

that such large interregional differences would have been obserVed.

. The reg4onal results indicate that auditors encodhtered discrimina-

tory triatment-in-housihg availability 20 percent of the time in the

'Northeast, 33Lfercent ef the time in the North gentral region, 31 percent

of-the time in the South; and 32 percent of the time in the West:IGiven

these levels of discrimination, the chances of encountering one or more

#cts of discriMination in a housing search involving four visits would

be 59 percent in the Northeast, 80 percent in tile North Central region,

73 percent in the South, and 79 percent Jr+ the West.
)

INQICES FOR AUDITS COND6CTED4IN LARGE 9itAs ,

COMPARED TO AUDITS CONDUCTED IN SMALL MSAs

It was' expecteetfat dividing.audit%into 32 large SMSAs and eight

small SMSAs would facilitate investigation'of possible differencei in the

nature and extent of discrimination in SMSAs of various sizes.2 Each of

the aggregate indices ofdiffere'ntial treatment in this report is examined .

4

1. Grouping'individual test results by census region allows investiga-

tion of whether the nature1 pnd extent of racial disqrlmination may vey

by region. Disaggregating data by censup Kegion fonbws conventional

'reporting practices when a national data set iR analyzed. However, the

117 SMSAs from which the 40 sites were selected were originally grouped

'by only three regions--North, South, and West--and even after statistical

adjustment of the data,, reported results may not be strictly generalizable

for census regions.

2. Later reports will use more sophisticted analysis, such'as multiple

regression anarysis, to investigate the effect of a large number,of var-

iables on the nature and extent of discrimination in the housing market.

The vari.ables will include a variety of metropolitan area characteristics,-

* including population.

04-
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in,terms of this divftion to' get a rough estimate of the differences in

discrimination.that may,be attributed to the size Of the metropolitan

area. Table 5 shows the results of the index of housing availability

when SMSAs are divided according to size. It indthtes that blaas en-

countered more .diseriminatory treatment with respect to hbusinmvail-

ability in large SMSAs than in small SMSAs. 'The Mann-Whitney test was

'used to test whether the difference between the estiMmted level of dis-

crimination in large SMSAs and-the.esti
a

level of discrimination

in small SMSAs is stattstically significant. The test indicates that

the difference in index results is not statistically significant at the
,

J0.30 level or lower.'

COURTESY
p.

INDIVIQUAL ITEMS

Courteous treatment by rental agents or other employees of-a rental

complex is not essential in the renting of an apartment. If units 'are
4

made available, blacks may choose to reni them even if they perceive that'

blacks are'not welcomed\wholeheartedly. Nonetheless, rental agents are

expected to 'preat prospective renters respectfully. Disrespectful treat-

ment will discourage apartment seekers even when the rental agents are

willing to make apartments available to them." This section examines

0

I. The Mann-Whitney test is similar to the Kruskal-Wallis test. The
statistical assumptions underlying'both tests are relatively restrictive; .

, the likelihood that differences in observed discrimination (by region 'or
by size of SMSA) will be found statistically significant is fairly low:

7



TABLE 5

AGGREGATE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT: HOUSING AVAILABILITY

Large SMSAs
(1,423)

(Cases Classified by SMSA Size)

(Pe'rcent)

a

A

NO .WHITE BLACK DISCRIMINATORY

DIFFERENCE FAVORED FAVORED TREATMENT.

30. 49 21

Small SMSAs 35 '43 22 . 21***

(153)

NOTE: (1) Three asterisks indicate that the difference between the number
of cases Tepresented in columns 2 and 3 is-statistically signif-

ip icant at the 0.01 level.

(2) ests of signifieance were performed on "adjusted" sample sizes
equal to the number of cases in parentheses; see footnotes on
page 49.
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whether blacks were treated as courteously as whites, and.the relationship

between courteous treatment and how rental agents treated blacks and

whites with respect to housing availability.

Table 6 presents the audit results for,thg iAdividual courtesy items.
7

A general observation 'and one of the mildly, encouraging findings of the

study is that for most courtesy items, no difference in the treatment of

black auditors and white auditort was observed.

There is a small.but statistically significant tendency for blacks

to have waited 1onger before being interviewed about an apartment. Al-

though rental agents treated both auditors no differently in 76 peVcent of

the cases, whites had a shorter wait in 14 percent of the cases,and blacks

haA shorter wa.i.t in 10 percent of the cases. -Likewise, there,is a small

but statispcally significant tendency for whites to,have had a longer in-

tervi4w. The rental agent.treated botA team members no differently only

14 percent Of the time, while whites had &longer interview 45 percent

ortte time and blacks had a longerAterview 41 percent of the time.

Systematic differential treatment in most other items is numerically

small or not statistically significant at the 0.10 level or'lower. No

systematic differential treatment occurred with respect to an agent's

,shaking the hand of an,auditor. Only 5 percent of the audttors, however,0

were accorded this courtesy. Black auditors were offered somZthing to

drink or a cigarette, provided reading material 'or literature on avail-
%

able apartments, asked their name, and addressed by title.more often than

white auditors, but the differences are extremely small. Only 1 peixent of

a
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. TABLE 6
,

. , COURTESY

. , .
. (Percent)

r ,

-
NO - OCCURRED F.OR OCCURRED FOR.. NET

DIfFERENCE WHITE ONLY BLACK ONLY DIFFERENCE

SHORTER.WAIT BEFORi\IiITERVIEW

(1,509) ''

AID ANYONE OFFER'DRINKS,

-: - CIGARETTtS, ETC.

Ui,560 . .
,

.DID ANYONE* OFFER LITERATURE

. (1,4),-
'DID ANYONE CHAT INFORMALLY WftH

YOU WHILE 'YOUNIUTED
i1,568) s

DID AGENT INTRODUCE,SELF
-., (1,580) '

.' I
DID AGENT Al6KV,OUR NAME

(1,580) t- °

.0I0 AGENT ADDRESS yOU BY'TITLE

(1,582) %.
DID AGENT SHAKE YOUR HAND
(1,581)
DID AGENT ASK YOU TO EI,E SEATED

(1,582)
DIDIAGENT OFFER YOU A BLIINESS CARD

(1,582)
DID AGENT INVITE YOU TO CALL BACK

(1,585)
-LONGER LENGTH .OF INTERVIEW

(1,450) , t

16-

i

.

i i
10
,

'98 1 2
....

.

.

79 10* . 12 ,.

73 14 .
13

4

77 13
,

..

69 15

84 7 9

93. 4 4

77 13 * 10

79 14 8

66. 21 4
14 45 41

_1***-.

2

NOTE:' (1) Percentages in firSt three columns may not ta4a1100.because of

rounding. ,

:(2) Three asterisks indicate that the,difference between the number

of cases represented in columns Zand 3 is statistically signif-

'icant at the 0.01 levql, two asterisks that the difference is

statistically sinificant at the 0.05 level, one Werisk that

the difference is statistically significant, at the 0.10 level,

And,no asterisks that the difference is not statistically

significant At .t.he 9.10 level or lbw.

(3) Numbers in parentheses are the unweighted number of cases; tests

of significance,werejerformed on.an "adjusted" sample size of

equal magrl,itude.-See footnotes on page 49.
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all-auditors were offered drinks, cigarettes, and io forth, 127'percenf

were offered literature on available apartments: or renting in general, 33

percent were asked their names, and 10 percent-were addressed by tittle,

Although the agent or other employees of the rental complex chatted in-

formally more often-with the rhite audjtot- than with the black auditor,

0
the difference is small and not statistically significant at the 0.10

.level or lower.

Despite.the fact that there are small or not staZcally signlfi-.

cant (at the 0.10 level) differences in several-of the 12 analyzed items,

the initiai contactawith the rental agent exkibits.an important paitern

of behavior. There is a &ndency for-the rentagent to have attempted

to form a continuirig relationship more often with the white auditor than

with the black auditer by having introduced himself, having asked the

auditor io be seated, having offered a businesi card; and having invite
tr

. the auditdr to call back.. The rental agent treated both team members no

differently 77 percent of the time in terms of introducing himself to

auditOrs, but 13 percent of the time he introduced himself bnly to the1 4

white aUditor and 10 percent of the time he introduced Wmself only tb

the black,auditor. The percentages were exectly the same in te.rms of

asking the auditors to be seated--no difference 77 percent of the time,

whites favOred 13 percent of the time, and blacks favored 10 percent of

the time. 'The rental agentAreated both auditors no differently in terms

of offpring a business card 79 percent of the time buttoffered a business

card only to the white auditor 14 percent,of the time and only to the

69
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black auditor &percent of the'timu The rental agent tre ted auditors

no differently in terms of Ynviting a follow-up call 66.percent of the

time, invited...9N! the white auditor to call back. 21 percent of,the

1 time, ood Invite4,.on1y,the black auditor to call !lack 14 percent of the %

time. (The Lt differences forl,fpur itimspare statistically signifi-

,' t.

cant at between the 0.01 and 0.05 levels.)

+of

Alttioup rental agents addressed the.auditors by title only 10 per-

cent 0 theyme, there was a small byt iiatistiCally significant differ-

enCe,in eatmenti. The rental agent treated both tiam memberfs no dif-

ferently 84 percent of the time, but when differential treatMeni occurred,

they addresied bladcauditors by title (9 percent of the time) more often

than white auditors (7 percent of the time). Two interpretations of this

result.are possible. Rental agents may have treated black auditors with

greater deference; or, having addressed white auditors less fopmally,.

Aave attempted to.initiate more personal relationships. In addres.sing .
.1

the black audit r by title, agents may have been mointaining a strict

busineds relati nship. If this "Ws the case, the more courteous treat-
. ,

ment would in fact have been the less favorable treaiment.

INdtX OF COURTESY

Responses to six of the items on table:6 related to .bnitial contact

between auditor and agent were combined to deriye an aggregate index of

courtesy. Differential treatment on:individuar ftems may ncebe impor-

tant, but meaningful systematic dffferences in treatment may occur for

combinations of individual items. In addition, the aggregate index



summarizes the experience of the auditors across t400,indiyldual items that

comprise the index. The individual responses tpll six items were com-1

bined aCcording to the saMe.criteria used fot combining responses about

housing'availability (see page 57).
I. 5

Talele 7 summarizes the results from aggregating the six courtesy

items for the national'sample and the four census regions. The-items ."

'chosen for the index are whether the.agent introduced himself, asked the

auditor's name, sifook the auditor's hand, asked the auditot to be seated,

offered the auditor a business card, and invtted the auditor to call back.

' .(Whether the agent addressed.the audit& by title was omitted because of

the ambiguous interpretation that-can be given this item.) Values for-
a'

th)s index are rel.atively insensitive to the number of individual coikesy

items'included or"to the combination of items selected. That is, values

obtained for-alternative forms of the index do not differ signifIcantly

from' each other.

For the dburtesy in'dex Ahe difference in treatment accorded blacks

and whites is significant at the 0.01 level in the national sample and in

the South and North CentraVegions, and not statistiCally significant at -

the .p.lo level or lower in the Northeast and West.

The aggregate index shows that rental agents treatqd blacks and

whites no differently far less frequently than the results in table 6

tend to suggest. Table 6 shows th'at the treatment accorded audit team-
.'

mates was no different at least 66 percent of t6 time for the individaal

items comprising the aggregate index. But the index shows that for the

4.
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TABLE 7

I AGWEGATE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT:

NATIONAL
(1,587)

Aortheast
(558)

ortp Central
296)

uth

39)

West
(94)

OURTESY

(Percent)

NO
DIFFERENCE

37 .

38

39

34

38

4'

WHITE
FAVORED,

BLACK
FAVORED

DISCRIMINATORY
TREATMENT

38 26 12***

33 29 4'
4 .1

36 25 11***

% .

,,, 42 24 i8f7**

36 26 10 %

NOTE: ( ) Percentages in first three columns may not total 100 because

rotinding.

(2) Three asterisks indicate that the difference between the nunr.

ber of cases represented in' colUmns 2 end 3 is statistically

significant at the 0.01 level, no asterisks that the differ-

ence'is hot statistically4i4nificant at the 0.10 level or

lower.

(3) Tests of significance were performed on "adjusted" sample

sizes equal to the number of cases in parentheses; see

footnotes on page 49,
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national sample, dtfferential treetment of auditors occurred 63 percent

of the time (100-40cent minus 37 percent).

Table 8 shows the results of the index of courtesy when SMSAs are

,1111.dect accordinglo size. It indicates that the.difference in,treatment
.,

,

rhe two groups of SMSAs is quite small. In large SMSAs the net dif-

%-, \

fe 6'06 favors whites by 12 percent, while 'in small SMSAs ibe pIt differ-.

ence favors whites by 9 percent.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INDEX OF COOITESY
AND THE INDEX OF HQUSING AVAILABILITY

'An Objbctive of-the Titl.e,VIIIFair Housing Evaluation is not only

to identify the forms of discrimination blacks may encounter most fre-
,e,Y,i.

quetatly in the rental housing market but also to investigate the relation7

ship that may exist among different forms of discriminationspecifically,

the relationship between housing availability and the other categories of'

- discriminatory treatment under study. .This section examines how courteou

treatment'is related fo treatment regarding housing availability. It ma

. be that discourteous treatment is unrelated to discrtmination with res ect

to the,availabillty of units, or it may be that auditors who were tr ated.,

\k,

less favorably with respect to housing availabilit e also Area d

less courteously.

To investigate the relationship between courtesy and g availa-

bility, a joint frequency distribution of cases was ger ved: Rolumns

the index of courtesy and rows are the index of, g aval ability.

Table 9 presents the cros tabulation of the aggregate iñdx of courtesy,

and the aggregate index o using availability. The flr7tt number in
0



TABLE 8

AGGREGATE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT: COURTESY

Large SMSAs
(1,434)

Small SMSAs
(153)

(Cases:Classifidd by SMSA Size),

, (Percent)

NO WHITE BLACK .DISCRIMINATORY

DIFFERENCE- FAVORED FAVORED - TREATMENT

36 38 26 12***

V.

26 9*

NOTE: (/°Three asterisks indicate that'fhe difference between the number

of cases reprisented in tolumns 2 and 3 is statistically signif-

, .-icant at the 0.01 level, one asterisk that the difference is

statistically significant at the 0.10.level.

(c-
(21 Tests of significance were performed on' "adjusted" sample sizes

equal to the number of cases in parentheses; see footnotes on

page 49.
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TABLE 9

CROSS-TABULATION OP THE INDEX OF COURTESY AND THE INDEX OF

HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(fercent)

,""

1
9-4

8-4 co
CA

0-4
(ICC

fg:r

WHITE FAVORED

WHITE FAVORED

COURTESY

BLACK FAVOREDNO DIFFERENCE

20
(18)

12

(11)

,

6

(8)

17

(18)

12

(11)
. _

7

(8)

11

(13)

7

(8)

8

(5)

NO DIFFERENCC\

BLACK FAVORED

Number of cases = 1,575

Chi-square = 42; significant at the 0.01 level

Expected frequencies in parentheses

NOTE: (1) ExpeCted frequencies are calculated by multiplying the overall
row percentage (for example, the percentage of cases in which
the white was favored on housing availability, 48 percent) by
the overall column percentage (for example, the percentage of
cases in which the white was favored on courtesy, 38'percent).
The product (18 percent in this example) is the frequency with
which one would expect both events (in this example, whites fa-

f vored on availability and whites favored on courtesy) to occur
'simultaneously if the events were unrelated. Statistically

' significant deviations from this pattefti indicate that the
events are not unrelated. That is, a chi-square value repor d

to be "statistically significant" means that treatment as mea
sured by the courtesy index is not independent of treatment a
measured by the housing availability index.

(2) "Number of cases" is the Vadjusted" sample size for which cross-
tabulation was performed; see foOtnote 2 on page 49.
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each cell is the observed frequency, the second number (in parentheses)

the expected frequency. .The chi-square test compares observed cell fre-

quency to expected cell frequency; the test statistic of 42 indicates

that the relationship between the two indices is statistically-signiti-

, cant at the 0.01 level. The pattern of observed frequencies relative to

the expécted frequencies indicates that discriminatory treatment as mea-

,

sured by the index of availability is positively related to discriminatory

treatment aspeasured by the index of courtesy; that is, favoritigm on one

index is associated with favoritism on the-other.1 For example, from re-

sults observed for each of the separate indices, it could be expected that

-18 percent of white auditors-were favored on both indices. Instead, 26

percent of white aàditors were favored on both courtesy and availability.

Similarly, more blacks were 4evored on both indices (8 percent) than ex-

pected'(5 percent). The two forms of discrimination tend to complement

each other, and the observed relationship between the two indices-can

4

. be accepted with considerable confidence:
e

Relationshipg that are statistically 'significant at the 0.01 level

exist between the indices of housing availability and courtesy for large

and smOl SMSAs and for each of the census regions except the West. In

the West the small gample size is the likely explanation for.finding the

1. The reported chi-Jsquare results indicate whether the indices are de-
.

pendent or independent. A second statistic--gamma--indicates whether the

indices are positively or negatively related and the strength of the

relationship. Implications of the observed'gamma,statistic are mentioned

in the text or in footnotes. To reduce the amount of technical informa-

tion, the actual gamma statistics and their level of significance are not

reported on the cross-tabulation tables.



, 0
relatfonship between indices to be statistically tignificant only the

0.10 level.
(

I.

*TERMS AND,CONDITION$

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS -

Differential treatmtnt in terms and conditions ii also a Otentially

import* form of discrimination and a violation of fair housing statites.

Even'if reptal agents reply favorably as to apartment availability, the

stipulated terms and conditions for renting the available units ;All in-

fltience how attractive a given apartment is to the apartment-seeket.

The auditors were instructed to obtain information about the follow-
.

ing items:

the'apartment numbers of available units

the monthly rents of available units

.s the amount of the security. deposit.

(The apartMeni number ensures that terms can be compared for the same

the terms of the.lease

unit.) They were also instructed tO record what the rental agent said.

about application procedures, the application fee, credit check proce-

dures, and length of time to complete'the credit check. Table 10 pre-

sents the audit results for the items relating to terms and conditions.

The measured differential treatment for the amourit of the monthly

rent, the terms of the lease, and the length of the credit check are not

significant at the 0.10 level or lower. -Two of the fiNe itemi, however,

the afilount of the security deposit and whether an application fee is
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TABLE 10

.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

.

, .

MONTHLY RENT
' (360)

LEASE REQUIREMENTS
(1,243)

SECURITY OtPOSIT
(1,314)

.10

APPLICATION FEE REQUIRED

(239)

LENGTH OF EREDIPCHECK
(296) ''14

. (Percent) I.

.
.

,.

NO WHITE BLACK' .NET

DIFFERENCE FAVORED FAVORtD DIFFERENCE

87 . 7 6 1.

90 5 5

.83 6 11

73 19 8

65 17 . 19

_5***

11***

NOTE: (1) Percentages in first three columns may not total 100 becaus\
of rounding.

(2) Three asteris6 indicate that e difference between the num-'

ber of cases represented in co umns 2 and 3 is statistically

significant at the 0.01 level, 1&ster1sks that the differ- -

ence is not statistically significan t the 0.10 level or

lower.

(3). Numbers in parentheses are theAnweighted nuMber_of eases;

tests of significance were performed on an "adjustedn.sample

size of equal magnitude. See footnotes.on page 49.
4

(4) It is assumed that providing infonmation bn whether an Appli-

cation fee is required is favorable. See text for an alter-

nate interpretatton.
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required, show differences in treatment that are statistically signifi-

cant at the 0.101 level. With respect to the amount of the securitylieposit,

rental agents treated Yoth auditors no differently 83 percent,of the time,

favored th9vhite 6'percent of the time, and favored the ,black.11,percent

of the .tisme.-

In terms of requiring an application fee, rental agents treated both

auditors no differently 73 percent of,e time, told the white auditor 19

percent of the time that an application fee was required, and told,the

black 8 percent of the time that an application fee wai required.. R

ing a fee to accompany the -application can be said to have favored ither

the 4pite auditor or the black auditor. When a rental agent indicates that

an application fee is required, he may be attempting to discourage the

.apartment seeker.froprenting an apartment o he may be attempting to fa-

dilitate the process of renting an apartment. The table is constructed

under the assumption that providing information on the exfstence of an

application fee is favorable treatment, but there is a possible ambiguity

in interpreting this item.

."
Observing the relationship between differential treatment on thjs

item'and on the other less ambiguous iteds may provide some guidance as

. to whether requiring 'an Application fee according to the applicant's race

constitutes favorable or'unfavorable reatment. When the analysis was-

.

repeatda to include only those cases in which the rental agent told both

auditors that an apartment was available or would be available within the

next month, the same pattern emerged.
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INDEX OF TERMS.AND CONDITIONS

F;ur of the five items in table 10 were combined to derive an index

-

of terms and conditione. The same criteria used to combine'responses

about housing availability were used to derixe the aggregate index of

terms'add conditions (see page 57). Tab'le -11 summarizes the results of -

6

aggregating the items relating to terms and con itions for the natibnal

sample and the four census regions.

The difference in treatment accorded blacks and whites for the terms

and conditions index i sign ficant at the 0.10 level for'thi'hational

sample, at the 0.01 level fc; the Northeast, at the 0.05 level for the

South, and not statistically, gnificant at the 0.10 level or lower for

the North Central region 0,- West. For-the national sample, rental

agents treated both audito differently 73 percent of the time, quoted

more favorable terms and conditions to the white auditor 13 percent of the

time, and quoted more favorable terms and conditions to the black auditor

15 Oercent,,of the time.

Rental agents quoted black auditors more favorable terms and condi-

tions.in the Northeast and North Central regions; they q4oted more favor-

able terms and conditions to white auditors in the South, There is no

significant difference in treatment in terms and conditions for the West.

The Kruskal-Wallis test indicates that statistically sigtpicant differ-

ences do not exist among the four census regions.

Table 12 shows the results of the aggregate index of terms and con-

ditions when SMSAs are divided according toNsize. It indicates that the



NATIONN.
(3 ,345)

Northeast

(471) .

North Central
(244)

South

West
(81)

TAKE 11

AGGREGATE.IN6tX OF DISCRIMINATORY-TREATMENT:

TERMS.AND CONDITIONS

Percent)

NO ..; AkTE
'-..' DIFFERENCE.. 'FAVORED

BCACK
FAVORED,

4

DISCRIMINATORf.
TREATMENT

73 13 15 - -2* I

-

62 14" 24 -10***

.

68
.

14 19 -5

.

82 11 4**

85 7 7 0
a

NOTE: (1) Percentages in first three columns may not total 100 because

. of rounding.

(2) Three asterisks indicate that the differencejttween the num

ber of cases.represented in columns 2 and 3 Ts statistically

significant at the 0.01 level, two asterisks that the 4iffer-

% ence is statistically significant at'the 0.05 level, One as-

terisk that the differenv is statistically significant at

'the 0.10 level, and no asterisks that the difference is not

statistically significant at the MO level or lower.

(3) Tests of significande were performed on "adjusted" sample

sizes equal to the number of cases in parentheses; see

footnotes on page 49.

(4) A two-tail test of statistical significance was used for this

index because of the ambiguity in classifytng treatment on in-

dividual index,items as favorable or unfavorable.

A
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TABLE 12
.f

* AGGREGATE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT:

1 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Cases Classified'by SMSA Size)

(Percent)

cWHITE' BLACK DISCRIMINATORY

DIFFERENCi FAVORED FAVORED TREATMENT

Large 'SMSAs 73 12 15 -3*

A1,209)

Small SMSAs
(136)

68 . 16 16a

NOTE: (1) One asterisk indicates that the difference between the number

of cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is statistically sig-

nificant at the 0110 level, no asterisks that the difference

is not statistically significant at the 0.10 level or,lower.

(2)- Tests of,significance were performed on "adjusted" sample

sizes equal to the number of cases in parentheses; see
footnotes on page 49. -

(3) A two-tail test of statistical significance was used for this

index because of the ambiguity in 'classifying treatment on in-

dividual index items as favorable or unfavorable.
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,! s.

difference in treatment for the twa,grouris of SMSO;sis

large SMSAs discrimintory treatment favoredleacks)y-
e

small SMSAs there Was no diseriminatprj.treaimege.

4

TAE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INDEX OF TERMS-ANDSONDITIONS
AND THE INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

'quite small. In

3'percent while in

Table 13 presents the os0-ta4t.ionof the aggregate index of terms

e

and conditions-nd the aggAte index of houtimavailability. This table'

is used to determine whethir the terms ahd donditiblis quoted to auditors

were related to informatiohtquoted to theT regardilt ping a!ailability.

)°The chi-square statistic df 4 is not

0.10 level or lowe The-,patterri of.

statistically significanti at the

obierved frequencies relative to

expected frequencie indicates that the index of terms acid conditiobt is

independent of the index of housing availa6ility.* That is; whether e
.

a.
e

rental agent favorid whites-(or blacks) oh avaijab4l1ty had no bearing ,

on whether the rental agent favored whitelf(or blacks) on terms and

conditions.

. . ,I IR,,
.1 .

.

AlttAgh the' c'ross-fabulatiods for,t'he'indiyiaissai census regions and
i

for large and sm 1 SMSAs are,not reported, the results Andicite that only
i ' 0

in theSouth did st atistically tignificant relationship betweert the two
%

aggregate indices extst.

.2

4.

,

I
es

-
or

A

,



TABLE 13'

CROSTABULS-ATION OF THE INDEX OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND THE Eio

Iiux OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Percent),,

TERMS AND CONDITION.S

C..1
1-4

P-4 CO

0"6

WHITE FAVORED

WHITE FAVORED NO DIFFERENCE BLACK FAVORED

6

(6)

4
(4)

2

(3)

35
(34)

21

(21)

17

(17)

7

(7)

4

(4)

4

(3)

NO DIFFERENCE

BLACK FAVORED

Number of cases =-1339

Chi-square = 4Vnot 4Agn1ficant at the 0.10 level or lower

Expected frequencies in parentheses (see table 9)

NOTE: "Number of cases" is the "adjusted" sample size for which cross-
tabulation was performed; see footnote 2 on page 49.
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INFORMATIQM REQUESTED

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS

The iuditors behaved likesbona fide apartment seekers. After speci-

fying their request for an apartment, they responded to the rental agent's

inquiries. The'auditorsavoided volunteering information about themselves

but answered the agent's inquiries on the basis of their assigned individ-

ual characteristics (provided on their Site Visit Assignment Forms)e Table

14 prestnts the results of the items for information requested by the

rental agent. No a priori interpretation was given to whether being asked

information is favorable or unfavorable treatment. Accordingly, column 2

ii labeled "requested of White only" rather than "white favored," and col-

umn 3 is labeled "requested of black only" rather than "black favored."

In a large percentage.of cases, both auditors were treated no differ-

ently. For example, rental agents treated both auditors no differently 94

percent of the time with respect to information requested about income, 98

percent of the time with respect to requests for references, and 89 per-.

cent of the time with respect fo requests for place of residence.. The

large percentage of cases in which both auditors were treated no differ-

ently results primarily because rental agents did not request this infor-

mation from either of the auditors. Rental agents requested information

on income 4 percent of the time, references only 1 percent of the time,

and information on place of residence 12 percent of the time. "No dif-

ference" in treatment is really a reflection of no treatment.
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TABLE 14

INFOk4ION REQUESTET,

(Percent)

NO
DIFFERENCE

REQUESTED OF
WHITE ONLY

REQUESTED QF
BLACK ONLY

NET
DIFFERENCE

INCOME 94 2 4 -2***
(1,586)

EMPLOYMENT 82 11
(1,583)

REFERENCES 98

(1,584)

PHONE NUMiER 86. 0
(1,585)

ADDRESS 89 4 7 _3***

(1,585)

NOTE: , (1) Percentages in first three columns may not total 100 because
. of roundtng.

(2) Three aiterisks indicate that the diffeience between the numr
ber of cases represented tn columns 2 and 3 is statistically
significant at the 0.01 level, no asterisks that the differ-
ence is not statistically significant at the 0.10 level or
lower.

(3) Numbers in parentheses are the unweighted number of cases.;
tests of significance were performed on an "adjusted" samOle
size of equal magnitude.. See footnotes on page 49.

(4) Negative differences in column 4 do not imply that blacks were
favored, only that agents requested information more frequently
of blacks than of whites (see text for further explanation).

.



Blacks were requested to provide inftormation on income, employment,

and place of restdence more often than whites. Although the differences

for the individual items are small, they are nonetheless statistically

'different from zero at the 0.01 level.- There are no differences with'

respect to references and telephone nwnbers requested.

Although racial differences in rental agents'. requesting auditors'

phone numbers were not observed (rental agents requdstedinformation on

phone numbers in 20 percent of the cases), agents requested the place of

resideRce 7 percent of the time from the black auditor only and 4 percent

of the time from the white auditor only'. One possible explanation for '

this difference is that rental agents were more curious about the current

residence of black auditors than of white auditors.

INDEX OF INFORMATION REQUESTED

All five items in table 14 were combined to derive an index of in-
.

formation requested. The index is designed to reveal any systematic dif-

ference in treatment based on race. The same criteria used to combine

responses about housing availability were used to develop the aggregate

index of information requested (see page 57). Table 15 sumtharizes the

results of aggregating the items relating to triformation requested for

the national sample and the four census.regions.

The last column in table 15 is obtained by subtracting the percentage

of cases in which agents requested more information from whites from the

percentage of cases in which agents requested more information from blacks.

If an agent asked-more information of one member of an audit team than the

87
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TABLE.15

AGGREGATE INDEX OF DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT:

INFORMATION REQUESTED

. (Percent)

NO
DIFFERENCE

REQUESTED OF
BLACK ONLY

REQUESTED OF
WHITE ONLY

NET
DIFFERENTIAL
TREATMENT

NATIONAL 68 19 13 6***
(1,586)

Northeast 66 21 13 8***
(558)

..

North Central 72 16 12 4

(296)

Soueh' 68 19 14 5**
(639) .

West 72 17 '11 6

(93), .

NOTE: (1) Percentages in first three columns may ndt total 100 because
of rounding.

(2) Three asterisks indicate that the difference between the'num..
'ber,of cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is statistically
significant at the 0.01 level, two asterisks that the differ
ence is statistically significant at the 0.05 level, and no
asterisks that the difference is not statistically significant
at the 0.10 level or lower.

(3) Tests of significance were performed on "adjUsted" sample'sizes
equal to the number of cases in parentheses; see footnotes on
page 49.

(4) Differential treatment reported in the fourth column does not
imply that being asked more infonmation is necessarily favor-
able or unfavorable treatment (see text for further explanation).

(5) A two-tail test of statistical significance was used for this
index because of the ambiguity in classifying treatment on in-
dividual index items as favorable or unfavorable.
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other, it is not clear whether the agent was attempting to more carefully

screen the auditor Or whether the agent was treating one auditor more se-

riously than.the other, pr both. That is, asking more information of one

team member may be either favorable treatment or unfavorable treatment.

Therefore, the last column in table 15 is labeled "net differential treat-
.

ment" rather tan "discriminatory treatment.' The next section examines

how being asked more information was related to the information given au-
.

ditors with.respect to apartment availability.

The differential treatment accOrded black and white auditors as mea-

sured by the index of information requested is significant at the 0.01

level for the ,national sample and the Northeast, significant at the 0.05

level for the South, and not statistically significant at the 0.10 level

br lower fai- ttie North Central region and the West.1 'The aggregate index

shows that rental agents treated the matched auditors no differently a

large percentage of the time. According to the regional results,-both

auditors were treated no differently at least 66 percent of the time.

Table 16 shows the results of the index of information requested when

SMSAs are divided according to size. It indlcates that in large SMSAs

rental agents requested more information from whites in 13 percent of the

cases and More information fiom blacks in 20 percent of the cases. In

. 1. The results of the Kruskal-Wallis test indicate that no statistically

significant differences (at the 0.30 level or lower) exist between the re--

gional values of differential treatment as measured by the aggregate rex

of information requested.
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TABLE 16'

AGGREGATE INDEX OF DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT:

INFORMATION REQUESTED

Cases Classified by SMSA Silt

(Percent)

NET
NO REQUESTED OF REQUESTED OF DIFFERENTIAL

DIFFERENCE BLACK ONLY WHITE ONLY TREATMENT

Large SMSAs 68 20 13/ Pt**
(1,433)

Small SMSAs
(153)

16 16 0-

. NOTE: (1) Percentages in first three columns may not total 100 because
. of rounding. ,

(2) Three asterisks indicate'that the difference between the num-
ber of cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is statistically

_significant at the 0.01 level, no asterisks that the differ-
ence is not statistically significant at the 0.10 vel or .

loWer.

(3) Tests.of significance were performed on "adjusted" sample sizes
equal to the number of cases in parentheses; see footnotes on
page 49.

(4) Differential treatment reported in the fourth column does not
imply that-being asked more information is necessarily favor-
able or unfavorable treatment (see text for further explanation).

(5) A twotail test of statistical significance was used for this
,,lndex,because-,of the'ambi-guity in classifying treatment on in-

(' driAdUircndex items as favorable or unfavorable.
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small SMSAs rental agents requested more information from whites 16 per-

cent of the time and more information from blacks 16 percent of the time.1

-

THE RELATION4HIP,BEfWEEN THE INDEX OF INFORMATION REQUESTED'

AND THE INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

Table 17-presents the cross-tabulation of the aggregate index of in-

formation requested and the aggregate index of. housing availability. This

table is used to determine whether the information requested of auditors

was related to the information given them regarding housing availability.

The chi-square statistic of 12 is statiitically significant at the 0.05

level. That is, the pattern of observed frequencies relative to expected

frequencies indicates that the index of information requested is not

independent of the index of housing availability. However: the direc-
,

tlon and)arength of the relationship are not readily apparent from the

table. There is a small but not statistically significant (at the 0.10

level or lower) positive relationSh4ebetween being asked more iriformition

. 41

- and being favored with respect to housing availability.2 That is, the

observed frequency with which audiVrs who were asked more information

than their teammates were also faviked with regard to what thiy were told

about apartment availability is higher than the expected frequency with

1. Results of the Mann-Whitney test are not statistically significant

at the 0.30 level or lower.

2. The gamma statistic is positive but ot VI ically significant at

the 0.10 level or lower.
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TABLE 17 A

CROSS-tABULATION OF THE INDEX .OF INFORMATION,REQUESTED AND THE

INDEX.OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Percent)

REQUESTED OF
WHITE ONLY

INFORMATION REQUESTED

REQUESTED OF
BLACK ONLY

NO
DIFFERENCE

WHITE FAVORED 8 31 10
(6) (33) (9)

6 .

NO DIFFERENCE 3 22 6
(4) (21) (6)

BLACK FAVORED 2 15 4

(3) (14) (4)

Number of cases = 1,574

Chi-square = 12; significant at the 0.05 level

Expected frequencies in parentheses (see table 9)

NOTE: "Number of cases" is the "adjusted" sample size for which cross-
tabulation was performed; see footnote 2 on page 49.
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which these two events would occur itmultaneously. However, the observed

frequencies differ from those expected by negligible amounts.

The cross-tabulation results for the information requested and hous-

ing availability indices do not provide con;iincing evidence that being

asked more information is favorable or unfavorable treatment. *If an au-

ditor was asked more information than his teammate, the auditor may have

been screened by an agent, treated seriously as a prospective renter, or

both. The cross-tabulation results do not suggest that being asked more

information is necessarily ur4emorable discriminatory treatment.'

Cross-tabulations are not reported for census regions and for large

and small SMSAs, but the *results indicate that only in the South and for

large SMSAs does a statistically significant relationship exist between

information requested and treatment with respect to housing availability.

The twb indices are positively related for all regions except the North-

east, and.for large and small SMSAs. However, the relationship between

indiees is weak, with none of the regional and SMSA results indicating a

. positive (or negative) relationship of statistical significance at the

0.10 level or lower. That is, no strong ev d nce exists to-conclude that

1. If relatively few cases occurred in which there was differential treat-
ment of teammates as measured by both indices, the likelihood of discern-
ing the exact relationship between types of differential treatment of
black auditors and white auditors is lower. .Few auditors--either blacks
or whites--were asked the individual items that comprise the information
requested index, and therefore a large percentage of cases were classi-
fied "no difference" on the index. Thus, reported cross-tabulation re-
sults are not surprising.
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being requested more informatio is positively correlated with being

treated favorably or unfavorab1y with respect to housing availability.
,

INFORMATION VOLUNTEERED

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS

The process by which information is conveyed to apartment seekers is

another important part of searching for an apartment. The'rental agent,

by volunteering information that would ,be useful to the apartment seeker,

can facilitate the exchange of useful information. That is, the rental

agent can show a genuine interest in the apartment seeker by Inveying

crucial inform tion that will help determine whether or not to rent a

particular apatment. The rental agent can also restrict the exchange of

useful information by being passive or nonresponsive. This voluntary ex-

change of infqrmation between the agent and the lartment seeker may be a

subtle, but important, form of discrimination.

If the rental agent did not volunteer relevant info

tors were instructed to obtain as much specific informatio

tion, the audi-

as possible

through politIbut persistent questioning. They were to ask sNput lease

requirements and whether a security deposit was required. ;f they were

told that no apartments were available, they were to ask about the exis-

tence of a waiting list. The iuditors were also expected to record what

the agent said about the application procedure and credit check.

Table 18 presents the relative frequencies with which rental agents

volunteered more information to either auditor, that is, the percentages
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TABLE 18

,INFORMATIO.N VOLUNTEERED

(Percent)

NO

DIFFERENCE

VOLUNTEERED
TO WHITE ONLY

VOLUNTEERED
TO.BLACK ONLY

NET

DIFFERENU

LEASE REQUIREMENTS 64 19 17 2

(1,554)

SECURITY DEPOSIT 60 24 16 8***

(1,524)
,

WAITING LIST 53 A 31 16 15***

(270)

APPLICATION 64 18 18

(1;577) .

CREDIT CHECK 71 14 15 -1

(1,576)

NOTE: (1) Three asterisks indicate that the difference between the number ,

af cases represented in columns-2 and 3 is statistically sig-

nificant at the 0.01 level, no.asterisks that the difference is

not statistically significant at the 0.10 level or lower.

(2) Numbers in parentheses are the unweighted number of cases; tests

of significance were performed on an "adjusted" sample size of

equal magnitude. See footnotes on page 49.
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of cases in which Moriplevadt tnformation was volunteered to one auditor
4

or the other without the auditor's paving to.ask for the information. Five

items are-included in7the ca_te9or$: lease'requirements, the requirement

for a security deliosit, the existItence of a waiting Hit, application pro-

cedures, and the .ceedit check.

There was a moderate tendeniy for rental agents to convey re infor-
.

mation to white aUditors than to black auditors. For security deposit and

waitipg list, the.lifferential treatment accorded black and white auditors

was statistically sfgnificant at the 0 01 level; for the other three items,

the black and white ware treated with virtually no differenCe. The two

statistically significant items, however, are two of the most common and

most intimrtant itemsoaman.apartment.search. The.amount of the security

deposit was volunteered in 46 percent of the'caies, mid the,eicistence:of
.2

a waiting list was volunteered in 14 percent of the cases; Information on

the security deposit was volunteered (Or not voluriteered) no differently

to both members of the team 60 percent of the time, volUnteered to only

the white auditor 24 percent of the time, and voluntiered to only the black

auditor 16 percent of the time. Rental -agents volunteered no different in- 4

formation on the:waiting list to both aUditors 53 percent of the time, vol-

tinteered information to only the white auditbr 31 percent of the time, and
4.

volunteereCi information to only the black auditor 16 percent of the time.

The substantial difference in treatment with respect to ifformation

volunteered about tIle kiting list is particularly important. When an

apartment seeker is told that.-no apartment is immediately available,

9
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information about d waiting list becOems'perhaps the most important item

in the search. Volunteered information about a wiiting list is persua11ye

evidence that the rental agent desires to maintain a continuing relation-

ship with the prospective renter./ Conversely, 'failure to volunteer suCh.

information suggests that the rental agent,may want to discontinue the

relationship.

INDEX OF INFORMATION VOLUNTEERED

Table 19 summarizes the results of aggregating all five items in ta-

ble 18 to derive an index of information volunteered (case 1). The index

is designed to reveal any systematic difference in treatment based on race.

The same: 4iteria used to combine responses ibout housing availability

were used to develop the aggreolte indcx of information volunteerid(see

page,57). Table 20 gives the results for an index combining only two of

the itemssecurity deposit and waiting list (case 2). The indices assume

4

that Volunteering information is favorable to the apartment seeker. That

is, if information ries volunteered to the white (black) only, it is assumed

that the white (black) was favored.

For the aggregate index of information volunteered (case 1), the dif-
,

ference in treatment accorded black auditors and white auditors is statis-
0

tically significant at the 0.01 level for the national sample. The practice

of volunteering information appears to vary across regions. In the national

sample, for example, rental agents treated both auditors no differently in

40 percent of the cases, voli4teered information only to the white auditor'

32 percent of the time, and 1olunteered information only to the black

97
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TABLE 19'

AGGREGATE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATkENT:

INFORMATION VOLUNTEERED (CASE 1)

(Percent)

4uail

WHITE BLACK DISCRIMINATORY

FAVORED FAVORED TREATMENT

32 28 4***

34 22 12***

32 . 25
.

.7*

(296) ;
..

.

31 34

33 26

-3

NO
,

DIFFERENCE

NATI,ONAL 40

(1;586)

Norihvast 44

(558)

North Central 43

Soirt 35
.

,

(639)

West 42

(93)

. NOTE (1) This index of inforMation volunteered combines all five items

in table 18
mi.

(2) Percentages in'first three columns may not total 100fbecause

of rounding.

(3) Three asterisks indicate that the difference between the num-

. ber of cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is statistically

significant at the 0.01 level, one asterisk that the differ-

ence is statistically significant at the 0.10 level, and no

asterisks that the diffoirence.is. not statistically significant

at the 0.10 level or loWer:

(4) Tests of significance were performed on "adjusted" sample sizes

-equil to the number of cases in parentheses; see footnotes on

page 49.

a
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NATIONAL
(1,547)

Northeast
(543) .

,

North Central
(287)

. South
(630)

West
(87)

TAKE. 20

AGGREGATE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT:

INFORMATION VOLUNTEERED (CASE 2)

NO
DIFFERENCE

(Percent)

WHITE
FAVORED

BLACk
FAVORED

DISCRIMINATORY
TREATMENT

56 26 . 18 8***

62 25 14 11***

63 24 .- 13 ,
11***

48 28 24 4*

56 33 11 22***

NOTE:1 (1) This index of inform4tion volunteered combines only two of the
items in table 18--the amount of the security deposit and the
existence of a wajting list.

(2)' Percentages in first three columns may not total 100 because
of rounding.

(3) Three asterisks indicate that the difference between the number
of cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is statistically sig-
nificant at the 0.01 lever, one asterisk that the difference is
statistically significant at,the 0.10 level.

-

(4) Tests-of significance were performed on'adjusted" sample sizes
equal to the number of,cases in parentheses; see footnotes on
page 49.



auditor 28 percent of the time. The greatest dtscriminatory treatment by

region was in the 4100east, where the, difference (12 percent) was sig-

nificant at the 0.01.level. In the pther three regions the absolute dif-

ferential ranges.from 3 percent favoring blacks in the SouI to 7,!!!!Ert

favoring whites in the North Central and Western regio For the aggre-

gate index of information vopnteered (case 2), the difference in treat-

ment ft statistically significant at the 0.01 level for the national sam-

ple and all of the census regions except the South.'

Some interesting variations among regions appear when the two indices

are compared. In the ,West Aase 1 shows a difference between information

volunteered only to the white and information volunteered only to the

black (7 percent) that is not statistically. significant, 414 case 2 shows
4

a statistically significant difference Of 22 percent. In the South case 1

shows a difference of 73 percentage points (not statistically significant

at the 0.10 level or lower), while case 2 shows a difference of 4 percent-

age points (statistically significant at the 0.10 level). The sensitivity

of index results between cases 1 and 2 may indicate either regional varia-

tion in discriminatory practices or regional variation in the importance

of particular items in the4housing search of prospective renters. Further

,
refinement of index measures is planned; a more comprehensive assessment

I. The Kruskal-Wallis test indicates that statistically signiftcant (at

the 0.30 level or lower) differences do not exist between the regions in

the differential treatment of blacks and whites as measured by either case

1 or case 2 of the index of information volunteered.



of.the relative importance of individual items may clarify the apparent

differences in regional practices.

Table 21 shows the results of the indicesof information volunteered

when SMSAs are divided according to size. For case 1 the table indicates

that when differential treatment occurred rental agents volunteered thore

information to whites in large SMSAs and more information to blacks in small

SMSAs. The differente in discriminatory treatment is not statistically

significant for small SMSAs, which probably reflects the smaller number of

audits conducted in small SMSAs. For case 2 the table indicates a similar.

pattern. Rental agents volunteered more information to whites in large

SMSAs and more information to blacks in small SMSAs. The difference is

statistically significant for-large SMSAs but not signifiiant at the 0.10

level or lower for Sniall SMSAs.'

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INDICES OF INFORMATION VOLUNTEERED
AND THE INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

Tables.22 and 23 present the cross-tabulation of the aggregate indices

of information imlunteered and the aggC.egate index of housing availability.

.

These tables are used to determine whether the information volunteered to

auditors was related to information given them regarding housing avall'abil-

ity. For both case 1 and case 2, the-chi-square values are statistically

significant at the 0.01 level. The pattern of observed frequencies relative

to expected frequencies indicates that the indices of information volun-

teered are related positively to the index of housing availability. That

is, if an auditor of one race was favored on one index, he was more likely



TABLE 21

AGGREGATE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT:

INFCRMATION VOLUNTEERED

(Cases Classified by SMSA Size)

(Percent)

Large SMSAs
(1,433)

Small,SMSAs

NO

DIFFERENCE
WHITE

FAVORED

Case 1

BLAU
FAVORED

DISCRIMINATORY
TREAT1ENT

41

28

32

32 .

27

40
(153)1 -7,1 .

Case 2

Large SMSAs 56 27 17 10***
(1,399)

Small SMSAs 53 23 '24 -1
(148)

NOTE: (1) Three asterisks indicate that the/difference between the number
of cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is statistically sig-
nificant at the 0.01 level, no asterisks that the difference is
not statistically significant at the 0.10 level or lower.

(2) Tests of significance were performed on "adjusted" sample sizes
equal to the number of cases in parentheses; see footnotes bn
page 49.
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TABLE 2'2

CROSS-TABULATION OF INQEX OF INFORMATION VOLUNTEERED (CASE 1) .

AND THE INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Percent)

INFORMATION VOLUNTEKRED

WHITE FAVORED

NO DIFFERENCE

BLACK FAVORED

ore

Number of cases a 1,575

WHITE NO BLACK

FAVORED DIFFERENCE, FAVORED

19 19 11

(16) . (19) (13)

8 13 10

(10) (12) (9)

6 8 7

(7) (8) (6)

)it

Chi-square 0 40; significant at the 0.01 level

Expected frequencies in paregfileses (see table 9)

NOTE: "Number of cases" is the "adjusted" sample siie for which cross-
tabulation was performed; see footnote 2 on page 49. AF _

ir
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TABLE 23

CROSS-TABULATION OF THE INDEX OF INFORMATION VOLUNTEERED (CASE 2)

AND THE INDE* OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Percent)

INFORMATION VOLUNTE*D

_

WHITE NO
DIFFERENCE

BLACK
FAVORED.FOVORED

WHITE FAVORED 16 - 25 8J (13) . (27) (9)

14C4 NO. DIFFERENCE 6 19 %5
Zo
CC (8) (17) (6)

1
BLACK FAVORED 4 - 12 5

(6) (12) (4).

Number of cases 1,537
,

Chi-square 44; significak at the 0.01 Wel

Expected frequencies in parentheses (see table 9)

NOTE: "Number of cases" ts the "adjusted" sample size for which cross-
tabulation was performed; see footnote.2 on page 49.
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. .

to have been favored on the other inde* . lbe_ two Oiscriminatory tech-

niques tend to complement each.other:

For case 1 the chi-square values indicate that the relationship be-

tween the indices is not statistically significant for the West'and for

small SMSAs. For the other three regions and for large SMSAs, the rela-

tionship is significant at the 0.01 level. For case 2 the relationshiP

betweet indices is,not statistically significant in the West. For the

other three regions and for large and small SMSAs, the two indices are

statistically signtfiCant at the 0.01 level. The lack of statistical siTm

nificance for the West reflects the small sample size for that region.
0

RESULTS FOR AUDITS IN WHICH
110TH AUDITORS OW THE SAME AGENT

This part reports audit r?sults when cases were deleted in which

matihed teal mem4r; saw_ di.fferent rental agents. Excluding these cases

eliminates-Ome gl4the randomness in differential.treatment of auditors

resulting from rental agents' differing personal styles. Although

experiment Could have been designed so that both auditors saw the same

rental agent, the audit designers wanted both team members to make the de

same type of approach as they.entered the rental complex. Therefore,

the.y arrived unanneunced and requested an apartment of a specified size.

To do otherwise would have needlekslY complicated other aspects of the

experiment's-design.

rwer
determine whether teammates saw the same rental agent, the audi-

tor e instructed to request a business card when they left the rental

105
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office if the agent had not offered a card. If the agent had no business

card, the auditors were to ask for his name. In the sample, 57 percent of

the teams saw the same agent, while 19 percent saw different agents. In

24 percent of the cases (mainly because one or both of the auditors'did

not obtain a business card or the name of the rental agent),.it could not

be determined whether the.auditors saw the same rental agent. These cases

weee omitted from the analysis.

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS

Housing Availability

The absolute difference between "white favored" and "black favored"

increased by 7 percentage points with respect to the number of apartments

agents volunteered were available and decreased by 4 percentage points_

with respect to infogpation provided about the length of the waiting list.

Differential treatment for the remaining items changed by no more than 3

percentage points.

Courtesy

Deleting cases in which the black and white auditors saw different

agents generally increased the differences between "white favored" and

"black favored." However, none of the increases were more than 2 per-

centage points.
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Terms arid Conditions

The item regarding the leng1 ofthe credit check changed from the

black's being favored by a difference of .2 percentage points to the white's

e
being favored by a difference of 6 percentage points. In rieither case is

the result itatistically significant at the 0.10 level or lower: None of

the remaining items in this category changed by more than 3 percentage

points.

Information Requested

None of the items changed by more than I percentage point.

Information Volunteered

. The difference in information volunteered about lease requirements

increased by 3 percentage points and became statistically significant.

The difference in information volunteered about the securitysleposit,and

about a credit check changed by 4 percentage points. The remaining two

items each changed by less an 2 percentage points.

AGGREGATE INDICES

Housing Availability

The absolute difference itween "white favored" and "black favored"

on the index of housing availability increased by 6 percentage points (to

33 percent) for the national sample, 1 percentage poiht for the flortheast,

and 12 percentage points for the South. It decreased by 3 percentage

pOnts for the North Central region and 5 percentage points for the West.
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Courtesy,

The only potable change in the aggregate index of courtesy occurred

in the West. The absolute difference between "white favored" and "black.

favored" changed from 10 pe enta points favoring whites to,2 percent-

age points favoring blacks. However, neither of tte differences is sta-

tistically significant because the saMple size is so small for the West,

fewer than 100 audits.

Terms and Conditions

The difference in the index of terms and conditions for the North

Central region changed from blacks' being favored by 5 percentage points

to whites' being favored by 1 _percentage-point.- Neither of these differ-

0-
- t

ences is statistically signtficant, however, and none of the differences

in treatment for the.other *three regions or for the national sample

changed by more than 2 percentage points.

a*

Information Requested

. None of the differences in treatment changed by more than 3 percent-

age points.

Information Volunteered

The absolute difference in the index of information volunteered for

the West changed from 7 percentage points ti5 no difference. But, again,

neither Irthese differentlals,is,statistically significant. None of'

the differences for the other three regions or for the national sample

'-changed by more than 3 percentage points.
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ALTERNATIVE INDEX OF, HOUSING AVAILABILITY

The index of housing availability used earlier treated "ambiguous"

'cases as equivalent to cases in which audit teammates were treated with

101r

no difference. An ambiguous case is one in which both tetailates weee

tteated favorably on at least one of the index items. The aggregation

technique used made no distinction among cases in which both auditors

were treated no differently on all index items, cases in which both

auditors were favored on the same number of items, and cases in which 41

both auditors were treated favorably but one auditor was favored on more

items than his teammate. This section peesents an alternative index of

housing availability:
.

If an auditor was favored on more index
.

items

than his teminate, he is considered to have been treated lavorably.

,This alternativewindex gives equal weight to each of the items in-
.

eluded in the index, which'is a disadvantage because some items may be

intrinsically more important than others. However, the technique has the

advadtage of treating ambiguous cases as being different from caies in

which blth audit teammates were treated no differently and fromcases in

which both auditors were favored on the same nUther of items. Thus, if

one audit6 was favored on two of the housing availability items and his

\

teammate wa s. tavored on one item, the case is counted gs favoring the

first" auditor; the aggregation technique previousl used would have con-

sidered this

treated no di

se as being equivalent to one in wh eh both auditors were

\

,.

erently.
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Tablt24 presents the alternative index of housing availa6ility. The

items.included in the index are the same as 'those reported earlier: apart-
.

ment availability, ffrst or second choice, apartments volunteered, and

waiting list. All instances in which-the white auditor was favored on at
4144.

least one more item than the.black auditor were classified as "white. fa-,

vored." All cases in which the black wis favored on at least one more Item

than-the white auditor were classified as:black favored." Cases classi-

fied "no difference" are limited to those in whicb teammates-were treated

exactly the same on all items.and cases in whial both teammates were'fa-

vored on the'same number of items.

e results in tables 3 and 24 are remarkabll similar; that is, tite

t

lrepord ,estimat.es.of racial discripinatitm are insensitive to this.change

in how the index was constructed. The national resulIs in-table 3 indi-

cate that blacks encoUntered discrimination in 27 percent of their attempts

to find rental units. In table 24 the national estimate is 28 percent.

Changes ln=the regional results are Minimal, with the Northeast still con-

tiderably lover than the other regions. The national and regional results

are all statistically significant at the 0.01 level.
7,

LIMITATIONS ;

1. Auditing, even when conducted rigorously, cannot detect all forms

of discrimination. Because none of the audits were carried through to the

point of putting down a security deposit or application fee, some important

forms of discrimination were undoubtedly undetected.. This peoblem is less

important for .rentaA audits than for sales audits, however.
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TABLE ?4

ALTERNATIVE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT: HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Percent)

NO 4

DIFFERENCE*
WHITE

FAVORED

BLACK
FAVORED

DISCRIMINATORY
TREATMENT .

NATIONAL
I.

Northeast

31 .-

32.

49 ,

44

21

24

28***

20***

'North Central
a

34 50 17 33***

South 27 52 21 31***

West 34 49 17 32***

NOTE:, (1) Percentages in first three columns mAy not total 100 because. of rounding. ,

(2) Three asterisks indicate thait the difference between the num-
ber of cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is stafistically
significant at ttie 0.01 level.

%
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2; In computing measures Of discrimination against blacks in the

rental housing market, it was assumed that dffferential treatment favor

ing blacks was due solety to.the randomness of the auditing technique. "If

this assumption is incorrect--that is, if there was some discrimination

against whites as well as against blacks--the meaeured differential treat-

.

ment would indicate only the extent to which dfscrimination against,blacks

exdeeded disceimination against whites.. That is, it Wuld understate the

- absolute level of discrimination against blacks. Several alternative ex-

Planations fOr differential treatment favoring blacks are possible. Al-

though same preliminary anarysis of the inklepth site audits (where recent

data on the eacial composition of census tracts are.aVailable) indicates

little discrimination against whites, moee exteniive investigation will

be needed before one can asiume confidently that discrimination against

wklites is not very important.

The auditing procedures themselves lead to some nonrandom cases of

differential treatMecnt in which renta agents treated black auditor44More

favorably. Since the black auditor ways preceded the white auditor-4n

the:rental test, sde rental agents Indoubtecfly believed that the black'

would rent a single vacant unit. Although all auditorrwere carefully

instructed not to leave the impression that they were interested in the

apartment offered, some black auditors' possiblit overzealousness or some

.rental agents' misinterpretation of auditors' intents could have left the

rental agent believing that the black would have rented a vacant apartment.

h
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. Hence, the agent would have presented the unit as less available for the

white auditor. Unfortunately, this hypothesis cannot be tested.

In additiOn, because the black auditor visited the rental complex

first, the white teammate would more,frequently arrive.during lunch hour

.or before closing. These arrival times for the white suggest that, even

if the agent wanted to Ireat both auditors 'no differently, whites might
r

have been treated less favorably. Such disparate arrival times could ex-'

plain some of the ambiguous cases. That is, if the white arrived, just

before lunch, the rental agent may have treated him favorably on the

items related to availability but may not have conveyed much information

about lease requirements or a security deposit. Again, there is no obvi-

ous, straightforward Way to test this hypothesis.

3. Finally, and possibly most importantly, the reiults reported here

relate only to a search process thatised newspaper advertisements to find

available apartments. Because-hany discriminatory landlordi might choose

not to advertise vacant units in newspapers, the level of observed racial

discrimination in the rental housing market is probably underestimated.

Given'all of these limitations, it is remarkable that such high levels

of discrlmination in the rental market were observed.



CHAPTER 3

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION IN THOILEs HOUSING MARKET

The audit procedure for the sales housing market was somewhat dif-

ferent from that used in the rental housing market. In the rental mar-

ket, blacks always preceded whites in visiting a particular rental com-

plex, with the whife auditors visiting the site usually within an hotir
4

of their black teammates. The rental audits were conducted at specific

,apartment buildings or complexes; auditors arrived unannounced and in-

quired about vacancieS in the building or complex they were assigned.

In the sales,market, however, although auditors usually arrived at real

-estate offices unanndunced, they did not inquire about a speciftc house

or houses. Instead, they inquired about housing of a designated price

and size, and a general locatiOn.1 As in the rental audit, both auditors

always made the same request, so that differential treatment does not re-

flect the auditors' different housing preferences.

I. The selection of neighborhoods to be requested by auditors was ex-
ceptionally difficult because the locations of sales properties and.real
estate offices are not always identified in newspaper advertisements.
Centralizing sampling at project headquarters in Washington, D.C., en-.

, sured sampling consistency across sites. However, because headquarters
staff designated the neighborhoods to be requested by auditors, the staff
had to determine the exact location of every real estate office (selected
randomly from newspaper advertisements) and designate a neighborhood that
appeared reasonably close to the office to be audited. Working with
street maps, telephone directories, and a variety of other material,
headquarters staff first identified the location of an office and then
designated a "neighborhood" that surrounded, was adjacent to, or was not
too distant from the office. This procedure was not foolproof; audit
supervisors wflo discovered neighborhood designationi many mites distant
from an office or who discovered terminology unlikely to be used to

4;1-r
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Since auditors did not request information about-a particular house,

the black auditor did not have to precede'the white. Ideally; blacks

shbuld have preceded whites half the time and whites preceded blacks the

other half: Howev.er, this approach would have unduly complicated audit

supervisors''and auditors' tasks, so whites arbitrarily preceded blacks

in all sales audits.

A longer time was allowed to -;;;1114itt the sales audits to reduce the

likelihood that auditors would run into their teammates during their site

visits. Because the neighborhood the auditors reckiested Ilways covered a

sufficiently broad area, the likelihood of a change in the nuMber of

properties for sale over a.day or so was minimal. Auditors were allowed

up to 32 hours to complete their visits to a particulartreal -estate of-

fice. In many cases, black auditors' site visits were,o0 the day follow-

ing their white teammates' visits. For those audits conducted on the

same day, white auditors normally visited the site in the morning, and

their black counterparts visited the site in,the afternoon. The igents

spent widely varying amounts pf tiMi with prospective customers. As in

describe the market area designated by"Washington staff were instructed
to change the "neighborhood," accordingly. (Most changes received prior
approval from Washington.) No attempt was made to select neighborhoods
by their racial composition or any other criterion except that the .

neighborhoods requested had to be either the location of properties as
advertised in the newspaper or the location of the real estate office.
(Frequently, the neighborhood designated was a suburban political juris-
diction.) Future analysis of audit data for evidence of racial steering
will address whether treatment of auditors may have been related to the
neighborhoods they requested.
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rental auditio sales auditors completed their standardized report forms'

shortly after visiting the sites.'

For this chapter, sales items are,grOuped into four main categories:

housing availability

courtesy

servite

household information requested.

Two other categories--financi g, and terms and conditions--were considered
I r a

for inclusion. Because thii les auilits simulated only the initial phase

of searching for a house (auditors were instructed not to'express definite

interest in a particular house or houses), the study includes relatively

little informttion about different treatment according to race with respect

0

to financfng the purchase of a house. Therefore, the important role that

real .estate agents may assume in assisting prospective buyers,to obtaih

financing is relatively unexamined in this report. (The limited informa-

tion on financing that has been collected will be included in a later re-

port.) 'The terms and conditioni category will use items from the audit

repOrt forms for houses si4gested as serious possibilities and/or houses

the auditors aaually inspected.2

1. Auditors omitted surprisingly few items from their neports. . The
luality of the data--particularly the low number of. missing items--is
especially important because this report.is based on an analysIs of the
comparative treatment accorded twp teammates on individual items in-
cluded on the Sales Audit Report Form.

2. Because of an unfortunate error during keypunching data about spe-
cific houses, analysts could not ensure that the information given the



A final categoryilsales effort, will also be considered for inclu-

'sion4in a subsequent report. The ales Audit Report Forms, contained a

series of que

\tions

about the deg e to which a sales agent seemed intent

.4
on Closing a deit or, at least, on arousing the interest of a prospective

-buyer. The fans also contained control questions that will allow a

comparison of the actual characteristics of a particular house and

-neighborhood with the real estate agent's comments about that house and

neighborhood.
.

4

The nature of the sales market is very different from that of titagim
eN"

rentii1 market. Reported resits of'sales audits may differ somewhat from

those of rental audits for at least three reasons:

1. Two members of a sales audit team are much less likely to see

the eame real estate agent than two membet:s of a rental team

are to.sge the same rental.agent.

2. Because buying khouse is a much longer\nd more involved pro-*%

cess than renting an 'apartment, there are also more opportunities -

for differential-7and often tubtle--treatment of prospective

homebvers. Some .of them were never examined during this study.

Real estate agents' incomes - -unlike those of rental agents - -are

based predominantly on sal.es commissions; -hence, there is an

two members of an audit team about a
about the same house. This error is
conditions category will be Analyzed
port on evidence of steering.

particular house was, in fact,
being corrected and the terms and
for.incltision,in a subsequent re-
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incentive to'serve both blacks and whites, even if one raci'May

receive, on average, better treatment.

HOUSING AVAILABILITY

INDIVIDUAL ITEkS

Differential treatment regaglIng housing availability is an espe-

cially important indication of dtscrimination because differential treai-

ment on these items is a clear violation of fair hdUsing legislation,

and differential treatment on these items is perpaps the most fundamental

form of discrimination a person might epcounter. The most direct mea-

sures of access\to housing are ihose'questions that indicate what auditors,

were told.or offered with respect to the housing they requested Isee ques-

tions 21 through 113 in appendix D. These questions reflect the proce-

du"res all auditors,were instructed 6-follow. Eachsales auditor was to
/

request housing 0 price, size, and general-neighborhood location; both
(

.

members of an a;ditvieam were to make identical requests. *th.ey Wre &)*-

be firm but nd oVerly persistent in presenting 'their requests and in

soliciting suggestions from the agent about houses that would meet their

preferences'. If an agent attempted to dissuade an auditor fron his re-

(

quest;.the auditor was instruoted to repeat his request until efforts to

do so appea'red fruitless. Similarly, if an agent attempted to have the
;

auditor select available houges--e.g., from a multiple ltsting directory--

the auditor was always to attempt to have the agent suggest possibilities.

Auditors were also encouraged to inspect houses that agents suggested.
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In fact, if they did not inspect at least two houses, they were tvx-

plain why.1

Table 25 presents/the national results for each of tHe six items

relating to housing availability. With respect to what an auditor was

told in response to his housing request, both auditors were treated no

differently in 68 percent of the cases. In I 32 percent of the cases

fn.which auditors were treated differently with respect to responses to

the housing request, the white auditor was favored nearly.twice as many

times (21 percent) at theetblack (11 percent). This Observed difference

in frequency with which whites were treated more favorably-than blacks

is significant at the 9.01 level.. Not repOrted-is that three-quarters

of all auditors were told that something was available for inspection

immediately, although the percentage.varied. Whites were told something

-.
.

immediately available 81 percent of'the time, but blacks received

same response only 70 percent of the time.

This question is perhaps the single lost important/item on the Sales

Audit Report Form,.because It deals directly with the auditors' stated

40k
1. During the pilot audit_conducted in January and February 1977 in

Cincinnati, Ohio, it became apparent that the extra time and transpor-

tation.costs of inspecting houses deterred auditors from completing

their audits as directed. Therefore, in the general audit, auditons

*ere compensated for each house inspected up to a maximum of four. This

extra incentive was felt necessary if the study was to reveal any possi-

ble steering into or away from segregated neighborhoods. However, be-

cause this extra incentive to inspect houses may distort the results
slightly (e.g..; if the monetary incentive was for some reason more impor-

tant to white auditors than to blacks or vice versa), the question on

houses inspierted was deleted from the aggregate -index of housing availa-.

bility. (Results with or without this question differ only marginally.)

6Ber
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'TABLE 25

HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Percent)

NO WHITE BLACK

DIFFERENCE FAVORED.' FAVORED
NET

DIFFERENCE

HOUSING AVAILABILITY
(1,5425)

68
ty

21 11 10***

MULTIPLE LISfING DIRECTORY
OFFERED 67 13 20

(1,642)

OTHER LISTINGS OFFERED 76 18 12***

(230)

HOUSES VOLUNTEERED 22 24 30***

(1,640)

INVITATIONS TO INSPECT
HOUSES 23 46 15***

(1,642)

HOUSES INSPECTED 35 38 28 10***

(1,642)

NOTE: (11 Percentages in first three columns may not total 100 because

of rounding.

(2) Three asterisks indicate that the difference between tbe num-
ber of cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is statistically
significant at the 0.01 level.

(3) Numbers in parentheses are the unweighted number of cases;
tests of significance were pprformed on an "adjusted" sample
size of equal magnitude. See footnotes on,page 49.
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preferences (i.e.i price, size, and location requeste'd). Responses to

most of the items about availability on the form could be classified as

unambiguously preferable (or less preferable) treatment. For example,

three house inspeclons represent "better" treatment than one house in-

spection. In a few cases, however, doubt remained about which of two
,

responses concerning housing availability was illiact preferable--for ex-,

ample, whether being told nothing was immediately available in the neigh-
.

borhood requested was less favorable treatment'than being told nothing
i ,

was available of the price or size housing requested in the desired neigh-

)
borhbod. (See questIon 21 on he Sales Audit Report Form in appendix D.)

In such situations, differentia treatment of audit teammates was measured

first with one of the responses assumed to be preferable and then with the

other response assumed to be preferable. If no significant differences

occurred in the frequencies with which blacks and whites were favored un-

der these alternative assumptions, the original orderidg of the raponses

was accepted.

With respect to being shown a multiple listing or other similar

directory, auditors were treated no differently with approximately..the

same frequency as in the case of houslng requested--67 percent. However,

when differeurial treatment occurred, the black was favored more fre-

quently than the white, and the difference is significant ait the 0.01

leve1.1 Thie result is somewhat surprisihg because it is counter to the

1. Offering a multiple listing directory, may be a means by which an

agent avoids recommending particular houses or housing locationt to
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results of the other availability items, which show large differen!pl

treatments favoring the white auditor. The differences in the frequena

cies with which whites were treated more favorably than blacks for the

four remaining availability items range from 10 to 30 percentage points

and are statistically significant at the 0.01 Tevel.

INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

Housing availability is crucial to homebuye it is probably more

important in ensuring accessibility than any other single,category of

treatment accorded buglis by real estate agents. Th refore, differences

in housing availability for blacks and whites also pr babl consthute

this study's clearest evidence of the extent of discri na ion in the

housing market. The aggregate index of housing availabilit combines

four of the six.individual items reported in isable 25--housi g availa-

bility, multiple listing or similar directory offered, houses volunteered

by the agent as serious possibilities, and invitations to inspect houses.

The question of whether real estate agents suggested other houses if they

did not shOw a multiple listing or similar directory to auditors was

omitted beause either the black or the white auditor was favored in only,-

homeseeker. Analysis of audit data has not revealed that offering A
directory invariably, or even frequently, means that agents did not also
suggest partitular houses to auditors or invitesthem to inspect houses.
Further exploration of this issue is planned; however, analysis has so
far indicated that being offered a directory is not necessarily a sub-
stitute for suggesting houses to auditors (either blacks or whites) or for
inviting auditors to inspect houses. Therefore, for this report it is
considered favorable treatment to be offered a multiple listing directory.

4')
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6

a very few.cases 65 of 1,655). The numberof houses actually inspected '

It\

was also excluded because results may have been distorted due to the in-

centive giveniauditors to iPspect houses (see footnote on page 119).

4ncluding or excluding these two items hai little effect on the results.

: The following criteria were used,to derive,the aggregate index of

housing availfility:

If the real estate agent treated both auditors no differently on

all items, the index is_classified as "no difference." If the

case is ambiguous, with both the white and the black favored on

at least one item4,the indlx is also dlassified as "no difference."

If the real estate,agent treated the white auditor more favOrably'

on one or more items and did not treat the black auditor more ,

favorably on any item, the index is classified as !white favored."

If the real ettate agent treated the black auditor more fa4ribly

on one or2more items and did not treat the white atiditor more
favorably on any item, the index is classified, as "black favored.'"

Table 26 presents the ftndings. In all four census regions and in

the natiqa as a whole, the white was more likely to have been favored than

the black. Nationally, whites were favored in 39 percent of the total

cases compared to only 24 percent for blacks, or a difference of 15 per-
.

cent. This more frequept favorable treatment of white, is significant at

the 0.01 level, as it is also for all regions except the West.

The index of discriminatory treatment indicates that black auditors

were discriminated against in the North Central region more than twice the

level nationally and about three times the level for other census regions.

The Kruskal-Wallis test shows that the observed differences among regions

. are statistically, signif.icant at the 0 30 level (see footnote on page 63).
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TABLE 26

AGGREGATE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATIENT:

HOUSING AVAiLABILITY

(Percent)

NO WHITE BLACK DISCRIMINATORY
DIFFERENCE, FAVORED FAVORED TREATMENT

A

NATIONAL 37 19 24 15***

Nbrtheast
(469)

33 39. 29

North Central - 23 55 22 33***
(329)

South ,46 33 22 11***
(790)

gest " 34 39 27 12
(53).

,

NATE:, (1) Percentages in firit three columns may not total 100 because
of rounding.

t. (2) Three asterisks indicate thaethe difference between the num-
. .cft ber of cases represented,in columns Zs and 3 is statistically

significant at the 0.01 level, no asterisks that the differ--
ence is not statistically sig0f4ant at the 0.10 leveltor
lower.'

.

410

S.

(3) Tests of significance were perfrned on'adjusted" sample
sizes equal to the number of cas'es in parentheses; see foot-.
'notes on page 49.
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Table 26 indicates the frequency with which black auditors encoun-

tered discrimination and is an estimate of the percentage of sales agents

who §cri nate. But the.effect on blacks' housing search behaviormay.

greater than table 26 indicates. House seekers may be expected to. .-

ncounter more than one real estate agpnt in their search tabu), a home

(especially where marketing4Vrough "open houses" is prevalent). There-

fore, table 27 presents the probability that a,black will encounter dis,

crimipation in a housing search itivolVing visits to three or more real

estate offices given that 15 percent of sales agents discriminate.1

It

The table indicates that if a black visited four real estate offices,.
4

the probability of his encountering.at least one instance of discrimina-

tion would be 48 percent. A table similar to table 27 for.each. of the
0

census regions would show that, in every region, a black Who visits four

real estate offices could expect.to encounter discrimination in housing

availability at least 34 percent of the time.2 (For the loigth -Central

region, the probability of Kis encountering discrimination in at least

one of four visits would be BO percent4 The 15 percent estimated level

of discrimination ih'the sales market is believed to be conservative.

-14 see the discussion for the rental market that parallels that given
here for the sales market.

2. Relatively little is known about the number of real estate offices
visfied in a typical housing search. However, a recent study suggests
that vigiting four offices is about average. See Donald J. Hempel and -

Subhash C. Jain, "House Buying Behavior: An Empirical Study in Cross-
Cultural Buyer Behavior," Journal of the American Real Estate and Urban
Economics Association, vol. 6, no. 1, pp. 1-21.
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, TABLE 27

.PROiABILITY TWAT A BLACK WILL ENCOUNTER,DISCRIMINATION

GIVEN A 15 PERCENT LEVEL OF DISCRIMINATION

NUMBER OF ,OFFICES VISITED

250
' 111 F--

IG 1
2:

I.A.. IT4

SP175

At Least
1

,

At Least
.2.

.

3
4 5

.61

.39

.52

.48

.11

.44

.56 .

...-

41
UJ

=2 L6

NOTE: Numbdrs are derived by a simple formula and are binomial
probabilities; for example. 0.48 =

f



0

If it is, the probability that a black would encounter at least one act

- of disceimination in a typical housing search is even higher than table 4,7

indicates.

Table 27 must be interpreted carefully. If 15 percent of,sales

agents discriminate, then i black who visit; several.agents durihg a hous-

ing search is ltkely-to ehcounter discrimination with greater Probability

than a black who visits only one agent. As can be seen from the table, .

blacks who visit several agents have a rather high likelihood of being

treated discriminatorily even if "only" 15 percent of agents discriminate.

It is unknown to what extent'a discrimination leveLef 15 percent affects
,6

the search behavior of blacks. However, explaining the impact of dis-

17crimination on search behavior, the pe eptions of black homeseekers are

*

probably at least equally important to their knowledge-that they will, or

may, encounter discrimination. The probability of encountering discrim-

ination is not the same as the pr bability of perceiving to have been dis-

-criminated againtt. The searc ehavibr of blacks i* constrained directly

by discriminatory treatment and, indirectly, by perceptions or by antici-

pation Of,discriminatory treatment. As the remainder of this chapter

attestg, discriminatory treatment in the sales market is very difficult

to detect, even by auditing, and especially by the auditors themselves.

Ho ver, as Courant has shown, fhe'perception even of a. rather law fre-

que y of discriminatory treatment can greatly affect housing search

behavior.'
A>

1. Courant, op. cit.
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5.4

INDICES FOR AUDITS CONDUCTED IN LARGE SMSAs
COMPARED TO AUDITS CONDUCTED IN SMALL SMSAs

Dividing audits into 32 large.SMSAs and 8 small SMSAs allows investi-

gation of,the possible differences in the nature and extent of housing

market discrimination in metropolitan areas, of various sizes. Variation

in discrimination between areas of different populations is to be more

carefully explained after multiple regression analysis of audit data is

performed. However, it was decided to include the results of dividing

' cases by large and small SMSA in this report primarily because of the

interesting results of this division in the sales'market.

Table 28 show; the results of the index of housing availability when

SMSAs are divided accorditng to size. The l'evel of discrimination observed

in small SMSAs is half the level observed ffilarge SMSAs. Although the

Mann-Whitney testi indicafes that observed variation in discriminatory

levels as measured by the index of housing avatlability is not statisti-

cally significant (at the 0.30 level or lower), each of the other indices

of discriminatoryptreatment in the sales market will be examined using

this division of cases to get a rough estimate of the differences in

.sales market discrimination that may lie attributed to the size of the

metropolitan area in which audits were Onducted.

At

1. The Mann-Whitney test is a relatively restrictive test and may under-

state the degree to which observed differences in discriminatory practices

or levels by SMSAs of different sizes is significant. Regression analysis

is. much more appropriate for determining the effect that SMSA size may

have on discriminatory treatment of blacks.
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TABLE 28

AGGREGATE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT: HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Cases Classified by SMSA SizJ)

(Percent)

NO WHITE BLACK DISCRIMINATORY
DIFFERENCE FAVORED FAVORED TREATMENT

Large SMSAs 37 40 23
(1,315)

Small SMSAs 36 36 28
(327)

17***

NOTE: (1) Three asterisks indicate that the difference between the num-
ber of caset represented in columns 2 and 3 is statistically
significant at the 0.01 level, two asterisks that the differ-

,

ence is statistically significant at the 0.05 level.

41111

(2) Testt-pf significance were performed on "adjusted" sample
sizes equal to the number of cases in parentheses; see foot-
notes on page 49.
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COURTESY

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS

A key difference between sales and rental housing markets is that a

'sales agent provides more service to both sellert-and buyers. The measure

of a successful broker or real estate agent is the frequencx with which

he can match buyers' and sellers' needs simultaneously. It is assumed

that agents will provide-whatever services are at their commind, and will

do so courteously. Unlike the rental Market where an apartment seeker*

cannot go to a different agent for information about a particular build-
,

ing, sales offices and agents compete in soliciting buyers. Sales agents

also have more flexibility than rental agents. Rental agents, especially

those audited in this study, are likely to have informa6on regarding

units only in one building or complex.1 S'iles agents' generally have in-

formation on a variety of available properties, including propertfes that

may be in primarily black or integratgd neighborhoods. Therefore, not

only would it be expected that both whites and blacks would be treated

courteously, it would also be expected that no differences would gist

in courtesies offered white and black teammates. By and large, the ex-

pectation that auditors would be treated courteously is confirmed; how-

ever, compared to the rental market, larger differences tn courtesy

accorded black auditors and white auditors occurred.

I. Rental auditors were assigned to buildings or complexes, not to
property management firms, real estate firms, or apartment listing

serviceiagencies.



Table 29 presents the findings for the items from the Sale,s Audit

Rifibit form that can be considered common courtesies. Responses to the

first item indtcate that black auditoks.were twice as likely to wait

longer than their white teammates. The difference is significant at the

0.01 level. Control questions on.the audit report form allowed the de-

termination of whether the length' of wait for an interview and the time

epeht during a site visit were affected by the number of employees and

customers present during an interview. That is an auditor would be

likely to waif longer than his teammate if there were fewer employees

available, if there were more customers present, or both. Even after

cases are bccluded in which.the number of employees and customers pres-

il

ent may have explained differences in the length of an auditor's wait,

statistically significant differences unfavorable to black auditors

still exist.

White auditors were more likely to have been offered a drink or

cigarettes, to have been offered a seat, and to have had the agent intro-

duce himself. For eachArthese items, the differences are fairly large

and statistically significaht at the 0.01 level. For example, in 19 per-

cent of the cases, the white auditor was asked to be seated wht.le the black

teammate was not; 12 percent of Ne time the black auditor was offered a

seat while the white teammate was not.

Most auditors were asked their names (to be expected i agents

otireated auditors as prospective buyers), but when one member of an audit

-team was asked and the other was not, the difference favored whites.



TABLE 29

COURTESY
(Percent)

NO OCCURRED F OCCURRED FOR NET

DIFFERENCE WHITE ONLJY BLACK ONLY DIFFERENCE

1
SHORTER WAIT BEFORE,
INTERVIEW 70

(1,623)
DID ANYONE OFFER DRINKS,

CIGARETTES, ETC. 73

(1,646)
DID ANYONE ASK YOU TO BE
SEATED 69

(1,646)
DID ANYONE CHAT INFOR-

MALLY WITH YOU WHILE
YOU WAITED 64

(1,642)
DID AGENT INTRODUCE SELF 73

(1,642)
DID AGENT ASK YOUR NAME
(1,641)
DID AGENT,SHAKE YOUR RAND 65

(1,641)
DID AigNT ADDRESS YOU BY

TITEE 56

(1,640)

20 \ 10 10***

16 11 5***

19 12

18 18

17, 9
s

8 6 2***

19 16 3**

23 21 2

NOTE: (1) Percentages in first three columns may not total 100 because

of rounding.

(2) Three asterisks indicate that the difference between the num-
ber of cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is statistically
significant at the 0.01 level, two asterisks that the differ-

ence is statistically significalit at the 0.05 level, and no
asterisks that the difference is riot statistically slgnificant
at the 0.10 level or lower.

(3) Numberyn parentheses are the unweighted number of cases;
tests o significance were performed on an "adjusted" sample

size of equal magnitude. See footnotes on page 49.

o

-r
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Eight percent of the white auditors Were asked their names while their

teammates were not, but only. 6 percent of the black auditors were asked

while whitei were not. 'Although the absolute difference is small, the

-probabiliq that it is the result of chance is less ihen.0.01.

Agents were more likely to shake hands with :white auditors than with

black auditors, although the large percentoge of female auditorsimobably

explains why relatively few auditors (about 32 percerit) were accorded

this courtesy.

Only two items showed differences that were not statistically sig-

onificant at the 0.10 level or lower. The likelihood that anyone in the

sales office would chat informally with either auditor occurred equally,

regardless of the auditor's race. And the difference in the likelihood .

.of an agent's addressing either auditor by title was smtl and not sta-

tistically significant at the 0.10 level or lower.

INDEX OF COURTEOUS TREATMENT

Aggregating responses to individual courtesy items allows the deter-

,

mination of whether an-auditor was treated better, on average, than his

teammate. To construct an index of courteous treatment, "address by

title" was excluded because it is difficult to rank the outcome of this

item as bein4, either "better" oi:"Worse" treatment. Therefore, the index

of courteous treatment aggregates treatment on the following seven items:

.

length of auditor's wait before-interview

offer of drinks, cigarettes, etc.

offer of a seat
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informal chat with ilditor While waiting

agent's introducing self to auditor

agent's asking auditor's name

agent's shaking auditor s hand.

The individual responses to all seven/items are combined according to the

same criteria used for combining responses about housing availability

(see page 123).1

Table 30 indicates that in both.the Northeast and the W st, white

auditors' were favored slightly more often than black auditor, klut not at

1. Choosing appropriate indices for the sales market was m difficult
than it'was for the rental market. Items were excluded for ih1ch there
were,no a priori grounds that one response should be ranked s more or
less fayorable t4an another. Generally, items were also exc 'Wed if the
number of ambiguous cases--cases in which both auditors were favored on
at least one item--was greatly affected. In the sales marke the number
of ambiguous cases would be affected substantially by excludi g nearly'
any one item from an index, and there was no a priori basis f r choosing
items to exclude. Also, if on an item very few cases were observed in
which either auditor was favored, the item was excluded. In the sales

. market, very few cases could be excluded on this criterion. Thirdi since --
the Sales Audit Report Form contained more items than the Renal Audit _

Report Form, items could be aggregated and the number of ambiguous..cases
kept small only by arbitrarily excluding items or by arbitrarily-creating
more categories in which to aggregate items. Finally,sbecause of the
larger number of opportunities for differential, often subtle, treatMent
of prospective buyers, a larger percentage of total sales cases was
ambiguous. For example, whdn items for the sales index of courtesy were
aggregated, 23 percent of the national total cases were ambiguous. In

the rental market, only 14 percent of the cases were ambiguous. (Ambig-
uous cases are treated as equivalent to cases where treatment was no
different; evidence supporting this decision is given in the sections on
alternative indices in the rental and sales chapters.)

Including fewer than seven courtesy items in the courtesy inde has
little effect on the results; that ii the measured diffetential t at-

ments of black auditors and white auditors in terms of courtesies extended
by real estate agents were substantially the same for many different sub-
sets of the seyen items aggregated.
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TABLE 30

AGGREGATE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT: COURTESY

(PerIcent)

NATIONAL
(1,646)

NO WHITE BLACK DISCRIMINATORY
DIFFERENCE FAVORED FAVORED TREATMENT

34 39 27

Northeast 39 31 , 29
(469)

North Central 38 35, 27
(329)

South 29 45 26
(795)

West 46 29 25

(53)

12***

NOTE: (1) Percentages in first three columns may not total 100 because
of rounding.

(2). 'Three asterisks indicate that the difference between\the num-
ber of cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is statistically
significant at the 0.01 level, two asterisks that the differ-
ence is statistically significant at the 0.05 level, and no
asterisks that the difference 14 not statistically significant
at the 0.10 level or lower. 1.

(3) Tests of significance were performed on "adjusted" sample
sizes equal to the number of cases in parentheses; see foot-
notes on page 49.



levels statistically significant at the 0 10 level or lower. In the
,

South, howeyer, white auditors were treated more favorably in 45 percent

-of the cases, while black auditors were,treated more favorably only 26

percent of the time, for a difference of 19 percent. This differential

is statistically significant at the 0.01 level. The difference of 8 per-

cent for the North Central region is statistically significant at the

0.05 level. After weighting adjustments are made, approximately half of

the total cases reflect audits conducted in'ghe.South. Hence, the large

and statistically significant at the 0.01 level differential treatment

.favoring whites in the national sample reflects the substantial differ-

entials favoring whites in the South.

The treatment of ambiguous cases as equivalent to cases in whIch
,\

both auditors were treated no differently does not greatly affect the

substantial evidence of discriminatory treatment contained in this mórt.

4
However, this treatment of ambiguous cases obscures the fact that substan=

tial differences exist in the way sales and rental agents treat prospec-

tive customers. In many ,of the rental cases classified as treated no

differently, that treatment results from neither auditor's being accorded

the service. Por example, rental auditors were invited to sit down only

22 percent of the time; sales aucKors were accorded this courtesy 79 per-

cent of the time. Therefore, the likelihood of both a larger percentage'-

of ambiguous cases and a lower percentage of cases in which both audttors

were treated no differently is partly

with which sales auditors were likely
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cpurtesies included in the aggregate measure. It is also true that a

larger number of items is generally.included in the sales indices, allow-

ing more opportunities for both auditors of a team to be favored on at

least one item. In sum, the treatment of ambiguous cases as equivalent

td.cases'where the treatment was no different masks the fact that there

are importnt differences in the frequencies with wtich services or

courtesies are accorded prospective homebuyers and apartment renters.

For the' index of courtesy, cases were again divided by SMSA size

(table 31). The difference in the level of discrimination encountered in

small SMSAs relative to the level encountered in large SMSAs is even more

pronounced than that observed for the index of housing availability.

Substantial differences between discriminatory treatment by SMSA size

indicate that black auditors, on average, were actually treated more

courteously than white auditors in the smaller SMSAs. The Mann-Whitnty

test indicates that this difference between large'and small SMSAs was

likely to have occurred by chance less than 30 percent of the time.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INDEX OF COURTESY
AND THE INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

. Although the aggregate indices of courtesy and housing .availability

identify systematic patterns.of discrimination within each category, it

is also important to explore possible relationships among alternative

forms of discrimination. This section examines whether courtesy is re-

lated in any way to treatment in terms of housing 'availability. Tableip

presents the tross-tabulation of the aggregate index of courtesy and the
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TABLi 31
27. -

AGGREGATE INDamr. DISCRIMINATORY TREAtMENT: URTESY

'(Cases Classified by STISA,Size)

(Peftent)

NO WHITE BLACK DISCRIMINATORY

DIFFERENCE FAVORED FAVORED TREATMENT

tar9e -SMSAs 34 42 24 18***

(1,319) ,

Small SMSAs 36 26 39 -1 ***
(327)

r. .

NOTE: (1) Percentages in first three columns maymot total 100 because,

of rounding.

Three asteriski ;indicaie that the difference between the num-,.
4;er of cases represented in columns 2, and 3 is statistically

significant at the 0.01 level.

.(3) Tests of signff,icance were performed on "adjusted" samPle
sizes Opal to.the number of cases in parentheses; see foot-',
Rotes ofpage 49.
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TABLE 32

CROSS-TABULATION OF THE INDEX OF COURTESY

AND-THE INDEX OF .HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Percent)

b^.^

CD .41

1 4
CC

WHITE FAVORED

,WHITE
FAVORED

COURTESY

BLACK
FAVORED

NO
DIFFERENCE

15
(15).

17

(14)

6

(9)

14-

(13)

12
(13)

,g

(8)

10

(10)

8
(10)

9

(6)

NO DIFFERENCE

BLACK FAVORED

Number of cases = 1,b4L

Chi-square = 52; significant at the 6.01 level

Expected frequencies in parentheses (see table 9)

o

NOTE: (1) Percentages may not total 100 because of roOnding.

(2) "Number of cases" is the "adjusted" sample size for
which cross-tabulation was performed; see footnote 2
on page-49.
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4

aggregate index of housing availability. Cross-tabulation allows a.sta-

tistical analysis,of the relatiOnship between the two categories of dis-
,

criminatori treatment. From the pattern of observed versus expected cell

frequencies, one can determine whether discriminatory treatment as mea-

sured by the availability index is related to discourteous treatment as

merured by the index of couriesy and, if so,'how they are related.

The chi-square value of 52 could be expected to occur by chance less

than 1 im 100 times. The chi-square results indicate that treatmentwith

respect to courtesy is not independent of treatment with respect to hous-

ing.availability. Moreover, discriminatory treatment as measured by one

index ts positively related to discriminatory treatment as measured by

the other). That is, if an auditor was treated favorably with respect to

010

availability, he was more likely (than one would expect) to have been

treated favorably with respect to courtesy. (This_ positiye relationship

is also statistically signif.icant at the 0.01 level.)

Cross-tabulation of indices was also performed for each of the ensus

reqions and for large ahd small SMSAs. For the North Central an uthern

regions and for large SMSAs, the results show a strong, positive relation-

ship between the discriminatory treatments measured by the aggregate in-

dices of courtesy and housing availability. The North Central, South, and

large SMSA chi-square values are large and statittically significant at

he 001 level or,lower.

0.
1. Results of the shi-square test indicate that the indicei, are-not

pen The amma statistic indicates that the relationship is
positive an str g

(
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The relationship between indices is positive for all cross4tabulations

exceptoimaIl SMSAs. The low chi-square results (not statistically signifi-

cant at the 0.10 level or lower) for small SMSAs and*the negative relation-

ship between availability and courtesy offer same evidence that in small

SMSAs more courteous treatment need not have been accompanied by favorable

treatment with respect to housing availability.

SERVICE'.

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS
P

The service categoryl Contains ID items from the Sales Audit Report
4

Form.that.indicate hoWseriously agents regarded auditori as potential

the amount of tfme an auditor spent with an'agent

. whether or not an auditor was offered 'any literature on specific
houses or on buying houses in general

whether or not the agent offered the auditor a business tard

whether or not the agent requested the auditor's preferred style
, of housing

hether or not the agent asked about any special attributes of
ousing the auditor desired

1. Items from the Rental and Sales Audit Report Forms are grouped into
categories,to facilitate understanding the nature and extent of discrimi-
nation. *ause the rental and sales markets differ substantially with
respect to ligents' treatment of prospective clients, the rental and sales
categories differ. The.service category constructed for the sales market
reflects the greater likelihood of sales agents'providing prospective
puyers with a variety of services that renfal agents do not provide.pro-
spective renters. The grouping of sales items, in this report is con-
sidered an improvement qver groupings used in'the initial.study findings
of April 1978.
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whether or not the agent asked about any special neighborhood
features or amenities the auditor desired :

whether or not the agent requested a telephone number where the
auditor could be reached

whether or noi the agent recorded any information the auditor
gave in response to the agent's questtons

whetheror not the agent indicated he would assist the auditor
to obtain financing

whether or not the agent invited the auditor to call again.

Table 33 lives the national results for each of the 10 items in the

service category. The table shoWs few items for which either blacks or

whites were sysfematically favored. The largest differential tn provid-.

'ing service Wis the length of the. interview. White!' interviews aver-

1;gedapproxlmately 1 hour and 40 minutes, while blacks' averaged 1 hour

and 25 minutet: When either auditor spent more time with an agent, the

white was likely to be favored more frequently than the black (56 percent

versus 39 percent). (The difference is-ttatistically significant at the

0.01 level.),

(I

Whites were also treated more favorably with respect to being asked
1-77"N

for a%phone number where they could be reached and with respect to being

invited to call again. Although the net differential treatments favor- .

able to whites are statistically significant at the 0.05 level or less,

the absolute percentage of cases in.which the white was favored was far

:less than for the item measuring the time agents spent with auditors.

the only other item where statistically significant differential

treatment was observed was the frequency with which agents asked auditors
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TABLE 33
SERVICE

. (Percent)

14=

NO

DIFFERENCE

SERVICE
ACCORDED
WHITE ONLY

SERVICE.
ACCORDED

BLACK,ONLY
NET

DIFFERENCE
,

LONGER INTRVIEW
(1,292)

6 .56 39 17***

OFFER OF LITERATURE 72 . 14 14 0
(1,645)
OFFER OF 'BUSINESS CARD 70 16. 14 2

(1,639) .

HOUSE STYLE DESIRED 62 20 19 1

(1,637)

SPECIAL HOUSE A.

FEATURES DESIRED 64 15 21 -6***
(1,636)

SPECIAL NEIGHBORHOOD
FEATURES DESIRED 83 9

(1,602)

REQUEST FOR PHONE
NUMBER 72 15 12

(1,640)

'AGENT RECORDED
'INFORMATION .4 61 20 19 , 1

(1,474) II

OFFER OF ASSISTANCE
,TO OBTAIN FINANCING 62 19 18 1

;(706)

INVITATION TO CALL
'AGAIN 86 10 4 k***

.

(1,630 40
NOTE: (1) Percentages in first'three columns may not totii)100 because p

of rounding. .

(2) Three asterisks indicate that the difference between the flum
ber of.cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is statisticallA
significant at the 0.01 level, two asterisks that the differ-
ence is statistically signifi.cant at the 0.05 level, and no'
asterisks that the difference is not statistically significant
at the 0.10 level or lower.

(3) Numbers in parentheses are the unweighted number of cases;
tests of significance were performed on an' "adjusted" sample
:size of aq al magnitu*''See' footnotes on page 49.
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about any special features they desired in a house. The differential.
!,

treatment on this item -inexOlipablPfavors the black auditor.

One of the by-products ofOlsIstudy is to shed light on just what
g.

real estate agents do when they arefOountered by a prospective home-

1 buyer. Examining individual servtwitems as table 33 doe$ generally

obscures what happened to auditors because "no difference" does not indi-

cate whether the service was accorded to both auditors or to neither

'auditor. Therefore, table 34 reports how often auditors were accorded

particular items of serifice.

The table shows several interesting result4. First, the auditors

must have appeared credible as prospective homebuyers based on the large

number of instances in which agents seem to have established a profes-

sional relationship. Throughout the study there gas always the possi7

bility that the aiiditOrs may have been detected as auditors or as less-

than-serious holftwing prospects and therefOre have been treated

btit'it appears that this was not the,case.

Second, the evidence confirming .differeniial treatment on housing
1

availability and, &to a lesser extentlon courtesy was based on items fcie

which.differential treatment may be espec4ally difficult for one person

to detect without having any idea,of how another person--virtually icien-

ticaliin all respects except race--would be treated; Ascan be seen

from the'frquenciei with which both blacks and whites were accorded

servicean individual may have no idea that he.ts being ireated+dif-

ferinily. Thus, the subtlety with which disirimJnatory treatment may .

11117
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TABLE 34

FREQUENCIES WITH'WHICH SERVICES. WERE ACCORDED AUDITORS

(Percent)
4

ALL AUDITORi WHITE'S BLACKS

OFFER OF LITERATURE 27 27 26

OFFER OF BUSINESS CARD 76 77 75

HOUSE STYLE DESIRED 54 55 54

SPECIAL HOUSE FEATURES DESIRED 31 28 34

SPECIAL NEIGHBORHOOD FEATURES
DESIRED 10 10 10 '

REQUEST FOR PHONE NUMBER 80 - 82 79 _

AGENT RECORDED INFORMATION 85 88 81

FINANCING ASSISTANCE:

AGENT WOULD OBTAIN
FINANCING 9 10

AGENT WOULD HELP OBTAI!
FINANCING 43 47 . 38

INVITATION TO CALL AGAIN - 91 94 88
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be practiced emphasizes the great value of using the audit technique,

which may be the only means of detecting discrimination.

Third, whether agents indicated they would assist auditors to obtain

financing is also of interest. Agents play a major role in serving fi-
,

nancial institutions as well as buyers 4nd sellers. It is unfortunate

that this'audit did notallow more definitive information on the poten-,

tial for differential treatment with respect to financing assistance

that is thought to exi,st within the sales market. However, it is worth

noting that, even on initial contact, agents frequently indicated that

they,would assist auditors to obtain mortgage money.

INDEX OF SERVICE

The aggregate index of service coMbines all 10 items reported in

table 33, according to the same criteria used for combining responses

about housing availability (see page 123). Unlike the other aggregates,

all 10 items mentioned in the previous section were included because all

the items showed a fairly large number of cases of different'ial treat-
eV

ment, and aclear order of preference could be established for all items.

Tabfe 35 reports the results for the national sample. It clearly shows

nonrandom dififerential treatment that is much lower ,than for either the

indeX of housing availability or the index of courtesy.

Nationally, whites were treated more favorably on the index of

service V percent of the time (i.e., accorded more service than blacks

on at least-one item and service that was no different on the remaining

f.
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TABLE 35

AWEGATE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT: SERVICE

(Percent)

NATIONAL
(1,045)

Northeast
(468)

North Central
(329)

South
(795)

West"

53)

NOTE :b (1)

NO
- DIFFERENCE

50

59

56

42

2

WHITE
FAVORED

BLACK
FAVORED

*DISCRIMINATORY
TREATMENT

27 24 ,3**

19 . 22 -3

23 21

32 26 6**

33 15 1.8*

Percentages in first three columns m4Y not total 100 because

of rounding.

(2) Two asterisks'iridicate that the
of cases represented in columns
nificant'at the 0.05 level, one
is statistically significant at
isks that the diffefence is not
the 0.10 level or lower.

(3)

difference between the number
2 and 3 is statfstically sig-
asterisk thafthe difference
the 0.10 level, and no aster-
statistically significant At

-Te0s of significance were performed on "adjusted" sample

sizes equal to the number of cases in parentheses; see foot-

notes on page 49.
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items). Blacks were treated more favorably in 24 percent ofthe cases.

The difference between the two--3 percent--is small but statistically

significant at the 0.05 level.

For e4Fh of the four censys,regions, differences ranged from -3 per-

cent in the Northeast to 18 percent in the West. In the South and West

the differences are"statistically tignificant.at the 0.10 level or lower;

the differences for the other two regions aee not stitistically.signifi-

cant at this level. (Nevertheless, the Kruskal-Wallis test indicates

that Xhe observed regional differences are statistitally significant.at

the 0.30 level.)*

Comparing the index ef.AerYice,for large SMSAs and small SMSAs yields ,-

finengs similir'to those for the index of housing Availability and the

ind of courtesy (see tdble 36). Blacks were-moce'likely to,substan-
,

tially better.treated in small SMSAs than in large SMSAs: .(The kann-

Whitney test indiCates.that'results are statistically'significant at the

0.20 level.)

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INDEX OF.SERVICE AND
THE INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

Table 37 presents the cross-iabulation of the aggregate index of

tervice ond the ag4regate tndex of .a

strong, positive relationsh4 between _service and, housing. availability.

The probability of obtaining a chi-square,ivalue of 127 is less than 0.01,
, .

and the service accorded auditors is very positively related to the

treatment thei received.with respect to housing'avatlability.
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TABLE 36

AGGREGATE INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY JREATMENT: SERVICE

'ICases Classified 6y SMSA,Size)

(Percent)

: NO WITE BLACK DISCRIMINATORY

10.IFFERENCE FAVORED FAVORED 'TREATMENT

Large SMSAs
.

51 ..- 28, 21 7***

(1,3143)

Sinal l SMSAs
-,

20 36

(327)

,

NOTE: ). 'Three asterisks. indicate that the difference between the
number of caseS represented in columns 2 and 3 is statis-e

. tcally signifidant at-the 0.01 level.

,

'a

flit Testi of 7significance were performed on'"adjusted" sample
Sizes equal to the number of cases in parentheses; see
footnotei on page 49.
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TABLE 37

CROSS-TABULATION OF THE INDEX OF SERVIEE

AND THE IIVEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Per:cent) )

i
WHITE .

FAVORED

SERVICE

. BLACK
FAVORED

NO
DIFFEREKE

.138 WHITE FAVORED 11.4 20 - . 5.

(9)

NO DIFFERENCE 11 * 15- 11
(10 (18) (9).

IP11

BLACK FAV9RED 2 14 e 7.
(6) (12) (6)

Number of cases = 1,641

Chi-square = 127; significant at the 0.01 level
/
Expected frequencies in parentheses (see table_ 9)

'Mk

liOTE: (1) Percintages may not total 100 because of rounding.

(2) uNumber of,casesu is thd Nadjustedu sample size
for Which cross-tabulation ,was 'performed;-see foot-
note 2 on "page 49.
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The two indices were cross-tabulated for each of the census regions

and fOr large And *all SMSAsi 1ResultsTsistent with ihe national find-

ings were obtained; if:an auditor was treated favorably-as measured by

one index, he was more likely tthan one would expect) to havebeen treated

favorably as measured by the other. Except for-tite West (with *its small

sample size), all the results were statistically significant at the.D.01

level or better.

ITEMi FOR WHICH APPROPRIATE CATEGORICAL
ATTRIBUTION WAS DIFFICULT

A number,of items on the Sales Audit Report Form could not.be readily
. ^4,

t,

classified as representabive of any particular type of treatment a prospec-

,
tive hOmebuyer might expect to encounter or could not be re,Oily 'classified

e

in some logical Orderof preferred treatment. They are the following:

whether or not the agent asked an auditor ftwymuch money was

available for a down payment -1

so. whether or not the agent asked an audito-0 what type of financing-

was desired (FHA, 'VA, conventional) ?

whether or not the agent asked if the auditor (or household)

planned to sell a hou5e

whether or not the agent asked for the auditor's address

whether or not the auditor received a follow;q1p call from the

agent.

A sales agent might reasonably ask a prospective -homebuyer the amount.

' of down payment available, it remains*unclear-, however, whether the rides-

tien is intended to screen buyers or to elicit some information from the

buyer that will sat4sfy the buYer's needs. If a prospective homebuyer
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asks to see houses Of a sRecific price, as the auditors in this study did,

a requist for :information about the buyer's available down payment is

interpreted as sereening buyers. Therefore, this question was included

in the category "household information reOested" reported on in the next

part.

Results of whether or not an agent asked dh auditor the type of

financing desired are most curious. Some argue that, because blacks have

a lower average incomethan whites, real estate agents may reasonably

expect blacks to be more likely to qualify for FHA or VA mortgages th'an

whftes and that they 'therefore would be more likely to ask blacks about

the type of financing des'ired. Assigning this item to "household infor-

matiop requested" Partly reflecfs this view. However, index results for

discriminatory treatment as measured by either the aggregate index of

household -information requested or the Aggregate index of service.were.

not materially 'affected by-including or excl'Uding the item.

Ttie third .itemL.whether or not the agent aske4 an auditor,4 he /

4 planned to sell a house7-is especially difficuJt to Classify. .It is not

at all clear that questioning an auditdr.regarding hi,s plans to sell-a

currently owned house is an attempt to pro9de a seritce to the auditor
4 I

oq an attempt. to determine the assets available for supporting a new Our-

chase. Therefore, t is item was excluded from both the aggregate index

,

'?

of service.and the gregate index of ho

4

sehold information requested.

(Including this item in either,aggregate oes not significantly affect

'the outcome for either index.) .



1.

The fourthAtem that was diffitult to categorize was whether or not .

the agent asked an auditor for an addreis where he could be reached.

Although the item .appears tobe a likely request to provide better service

and establish- a serious relationship, it'can also be argued that asking a

homebuyer's'address is,a method of learning more about that person'S

qualifidations to buy a house. Therefore, this item has been assigned to

"household information requested": becau,se it. may represent another means.

by which agents.screen prospective homeburrs. (The results reported in.

."household information requester!" are not-substantially altered if this

item is excruded.) About 35 percent of the whitekauditors were asked

their ad4ressr, and about 43 percent of.the black auditprs were asked

their address. However, when one auditor's address was requested and the

other's was not,,,a plausible explanation is that the higher frequency

I

observed for blacks (22 percent compared with 15 percent for whites, as

-hoted in table 38) is evidence of screening, not service.

The final item is whether auditors-received a follow-up phone call'

from agents they-had contacted. Because auditors were trained not

appear,particularly interested in the houset agents suggested for their

consideration or in houses they actually inspected; they wet-e not expected
,a

to redeive follow-up phone calls. 'Auditors.were unlikely to be at home

shortly after .completing most.qf their a.ssignments: They werelitither at

work in part- or full-time jobs or conducting other audits. Calls re-

ceived more than 7 days after ihitial site visits were not inclkied in

the analysis of audit information. Nevertheless, approximately 33 percent

4* -)
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TABLE 38

ITEMS FOR WHICH APPROPRIATE CATEGORICAL ATTRIBUTION WAS DIFFIW''

(Percent)

DOWN PAY6T .

NO

DIFFERENCE
REQUESTED OF
WHITE ONLY

REQUESTED O.
BLACK OFA.Y

g

NET
DIFFERENCE

CAPABILITY 54 19 27 _8***
(1,639)

TYPE OF FINANCING
DESIRED 64 13 22

(1,641)

'OWNERSHIP.OF HOUSE
TO BE SOLD 64 20 16 4**

(1,640)

REQUEST FOR ADDRESS 63 15 22 _7***
(1,639)

FOLLOW-UP PHONE CALL 64 18 18 0
(1,632)

NOTE: (1) Percentages in 'first three columns may not total 100 becausev
Of rounding.

(2) Theee asterisks indicate that the difference between the,num-
ber of cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is.statistically
significa t at the .0.01 level, two asterisks that the differ-
ence is atistically significant at the-0.05 level, ana no
asteris that th9difference is not statistically significant
at the' 10 revelibr lower.

(3) Numbe s in parerheses are the unweighted number of cases;
test of signifiCance were performed on an "adjusted" sample
size of equal Olegnitude. ee footnotes on page 49.

(4) o this table; negative differences in the last column should
no be intergeeted as meaning that.differential treatment, on
a erage, favored-blacks: -See text for explanation of Whether,

ing asked a particular question is considered favorable
reatment, unfavorable treatment,.or neither.

'
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of all auditors received follow-up calls from agents

with the results indicating that neither race received preferential

A

hey had visited,

treatment. Because.there is no way orcontrolling for whether or not

auditors were at home during the tite sales _agents may have attempted to

call.them, this item is excluded from both "service" and uhaisehold.in-

requested." 111

Results for the five 46ms are presented ..in.table 38. If an agent
.-

requested of one auditor but not the other down,payment4.0510bIlity, type

of financing desired, or an addeess where.the audi 'could be reached,

he was more likely 'to have askedthe- blackUiri -the vihite,. The differ-

ences are fairly large and'can-be)expetted to haie occurred by chance

less than-1 percent of the time. When only one member of an audft tee

was asked.if he owned a houteipe planned to sell,.whites were asked more

frequently than blacks, and the difference in treatment is,statistically

signifitant ai the AO.05 level. The likelihood that one auditor would

receive a-follow-up phone call while his teammate did ilot was no differ-

ent for both lack auditors and white auditors.

HOUSEHOL INFORMATION REQUESTED

INDIVI AL ITEMS

his final sales category reveals the remarkable degree to which

rea estate agents request information about

employment, and socioeconomic status.

'tem:
/
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income

spouse's income

debts or other obligations

occupation

employer's name

length'of employment

information about spouse's employment

references.

Very little is known about the behavior .of people actually in the

homebuyiKg Market; therefore, it is not known'whether the generally high

frequency with which household information was requested is typical.

/
However, the results show that blacks were muci4-more likely to be asked

for.certain information than whites. It is reasonably certain that this

finding indicates screening of blackT; which is discrimingtory, either

by intent or, in effect.

White auditors were asked their.income 14 percent of the time and

their spouse's jncome 21 percent pf the time. Blacks.were asked their

income 35.percent of the time and iheir spouse's income 37 percent of the

time. Fifty percent of the black auditors were asked theirloccupation;

40 percent of the whites were asked the same question. _Blacks were as ed

something about tic

.

eir spouse's employment 62 percent of the time, whit s

52 percent of the time. Thirty percent of the blacks were asked their..

employer's name, but only 23 percent of the whites were asked this

question.
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Less frequently, auditors were asked how long they had been working
41-

for a partip44,ar employer, whether they had any debts or-other obligations

a

(e.g., alimony payments), or if they would give references. Blacks were

more likely to Wasked these questions than ites.

If one of the auditors WAS aske8 any of these items-while his team-
.

mate was not, the question was much mdl'e likely to have been asked of the

black. Table 39 reports instances in which both auditors were treated now

differently and instances in which items were asked of one auditor but

riot the other. For every item except length df employment, the differ-

ences are statistigally sivificant at the 0.01 level or lower, and the

.diffirences frequéritly are substantial.

INDEX OF HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION REQUESTED

The aggregate index of household informatiOn requested combines

seven of the eight items shown in tab)e 39 plus three items judged diffi-e

cult to classify:, whether in auditor was asked how much money he had

Available for a down payment, whether an auditor was.asked what kind of

financing he preferred, and whethei- an auditor was isked for an address

where he could,be reached.1 All the items were combined according to the

_same criteria used for combinirig responses about housing availability

(see.page 123). Table 40 reports the national and regional results.

4'

1. The question'on refei-ences was deleted because very few instances
occqrred in which brie auditor was asked this question while hts teammate
was not. Deleting this question has virtually no effect on index'results.
The three items judged difficult to classify were included in the index
for the reasons presented in the previous part of this chapter. Exclud-

ing these three items does not greatly affect the index results.
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1,

INCOME
(1,642)

SPOUSE'S INCOME
(1,642) .

DEBTS OR OTHER
OBLIGATIONS

(1,634).

OCCUPATJON
(1,641)

EMPLOYER'S NAME

- (1,641)

- LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT . 86

(1',641)

TABLE 39 .

HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION REQUESTED

(Percent) -

NO REQUESTED OF

DIFFERENCE WHITE ONLY

66 - 7

66-

57

76

INFORMATION ABOUT
SPOUSC.S EMPLOYMENT 60

(1,642)

REFERENCES ,

(1,641)

96

9

16

15

1

REQUESTED OF NET

BLACK ONLY .DIFFERENCE

28

-25

9 // _3***

27

16 2,7***

26

4 -3***

INOTE: (1) Percentages in first three columns may not total 100 because

of,rounding.

.(2) Three asterisks indicate that the difference between the num-

bbr of cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is statistically

significant at the Q.01 level, no asterisks that the difference

is not statistically significant at the 0.10,level or l'ower.

Numbe& in parentheses are the unweighted number of cases;

tests of significance were performed on an "adjusted" sample

size of equal magnitude. 'See footnotes on page 49:

-

Negative differences in the last column do not imply that

blacks were favored, only that agents-requested information

More frequently of blacks than of whites.
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TABLE 40

',AGGREGATE INDEX OFIDISCR4T4WORY.TREATMENT:'

HOUSEHOLD INFORMFION REQUESTED
.

(Percent).

. NO . REQUESTED OF -.REQUSTEli OF''' DISCRIMINATORY

DIFFERENCE BLACK ONLY WHrTE ONLY TREATMENT
s

....

NATIONAL .

(1,641)

Northeast -

45

37

«.

t1
.

,

.

35 20

Be5 19
.

(469) ...' .

.

. North
(329)

S. , .

5
South .., 51 30 19#

(79.0)
.

. .

.. West iP 36 17

(53)

I

- m 15***
1

.. .

Central 42 34 23 11***

. .

,

11***

I

.

19*.

NOTE: (1) Percentages in'first-thred columns may not total:100 beCause'

of rounding. .

(2). Three asterisks indicace that the difference between the dum-
f .

ber of cases represented fn dblumns and' 3 is-statisticallS/

significant at the 0.01 level, two asterisks that ,the'diffef:

encels statistically significant at the 0.05 level.

-(3) Tests of significance were perforined on "adjusted" sakle

sizbs eclul to the number of cases in parentheses; see foot-

notes on page 49.
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AS the table indicates, when more household information was requested

of one auditor, it was more otten the black. Nationally,*blacks were

asked'more household informatiOn than their teammates 35.percent 'at the.

time, while ighites were asked more information ohly 20 percent-of thetimei.
sinillar discriminatgry.treatment'of auditors. occurred in each'region.

The probability of ohtainirig the reported outcdmes by chance is less than

1 p nt for the.national 'sample and for each region except the West,

where'the Probability of obtairilng the reported outcome tly chanCe is less
,

r

than 5.percent. (The Kruskal-Wallis test indicates that regional differ-

ences tre statistically.significant a.the 0.05 level.) Furthermde, the
a

-

dfflferenCe between instanCes .jri which blacks' were askli for more household

idformation than those in which whites were asked for more information r?-

mainsAvery stabfe44r a large number of combinations or subsets of the 10

iteths'aggregated)to construct tile index. The index reflects substantial,

statistical:14y significant, differential treatment of Wacks and whites.

The magnitude,cyridifference is at least as large for this index as .

f".

for any of the other.saies'indices. The evidence indicates strongly that .

tales agents screened auditors extensively and that they were more )ikely

to screen blacics than whites.

Results for large and tmAlt SMSAs are again similar to those for
a

previous indices' BlackS were more lfkely to be asked household informa-

tion than aites.in 4arge SMSAs, but.virtuali7 np'differential treatment

existet in small SMSAs (see table 411), a result consistent with tales mar-

ket fIndings for other indices. '
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TABLE 41

"AGGREGAft INDEX OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENI:

HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION REQUESTED

(Cases Classified by SMSA Size)

(Percent)

NO -REQUESTED OF REQUESTED OF DISCRIMINATORY

-DIFFERENCE /BLACK ONLY WHITE ONLY ,IFEATMENT

Large SMSAs
(1,315)

Small SMSAs

45

- 47

37

27

18

26

19***

1

(327)

'NOTE: (1) Three asterisks-Indicate that the difference between the num-
ber of cases represented in.columns 2 and 3 is statistically
significant at the 0.01 level, no asterisks that the differ-

.

ence is not statistically significant at the 0.10 level or

lower.

(2)' Tests orsignificance were'performed on "adjusted" sample
sizes equal to the nuMber of sei in parentheses; see foot-

notes on page 49. 4'

1

11
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THE RELATIONSHIP.BETWEEN THE IN6EX OF HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION
REQUESTED AND THE INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

Table 42 presents the cross-tabulation of the index of household in-

formation r ested and!the index of housing availability. The relation-

ship g-tween the two indices is positive and fairly strOng. Thb proba-
.

biljt of observing the reported chi-square by ghance is less than 0.01,

and the tern of observed frequencies relative to those expected indi-
.

cates tha if an agent requested. more ihformatiOn of one auditor than- of

his teammate; the amt was also more likely (than expected) to treat the
L

.

auditor,more favorably as measured by the index of housing availability.

being uked more information fhan one's teammate may be unfavorable

treatment, especially 1-f an.agent did not provide a prospective buyer

with'good service. .The crost-tabulation results pi-ovide additiooaf evi-
4P

dence that requesting household information is a screening device mused by

real estate agents, but the relationship between the two indices should

be interpreted with care. Asking mare information may be an ttemgt to

serve a buyer mpre effectively, to screen buyers "in" rather than "outs"

An agent's request of information from a prospective house buyer

whom be does not know is certainly not unexpected. But a distinction can

be made between the frequency with which household'informaition is more

likely to have been asked of blacks'And the relrationship between agents"

asking informatioh and providing inforMation on avai101e,housing. Since
,f

both members of 'ap audit team,requested identica1 housing, the higher

frequency with which blacks were asked househ9ld information is strong

evidence that blacks are screenetii more rigorously than whites. A pailial
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f I
a

'4. 1,

TABLE 42

CRq,SS-TABULATION OF.THc INDEX OF HOUSEHOLD'INFORMATION

REQUESTED AND THE INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Percept)

HOUSEHOLDANFORMATION REQUESTED

, 1, REQUESTED OF NO REQUESTED OF

WHITE ONLY .DIFFERENCE BLACK ONLY
.

12

(14)

12

(13)

- 11 -

.(8)'

,"

CD :3-4
M 1-4
1..4 CO
V) CZ

1--t<
acC

WHITE FAVORED

.

10

(8)

5

(7)

4

(5)

,

.

.

-,

17 -

(18)

20

(17.)'

.9

(11)

NO DIFFERENCE

.

BLACK FAVORED
.

.

Number of cases = 1,642

Chi-square = 51; significant at.the 0.01 level

Expected frequencies in paregAeses (iee table 9), .

NOTE: (1) Percentages may not tota1,100 becahse of rounding:

(Poi

1

(2) "Number of cases" is the "adjusted" sample size for which,
cross-tabulation was performed; see footnote 2 on page 49.

I.

4.

4

Ie
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evianation 'for this observed result is that many agents.maY have been un-
a

L4.1, familiar w.ith blacks in general,' and With black homeseekers in particular.

Agents'-unfamiliarity with black homeseekeri may expOain part of the

X. I!

-higher "frequerici of .bpl acks ng- asked household information. 'Biut the

ck:opi-itabul atton. resttl tis indicate that -thi.mNie.'ri garous s-creening of
-

.

lacks need not meap that blacks-are offergd fer4r bosing ChoiCes. For
,

e amplei ihe,expectea.

atrElity...and,4 so

ency is 11 percent. Whites who werg., asked more informationice.,
.

'whites whb.were screened more: rigorouslEy than their teammateswere.,,atio

t.14e.,1,1,-.

p

freijuency of a black aahitor's being favoi-ed on , ." ,

iskea mort 4mforrAIVIon .is 8.percent; the Observed
,

41*
moreil k el y (than expected) to have received' favorabl e treatmeiewith

'4

respgcto.to housi ng avail abi 1 ity, The expected fre uenCy of a white audi-
,

.4or: s being. favori.d. on avail abi 1 ity and al so aske information i s

8 percent; the obServed frequency is 10 percent. Rigorous screening may

be an attempt by the real estate agent to determine whether-se customer .

is a serious prospect or, at least, can afford housing of the price re-

quested. (The fncomes and assets assigned to audit teams were designed

to ensue thait they were perceived as financially capable of affording a'

it-louse of the price they requested.)
*

It remains true that blacks were far more likely to have Iben asked

'more household information than were whites- who asked for the same hous-
.

ingi this observed systematic differential treatment (as measured by the

4

index) canThnly be classified as discriminatoey: Thus, the observation
,

that Many black aUditors and Many white auditor:I who were screened more

.
41,
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4

rilorously than their teammates were Also treated oell with revect to
. .

Ming availability should not ob'scure the finding that blacks' were rich' )

3-

more likely to be scrpened than whites.1

RESULTS FOR AUDITS IN WHICH BOTH AUDITORS SAW THE SAME AGENT

One of the reasons two members'of the same audi team may have been

i'réated-differently is that teammates may have seen-different sales

agents. The frequency of two*.auditors' having seen the same agent is

much lower.in the sale§ audit (26 percent) thaw in the rental audit (57

percent),for two main reasons. First, the amount of time allowed between

the teammates' site visits was g ater in the sales audit than in the

44htrental Secon'd, there are generally fewer 'agents in a given apart-

ment building or complfx than there are in a given real estate

The fact that teammates saw different agents does not imply that

observed differences in treatment-are justified. A crucial sumption

underlying the audit experiment is that rental and sales peonnel au

'tors visited are jndeed igents of the firm that employs them. Any di fer.-

treaiment encquntered is attributable to a-single entity--the real

estatelirm or the landlord--and iS the responsibility of that entity.

//

% This as4umption is-based firmly on eslablished legal doctrine and corniTpn

e business practice. However, to eliminate some of the nondiscriminatory

1. More definitive'evidence of whether sales agentsk screening blacks
is Oscriminatory in intent may be determined once analysis- is completed
of steering and of the differences in sales leffort that may have been
accorded auditors.
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differences treatment of auditors due solely to differingpersonal
401

styles of real estate agent-s,,individual items and indices cr'fk dis-
.

criMination were examined for those cases in which both audit rs of

It

.a team saw the same agent.

-

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS

Housing Availability

For" four of the six housip§ avail4b4lity items, the difference

between "white favored" and "black'favored" increasea substa tially when

only those cases in whiai both auditors saw the same agent we. e analyzed.

That is, systematic unfavorabl treatMent of blacki was great on these

%four items: housing availabili y, , other ltstings offered, inv tations to

inspect houses, and houses inspected. Results were virtually t e same

for whether a multiple listing director-if was offered an auditOr. For. -

,

houses volunteered, the sY5tematic differential treatment' un-favorable

to blacks declined..; for all cases, the difference between "white favored"

and "black favored" was 30 percent and for "same agent" cases 18 percent.

These substantial differences in results were unexpeCed.

Courtesy

Limiting analyiis to only those cases in which both auditors saw

the same agent generally reduces the observed difference between,Ntite

favored" and "black favored" by a few percentage points for: each courtesy

item. On only one item--whether an auditor.waited longer than his

Mate.before being interviewed--is the.difference subltantial. For all
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cases the difference between "white favored" and "black favored" on this.

item was 10 percent. For "same agent", cases it was -7 percent.

.s Service

5 The results for.service items change nominally when cases are .limited

to o7Ily those in which teammates saw the same agent.

Household Information Requested -

". For the maj-otity,D4 items'on household information requested, little

difference exi.sts between the results observed for all cases and the re-

sults when analysit is limited to cases where teammates saw the same agent.

On two of the itemsj-down payment and address requested--the difference

between-"requesled of black only" and "requested of white only" increases.

On'two other items--debts or other obligations and auditor's occupation--

the difference decreases.

AGGREGATE INDICES

Deducting the percentage of cases in which blacks were favored from

fhe percentage of cases in which whites were favored adjusts for the ran-
-

domness that might be eArpected in the VoittMent accorded two auditors.

Even if perfectly matched auditors saw the same agent, they could not ex-
All!,

pect to receive exactly the same treatment. Indeed, an agent co not

be expected to give-exactly the same treatment to one person under t o

virtually identical circumstances. Therefore, when indices of treatment .

for cases in which both auditors saw the same agent were constructed, the

v
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. .

tage of ups favoring blacks was again deducted from the percentage,

ses favoring whites.

Wilen analysis wai limited to cases in which teammates saw the same
4

Agent, it was anticipated that differential treatment of iearlinates would

be/less randows: There was no reason to expect that the level of discrimi-
,

nAion ivould be diffrent, hut the results do not support this expectation.

HOusing. Availability
,

Thle.index,for discrimin0tory treatment on housing availability for

011 cases showed that blacks were treated favorably 24 percent of the

tiMe, while whites were treated favorably 39 percent of the time, for a

difference of 15 percent. When analysis was-liMited'to "same agent" cases,

blacks were fovored 22 gercent of the iime and whites were favored 46 per-

( cent of the time, for a level of discrimination of 24 percent. Although

there is no reasonable explanation for the observed higher level of dis-

criminatory treatment,ampng cases in which both auditors saw the same

agentthe.finding does indicate that observed differences in the fre-
,

Ouencies with.which whites and blacks were favored cannot be attributed

td teammates' having'seen different agents.

The,'regional results for housindlavailability also changed. The,

level of discriainatory treatment increased.from 10 to 14 percent for the

Northeast and from 11 to 29 percent for the South; the level decreased

from 33 percent to 26 percent in the North Central region. Results for

the Northeast are statistically significant at the 0.05 level and for

the South and North Central regions at the 0.01 level. Few cases were
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observed in the.West, and index results are Aot statistically significant

at the 0.10 l'evel 111 lower.

CoUrtesy ,

e
. .

,

1C.For the index of courteous treatment, contralin§ for whether 'tpth

.4dOit'ors%aw the same agent yielded an thterestina result:
41

The frequen.
is y

,

cies with which backs and_ wh'ites were treated favorably when teammates
I

visited the saMe agent' were virtually.identical. Whites were ,treated

favorably in 35 percent of the cases, and blacks were treated favorably

in 3j percent of the cases. The difference--2 peccent=4much lower

than that observed for all Cases combined--12 percent--and is not sta-

Ottically significant at the 0.10 level or lower.

Given the results for the availability index, the results for

courtesy are somewhat surprising. One reasdn for the small difference

is that a larger percentage of "same agent" cases occurred in small SMSAs

than in large SMSAs. Blacks were more likely to be treated favorably on

therindex of courteous treat ent than were whites in audits that took

place in small SMSAs. How'ever, is also true that blacks were less

likely to be discriminated again housing availability in smaller.

SMSAs. Therefore, it is unclear why among cases limited to those in

which teammates saw the same agent, there is both a high'er frequency

of discrimination 4thRspect to housing avaiiilability and,virtually

no discrimination with respect to courtesy.

Disaggregating the national results by region, discriminatoritreat-
,

/

ment unfavorable to blacks increased for the Northeast (from 2 percent to
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15 percent) and decreased for:the North Central region (8 percent to

-14 percent) and for the South (19 percent to -1:percent). The result,

are statistically significant at the'0.05 level for the Northeast,4
//

the 0.10 level -for the North Central region-, and nct statistically sig-

. (

nificant at the 0.10 level or lower for the South and West. / Again, these

changes in regional results were unexpected. Regresslokinalysis of'audit

data will provide better understanding of the factds influencirv auditor
.//

treatment.

Service

The re9ults for the aggregate measure of service are very similar

to results reported for all cases. The difference between the frequency

with whIch blacks were fivored-25 percentand that in which whites were

favoned-31 percent--is higher than the 3 percent observed before and,

again, is statistically significant at the 0.19 level. Regional index re-

sults thanged very little, except for the South, where 61acks werefavored

more often than whites, and the difference (10 percent) is significant at

the 0.05 level.

Household Inf6mation Requested

Both national and regional results on this index are very similae to

results reported for all cases. Blacks were much more likely than whites

to have been asked more household information. For the nation the differ-

ence between "requested of black only" and "requested of white only" is

15 percent and is significant at the 0.01 level, a result identical to
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thatiebserved for all cases. The differences for the Norttieast, North

Ceritral region, and South are 24 percent, 16 percent, and 10 percent, re-

spectively, and are sifjnificant at levels of 0.10 or lower.

The levels' of discriminatory treatment reported for those instances

in which teammates visited the same agent are not dramatically different
6

from the levels reported for all cases, but, when they are different, the

levels are actually higher for all'indices except courtesy. Therefore,

systematic dffferences in the treatment accorded auditors dd not seem to

be the result of teammates' having seen different agents.

ALTERNATIVE INDICES OF DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT r

A major leason for employing an alternative means of aggregating re-

sponses to individual items is to test the appropriateness of classifying

ambiguous cases as equivalent to cases in which audit teammates were-

treated no differently. Ambiguous cases--i.e., instances in which both

audit teammates were favored on at least one item used to construct an

index--were much more prevalent in the sales audit than in the rental

audit.1 Therefore, the results of alternative aggregation are reported

for each of the sales categories: housing availability, courtesy, serv-

ice, and household inforlimation requested.'

1. Ambiguous cases were more prevalent in the sales market,than in the
rental morket for three reasons. First, audit teammates were much more
likely to have seen different agents in the sales market. Second, buying
a house is.a lengthier and more complex process than renting an apartment.
Third,,the incentive structures differ for sales andrental agents; black
homebuyers may be systematically accorded differential treatment but may
still be given service because agents derive their incomet from sales'
commissions.
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Table 43 presentt national and regional results for the alternative

index of housing availability. Cpes frilfihichthe white auditor was

treated favoralilytrn more housing availabilityitems than his teammate
,

are classified "white favored." Cases in which 'the black auditor A s

-

tredted favorably on more items than his teammate are classified "black

favored.!' Cases in which both auditOrs were treated no.differently and

cases in' which both auditors were favored on the same number of items

are classified "no difference."
40.

The difference between "white favored" and "black favored" is 18 per-

cent for the national sample, which is slightly higher than the 15 percent

reported earlier (see table 26). Higher results occurred for each region,

and the results are statistically sIgnificant at the 0.01 level for the

nation and for all regions We e West.

The higher levels of discrimination reported in table 43 indicate

that ot cases previously classified ambiguous, whites were treated favor-

ably on more items than their black teammates. That.is, in cases where

both auditors were favored on at least one item used to construct the

index, whites were favored on more items, on average, than blacks.

Table 44 presents.results for all four sales indices of discrimi-,

natory treatment when the alternative.aggregation technique is used.

Entries on the table repre$ent the diqerences between "white favored"

. and "black favored." The results show that the levels of discriminatory

treatment.reported earlier in,this chapter are relatively insensitive to

this alternative treatment of ambiguous cases:
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TABLE 43

ALTERNATIVE INDEX OF DISCRAMINATORY TREATMENT:

,HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Percent)

. .

NATIONAL,

NO WHITE
DIFFERENCE. FAVORED

24 47

Northeast
.

.19 .48

North Central 13 et

South , .32 40

West 18 49

BLACK ,DISCRIMINATORY
FAVORED TREATMENT

4

29 18***

33

.

40.0._ 35**4

28 12***

33 16

Sf

1/4

NOTE: Three asterisks indicate that the difference between the number
of cases represented in columns 2 and 3 is statistically sig-
nificant at the 0.01 level, no asterisks that the difference is
nbt statistically significant at the 0.10_level'or lower.
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TABLE 44

ALTERNATIVE INDICES'OF DISCRIMINATORY TREAtMENT:
It

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN:"WHITE FAVORED" AND,"BLACK FAVORED"

(Percent).

NATIONAL

HOUSING I

%AVAILABILITY COURTESY SERVICE

.HOUSEHOLD
INFORMATION
-REQUESTED,

18**** 12*** 4** 5***

rartheast 15*** 3 0. 28***

North Central 35*** 9** 0

South 12*** 20*** 7** 32***

West 16 11 27* 21**

NOTE:. (1) 'The.entries for "household information requested" are. the

differences between tbe percentage of cases in which more

) information was requested Of the black minus the percen-

1
tage of cases in which more information was Yeckested-of

.

the white.
-

(2) Three 4terisks indicate that the difference (i.e., per-
centage'Nhite favored" minus percentage "black favored")
is statistically significant at the 0.01 level, two aster-

isks that it is statistically significant at the 0.05 level,

one asterisk that it is statistically significant at the

0.10 level, and no asterisks that it is not statistically
significant at the 0.10 level or lower.,
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LIMITATIONS

*ost of ihe limitations presented in chapters I and 2 regarding ihe

study and the findings'in this report apply equally to the saTes market.--

However, several comments pertain exclusively to-The sales res.ults.

giving a house is-a much more complex procedure .than rennng
...

an Apartment, and in this study far less of the buying process was examined

than of the renting process. The complexity of the sales market mgans

that many opportunities exist for discriminatory treatment in thebuying

process, some of which were not examined at all (e.g., the treatment of

priltpective buyers who indicate definite interest in a particular house),

andiiome of-which are to be examined b t are not reported here (e.g.,

41

qring and the 'degree of sales effoft accorded auditors).

Second, real estate agdlits earn their incomes from commissions.

P4pective black buyers may receive systematical,ly different treatment

or service than whites but may still receive service. This complicates

the assessment of audit results, because it is difficult to classify

differentiM service between audit teammates as discriminatory:

The principal implicatioh.of these two points is that the reader

should not conclude that discrimination in the sales market is either

'4 less or more prevalent than discrimination in the rental market. Simple
II .0

Comparison of the relative levels of'discrimination" in sales and rental

markets based on results presented in this report is unwarranted.. Also,

the complexity of the'sales market and the study's limited eXploration

of the homebuying process imply that less importance can be placed on



,t

the results of the index _of housing ayailabil for the sales market
. .

thanion the results of the index of housing av lability-for the rental

p.
market.

# .

. p. %
Finally, the Audit.project was a carefully desiOned,"controlled

,

. , 1
. n .

experiment:". ,Rental auditors requetted an apartment of A given Size,.
.. dr.

which.grolbably'closely approximates the type of request made.bif most

prospective renters. However, for a,variety of reasons, sales auditors

requested housing by price, size, and neighborhood. Although these pro-

cedures lensure0 that di erential treatment of teammates'an individual

items could be carefulry measured,sthe procedures may also have arti-
,/,

4iciallg reduced the esti ates of differential treatment accorded.bladks

and whites actually v;,41. sales market. .By specifying a price, size,

and neighborhood, au probably narrowed the range Of responses from

agents.1 Auditors were carefully trained and were also likely to have

appeared knowledgeable about buying a house. Thus, the levels of dis-

crimiRation reported for the sales market generally'depend much more on,
I.

and are therefore sensitive to, project design requirements than those .-
.

reported tar the rental market.

1. Requesting houses by neighborhood was d difficult design decision,
since racial steering may ocCur more frequently if a prospective buyer
does not request a particular neighborhood. However, the design team
decided that evidence of differential treatment would be much stronger
if audit teams presented very specific requests.



CHAPTER 4

GEOGRAPHIt VARIATION IN THE LEVEL OF DISCRIMINATION:
SITE-BY-SITE RESULTS.

Chapters 2 and 3 preselited'audit resylts for census tegions, large

and small SMSAs, and the- nation. This chapter presents resylts by.hous-
.

ing market area, which for thisistudi is the SMSA.

The chapter As divided into two parts. The first part repoqs dis-

-criminatoryjbehavior;_as measured by the housing Availability indices for

the sales and rental markets for each of the 40 SMSAs. The second part

compares site-by,site rental and sales results-1* each other and with

,inctices of Iegregation to assess how discrimination and se4regation may

be related*. The change in focus from national and regional results to

site results is a logical progression in data analysis because it is a

moye from observing the forms and level of djscrimination to explaining

their differences. This report does not try to explain why observed

differences in the 1'60 of discrimination exist. That task is left for

subsequent analysis and rbpdrting. It does,- however, present observed

levels and estimates.of the actual levels of discrimination by site.

DISCRIMINATION BY SITE

Two of the most diffiCult dicisions during project design were how

'many sites and how many audits per site were necessary.to fulfill the

study's objectives. Since it was decided very earl)ithat both.sales

and rental markets were to be audited, the total nall4i- of audits was

roughly half as many as would be possible if only sali,s-or rental audits
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were.performed. Given the study's multiple objectives, th 'limited re-

- sources available, and the considerable expense of data collection, re-

solving these sampling i

always a thade-Dff:

demographic.and progrr

was especially troublesome. There was

te cross-sectional relationships between
, ,

and-the leyel of discrimination re-
.

.,
quired a sufficiently large

0
number clUpadit sites.; to develop precise

metropolitan area estifiates of the level of djscrimination reqpired a
, ,

,
.

sufficiently large number of tests within each area.

The initial analYsis of results. indicates that with as few as 30

(and occasionally fewer than,30) audits per site, tifsiatistical esfi-
/

mates of. .the leyel of discriminatioft per site cannot,be determined pre-

cisely. The small sample sizes affect the fulfillment of the study's

objectives in two ways. First, cross-sectional analysis may-be affected

if the level of discrimination attributed to a, site is not measured accu-

rately. Second, coMparing sites with respect to the probability that a

black may encounter disceimination depends on the confidence one can

place on.the estimates for each site. Thus, Small saMple sizes affect

the degree to which sites can be accurately compared and affect the de-

gree to wh'ich the relationShip between discrimination levels and other

phenomena can be assessed.1

- 0

-1. Varying degrees of confidence in site-by-site'estimates of the level
of discrimination is not' a serious deficiency in the multiple regression
analysis to be done during the next phase of the data analysis because
the-ihdividual test will be the unit of observation. -That analysis will
attempt tO explain why audit teammates were treated differently or no
differently.
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I.

The problem of small sample'sizes is ev10 t!..from tables 45 and 46,
. iiret Ob'

14

which present the site-by-site results --Ewe Pe. indices of housing availa-

bility for'the rental and salesmarkets, respvely. As one. would ex-
-,

,pect, the tablei indicate tharthe obser4d1tOs of discrimination $rary

more among sites than among'regiorii. HoWe0r,.as is readily apparent from
, 4

the number of sites for "rich the,r1Wult,-,are not statistically signifi
.

cant, it,would be-very mIstading'to simply raIlk sites bynthe bercentag

noted in the last column: To adjust for differeMes in the confidence

Wth which the site-by-site result§ canlbe taken:,gstimates were made

to assess how accuratelithe obseryed leVelts of discriminptfon for each.
. ,..

site were liketo reflect the actual le4els of'discrimination: That

,

.. .

is, an effort washade to determine 'how confident*one can be t 'fhe
1.;s.

.

.
.

,

, level of discrimination reported fot a site is fhe ttue1ev.e1 of dis-
,

ciminaion far 6va't site.
.

Tables 47 and '48 report confidence ,intervals for the observed level
. .

of discrimiffation 'for the rental iand-sales markets. The scales on the

horizontal aies of the tables rAge ab0e and- elow (Negative

values would rt1t if reverse dicrimination occdrredvi that is, if

'blac!(s were fav$red, on average, over Aites.) For each site, the dif-
e

fere ce denived by subtracting the perentage of'cas4s.4:ir'rWhich the 4laCk

was avorea from the percentage of-cases In whicli the A..ite wai.favbred

is noted by placing, a dot (b) along the honizontal axiS: The diferences
sr;

marked by the dot are the same as those.giv,en in ,tableS-45 and 46. For

example, in.both.table*46 and table 48, tfle pbserved letiel of discrimi-
,.

nation for Savannah is.30 percent.
,
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TABLE 45

RENTAL MARKET INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

(Percent)

SMA
NO WHITE BLACK, DISCRIMINATORY

DIFFERENCEFAVORED FAVORED TREATMENT

Akron, OU (26) 27 50 23 27*
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY (30) 47 20 33 -13
Asheville, NC.(29) 41 41 17 24*
Atlanta, GA (119) 1 27 45 29 16**

Boston, MA (110) 32 46 22 24***
Canton, OH (29) 35 52 14 38***
Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN (29) 31 48 21 27*
Columbus, OH (29) 24 52 24 28*
Dallas, TX (114) 36 40 24 16**
Dayton, OH (29) 31 55 14 41***
Detroit, MI (30) 23 67 10 57***

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood, FL (28) 29 54 18 36**
Fort Wayne,'IN (30 23 53 23 30**
Fort Worth, TX (28 32 46 21 25*
Greenville, SC (30 40 37 23 4 14
Harrisburg, PA (28) 14 46 39 7
Hartford, CT (30) 43 40 17 23*
*Indianapolis, IN (28) 21 64 14 50***
Lawton, OK (30) 40 40 20 20
Lexington, KY (30) 30 47 23 24*
Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA (30) 20 63 17 46***
Louisville, KY-IN (30) 50 40 41) 30**
Macon, GA (30) 37 50 13 37***

Mtlwaukee, WI (108) 51 32 18 14**
Monroe, LA (29) 28 62 10 52***
Nashville-Davidson, TN (29)

, 21 59 21 38**
New York, NY1(29) 35 45 21 24*
Oklahoma City, OK (30) 30 47 23 24*
Paterson-Clifton-Pasatc, NJ (29) 21 38

.

41 -3
Peoria,IL (30) 50 r 40 10 30**
Sacramento, CA (118) 48 34 19
Saginaw, MI (30) 27 50 23 27*
San Bernardino-Riverside-Ontario, CA (29) 31 59 10 49***
Savannah, GA (15) 27 47 27 20
Springfield-Chicopee-Holyoke, MA-CT (254 35 59 7 52***
Stockton, CA (28) 32 46 21 25*
Tampa-St. Petersburg, FL (30) 30 ,53 17 36**

OK (30) 47 47 7 40***_Tulsa,

Vallejb-Napa, CA (29) , 28 62 10 52***
Yoh, PA (29) 31 52 17 35**

NOTE: Numbers in parentheses are the number of observations; tests of signifi-
cance were performed on unweighted, unadjusted data. See footnotes on
page 49.
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TABLE 46, .

SALES MARKET INDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

... '(Perdeht)

NO WHITE BLACK DISCRIMINATORY

SMSA DIFFEREPCE FAVORED FAVORED TREATMENT

Akron,-OH (40) 33 50 18 32**

Albany-Schenectady-Troy; NY (30) 47 30 23 7

Ashevible, NC (28) 21 57 21 36**

Atlanta, GA (78) 27 42 31 11

Boston, MA 25 43 33 10

Canton, OH 0) 17 57 27 30*

Cincinnati, -KY-IN (48) 21 65 15 50***

Columbus, OH (40) . 23 63 15 48***

Dallas, TX (80) 25 '41 34 7

Dayton, OH (43) 35 40 26 14

Detroit, MI (51) 14 64 22 42*** .

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood, FL (45) 33 f 46 21 , 25**

Fort Wayne, IN (25) 31 23 47 -24

Fort Worth, TX 35 52 14 38***

Greenville, SC (30 37 33 30 3

%Harrisburg, PA (30 23 40 37 3

Hartford, CT (30) , 27 37 37 0

Indianapolis, IN150) 26 54 20 34***

Lawtoni OK (30) 22 31 48 -17

Lexington, KY (30) 27 57 17 40***

Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA (50) 40 42 -- 18 24**

Louisville, KY-IN (39) 21 46 33 13

°Macon, GA. (45) 24 49 27 22*

Millkee, WI (DD) 28 53 2it'
33***

Monr e, LA (29) 24 45 31 14

Nashv lle-Davidson, TN (39) 66 23 10 13

New York, NY (50) 38 "50 12 38***

Oklahoma City, OK (29) 38 31 31 0

Paterson-CTifton-Passaic, NJ (30) 20 53 27 26*

Peoria, IL (30) 33 33 33 0

Sacramento, CA (79) 34 38 28 10

Saginaw, MI (30) 37 33 30 3

San Bernardino-Riverside-Ontario, CA (50) 17 38 45 -7

Savannah, GA (30) . 37 47 17 30**

'Springfield-Chicopee-Holyoke, MA-CT (30) *30 20 5,P

Stockton, CA (30) 47 23 30 -7

Tampa-St. Petersburg, FL (44) 44 34 22 12

Tulsa, OK (29) 28 52 21 31**.

Vallejo-Napa, CA (29) 27 44 29 15

York, PA (29) 45 45 10 35**

NOTE: Numbers in parentheses are the number of observations; tests of.signifi-
cance were performed on unweighted, unadjusted data. See footnotes on
page 49.
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, TABLE 47 .

-CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR SITE-' BY-SITE RENTAL RESULTS: HOUSING AVAILABILITY

ESTIMATE

,.
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. .
, TABLE 48

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR SITE-BY-SITE SALES RESULTS: HOUSING AVAILABILITY
. , NATIONAL

. (Percent' ESTIMATE
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For each site an interval was constructed around ihe observed level

of discrimination; the interval gimes the range of probable values fr

the true level of discrimination given the instances in which auditors

were treated no differently and the instances in which either the black

or the white was favored and given the sample size for the site. The 'aP

intervals were constructed so that the probability that the true level

of discrimination for a site falls within the interval noted is 95 per-

cents.given the observed treatment and the size of the sample.' In table

48 the observed level of discrimination in Savannah was 30 percent: The

sample size for Savannah was 30. Because this is a relatively small sam-

ple and because a fairly large number of instances.occurred in which both

auditors I'm treated no differently (37 percent), the true level of dis-

crimination may vary considerably from the observed level of discrimina-

tion. The actual level of discrimination, given that the observed treat-

ment of auditors is only an estimate, could be between 3 percent and 57

percent, as noted by the bar to either side of fhe dot, which is the ob-

served level of discrimination for Savannah.
fir

IL

1,4 It is"conventional in statistical analysis to decide upon a particu-
lar "confidence level"; the 95 percent level is frequently used. A care-
ful reading of tables 47 and 48 indicates that only in those sites whose
intervals do not overlap zero can we be confident (95 percent of the time)
that discrimination actually exists as measured by the housing availaOility
indices. Were one to choose a lower confidence level (say, 90 percent or
even lower), the number Of sites whose intervals did not overlap zero would
increase. Therefore, the number of sites for which one could confidently
say discrimination existed would also increase. The acceptance of survey
results that measure behavior (or ankthing else) based on samples is in-
creased if the estimates are presented at high confidence levels (or,
conversely, if low levels by which to report findings as being "statis-
tically significant" are decided upon).
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The importance of the confidence intervals cannot be overemphasized.

Readers may be tempted to compare sites by rankingthem aCcording to the

level of discrimination observed. However, the confidence intervals show

that this procedure is, at best, difficult;i For example, in table 46,

the level of discrimination reported for Lexington (40 percent) is almost

twice the estimated level of discrimination for Macon (22 percent). ROW

ever, the confidence intervals neported in table 48 tndicate that the

actual level of discrimination for Macon may range between -3 percent and

47 percent, which overlaps the estimated'level of discrimination for Lex-

ington (40 percent). Since the interval for Macon overlaps the estimate

for Lexington, it is possible that the actual levels of discrimination

may be the same.

As tables 47 and 48 show, the intervals for many sites overlap the

reported level of discrimination for other sites. If the estimated level

of discrimination of pne sig is higher than any point within the confi-

dence interval of another site, then blacks are more likely to belNis-

criminated against in the first site than in the second site. For

example, in table 48 the estimated leveis of discrimination for Asheville

and for Atlanta are 36 percent and 11 percent, respectively. The confi-

dence interval for Atlanta is -8 percent to 30 percent, and any point

within the interval is less than the observed level of discrimination

1

for Asheville (36 percent). Therefore, one can safely say that the true

level af discrimination in Asheville is greater than the true level of

discrimination in Atlanta. But one cannot say confidently that the level
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of discrimination in Asheville is 3 times the level of discrimination in

Atlanta:

Confidence intervals caution the reader that comparing results by

site is complex. The term itself serves as a reminder that the reported

levels of discrimination are estimates. Generally, the larger the sample

size, the more accurate the estimate and tile smler the confidence inter-

val. For these reasons, the site-by-site results 'should be used with cau-

tion, keeping in mind that the overall levels of discrimination reported.

for the nation and for census regions are not subject to the problems.-

inherent 'in estimates for metropolitan areas, which are based on much

smaller sample sizes. (For example, the true levels of discrimination

for the nation are estimated to differ by no more than 4 percent from

the observed levels of 27 percent for the rental market and 15 percent

for the sales market.)

The.reader should remember two other issues when interpreting site-
.

by-site results. First, the results presented for sites are of the mea-

sures of availability only. Discriminatory practices may vary not only by

region, but also by SMSA. Differing practices may mean that a particular

5ite may,exhibit low levels of discrimination on one index but high levels

on another. (This point is discussed more fully in the next chapterd_

Second aggregating responses on indtyidual items to construct an

index obscures information. For example, identical index results may

not reflect the seriousness of the discrimination auditors may have en-

countered; individual items used to construct an index are not weighted
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by their likely importance in obtaining housing. If two tests neveal

that the white auditor was favored on one item and the black auditor was

not favored on any item, both tests would be counted as favoring the

white. However, in one test the white may have been told an apartment

was.immediately available while the black was told nothing was available.

In the second test, the white may have been told that two apartments were

available while the black was told only one was available. Both tests

would have been counted on the availability index as favoring the white

auditor, but the differentialtreatment :in the first test may be more se-

rious than that in the second. Such,nmasking" of'information is inevita-

blp whenever aggregation occurs. Identical indices for two sites give no

indication of whether the differential treatment that occurred in boih

sites was on the same subset of items included in the index.

USES FOR ESTIMATES OF DISCRIMINATION LEVELS BY SMSA

One reason for deriving estimates of the level of discrimination in ,

each SMSA, even with limited observations in many sites, is to compare

the observed level of discrimination with other phenomena related to dis-

crimination in housing. This section investigates the relationship be-

tween measured discriminatiori in the rental housing market and meas'ured

discrimination in the sales housing market, and between measured dis-

crimination in the rental and sales housing markets and a well known

index of segregation.

.-
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COMPARISON OF DISCRIMINATION IN RENTAL AND SALES MARKETS BY SMSA

The first relationship to be investigated is that between discrimi-

nation in the rental housing market and discrimination in the sales hous-'
.0

ing market. Since many factors can influence the level of discrimination

observed and these factors can differ across.markittkwithin the same SMSA,

there are no presumptions about the'sign or strength of the relationship

to be investigated.

In chapter 2, four of the five 'aVailability items were combined to

derive an aggregate index of housing availibility for the rental housing

market; in chapter 3, four of the six,availability items were combined

to derive an ggregate index of housing availability for the sales hous-

,:

ing market. The site-by-site results in the first part of this chapter

were used to test the hypothesis that high levels of discrimination in

the sales market are associated with high levels of distrimination in

the rental market.

The Pearson correlation coefficient gives the streiNth of the rela-
.

tionship between differential treatment on housing availability in the

rental and sales housing markets The observed-correlation ooefficient

was 0.05 and indicates a positive but very weak relationMiip between

measured discrimination in the ren al and sales housing markets. .The

coefficient indicates that the coi.rklation between the two indices is

not statistically significant at the 0.10 level or lower. Thus, it does

not appear that high levels of discrimination in the sales market are

necessarily associated with.high levels of discrimination in the rental .
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market. ,The rftression analysis of audit data to be ivrformed in the

next stage of HUD's analysis will exitine the probable causes of dis-

crimination in the sales and rental markets.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEGREGATION AND-DISCRIMINATION
.

I.

.

Racial residential segregation and racia housing discrimination

continue to. be mafor features-of American soci ty; Racial residential

segregation is a measure of the physical separation of the residential

'locations of different igaces. Racial housing discrimination, on the

other handi is beffavfor that denies homeseekers who are Members of a

raclal group access to housing.opportunities, even if their socioeco-
.

nomic status would otherwise .allow theo to rent. 9r buy the housing

they seek.

.Racial residential segregation and racial housing discrimination

impose tremendous costs on racia) minorities. Price discrimination

against blacks and exclusion of blacks are powerful forces in explaining

the racial characteristics of cities. The empirical evidence is fairly

strong that blacks frequently pay more than whites for equivalent hous-

ing, whether ifge same market.Or across separate markets. fhe'evidence,

is also fairly strong ,that blacks own houses at a lower rate than whites

and that blacks consume less housing than whites, holding constant ali

characteristics other than race. Residential segregation andmhousing

discrimination impose additional costs.on blacks in terms of reduced

job opportunit4es, increased transportitiom costs,'higher consumer

_prices, and inadequate public services.
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Thus, this sectiRn inVestigates whether racial residential Segrega-
A4.%

tion is a prom for racial housing discrimination. The Taeuben index of

residential tegregatton Is available for'''Sudit sites.1 The site-by-

site results for the indices of housing availability are used' to test

the hypothesi that meaSured disCrimination in the rental or sales hous-

mt.

ing market is related to the faeuberjndex of residential segregation.

The correlations are reported below.

NDEX OF HOUSING AVAILABILITY

0 0

Rental Sales

..x= .

w° 1960 .21 .06
... -

=I- .<
rie tD", 1970 .29 .07__ -............

LU CC
CO C.D A

1960-1970* .29 .05
Lu in< 0

.

c) *Change in masured segregation between 1960 and 1970

Tope Pearson correlation coefficient indicates that there is a weak,

-positiVe correlation between measured indices of discrimination and the

" Taeuber indices of segregation. None of the Correlations are signifi-

. -

cantly different from zero at the,O.Mlevel'or better.
th.

These results are the ffrst that attempt to measure the relationship,

between housing segregation and housing discriOrination. Thks approach has

several limitations. First, the Taeuber results are for central cities of

1. See Sorenson, Taeuber, and Hollingsworth, "Indexes of Racial Residen-
tial Segregation for 109 Cities in the United States, 1940 to 1970," Socio-
logical Focus, vol, 8, no. 2 (April 1975), pp. 125-42.
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SMSAs, while the indices of housing availability for the rental.and,sales

housing marketsare for the entire SMSA. Second, 26 observations_maibe

,too small a sample size 'to conclude that the indices are weakly corre-

latdi or that segregation indic7 are not good proxies for the level of-

discriminat4py1n a housing market...04'

'Third, the comparison is between segregation indices constructed foi.

1960 and 1970 and discrimination indices constructed from 1977 data. A

more relevant comparison would be to correlate 1977 discrimination in-

dices with an index of the change in segregation from 1970 to 1980, some-

thing that will not be possible until 1980 census data become available.

The magn4ude of fair housing enforcement efforts increased significantly

in the 1970s, and segregation indices for 1970 and earlier do not,reflect

the, impact that these'efforts may have had on the degree to which 'blacks

and whites live in proximity to one another. Finally, furth4r refine-

ment-both of discrimination indices and of segregation imdices May re-

sult in a higher,correlation between the two types of indices. Future

HUD resargirlwill,address this issue im greater detail'.
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CHAPTER 5

INTERPRETING THE RESULTS: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

this.chapter provides a framework for interpreting findings p'4sented

.in the three preceding chapters. It presents general limitations of the

study (some of which have not been previously mentioned), a more detailed

rationale for selecting the measures of racial discrimination reported,

and the authors' perspective on the importance of the numbers reported

.4,

ahd.their implications'for policy. In addition, the chapter outlines Vie

directJon of future analysis of project data, emphasizing that this report

is the first in a,series of products anticipated to stem from the project.

*

GENERACLIMITATIOS

The estimates in this report may vary from the.actual levels and

'forms of discrimination :for many reasons.' rirst, the selection of audit

sites was from SMSAs with particular characteristics. The audit results

estimate discrimination only in the 117 SMSAA from which sites were

'selected. Second, the audit was designed to simulate housing search

experiences, based on reasonable assumptions about how lople search for

housing. Little is knOwn about most such experiences, however, and, to

the extent that the audit does not simulate the true search behavior.of

housing seekers, the estimated prdhabilities of encountering discrimina-

tion may vary from actual probabilities.

ceN

1. The preceding chapters included several caveats about generalizing

the reported findings. This section emphasizes a few of the more impor-

tant limitations.



Third, rdntal complexes and real estate offices were selected from

nevpaper advekisements. To the extent that actual housing seekers use

other means by which to inquire about housing opportunities, and ,to the

extent that blacks and whites may differentially use newspapers as

sources, the results may vary from discrimination measured by other means.

The use of newspaper advertisements from which to select rental and real

estate officesmay affect the inferences to be drawn from the study in

four other ways:

1. Advertisers may differ considerably from nonad ertiser in

their tendency to discriminate. If it is true as peop e
suspect, that nonadvertisers are more likely to riminate

the reported results underestimate the amount of racial
discrimination.

2. The sample from newspapers 'excluded a great many types of
rental and some sales properties--e.g., two- and three-family
houses with rental units, houses for rent, houses for sale at
$100,000 or more. The exclusion criteria were adopted to sim-
plify audit procedures. However, the exclusions may have had
considerable--if indeterminant--effect on the estimates of

discrimination.

3. To derive metropolitan-wide estimates of discrimination, no
part of a metropolitan area (within SMSA boundaries) was pre-
cluded from being audited. However, the economic circumstances
of many actual housing seekers, whites as well as blacks, con-
strain them to portions of housing markets. Just as discrimi-
nation varies by region and by site, it is likely to vary by
sUbmarket. (This question will be examined in the next phase
of HUD's analysis.) Again, the estimated discrimination levels
reported should not be interpreted as equivalent to those faced
by people who are actually searching for housing.

4. The use of newspapers, the exclusion criteria,.and the weight-
ing of some rental advertisements to reflect the likelihoOd of
greater vacancies in larger apartment complexes have several
major implications that cannot be fully explored otil the re-
gression analysis of audit data is performed. However, the'-

sales audits were of the existing housing market (i.e., resales)
almost exclusively, while the exclusion and weighting criteria



*.

for the rental audits probably bias.the sample toward larger,
newer rental buildings and complexes. It also appears that a
disproportionate number of both sales and rental tests occurred
outside the central cities of many of the SMSAs audited.

Another general limitation of the procedures used during the study

is that the entire audit process required a fairly sophisticated group

of auditors and audit supervisors. The education and.other socioeconomic

characteristics of auditor& exceeded the education and other socioeconomic

characteristics of the general population and of most black homeseekers.

Auditors had to be relatively well trained and reasonably well educated

to play the roles they Were l'equired to play and to complete the complex

audit report forts. The result is that auditors were likely to have

been--and certainly appeared--middle class. In conjunction with the

\..__Aampling procedures employed, the net result is that audit'findings are

likely to indicate discrimination in subsections of the SMSAs surveyel

and to reflect discrimination against a limited socioeconomtc spectrum

of black households. (Again, information about how the characteristics

of auditors and of the offices and areas in which audits were conducted

may affect discrimination will be explored in the regression analysis.)

GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE ANALYSIS AND REPORTED FINDINGS

The initial findings presented in the three preceding chapters

focused on the level and forms of discrimination auditors encountered.

The approach followed during this first phase of data analysis has

deliberately been conservative. Wherever the authors doubted how to

interpret individual items or the results of the data analysis, they

selected the alternative that appeared least likely to exaggerate the
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extent of the problem.1 Despite this conservative approach, large and

statistically significant differences in treatment of black and white

auditors were observed.

The basic analytic technique used for this report is simple: For

both individual items and aggregate items the treatment accorded one
r.

auditor was compaiked to the treatment accorded his teammate, and the case

was classified either as having favored one-auditor or neither auditor.

THis approach does not consider the degree of differential treatment

that may have been accorded two teammates. That is, differential treat-

%. ment was not scaled by how "serious" or "odious" it may have been to °the

auditors, with the exception that emphasizing-the housing availability

indices of discriminatory treatment relative to other indices means that

* these indices were assumed more important than other indices.

A major decision regarding treatment of ambiguous cases significant-
.

ly lowered the estimates of discriminatory treatment in the sales market.

Several alternatives can be used tr treat cases in which both auditors

were treated favorably on at least one of the individual items used to

construct the indices. One alternative is to exclude these ambigdous

cases from the cases used to construct indices and cross-tabulate them.

This approach was used for the preliminary findings released in April

1. This does not mean that attempts were made to undel-estimate levels
of discrimination deliberately. The techniques selected were chosen
because the authors believed they would provide the most useful and
accurate description of housing discrimination. The authors made con-
servative choices whenever they believed that none of the alternatives
were clearly superior on analytical grounds.
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1978. It assumes that the excluded cases are distributed among "white

favored," "blaCk favored," and "no difference" in the same proportion

as the included cases.

Another alternative is to decide Whether a case in which both

auditors were treated favorably on at least one item %TS actually more

A

.favorable to one or the other auditor. This alternative would have re-

quired,ranking individual items in an index in some order of importance,

a strategy that generally was avoided (but which will be explored in

great detail in continuing analysis of audit data).

The procedure eventually adopted, which is consistent with the con-

servative analytic strategy adopted for this report, was to treat ambig-

uous cases as cases that favored neither auditor, that is, to classify

them as instances of "no difference." The result for the sales market

(for which large numbers of cases were ambiguous) was to lower the index

estimates of discriminatory treatment below those reported in April 1978.

For example, the.sales index of housing availability indicates discrimi-

nation of 15 percent. Had ambiguous cases been excluded from the index

calculations, the level of discrimination would be 22 percent.1 The

figures for other indices are affected similarly.

1. Initial study findings released in April 1978 reported discriminatory
levels.different from the ones contained in this report for two major
reasons. First, this report treats ambiguous cases as cases where the
treatment was no different, while the April 1978 announcement was based

on indices that excluded ambiguous cases. Second, the individual items
aggregated to construct index measures and the categories of treatment
defining indices differ from those released in the early report.
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This report does not examine all of the differential treatment that

may have been accorded black auditors and white auditors. First, some

of the audit material specific to apartments and houses has not been ana-

lyzed, primarily because some coding problems were encountered on the comr

puter tape that is being analyzed. These problems have been rectified and

analysis on information specific to particular housing has begun. This

analysis will include an attempt to examine racial steering in the sales

market. A significant amount of discriminatory treatment in the sales
10

market may ,be in the form of steering, and the levels of discrimination

presented in this report may therefor)ilibe underestimatis.1

The aggregation of items to construct indices was used to iacilitate

the interpretation and presentation of study findings. Items that seemed

naturally related to one another (e.g., courtesies, service items) were

grouped together, and results were presented for several categories in

both the rental and sales markets. However, the responses to particular

items contained on.the audit report forms that are aggregated and,reported

here could be aggregatedoin different ways or not aggregated at all.

Some alternative indices of discrimination were presented earlier, but

not all means of using the data to determine the nature and extent of

discrimination have been explorrd. Some have been explored but are not

1. It is unknown whether conclusive evidence of systematic racial ---'

steering can.be easily derived from the audit data. A high percentage
of audits were apparently conducted in census tracts with predominantly
white populations, reflecting the neighborhoods requested by auditors.
Auditors' requests reflected the neighborhoOds advertised in the news-
papers from which a sample of real estate firms was selected for auditing.
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reported; other alternatives will be explored in the continuing analtis

of audit data. The aggregation,technique employed for this report was

used because it appeared intuitively reasonable and a relatively simple

way to report the treatment of auditors on a very large number of items.

Alternative techniques would almost ineVitably show different levels of

discrimination but would just as inevitably show substantfll racial

discrimination.

INTERPRETING, THE NUMERS

A recent review of the litet'ature on racial discrimination and segre-

gation in American housing markets' emphasized an important point about

the'Velationships between discrimination and segregation: The racial

segregation existing in our society cannot ble completely accounted- fai-by

factors other than discrithination-such as differences in income and wealth

by race. This project represents the -first systematic attempt to quantify

the nature and extent of cacial discrimination in-American housing markets.

By whatever criteria one uses to analyze the data collected, during this

study, it is clear that discrimination is extensive and pervades metro-

politan areas throughout the country.

One question this study cannot answer is whether the nature and

extent of racial discrimination have changed over time. However, a body

1. John Yinger, George Galster, Barton Smith, and Fred Eggers, The
Status of Research'into Racial Discrimination and Segregation iriWierican
Housin Markets: A Research A enda fix.. the De artment of Housin and
r an eve opment as ington, epartme t o ousing an r an

Development, in press).

4
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of *data has hien-gathered that'can provide a baseline for future research

on changes in racial discrimination. A related question this report can-

mit answer is whether the levels of discrimination auditors encountered

are encouraging or discouraging. Civil rights legislationparticularly

the 1866 Civil Rights Act and Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968-?-

prohibits differential treatment of black housing seekers and white hous-

ing seeloO's if that,differential treatment-is solely the result of the

hoilsing seeker's race. This stucly found considerable differential treat-

ment of auditors, bop for individual -items and for categories of items.

A large amount of differential treatment is random and can be explained

0,

by auditors' having seen different agents or because agents act differ-

ently in two situations that are identical in virtually all aspects.

Despite allowances made for nondiscriminatory differential treatment, -

however, black auditersi on average, were systematically treated less

favorably reiArding housing availability, treated less courteously, and

were asked more information than were whites. In very few instances were

blacks systematically favored.

With respect to housing availability, for example--the most impor-

tant of the discrimination indices reported--discrimination in the rental

market was 27 percent and in the sales market 15 percent. Virtually all

other indices exhibited, for the most part, smaller but still statisti-

cally si§nificant differences unfavorable to blacks. With respect to in-

dividual items, blacks were also more likely to have been systematically

discriminated against. The law prohibits differential treatment based
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solely on race, but the audit has clearly shown that racial discrimina-

tion has not been eliminated.

What can be said about the magnitude of the problem of racial dis-

crimination? tour points should be kept in mind.

1. There is a key distinction between the level of discrimination
and the effect it may have on black housing seekers. The proba- ,

bility Of encountering discrimination in a housing search in-
volving visits to more than one real estate firm or apartment
complex increases with the number of visits. If a black were
to visit four apartment complexes or four Peal estate firms, the--
probability of encountering discrimination would be 72 perceht
And 48 percent', respeCtively, for the rental and sales markets.
Thus, while the reported levels of discrimination in the rental
and sales markets examined in this study may appear to some
readers as noi being very high, th& cumulative effect on the
housing search behavior of blacks may be considerable. This
potential cumulative effect has important consequences not
only.on whether blacks can be equal participants in housing
markets but also on whether blacks can be equal particiOnts --
in labor markets, education, and other social institutions.

The results presented in this report are of a study that mea-
sured racial discrimination according to a specific project de-
sign. The reported levels of discrimination should not be mis-
interpreted as reflecting the actual housing search experiences
of all black and white housing seekers.. To the extent that the
-actual search behavior of housing seek4rs differs from the simu-
lated search experience of this project, and to.the extent that,
the characteristics of actual housing seekers differ from those
of the auditors, the true nature and extent of discrithination
American housing Markets may differ from results reported here.
The difference between what real housing seekers.may encounter
and what the auditors encountered may be substantial.

3. One should not assume that because an individual site or census
region showed a low level of discrimination on the housing
availability measures that discrimination is necessarily less
of a problem in, that site or region than in others. Discrimina-

tory practices appear to vary; the nature by.which discrimina-;
tion is practiced may vary from region to region and from site
to site. rale 49 shows that an area may rank high on one index
but low on another.



TABLE 49

SALES MAKET INOEX RESULTS

(Percent), 4

HOUSING
AVAILABILITY COURTESY SERVICE

HOUSEHOLD
INFORMATION
REQUESTED

%NATIONAL 15*** 12*** 3** 15***

Northeast 10*** 2 -3 26***

North Central 33***- 8** 2 11**

South
. 11*** 19*** 6** 11***

West 12 4 18* 19**

LARGE SMSAs 17*** 18*** 7*** 19***

SMALL SMSAs 8** -13*** :16*** 1

SAME-AGENT 24*** 2 6*
-

15***

NOTE: (1) For this table,-being requested more household informa-
i . tion is Ci dcred unfavorable treatment.

(2) Three asterisks indicate that the difference between
the number of cases'represented in columns 2 and 3 is
statistical significant at the 0.01 level, two aster-4isks that difference is statistically significant
at the 0.05 evelaone asterisk that the difference is
statistically significant at the o.ro level, and,no
asterisks that the difference is not statistically sig-
nificant at the 0.10 level or lower.
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4. The report focuses on instances of differential treatment and
on systematic patterns of differential treatment. Instances in
which both auditors of a team were treated no differently must
not be neglected, however, for two reasons. First, it should
be made apparent to blacks that in a significantly large per-'
centage of both,the rental and sales housing markets, black
housing seekers may be treated the same as white housing seek-
ers. Second, the efforts of rental and real estate agents who
treat blacks no differently from whites should not go unnoticed.

In short, the study reveals extensive discrimination, although the

level and nature of discrimination clearly.varif among regions and sites.

The absolute magnitude of the problem is less important than the fact

that unequal housing opportunities thai'are solely vur result of race

still exist. The research perspective of this report has been that the

precise numbers associated with the quantification of racial discrimina-

tion are considerably less important thah the fact that substantial dis-

crimination was observed. The goal of fair housing is to eliminate dis-

crimination, not to-reduce it. There is no such thing as a "tolerable"

level of discrimination.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The principal policy implications to be derived from the audit must

await regression analysis of the data, which facilitates determining%

which-fators, including fair housing enfor6ement, influence discrimina-

tion. However, several major observations can be drawn from the findings

presented in this report.

First, efforts to combat racial discrimination have not been com-

pletely successful, as is obvious from the extensive evidence of its

existence presented in this report. It exists in some form throughout
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all parts of the country and ts sufficiently prevalent to have rilajor

consequepces on blacks' searches for housing; The task of eliminating

racial discrimination'faced by HUD, the Department of Justice, and other

private and public fair housing agencies is far filoM comptete. One can

only conclude that the sanctions imposed on discriminatoesare insuffi-

cient, or that the probability qf detecting discriminatory behavior is

too low, or both.
"0-

Second, discriminatory treatment may be quite difficult to detect..

In both the.rental and sales markets, many black auditoTs experienced

1 treatment that appeared favorable compared to their white teammates.

Systematic differential treatment unfavorable to blacks car) be confirmed

only by.examining a large number of expeliences.. In the sales market,

it may be especially difficult for a black to percei4e having been treated

less well-than a white.partly because, although blacks and whites may be

served differently, they do receive service.

These two issues emphasize the usefulness of the audit technique.

Ope of the project's original'objectives was to'demonstrafe the useful-

ness of auditing as a research tool. The project_has clearly fulfilled

this objeCtive, but it has also confirmPd that testing is an especially

important tool in enforcing fair housing laws. The usefulness of testing

for enforcement is evidenced by the use of th

:

audit data by the Depart-

ment of Justice. As of December 1978, Justic had used the audit data

to initiate over 100.,FBI inveStigations of sus ected discriminators. It

is expected that the information supplied on iridividual firms and agents

suspected of discriminating will have sTificant enforcement benefits.

AO3
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,/

Thied although significant racial discrimination was obteeved,

blacks and Wites were treated no differently in a high percentage of the

total number of tests; Blacks and whites were often tpld the housing

they requested was immediately available. The battle to eliminate racial

discrimination is far from comPlete, but unequal access to housing mar-

kets does not mean total exclusion.

FUTURE ANALYIS OFMTA
,4

Much of the data collected during the audit hive yef to be analyzed

(e.g., the information about specific_houses auditors were invited to

;inspect). In addition, the audit informatfbn represents only one portion

of the i posing amount of data, HUD will'analyze. Other comp9nents'of tbe

data.se

Ar 1970 census tract information keyed to the location of the
rental compleX or real estate office

1970 census tract information keyed to the location of each
unit suggested to or inspected by an audltor

measures of efforts to enforce fair housing laws by the Depart-
ments of Housing and Urban Development and Justice,,and gy
state, local, and private fair housing agencies

information about the attitudes and knowledge of fair housing
laws and their enforcement from both telephone and in-person
interviews of a sample of rental and reill estate agents audited

updated census tract information for each'of the five in-depth
sites and for each site for which the R. L. Polk Company has
collected housing maeket data more recently than 1970

information about the size orthe firms and complexes audited,
including information about the probable share of market
activity for each of the sales firms audited.
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The a collected will' allOtotAt testing of a large number of

hypotheses regarding the factors that may influence racial discrimination. 6

In general, it is assumed that the treatment accorded auditors is a func-

tion of three sets of characteristics: those oi' the aUditor, those of

the area in which%the audit ocFurred, and those of the rental complex or

real estate firm audited. During the design phase of the project, numer-
,

ous hypotheses about racial, discrimination ana the factors that influence

it were identified. All of them will be tested during subsequent phases

of the analysis. The pfincipal analytic technique that.will be used to

test these hypotheses is multiple regression analysis, which allows for

testing-the effects of various factors on the treatment accorded auditors.

Special comOuter programs are beirig assembled to facilitate the regres-

sion analysis.
jfS

Future HUD reports willpaddress the following issues:

whether the enforcement activities of HUD and other public
and private fair housing agencies are effective in combating
racial discrimination

which factors, in addition to enforcement efforts, affect the
probability of .encountering differential treatment 't

whether real estate and rental agents' attitudes and knowledge
Of fair housing laws and their enforcement affect their treat-
ment of black housing seekers

the extent of racial steering in the sales market and whether
the degree of sales effort accorded auditors differed by race.

The data provide much material on racial discrimination, but the

information also lends itself to eAamination of other issues. *For

example, the data will provide information on rental and real estate

4
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market practices in general. In addition, differences in the socio-

economic characterisiics of an auditor--black or white--and the-char-

acteristics of ex4sting residents of a community to which the auditor

sought entry can be examined to explain whether the differences affeAt

accessibility to the community. The quo research team plans to explore

these and related issues in the next stages of data analysis. This

report can therefore be considered volume one of a series.

The next major HUD report wNl present the principal results of
the multiple regression anal1sis and will address the issue of
how the discrimination observe during the audit can be explained
or predicted by social, demographic, and enforcement variables
peculiar to the settings where festing was conducted. HUD is
maintaining a mailing list of all organizations and individuals
who have expressed interest in receiving this first report.
Copies of subsequent reports will be mailed to anyone who wishes
to receive them. Inquiries should be addressed to:

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Office of Policy Development and Research
Division of Product Dissemination and Transfer
451 - 7th Street, S.W., Room 8124
Washington, D.C. 20410
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EXCERPTS FROM THE 'CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1988

Public Law 00-28490th Zr

-51ti Ski
To prescribe penalties for certain ante of violence or intieddation, and for other

ourpreee.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled.

0 0 *

TITLE VIII--LFAIR HOUSING [9
POLICY

Sze. 801. It is the policy of the United States to provide, with-
in constitutional limitations, for fair housing throughout the
United States.

DEFINITIONS

Sm 802. As used in this title
(a) "Secretary" means the Secretary of Housing and Urban

Nvelopment.
(b) "Dwelling" means any building, structure, or portion

thereof which is occupied as, or designed or intended for occu-
pancy as, a residence by One or more families, and any vacant
land which is offered for sale or lease for the construction or
location thereon of any such building, structure, or portion
tlertof.

(c) "Family" includes a single individual.
(d) "Person" includes one or more individuala, corporations,

partnerships, associations, labor organizations, legal represen-
tatives, mutual companies, joint-stock companies, trusts, unini
corporated organizations, trustees, trustees in bankruptcy, re-
ceivers, and fiduciaries.

(e) "To rent" includes to lease, to sublease, to let and otbex-
wise to grant for a consideration the right to occupy premises
not owned by the occupant.

(f) "Discriminatory housing practice" means an Get that is
unlawful under section 804, 806, or 806.

(g) "State" means any of the several Sthtes, the District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or any of the terri-
tories and possessions of the United States.

EFFECTIVE DATES OF CERTAIN PROHIBITIONS

SEC. 803. (a) Subject to the provisions of subsection (b) and
section 807, the prohibitions against discrimination in the sale
or rental of housing set forth in section 804 shall apply:-

(1) Upon enactment of this title, to--
(A) dwellings owned or operated by the Federal Gov-

ernment;
(B) dwellings provided in whole or in part with the ald

of loans, advances, grants, or contributions made by the
Federal Government, under agreements entered into altar
November 20, 1962, unless payment due thereon has been
made in full prior to the date of enactment of this title;

(C) dwellings provided in whole or in part by loans in-
sured, guaranteed, or otherwise secured by the credit of the
Federal Government, under agreements entered Into after
November 0, 1962, unless payment thereon has been made
in full priol to the date otimactment of this title: Provided,

Note, Title VIII. ac amended by Section 808(b) (I). (2). and (3) of the Housing
and Community Develoment Act of 1914. Public Law 93-1183. 93rd Congress, Autritat

22. 1974.

Civil liable.
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FDIC or FSLIC
Institution.

IlkomptIona.

That nothing contained in subparagraphs (B) and (C) of
this subsection shall be applicable to dwellings solely by
virtue of the fact that they are subject to mortgages held
by an FDIC or FSLIC institution; and

(D) dwellings provided by the development or the re-
development of real property purchased, rented, or other-
wise ebtained from a State or local public agency receiving
Federal financial assistance for slum clearance or urban
renewal with ,respect to such real property under loan or
grant contracts entered into after November 20, 1962.

(2) After December 31, 1968, to all dwellings covered by
paragraph (1) and tp all other dwellings except as exempted by
subsectioft (h).

(b) Nothing in section 804 (other than subsection (c)) shall
apply to

(1) any single-family house sold or rented by an owner:
Provided, That such private individual owner does not own
more than three such single-family houses at any one time:
Provided further, That in the cape of the sale of any such
single-family houae by a private individual owner not re-
siding in such house at the time of- such sale or who was
not the most recent resident of each house prior to such sale,
the exemption granted by this subsection shall apply onV
with respect to one sush sale within any twenty-four month
period: Provided further, That 'such bona fide private indi-
vidual owner does not own any interest' in, nor is there
owned or reserved on his behalf, under any express or vol-
untnry agreement, title to any right to all or a portion of
the proceeds from the sale or rental of, more than three such
single-family houses at any one time: Provided further,
That after December 31, 1969, the sale or rental of any
such single-family house shall be excepted from the appli-
cation of this title only if such houae is sold or rented (A)
without the use in any manner of the sales or rental facilities
or the sales or rental services of any real estate broker.
agent, or salesman, or of such facilities or services of any
person in the business of selling or renting dwellings, or
of any employee or agent of any such broker, agent, tialea-
man, or person and (B) without the publication, posting or
mailing, after notice, of any advertisement or written notice
in violation of section 804(c) of this title; but nothing in
this proviso shall prohibit the use of attorneys, escrow
agents, abstractors, title companies, and other such pro-
fessional assistance as necessary to perfect or transfer the
title, or

(2) rooms or units in dwellings containing living quai-
ters occupied or intended to be occupied by no more than
four families living independently, of each other, if the

). owner actually maintains and occupies one of such living
quarters ashis residence.

(c) For the Purposes mf subsection (b.), a person shall be
deemed to be in the businesl of selling or renting dwellings if

(1) he has, within the preceding twelve months, par-
, ticipated as principal in three"or more tranaactions involv-

ing the sale or rental of any dwelling or-any interest there-
in, or

(2) he has, within the preceding twelve months, par-
ticipated as agent, other than in the sale .of his own per-
sonal residence i providing sales or rental facilities or
sales or rental services in two or more transactions involving
the sale or rental of any dwelling or any interest therein, or

(3) he is the oWner of any dwelling designed or intended
for occupancy by, or occupied by, five or more families.

DISCRIMINATION IN THE SALE OR RENTAL OF HOUSING

SEC. 804. As made applicable by section 803 and except as
exempted by sections 803(b) and 807, it shall be unlawful

(a) To refuse to sell or rent after the making of a bona fide
offer, or to refuse to negotiate for the sale or rental of, or other-
wise make unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any person because
of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

,(b) To discriminate against any persim in the terms, condi-
tions, or privileges of sale or rental of a dwelling, or in the pro-
vision of services or facilities in connection therewith, because
of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

(c) To make, print, or publish, or cause to be made, printed,



Authority and
responsibilitY.

Asaitant Secre-
tary.
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or published anir notice, statement, or Advertisement, with re-
spect to the sale or rental of a dwelling that indicates any
preference, limitation, or discrimination based on race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin, or an intention to make any
such preference, limitation, or discrimination.

(d) To represent -to any person because of race, color, reli-
gion, sex, or national origin that any dwelling is not available
for inspection, sale, or rental when such dwelling is in fact so
available.

(e) For profit, to induce or attempt to induce anY person to
sell or rent any dwelling by representations regarding the entry
or prospective.entry into the neighborhood of a person or per-
sons of a particular race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

DISCRIMINATTON IN THE FINANCING OF HOUSING

-SEC. 805. After December 31, 1968vit shall be unlawfol for
any bank, building and loan association, insurance company or
other corporation, association, firm or enterprise whose busipess
consists in whole or in part in the making of commercial real
estate loans, to deny a loan or other financial assistance to a
person applying cherefor for the purpose of purchasing, con-
structing, improv g, repairing, or maintaining a dwelling, or
to discriminat st him-in the fixing of the amount, interest
rate, duration, her terms or conditions of such loan or other
financial oasis ce, because of the race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin of such person or of any person associated with
him in connection with such loan or other financial assistance or
the purposes oif such loan or other financial assistance, or of the
presentior prftpective owners, lessees, tenants, or occupants of
the dwelling or dwellingsin relation to which such loan or other
financial assistance is to be made or given: Provided, That noth-
ing contained in this section shall impair the scope or effective-
ness of the exception contained in section 803(b).

DISCRIMINATION IN MK PROVISION OF RROKFAIACE SERVICES

SEC. 806. After December 31, 1968, it shall be unlawful to
deny any person access to or membership or participation in any
Multiple-listing service, real estate brokers' organization or other
service, organization, or facility relating to the business of
selling or renting dwellings, or to discriminate against him in
the. terms or conditions of such access, membership, or partici-
pation, on account of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

nEMFTION

SEC. 807. Nothing in this title shall prohibit a religious orga-
nization, association, or society, or any nonprofit institution or
organization operated, supervised or controlled by or in conjunc-
tion with a religious organization, association, or society, from
limiting the sale, rental or occupancy of dwellings which it owns
or vperates for other than a commercial purpose to persons of
the same religion, or from giving preference to such persons,
unless membership in such religion is restricted on account of
race, color, sex; or national origin. Nor shall anything in this
title prohibit a private club not in fact open to the public, which
as an incident to its primary parpose or purposes provides lodg-
ings which it owns or operates for other than a commercial
purpose, from limiting the rental or occupancy of such lodgings
to its members or from giving preference to its members.

ADMINISTRATION

SEC. 808. (a) The authority and responsibility for administer-
ing this Act shall be in the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development.

(b) The Department of Housing and Urban Development shall
be provided an additional Assistant Secretary. The Department
of Housing and Urban Development Act (Public Law 89-174, 79
Stat. 667) is hereby amended by

(1) striking the word "four," in section 4(a) of said Act
(79 Stat. 668; 5 U.S.C. 624b(a)) and substituting therefor
"five,"; and

(2) striking the word "six," in section 7 of said Act (79
Stat. 669; 5 U.S.C. 624 (e)) and substituting therefor
"seven."
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(c) The Secretary may delegate any of his functiens, duties,
and powers to employees of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development or to boards of such employees. including
functions, duties, and poWers with respect to investigating, con-
ciliating, hearing, determining, ordering, certifying, reporting,
or otherwise acting as to any work, business, or matter under
this title. The persons to whom such delegations are made with
respect to hearing functions, duties, and powers shall be ap-
pointed and shall serve in the Department of Housing and Urban
Development in compliance with sections 8105, 3344, 5362, and
7521 of title 5 of the United States Code. Insofar as possible,
conciliation meetings shall be held in the cities or other localities
where the discriminatory housing practices allegedly occurred.
The Secretary shall by rule prescribe such rights of appeal from
the decisions of his hearing examihers to other hearing examin-
ers or to other officers in the Department, to boards of officers
or to himself, as shall be appropriate and in accordance with law.

(d) All exeputive departments and agencies, shall administer
their programs and activities relating to housing and urban
development in a manner affirmatively td further the purposes
of this title and shall cooperate with the 'Secretary to further
such purposes. _

(e) The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development shall
(1) make studies with respect to- the fiature and extent

of discriminatory housing practices in representative com-
munities, urban, suburbs^ and rural, throughout the United
States;

(2) publish aid, disseminate reports, recommendations,
and information dikeived from such studies;

(8) cooperate with -and render technical assistance to
Federal, State, local, and other public or private agencies,
organizations, and institutions which are formulating or
carrying on programs to prevent or eliminate discriminatory
housing practices;

(4) cooperate with and render suCh technical and other
assistance to the Community Relations Service as may be
appropriate-to-further its activities in preventing or elim-
inating .discriminatory housing practices; and

(5) administer the programs and activities relating to
housing and urban develo I ent in a manner affirmativelyI

to further the policies of is title.v -

EDUCATION AND CONCILIATION

SEC. 809. Immediately after the eliactinent of this title the
Secretary shall comm'ence such educational and conciliatory ac-
tivities as in his-judgment will further the purposes of this
title. He shall call conferences of persons in the housing indus-
try and other interested parties to acquaint them with the
provisions, of this title and his suggested means of implementing
it, and shall endeavor with their advice to work out programs of
voluntary compliance and of enforcement. He may pay per diem,
travel, and transportation expenses for- persons attending sad]
conferences as provided in section 5703 of title 5 of the United
States Code. He shall consult with State and local officials and
other interested parties to learn the extent, if any, to which
housing discrimination exists in their State or locality, and
whether and how State or local enforcement,programs might be
utilized to combat such discrimination in connection with or in
place of, the Secretary's enforcement of this title. The -Secretary
shall issue reports on such conferences and consultations as he
deems appropriate.

ENFORCEMENT

S. 810. (a) Any person who claims to have been injured
by a discriminatory housing practice or who believes that he will
be irrevocably injured by a discriminatory housing practice that
is about to occur (hereafter "person aggrievects) file a
complaint with the Secretary. Complaints shall be iting and
shall contain such information and be in such form as the Sec-
retary requires. Upon receipt'of such a complaint the Secretary
shall furnish a copy of the same to the person or persons who
allegedly committed or are about to commit the alleged dis-
criminatory housing practice. Within thirty days after receiving
a complaint, or within thirty days after the expiration of any

2 5 1
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period of reference under subsection (c), the Secretary shall
irirestigate the complaint and give notice in writing to the person
aggrieved whether he intends to resolve it. If the Secretary de-
cides to resolve the complaint, he shall proceed to try to eliminate
or correct the alleged discriminatory housing practice hy infor-
marmethods of conference, conctliation, ziarersuasion. Nothing
said or done in the cdurse of such info endeavors may he
made public or used as evidence in a subsequent proceeding

PNISItY. under this title without the wnitten consent of the persons con-
cerned. Any employee of the Secretary who °shall, make public
any information in violation of this provision shall be deemed
guilty of a miodemeanor and upon conviction thereof ehall be,
fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year.

(b) A complaint under subsection .(n) shall be filed within
one hundred and eighty days after the alleged discriminatory
housing practice occurred. Complainfs shall he in writing and
shall' state the facts upon which the allegations el a discrimina-
tory housing practice are based. Complaints may te reasonably
and fairly amended at 'any. time. A respondent may ,fi1e an
answer to the complaint against him and with the leave of the-
Secretary, which shall be granted whenever it would be reason-
able and fair to do so, may amend his answer at any time. Both
complaints and answers shall be verified.

(c) Wherever a State or local fairAiousing law provides riihts
and remedies for alleged discriminatory housing practices which
are substantially equivalent to the rights and remedies pro-
vided in this title, the Secretary shall notify the appropriate
State or local ageney 'of any complaint filed under this title
which appears to constitute a violation pf such State or local
fair housing law, and the Secretary shall take no further action
with respect to such complaint if the appropriate State or local
law enforcement official' has, within thirty flays from the date the
alleged' offense has been brought to his attention, commenced
proceedings in the matter, or, having done so tarries, forward
suckepreceedings with reas Ionahle promptness. n no events shall
the SecreVary take further actIon unless he certifies that in his
judgment, uhder 'the circumstances of the particular case, the
protection of the rights of the patties. or the interests of julitice
require such action.

(d) If within thirty days after a complaint is filed with the
:(ecretary or within thirty days aft& expiration of any filrlod
f reference under subsection (c), the Seiretary has been un-

f' able to obtain voluntary compliance with this title, the person

ri
aggrieved may, within thirty days thereafter, cornmence a civil
action in any appropriate United States district tourt, against
the respondent named in the complaint, to enforce the rights
granted or protected by this title, insofar as such, rights relate

/ to the subject of the complaint: Provided, That no such civil ac-
tion may he brought in any United States district court if the
person, aggrieve& has a judicial remedy under a State or local
fait housing law which provides rights and remedies for alleged
discriminatory housing practices which are substantially equiva-
lent to the rights and remedies provided in this title. Such
actions may be brought without regard to the amount of con-
troversy in any United States district court for the district in
which the discriminatory housing practice is alleged to have
occurred or be about to ibccur or in which the respondent resides
or transacts business. If the court finds that a discriminatory
housing practice has occurred or is about to occur, the court may,
subject to the provisimis of section 812, enjoin the respondent.
from engaging in such practice or order such ailirmative action
as may be appropriate.

(e) In any proceeding brought pursuant to this section, the
burden of proof shall be on the complainant.

(f) Whenever an action filed by an individual, in either Fed-
eral or State court, pursuant to this section or section 812, shall
come to trial the Secretary shall immediately terminate all efforts
to obtain voluntary compliance.

INVESTIGATIONS; SUITEN/4, S; CRYING OF EVIDENCE

SEc. 811. (a) III conducting an investigation the Secretary
shall have access at all reasonable times to premises, records,
documents, individuals, and other evidence or possible sources
of evidenge and may examine', record, and copy such materials
and take and record the testimony or statements of such per-
sons as are reasonably necessary Mr the furtherance of the in-

. /
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vestigation: Provided, however, That the Secretary first complies
with the provisions of the Fourth Amendment relating to un-
reasonable searches and seizures. The, Secretary may issue
subpenas to compel his ameas to or the production of such ma-
terials, or to the appearance of such persons, .and may issue
interrogatories to a respondent, to the same extent and subject
to the same limitations as would apply if the subpenas or ,in=
terrogatories were issued or served in aid of a civil action in the
United States district court for the district in which the in-
vestigation is taking place. The Secretary May administer oaths.

(b) Upon written Application to the Secretary, a -respondent
shall be entitled to the hisuance of a reasonable number of
subpenas by and in the name of the Secretary to the same extent
and subiect to the same limitations as subpenas issued by the
Secretary himself. Subpenas issued at the request of a res n-dent shall show on their face the name and address of
respondent and shall state that they were Issued at his requestwitnesses. (C) Witnesses summoned by subpena of the Secretary shall beectemeftsation, entitled to the same witnesa and mileage/fees as are witnesses in
proceedings in United States district courts. Fees payable to a
witness summoned by a subpena issued at the request of a
respondent shah be paid by him.

(d) Within five days after service' of a subpena 'upon any
person, such person may petition the Secretary to revoke or
modify the subpena. The Secretary shall grant the petition if he
finds that the subpena requires appearance or attendance at an
unreasonable thne or place, that it requirea production of evi-
dence which doles not relate to any matter under investigation,
-that it does not describe with sufficient partieularity the evidence
to be produced, that compliance would be unduly onerouir or
for other good reason.

(e) In case of contumacy or refuaal to obey a subpena, the
Secretary or other person at whose request it was issued may
petition for its enforcement in the United States district court
for the district in which the pTrson to whom the aubpena was
addressed resides, wa)i served, or trapsacts business.

Failure to (f) Any person wdo willfully faifs or neglects to attend andtestify,
penaltY. testify or to ansWer any lawful inquiry or to produce records,

documents, or other evidence, if in his ,poWer to do SO, in obedi-
ence to the subpena or lawful order of the Secretary, shall be
fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year,
or both. Any person who, with intent thereby to mislead- the
Secretary, shall make or cause to be made any false entry or
statement of fact in any report, account, record, or othef docu-
ment submitted to the Secretary pursuant to his subpena or

'other order, or shall willfully neglect -or fail to make or cause to
be made full, true, and correct entries in such reports, accounts,
records, or other documents, or shall willfully mutilate, alter, or
by any other means falsify any doe .itary evidence, shall be
fined not more than $1,000 or impris ... t more than one year,
or both.

(g) T
the S&idtary participates as a party or as amicus pursuant to
thi

Attorney General shall conduct all litigation in which

ENFORCEMENT BY PRIVATE PERSONS

SEC. 812. (a) The rights granted by sections 803, 804, 803,
and 806 may be enforced by civil actions in appropriate United
States district couris without regard to the amount in con-
troversy and in appropriate State or local courts of general juris-
diction. A civil action shall be commenced within one hundred
Ad eighty days after the alleged discriminatory housing prac-
tice occurred: PHrided, however, That the court shall continue
such civil case brought pursuant to this section -or -section
810(d) from time to time before bringing it to trial if the
court believes that the conciliation- efforts of the Secretary or a
State or local agency are likely to result in satidactory settle-
ment of the discriminatory housing practice complained of in
the complaint made to the Secretary or to the local or State
agency and which practice forms the basis for the action in
court: And provided, however, That any sale, encumbrance, or
rental consummated prior to the issuance of any court order
issued under the authority of this Act, and involving a bona fide
'purchaser, encumbrancer, or tenant without actual notice of the
existence of the filing of a complaint or civil action under the
provisions of this Act shall not be affected.

(b) Upon application by the plaintiff and in such cireum-
stances as the court may deem just, a court of the United States
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in which a. civil action under this section has been brought may
appoint an attorney for the plaintiff and may authorize the
commencement of a civil action upon proper showing without
the payment of fees, costs, or security. A court, of a State or
subdivision thereof may do likewise to the extent not inconsistent
with the law or procedures of the State or subdivision.

(c) The court may grant as relief, as it-deems appropriate,
.any permanent or temporary injunction, temporary rtistraining
order, or other order, and may award to the plaintiff actual dam-
ages and not more than $1,000 punitive damages, together with
court costs and reasonable attorney fees in the case of a pre-
vailing plaihtiff: Provided, That the said plaintiff in the opinion
of the court is not financially able to assume said attorney's fees.

ENFORCEMENT BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

SEC. 813. (a) Whenever the Attorney General has reasonable
cause to believe that any person or group of persons is engaged
in a pattern or practice of resistance to the full enjdyment of
any of the rights granted by this title, or that any group of
persons has been denied any of the rights granted by this title
and such denial raises an issue of general publit importance, he
may bring a civil action in any appropriate United States district

- court by filing with it a complaint setting forth the facts and
requesting such preventive relief, including an application for a
permanent or temporary injunction, restraining-order, or other
order against the person or persons responsible for such pattern
or practice or denial of rights, as he deems necessary to insure
the full enjoyment of the rights granted by this title.

EXPEMTION OF PROcEEDINce

SEC. 814. Any court in which a proceeding is instituted under
aection 812 or 813 of Ihis title shall assign the case for hearing
at the earliest- pratticable da e and cause the case to be in every
way expedited.

EFFECT ON, STATE LAWS

SEC. 815. Nothing in this title shall he construed to invalidate
or limit any law of a Stateor political subdivision of a State, or
of any other jurisdiction in whieh this title shall be effective,
that grants, guarantees, or protects the game rights as are
granted by this title; but any law of a State, a political sub-
division, or other such jurisdiction that purports to require or
permit any action that would be adiscriminatory housing prac-
tice under.this title shall to that extent he invalid.

COOPERAtION WITH STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES ADMINISTERING
FAIR HOUSING IAWS

SEC. 816. The Secretary may cooperate with 'State and local
agencies charged with the administration; of State and local fair
housing laws and, with the consent of such agencies, utilize the
services of such agencies and their employees and, not withstand-
ing any other provision of law. may reimburse such agencies and
their employees for services rendered to assist him in carrying
out this title. In furtherance of such cooperative efforts, the
Secretary may enter into written agreemente With such State
or local agencies. All agreements and terminalions thereof shall
be published in the Fedetal Register.

INTERFERENCE, COERCION, OR .INTIMIDATION

SEC. 817. It shall be unlawful to coerce, intiinidate, threaten,
or interfere with any person in the.exerciSe or enjoyment of, or
on account of his having exercised or enjoyed, or on account of
his having aided or encouraged any other person in the exercise
or enjoyment of, any right, granted or protected by section 803.
804, 805, or 806. This Section may be enforced by appropriate
civil action.

APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 818. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such
sums as are necessary to carry out the purposes of this title.

SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS

SEC. 819. If any provisions. of this title or .the application
thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the re-
mainder of the title and the application of the provision to other
persons not similarly situated or to other circumstances shall
not be affected thereby.
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MANUAL FOR AUDITORS

An &rift is a dare to cLatermine the differe* in clualitY
content, and ty of information and service g.. ven to clients

by real estate fins and rental property managers that oould only

result fruit a difference in the clients' race. The atxlit is

conchrted under the stpervisicii of a coordinator, kind sends teens [sicl
of trained volunteers to vaellkrinhn real estate agencies [or rental

couplexes] to pose as hcme-seekers. Each team is matched according
tp inonme, family size, age, general appearance, etc.--every factor

excep.t skin color. Each umber is sent to the saWe agency at '

closely spaced intervals, presenting similar.housing desires. Each

volunteer then keeperdetai,led account.4,of his experience in the

categories being test ed. and' avoids contact 'with his audit counter--

pert until his mortis cactleted. OFICOU Racial Steering: The

Dual Markel and Multiracial Neighborhoods, National Reighbors, .

1371717. 20

4

I . INTRODUCTION AND'SACRGROUND

Thank you for helping/us, to survey flusing,w4440k.

practices'. This survey is part of a nationwide effort.to measure

the extent and nature of racial discrimination il,n housing and,

4

eSpeciay, to mease the isiin ur pact arid effectiveness of Federal,-
t. .

0

state, ana
m local fair hoUsing laWs and-enforcemeInt activities.

This manual is designed: (11 to provide 4h-overall description

of the audit project; (2) to prdvide a description of the pror

cedures you will be required to follOw in conducting the audit;

and (3) to serxe as a reference and guide for yoU throughout

the course of the project. This manual is to be read carefu,lly

in its entirety and consulted frequently to refresh your iemory

,cancerning prescribed procedures and to ansWer your questions

2641
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as thpy arise. Any ques ions about auditing procedures or forms

'cor anything else) which emain unanswered or unclear after 'con-

sulting the manual should be directed to. your Audit Supervisor.
4

Since 1968, it has been a Violation of Federal law to

discriminate in the sale or rental of housing on th'e basis of

race, color, religion, national origin, or --'since 1974 -- sex.

.Discrimination,had been prohibited in a number of states and
6

municipalities at earlier dates -- going back, in the case 'of

Colorado, to 1959. Prior to enactment of these laws, discrimina-

tion was the accepted practice lin most real estate markets, with

one section of the market reserved for whites -- another section

for blacks and Other minorities. Market operators, through

their abilitly to influence or control specific sales or rentals,

effectively determined the boundaries of those separate markets.

Although there have been changes in practices py agents

and brokers which have reduced housing discrimination, the extent

of those changes is not fully known. Knowledge of the degree to

which blacks currently.have access (or do not have access) to

,the total real e'state housing market on the same,basis as whites

is of'crucial importance in informing the citizenry and public

officials of the extent of existing compliance with the law.

Therefore, by participating in this project, you are assisting

in a major research and evaluation project, the results of which

will be used by policy makers at all levels in devising and

1 implementing more effective fair housing prOgrams.
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PROJECT DESIGN AND INSTR&CTIONS

A. Confidentiality

Remember Your pledge,of confidentiality. This is of

critical importaice. Pleise do not disclose to anyone that you

are engaged 'in auditing real estate and rental agents. (The only

.

One who wtll probably need to know about your auditing activities

is your spclude.) If Irc41 are asked by friends.or others concern-
. .

ing yodr activities, you might offer some generalized answer

'about "marketing research." But avoid using such words as

"testing," -"auditing," etc.

*Please treat the use of this manual and of all other

documents and forms related to this project as confidential.

Never take any documents or forms with you into any real.estate

or rental office. Do not leave them in an unlocked automobile.

Always complete.your forms immediately after each site visit,

but at some point well-out of sight of'the office you audited.

All materials relating to this project, ing;uding this

manual and folder, are.the property of ihe sponsoring organiza-

.tion and must be returned to your Audit Supervisor as you will

be instructed.'

Confidentiality about this project must be strictly main-

tained until-all data collection has been completed. At some

time, within six months after the audit has beeh completed, the

results will be available from your Audit Supervisor upon

request. You will then be released from your pledge of confiden-
-4

tiality and open discussion will be permitted. .

2 5'3
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B. Project Design

THIS IS A RESEARCH PROJECT. T6 ENSURE THE VALIDITY OF THE

RESULTS, ALL AUDITS IN ALL AuDri ARESA-NUHT BE CoNDUCTiD IN

STRICT ACCORDANCE WITH PROJECT DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONS.

Although this audit shares with all other audit:the Same

general objective -- to eliminate discrimination -- the primary

objective of this project is to measure the accessibility of

housing to blacks relative to whites in order to evaluate the

daffectiveness of fair housing-enforcement activities.

You may have had experience in conducting audits in the

past, most of which hilve..been conducted to collect evidence

for litigation dr for other enforcement purposes. For such

puvoses, it is appropriate to concentrate auditing those

.areas where.there is greatest reason to believe evid ce will

be found.. In contrast,'for this particular project, the

objective is.neasurement of discriminatory market b avior.

Agents and brokers to be audited have been selected as to

be representative of the entire market in this are . Therefore,

we will expect to detect the absence of discrimination by some

agents and btokers as well as the presence of discriminatidn

by others. Objective measurement can be achieved only by 'r

auditors behaving as typical home-seekers and adhering strictly

to prescribed procedures and instructions.
Vow

This project has been carefully designed end tested by a

team orpersons who are skilled as social science researchers

and highly knowledgeable about housing and real estate auditing

practikces. FAITHFUL ADHERENCE TO THE PROCEDURES AND INSTRUCTIONS
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SET FORTE me THIS MANUAL IS ESSENTIAL TO THE PROJECT'S SUCCESS.

Without such adherence, the research will lose much of its validit:

and policy relevance. For example, you should be aware of the

importance of conducting actual inspections of houses, which_'

is essential if steering is to be detected.

III. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED,TRROUGHOUT THIS PROJECT

A. AUDIT
SUPERVISOR:

B. REAL
ESTATE
AUDIT:

The Audit Supervisor is the person wbo

bears full responsibility for managing

this audit project in each audit area;

Your Audit Supervisor is responsible for

recruiting and training,auditors and for

providing all necessary direction of the

audit in your particular area.

A Real Estate Audit is a systematic,

controlled measure of the extent to which

white homeseekers and black homeseekers
V

receive equivalent service from sales and
4

rental offices. Matched teams of auditors

(one wbite and one black) visit real estate

_sales offices or apartment rental offices,

each team member requesting comparable

housing but at diiferent times. Each

auditor records his or her experiences

independently on a standardized form. The

recorded experiencei from each pair of
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C. AUDIT
TEAM;

D. AUDIT
UNIT:

Aud -6

auditors are then compared systematically
%

. to determine whether services and.informa-

timn-were supplied.equally to both indivi-

duals.

An Audit Team in this particular project is

-smAe up of one black and one white indivi-

dual. The members of each team,must be

matched as closely as possible in all

relevant characteristics -- age, sex, family

composition, income level, etc. -- other

than race. (In some instances it may be

neceSsary for auditors to assume charactiris-

tics other than their own in order to match

their teammate's characteristics0

An Audit Unit entails visits by both members

of an audit team to a parti,cular real estate

sales or rental office. Each member visits

the office individually, one after the other, '

requesting comparable housing. Responses of

the sales and rental personnel a.14 observed

and recorded on standard forts immediately

after the visit. A completed audit unit .con-

sists of the following items at a minimum:

(a) A visit to the real estate or rental
of4ce by both audit team members.

(b) Completely filled-out audit report forms.

(c) Debriefing by the Audit SupervisOr. /
1-1

4..Dk;
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E. SITE A Site Visit is one-half of ap Audit Unit,
VISIT:

i.e.eka visit by eithe4 thp faack or the

white member of an Audit Team including

theicompletion. of the appropriatt report

forms.

F. FOAZOW-UP: AC'Follow-up" is any further contact by

the real estate agent, after 4 site visit,

to supply or obtain further information,

and thi recording of this cor;tact.

G., DEBRIEFING: A Debriefing consists of the Audit

Supervisor's review of the completdd

. audit report forms and Interview with

each audit team member. Debriefing will

be scheduled within a day after audit

units are completed whenever possible.

H. SITE VISIT A Site Visit Assignment Form is prepared
ASSIGNMENT
FORM: by the Audit Supervisor for each Audit

Unit. This form provides.:

(1) The name of the real estate agency
or rental office to be audited.

,(2) The specified housing to be re-
quested, e.g., size, price and
location.

(3) The characteristics you are to 2
assume and the role you are to play.
The characteristics assigned will
be those which make you a credible
prospective renter or buyer of the
requested housing unit.

911.4eD7
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Your Site Visit Assignment Form will be.

stapled to-the appropriate audit report

lorm when you receive your aUdit assign-

mens) from the.Audit Supervisor. (If

you receive more than one assignment at

a timer. make certain that a separate Site

Visit Assignment Form is attached to eadh

audit report form.)

I. INSTRUMENTS/ InstruMents and Audit Report Forms are
AUDIT REPORT
FORMS used synonymously to refer to the forms on

which you are to record your experiences

immediately after completing a site visit.

There are four such forms:

(1) "Housing Market Practices Survey
Sales Audit Report Form No. 1"

(2) "Housing Market Practices SUrvey
Supplementary Sales Audit Report
Form No. lah.°

-

(3) "Housing Market Practices Survey --
Rental Audit Report Form No. 2."

(4) "Housing Market Practices Survey,
Supplementary Rental Audit Report
Form No. 2A."

J. CONTROL The Control'Number consists of eight
NUMBER:

digits and identifies each individual



.

K. OTHER
: NUMBERS:

in.
.080-1-101-2

Aud-,

-* audit arta Or sms4 (Standard
Metroppl tan Statistical, Area)

e -

I 4* sales aUdit ('2" would indicate
rental)

ig9

101 - serial number of first audit unit
in siles series ("201' would designate"
first audit unit in rental series)

- white auditor ("l". would indicate.
black auditor)

addition-to the control number described

above, three other sets of numbers are to be

0

found.on each page-of each audit instrument:

85
86
8?

,t

For example:

4

(1) Data processing numbers

(2)- Item (or question) numbers

(3) Response numbers

15. Did the a ues any f- the followin

could bo LeChd (CI CLE Y OR NO FOR E

Yes

g'

information about how you

Telepho e numbcr t which.you coul

Addres at which - could be redched
c.Other sp6cify)

88 15. If th agent requ ted any of th

, did e agrt rec rd any of this
(C CLE ON ):

Yes, onwhat peared to be a s
file ca d, lo book, etc.
Yes, but no on a standard printc
log book, e c

3 No, did no record even though age
4 No, agflit did not request any info

89

reached

tion (Items 9 through 15),
on or ask yoy to record it

rinted or duOlicated rorm, a

or duplicated form, file card,

requested information

tion

ght be unqualified to rent17. Did the agent tate at any time that you m

an apartment ( 1RCLE CUE):

1 Yes 1
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rv. PREPARING TO CONDUCT THE AUDIT

A. Training

All persons who have agreed to participate as auditors

die required to complete the training course. This consists of

four parts:

. (1) Carefully reading this manual, inciluding appendices

(2) Attending group training sessions

(3) Performing twm practice au

(4) Participating in rev.iew and deb efing seSsion

No person.will be assigned to condUct ny audits unless
#

(a)he has completed the full.training course. You Will be paid

a stated sum for taking the full course, prohdi*you klso

.conduct a specified minimum number of audit units. (See "'How

'Auditors W134 be Paid," page Aud-37.)

Group Sessions -- The precise schedule,for the group training

sessions may van) from one audit area to another. Each Audit

Supervisor will adapt the schedule to meet loCal conditions;

howeverf,/ it is likely that there will.be three sessions of-about

three hours each, e.g., Friday' (6:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m.);

Saturday (900 a,m. - 12:00 noon); and Saturday (1:00,p.m.

4:00 p.m.). The program schedule lryull detail will, be presented

to each auditor-trainee prior to.ihe beginning of the group

training session.

Practice Audits -- Each audit team will be aAsigned two

audits, one salei and one rental, to be conducted exactly as'

though they were real audits. Procedures must be followed-,. .

inspections made, and forms filledlaut, followed,by.the freview

.

and debriefing described below.
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The only difference betwqpn practice and real audits is
.

that practice audits will not go into the data bank. Practice

audits are intmmled to serve three purposes:

011 to help you as;Imse your role and to feel more
comfortable and secure in playing that role,

-- to hely you develop familiarity and experience with
the procedures and iostruments,

to help the Audit Supervisor evaluate *he capability
of your audit team.

Review and,Debriefini", You are required to re iew your

completed practice audit'report forms With the Audit Supervisor

and-to participate with a group of other auditors in debriefing,

shaqw of exPeriences, and mutual seV-criticism. assign-
,

ments of regular audits will be made to your team unt 1. you and

.1111rM

your teammate have completed this Review and Debriefing process.

B. Survey Standards

In order to ensure reliability of the overall audit'

results, it'is esseal that the same standards be used

throughout the country. The following points are crucial:

(1) Confidentiality: All information about the' Audit --

,
the fact that.it is to take place, ttle times, the

participants, the locations -- must be kept

confidential until tthe entire national projeclhas

been completed and the results made public.

(2) Comparability: Both members of each audit team

must request the sane size (and, for sales audits,

neigthorhood) of housing, and.must present

similar awracteristics appropriate for a renter or

buyer of that housing.

271
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(3) Credibility as homeseakers: You Must dress and aCt

the part of a bona fide homeseeker. For example,

*ten shopping for high-priced suburban homes, you

phould dress in accord with local standards for

persons of that economic status and you ought tb

knoW some of the basics of housing finance. You

should know enough about houses to ask credible

questions. However, uncertainty about exactly what

housing unit you want or at what.precise location

is not inconsistent with being credibie. That is,

homeseekers cannot know, exactly what their want until

they find .out what is available from the agent or

.broker. Certain audit teams may have greater

credibility for particular assignments than vkill

other teams and, therefore, they may be assigned

more audit units than willtpthers. (Auditors are

actors. Actors must.dress and act,the part they

are to play. If a Supervisor comments on dress,

the comments are not direcied at the person in.her'

or his normal role in life, but to the role beirlq__

plAyed.)

(4) Acceptance and cdmfortability in role: Not everyone

can be a credible actor in an assumed role. This is

no reflection upon the person. However, a poor

actor makes a poor auditor And will do the project-

:mire harm than good. It you are uncomfortable

,your'role, Spbak.to your Audit Supervisor. You
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are unda's no olaligition to- continue doing some-

thing that you do not like toido.

(5) Persittnnow Auditors should behave as though

they are gemminay active, bona fide homeseekers:

You should,first naka tha specified housing

request and respond appropriately to inquiries
. 7

froWthe real estate or rental agents. Then, if

the agents dO.Oot volunteer information that a

homeseekerimalliormally want to have, you

should ask the appropriate questions.- In conduct-

ing a salii 'audit, you dhoul4 particularly ask:

What pxactly, is the asking price? What is the

'exaCt addrgss of the house? What is the required

downpayment? Whit type of financing would be
:

available? In. conductinga rental audit, you

shoui4 particularly elk: What is the exact rent?

What 0 the exact ipartment number? What security

.deposit is required? flelk!t are the lease arrangements?
,

These are questions that any honeseeker might

be expected to ask, and you should get as much

specific information along these lines as possible

through polite, but persistent, questioning, if

smch information is not volunteerei hy the agent.

(6) Dion-dir

:

ctiveness with respect to discrimination:

Yousho ld avoid asking questions that would

suggest an audit is under way. There should be

no questions aboUt race ore-Facial policy. In some
73
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instanges, agents say dverce:Irks that appear to

be subtle appeals to prejudice.'Iou are not to

follow up ou suc commental however, it Ls *kr-

tant t4at4remarks be recorded on the audit

forms.

(7) Accuracy in Reporting: The audit report forms

must be'complgted fully and accurately immediately
9

after leaving the rea.lvestate or rental office.

;Complete and accurate notations of'addresses of

both offices and houses inspeCted are =a, mu

important. iou are urged to check and double check.

Co.leted audit f rms .st be* eviewed with ehe

Audit rv.j. or

ahd before anether agSignment is undertaken.

C. Team and Individlal.Preparation

.(1). Team Proaration: .For each Audit Unit both you

.and your teammate will receive a Site Visit

- Assignment Form which will have been.prepared by

the Rudit Supervisor. This form will supply you

0 with the following information:

a) Name, address, and telephone number f real

estate orcker or rental agency to be audited.

b) Instrucions concerning the type of house or,

apartment to ze requested.

Instructions concerning the characteristics

you are to asiume and the role you are to play
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a (egp your sex, age, marital status, number

and ages ofchildren, 1ousehOi4 income,

occupation, and earningsof both you'and your

spouse, and your availAbl downpayment).

NQTE: Your Site Visit issignment ?orbs SflUId be completely

filled out when you receive them. If not, or if you have

questions about your assigned characteristics, bring them to

the attention of i;our Augt Supervisor iMMediately. Return

each Site Visit Assigmment Form with the completed Audit Report

Form

..

o
l

Individual greparation: The purpose of the aidit

is to measure tfie response
?

rental agent to'llmfAmiliar
.16

therefore, it is essential

of a'real estate or

customers or prospects.

that Amditors not visit

sales or rental offices where they night be

recognizeek Preferably, you shouV not visit

offices located in your home neighborbood.
0

a) If you are not from the neighpczhood in whiqV

T
the site visit is .to be made, ycur real name,

adaress, and telephone number will normally

be used. Besides, if you.live in another

neighborhood-, you are more likely to be

uninformed about the neighborhtd in which

the site visit is belini made, an4 ycu can

logically ask pertinent ifuestions.

27,)
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b) If you live-in the neighborhood to be

audited, it may be necessary to assume a

different identity for audit purposes. There

are several'ways of doing this which may be

Covered in the training session. (Since the

us* of fictitious identities often leads tO

confusion. and may generate suspicion,

fictitious identities will be avoided as

much as possible.)

V. CONDUCTING THE AUISIT

A. Arranging Visits -- Sales.and Rentals

(1) Sinte you are one-half of a twq-person team, be

sure to identify your teammate and become

acquainted with him or her: On thd inside cover

of this manual there is since for recording your

teammate's name, address.and telephone number.,

. (2) You and your teammate will receive exactly the

(3)

4

same set of in tructions on your Site Visit '4%

Assignment Fo1ms. The two of you should mutually

confer in per on or by telephone in.planning and

cootdinat* ach dayqk.assignments and actiirities.

Your Audit Supervisor will issue instructions

concerning whether or not appointments are to be

made with the assigned teal estate and rental

agents.



(4) a_it.LizsdatiLre4 that .both members Of an audit

team make the same type Of approach. That is, if

an appointment is made for the white auditor, one

should be made for the black atiditor as well.

It is also imperative that auditors follow

practices whickare conventional 'pr a giveln area.

For example, if the usual local practice is to

. make appoint:mutts, your Audit Supervisor will

instruct you oti the exact procedure to be followed.

(5) Care must be taken to avoid forewarning the

audited' Nut a blackihomeseeker is on the way.

ror example, some ieople have ,accents that "sound

black.' Hence, it is essential that any telephone

inquiries be conducted by persons whose accents

would not suggest that they are blaok. Each Audit

Mai should work out an arrangement in consulta-

tion with the Audit Supervisor.

(6) If appointments are not ',the usual local practice,

it may still be advantageous to teleglione to

jascertain the hours when the office will be open.

(When such calls are necessary, an arrangement

for making them will be determined in consultation

with your' Audit Supervisor.)

(7) You and your.teammate should consult with eaqh

other before, during, and after making the

i required telephone inquiries and/or appointments

in order to Coordinate your 'auditing schedules.
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e

For vestal audits the black must go first. The

white mast f011ow within one hour.

For Ades audits the white *lust go 'first. The

blackamst follow no later than the very next.

day (malmum.'time intervallf thirty-two hours).

(8) TheIndit Supetwisor must be advised on a daiy

'basis aducerning the audits underway. As soon

as youand your teammate'agree upon a day''s

schedUle, one of yeV should telephone the Audit
4

StImrvisor and'giVe a report.

(9) No Vacancies:, If, while making telephone

impariss, you distover that no vacancies are

Available from the aisigned rental office,

immediately telephone the Audit Supervisot lor

instructions.

(10) Emergencies: In the event you cannot complete

an assignment due to in emergency (e.g., a sudden

illness), contact your'teammate and Audit

Swervisor immediately.

(11) You will be expected to report in person to your

Audit Supervisor for a deeriefing within a day

after completing an Audit Site Visit. If you are

to do a geod job of auditing, you should do no more

plan
two or three per day. Tour Supe;visor will

limit tWe number' of assignments between debriefings

'accordimgly.
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B. Sales Audits

(1) Before Site Visit: Study yourAudit Report Forms
6r31

No. 14and No. LA and your Site Visit Assignment

Form thoroughly. DO NOT TAXE FORMS OR FOLDER

INTO BROKER'S OFFICE OR ON HOUSE INSPECTION.

Leave them in your locked car. Review the list

.of "Reminders."

(2) Getting into the role: To be successfulf you:

must be:

a) -BEL2EVABLE -- Being comfortable with your
,

assigned background is necessary.

b) INTERESTED AND ATTENTIVt --- "Psych" yourself

into a house-hunting mood.

c) PATIENT -- It\is essential that you be willing

to spend the necessary time, . To inspect

houses, it sometimei may be necessary to return

for a second visit.

d) RELAXED -- If you are believatkiles interested,

and patient., /au will also be relexed.

e) KNOWLEDGEABLE -- Be familiar with a few of ,

the basics.about buying houses'. (See

(1) "A Typical Real EstNt.e Transaction" and

(2) "Hame Buyer's Vocabulary" includea wi'th

your audit,manualJ
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(3) Parking: Keep in mind that you should never

work on audit tom while under possible obser-

vatio6 frmm the real:estate Office under audit.

If you want to refresh your memory about

questions on the forms before going into the

office do so while parked some distance away.

Complete your forms almost immediately after

leaving the office: however, be su o drive

a location several blocks sway.

(4) Office Introduction: When entering a real, estate

office, the first tontact is frequently made

with a receptionist. After you tall him or-her

that you are interested in, say, a three-bedroom

house in the designated price range, (s)he

typically will call a salesperson who will take

you to his or.ber desk. It Aressentill that

you and your teammate ask for the same size,

price range, and neighborhood. It is equally

essential thit you and your teammate adhere to

your assigned cover story. If you are asked how

you happened to come to the office, say that'you

had heard about the:agency from an'acquaintance

or saw their sign in the window or noticed their
-

listing in the yeliow, paies (make sure they 12.1

Listed). Use a plausible eiplanation, -b"ut make,

sure that! you 1
refer tp a àurrent

Advertisement. 9
'4
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(5)- The Interview: Themain, idea of an audit is
., .

to d'tersine.how a pkAicull,ar real estate firm
,

and its sales personnel are,serving black home-
.

seekers and white homeseekers. You .should

request sire, price, and neighborhood as

specified on your Site Visit Assignment Form.

If the requested housing is not available, ask

the sales agent to suggest sone alternative

houses. Remember thai the agent's role is to

offer and sell houses. Leave the burden of
MIL

selection to the agent.

The.salesperson may offer you a book (or

similar directory) containing-listings of houses

ayailable for sale. These are usuilly listed
according to price and neighborhood. It is

preIerable that the salesperson leaf through the

listings and make recommendations to you. If the

salesperson asks you to make soMe selections from

the listings, politely decline and askrthe sales-
.% t

person to make recommendations to you. See

"Vignettes" for some reasons for decl in .)

Remembezr'everything that transpires, bvery bit

bf information you obtain is important and should

be r.:Lrdd.: However, the -twv mOst important

. information needed in these audits
r

It

the precise addresses and_prices of .Vuses

V.

us cos s itt

281
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(6) Visiting Homes: If the salespersOn offers to

show you houses, by all means go. If at all

possible, you should inspect several of the

houses (at least two).

a) Be as natural as you can, and act the way

any real homeseeker would be expected to act.

Don't volUnteer any information about yourself.

Respond to questions with answers consistent

with your Site Visit Assignment Form.

b) Check the closets and storageareas; look.at

the kitchen, bath facilities yard, and

basement; ask about the heating, wiring, and

plumbing, etc.

c) If'the agent has not already volunteered the

information, ask Abovt the

down payment, the imerest

of financing.

asking price, the

rate, and the type

A

d) If the agent hae not already volunteered' the

informatiOn ask about the neighborhood,

shopping areas, transportation, schools, etc.

It is perfectly acceptable to take notes

about any iflioTtion you receive. Any home-

seeker migtt do this.

f) Tile sales audit has been budgeted on the

aisumption that an average of three houses

will be inspected in each audit unit, i.e.,

that each 'te 9fditOrS will inspect an
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of three houses between them when

udit a particular real estate Agency.

The averallvality of the real eitate audit

is very dependent upon the number of ii.Ohles

inspected. This is because dfscriminAtory',

showimg of honies by Location is often too

subtle to detect without actually inspecting

houses.

*
(7) Disccntinuing the Audit: /You may find it

difficult to end the audit, especially if the

salesperson is eager to sell you a hoilse.' There-

fore, here are soft plausible reasons for,discon-

tinuing the audit:, (1) "Sorry, I must get home

in time form, children' or (2) "I think I've

seen enough houses to give me an idea of what's

amailablei.or (3) "Before I go further I should

discuss what I have seen so far with my (spoUse)."

Witen 'you are,ready to leave 'the agenti ask for

business card if you have not been offered one.

(8) Recording Racial Comments: Agents may offer

gratuitous comments which appear to be appears

to.racial prejudice; e.g., to a white-auditor

he may say, *Toil woret have to worry about

neighbors who don't fit in; we're 'careful about

whom We:show houses to." Or, to a blac1C auditor

he may say, 'You'll like it here; there are several

othei gpople Like you living in the neighborhobd."

93
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In most instances the comments.can be ignored.

In,some instances, however, comments may be so

pointed that a response is required.- °I see what
you,mean. or Is that so" should suffice: The

important thing is to record accuiately -these

apparent racial coupeits on udit' Report Form No. 1.
(94 P011ow-up: If, you are a convin g hosteseeker,

the salesperson may follow up with a phone call
\

to ,suggest other available housee or to ask
whether you have coine'ib any conclusions. It is

'essential that yot handle such follow-up calls

with considerable skill. If ziot., thj iales'person
may,stspect that an audit is underway. A.few

p/ausible responses are:
, \\"

-. "Thank You very much for.Callihg. ^My (spouse) )

,and I found another houte that we Iike$'

.-- 'After looking at houses?, we were,surprised
r

'at'how, little we can get'for what we are

r- willing to spend; so we-stopped looking."

.

,4111,

4_

*ye_ just changed our

in some:cases the telephdne may be answered

by,someone-qther than youseff. -The salesperson

may ask? for ,example? "Have you and your (spouse)

discussed the houses we looked at the other day?'

Itis eisential that your sPouse have some know-
,

ledge and be prepared tg/give a credible ansWer

to discontinue the audit# You will receive a
. .
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folloW-up torn: for each assignment which You will

be asked to cdMplete and return to your Audit

Supervisor seven days after the site visit. If

you receive azall from the'broker you audited,

record this infornaVion. .No audit report is cOmplete

until the iollov.44 form has been turned in._

(f the follow-up call comes in after seven days,

you need not report_it.)
a

9.
Rental Audits'

(1) Before Site Visit: Study yourlAudit tepo4fForms.

No. 2 and No. 2A andjour Site Visit Assigunent

Form thoroughly. DO NOT TAKE FORMS OR FO4DER
P

I RENTAL OFFICE OR ON APARTMENT INtPECTION.

Leave them in your locked car: '-iteq44r 'the list

of "Reminders."
fle

(2) Getting into YoUr Role: To be successful, you

'
S.

must be:

a.) BELIEVABLE -- BeinTcomfortable with your".

Wssigned beckground is necessary.

b INTERTSTEIS AND ATTENTIVE -- *Psych" yourself

into an apa.rtment -hunting-mood.

c) PATren --- It is essential that you be will-
.

4 ing to spend the neceiSary time,

d) RELAXED -- IT you are believable, interested,

and patient, you Will also be relaxed.

295
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.
e) KNOKUMMICABLE Be'familiar with a few of

the' basics about renting aPartments.

(3),. Parking: Keep in mind that you should never work
,

on 'audit gorms while under poisible observation

frail the renta.l office under audit. If you 'want

t9 refresh your Memory about questions-on the
,

forms.before going into the office, do so while
,Y

'parked some distance away; Complete'your forms

alMost immediately after leaving.the office.t-i

however,-be sura totrivit to a location:several'
e ;

S.

blOcks

Op. Rental Offices; There axe
4
likely io be three

different types of rental. offices:

a)-. Large apartment-complexes With management/
k-1"t

. a

d

41111110%.

rental 4Tffice cm the premi.ses -- the type

you will commonly v sit.

b)* .A central office of i managedent firm with.
;

apartments under managelent id several parts
,

,

7

of the audit area: Although there may be a
5, 4 .

dentral rental. office, it is more likely that
,

rep*_tnt,managers or agents at the respective

sites-handle the rental of apax.tments.

c) .An owner-occupied house with oho or two

apartments, duplexes, and houses, for renf.

/ .

a

Si

,
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V2

() Office Introduction and Interview. -- Large. '

Apartment Complexes: 15.en entering a rental
.4

,

office, the first C'entact is usually with a

rental agent. You should tequest the size of.the

kilartment as designated on your Site Visit Assign-

ment Form. If you requeit an efficiency apart-.

ment and are told that no efficienCes are

available, you should request a one-bedroom

apartment. If you 'request a one-bedrodm apart:ain't

and are told that no one-bedrooms are available,

you should request a two-bedroom apartment., if_

you request a iwo-bedroom apartMent arid ate told

that no two bedrooms are-available, you should'
.

request a one-bedroom apartment.. Ifsydo request

a three-bedroom apartment and are tad that no

three-bedrooms are available, you should request

a two-bedroom apartsent.

If your second request is not available, atk

what is available. ,Avoid Volunteering informa-
.

A

tion,about yourself, but antwer the agent's

questions ttbout yourself an the basis of iour

assigned characteriitics. Also fill odt any

required application form and guest cards with

information,as to name, address,, phone number,

etc. ,, according:to the information provided you

on your Site Visit Assignment Form.

25"7
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a) libathe; cir not yo are told an apaz-tAient is
availab4, take careful 'note of the followingr

items:

The preaise address of the building (s)...

-- The age race,and sex of the agent:

The total number'of apartments.

Ifkyou are told that no apartments are

available, ask the following. questions:

/s,there a Waitisig list?
a

aov long will I have to wait?

77 May I'see a model apartMent?

After asking these questions, t.han,k the agent

anCleave.

c) If you
#

are told that olle or more apartments
4.

are available, take careful note of-the

following'itess:

The apartment number of each unit.

The monthly,rent of/sr:eh unit.

--.The,security.deposit

-- The terms Of the le'ase

-- What utilities and services are iicluded

in the rent

If ybu are told that one or more apartments are
A

available, ask to see them. If this is not

possible, alsk.to see any other,unit, e' Of

. model apartMent.
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dr

.4. (6) Visiting Apartments:

a) Be as natural as you can,' and adt the way

any real apartment bunter would-be expected

to act. Mon.'t volunteer any information

about youxself. Respond to questions with

answers consistent with your Site Visit

Assignment Form.

b) Se sure.to recoia the apartment number of

the apartments you visited.-
. r

c) Check the kitchen, bath, closets, etc.i

d) '.If the agent has not volunteered the informa-

tion, ask about the monthly ien't of the unit,,

the security deposit, and the terms of the

lease.

.e) In addition, record vihat the agent satd about-
.

applicatiamprocidure, application,fee, credit

cneck, and length of-time to complete the

credit check.

, (7) Discontinuing the Audit: When you are ready to

leaver, ask for a business card if you have not

been offered one. If the agent doesn't have a

card, ask for her or his name. You should not

find it difficult:to end a rental audit; simply

say you are going bo look at,apartments elsewhere.

Don't leive the impression that,vou are '

interested in the apartments offered.

2 SC)
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Recording Racial-Comments: Agents nay offer

'gratuitous c9mments which appear to be'appeals to

racial prejudice; e.g., to a white auditor he

may say, *You wank have to worry about neighbors

who don't fitizi; we're careful about..,,whom we

show apartments to.* Or, to a.black auditor he

may say, 'You'll like it-here; there are seviiai

other people like ybi living in the neighborhood."

'In *lost iast ces the comments,can be,':ignored.

In somt ances, however, comments may be so

pothe that a response is required. "I see what

yod/mean" or *Is that so° should suffice. The

y/important thing is to reCord accurately these

apparent racial connents on Audit Report Form'No. 2.

(9) 'Follow-Alp: After tJle audit lias been completede

you'may still receive calls from agents or managers.

A plauiible response ig to say that you are no

longer lookini/ItIr an apartmentr

(16) Office Introduction'and Interview -- A central

office 1 a management firm with apartments under

management in several parts,of.the audit area:

In making the initial telephone inquiry, it is

.egstkitial to determine whether the available

Units and the rental office are at the s'ane
r .

:7,address.

) If the agent's office is at the rental sitt,

proceed as instructid above (Sections 5-9),
o
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making use' of sound judgment as io what, is

applicable and appropriate for the given

situation.
b) If there is a central rental office you may

be told to speak to the 'super," janitor, or

resident manager atre rental site. Sin4

you are to,audit the individual who bears.

responsibility for the rental of apartments,

this may involve filling out an appplication

form at the site or going to the central,

management offide for that purpose. If sop,
%

you should follow through as though you were

genuinely interested in obtaining an apartment.

In any eventr.proceed as instructed above

(Sectons 5-9), making Whatever changes are

inecessary.

(VI-Office Introduction and.Interview -- an owner-

bccupied house with one or two apirtments, duplexes,

and houses for'rent: In general, these properties

have been exclude4from the sample. Irlsome cases,

however, it.was impossible to identi y them

advance and, therefore, these types of properties
e'

May be included among your assignientst If re-
_

.4uested to audit these units, adhere as closely as
0.

\ possible to the procedures ,identified in Sections 5

through 9,above.



Vf. COMPLETING THE AUDIT REPORT-FORMS

When you first see the Audit Report Forms, they may seem

long, complex, and formidable. Atter you h4ve practiqed

filling t.hem out a few times, however, you will not,find them

difficult, if -you -follow instructions.

Only by recording your experiences and observations fully

and accurately will they be.useful to the study. Unfortunately,

.computers,have no idtelligance of their Own and possess no

judgment or common sense. Errors fed into the computer cannot
6

be corrected by the computer. Nore'can the computer fill in

omitted data. ,Study the forms carefully; familiarize yourself

with them thoroughly;rcomplete every item.

THIS ENTIRE, EFFORT uaLL HAVE BEEN WASTED IF AUDITORS

BECOME CARet,ESS IN FILLING. OUT THEIR AUDIT REPORT FORMS.* THE

LIPORTANCE OS HAVING EVERY ITEM ON EVERY FORM COMPLETELY AND

ACCtRATELY rum IN CNNOT.BE OVERSTATED. AN LMPROPERLY OR

INADEQUATELY OMPLETED FORM /i NOT ONLY WASTED; IT JEOPARDIZES

THE INTEGRITY F TEE ENTIRE num

A. Circlin ses

(1) Whe comp).eting the Audit Report Form, make sure

,

only \circle the response numbers, not the coding

or itep numbers. (Note the distinctions 'on page

Aud -9.)

(2) Where you are instructed.* "Circle one," be Sure

iou circle only one;-the miost appropriate,

,response number. If you make a.mistake, cross it

otit and circle the crrect response.
Q,:)

you
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(3) Where !you are instructed to* circle more than one

sub-item, circle each response separately, e.g..
6

Correct Incorrect

es

(4) Choole that response-which moit'closely describes

)i

your experience. Avoid circling the othe " re-

ir

..-

sponse if the answer can possibly be fitted into one

of the categories, If you find it necessary to circle

"other," in the space provisied, specify what you mean.

Remember, the computer cannot make a judgment about

what "other" means.

(5), 7do not make any entries in boxes marked 'For Office

Use Only:"-
4

(6).. Narrative reporting of your experiences and observations

is pfovided for at the end of Dorms 1 and 2. You dre

encouraged to write out in your own. words anything

you observe or experience which you are.otherwise

unable to record completely on your Audit Report
4

Forms. keep in mind, however, :that narrative reports

will be of no valUe unless the Coded sectioas.of

.the Audit Report FOrms are completely and accurately'

/

filled out: 'NARRATIVE REPORTS pp A SUPPLMENT

Td -.- NOT A SUBSTITUTE FbR YOUR CODED RESPONSES.

293
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(7) If you are pre.sented with iteme Of descriptive

literature, etc., write the full control number

on each item and make sure they are filed with

the audit report forms.

B. Names, Addresses and.ZIP Codes

Namesiof,management firms, broker's firms, and

individual agents are very important for comparing the

experiences of you and your teammate. Addresses are even more

impor,tanf. ,Since almost every city has some street names which

are similar,, it 0 crucial that all adaresses be complete,

accurate, and legible- (e.g., it would be easy to confuse Devlin

Street, Devlin Lane, and Devlin court).

ZIP Codes will be very helpful for double-checking census

tract data-

C. Control rlumber

The cOntrol number has,been explained on page Aud-8.

Please be sure that thls number is correctDy entered into the

appropriate space in the upper right Corner of every-page before

beginning your audit. This is essential Dor data processing of

the completed Adgit Report Forms.

D. Census Tract Number

Your Audit Supervisor will post census tract and ZIP

Code maps on a wall in his-or her office, making them readily

accessible to you when you turn in your cOmpleted forms. You

are required to identify the census tracts of all addresses

covered '..py an audit -- both of the office visited and of housing

units offered or inspected -- thrtntmh use of the following

S.
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procedures:

(1), Notations on Censustract Mapssyrite the last five

digits of each audit control number on-the census

tract map(s) in the Amdit Supervisor's office. Locate

.

every address recorded on the Audit Report Formin

the appropriate census tract; however, you should*

enter your control number in a particular census

tracr only once, even though more than one address for

that tract isorecorded on your Auidit Report Forms'.

(2) Notations an Audit Report.Formsi. Atter identifying

the location of all addresses recorded on your Audit,

Report Forms an the census tract map(s), enter the

census tract numbers into the approEriate spaces on
4

the Audit Report Forms.
A

BE ACCURATE! 0

(3) Census Tract Designations: The census tract item

consists of four spaces before the decimal points and.

two spaces after the decimal point., Be-sure_that you

record.census tract(s) accurately'from census tz:act

map(s), including the proper placement'of the

decimal point. .Far.example, 63 should be-recorded

icas 0,0 6 3.0 0; 12.07 should be recorded as 0 0 1 2.0 7;

8.00 should be recorded as 6 o n 84 b.

VII. THE VOCABULARY OF REAL ESTATE

You'will appear more credible as a bona fide homeseeker

29 5
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if you have some undelstanding.of how real estate transactions

are conducted. This will be eipecially important for sales

housing. While soma *auditors may be familiar with basic tir-
.

minology, others may sot be. Imcluded with this manual are7
two booklets -- "Home Buyer's Vocabulary," and 'X Typical Real

Es61te Tra6Saction.0 .Studyipthes, and become familiar with the

terms and procedures described therein.

VIII. PLAYING YgUR RQUE,("VIGNETTES"

The mosi diffict4t part of auditing will be that qf

plaYing the role of a bona fide homese4ker. Rote-playing is

best learned by observation and practice and will constiiute a

major.part of your training. In previous audits role-playing

has proved invaluable in equipping auditors to deal wiV1 the

unegpected, e.g., what to do if you run into an acquaintance

who recognizes you while you are performing an audit.
4

'"Vignettesi" which accompany,this man4el, feature some

typical experiences auditors have had in the past. They may

Provide you with some guidance of how to deal: with similar
4

situations which you may encounter.

t

AUDITOR'S LOG SHEET

You will be.proiided with a set of "log sheets." These'

sheets will proVide a record of yourperformance and, along

with the Audit Supervisoes,Control Chart, will serve as the
4.

basis for computing the amount you are paid for rour work.

Enter the cOntrol number for each.audit assignment along with

-tae assignment date-in the appropriate columni. Enter the

2
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A.

number of houie inppecti.cins for sales audits onlE, not 'fori
-

apartment inspections. Be sure to have your log sheet with
( 4 1

you when you are debriet;pd by your Audit SUpervisor.

Your Audit Supervisor will initial the appropriaie

column to signOy that an audit assignment has been satisfactor-.

'ily completed: When turning in your.follow-Up forms, make sure
.

it is notsd by the Audit Supervisor (or assistant) on both your

log sheet and on the Audit Supervisor's ContrOl Chart.
S.

*. 4 .

X. .ir HOW AUDITORS WILL6BE PAID
.

\
ir 4,

You will be paid $50.00 for completing all aspects of

the training program, including timpractice audits and .

participating in the subsequent individual and group debriefings,..

Such payment will not.be made, 'however,' unless you also

complete whatever mihimum number of Audit Units )inve bein

specified by your Supervisor. You will be paid on a unit basis

for,each completed audit assignment.

* * * * * * * * *

"MP

04

diNSULT THIS'MANUAL FREQUENTLY ** 4EMEMBER ** 1T IS TO

BE If= AS A REFERENCE THROUGHOUT THIS PROJECT. THIS

MANUAL, ALONG WITH ALL OMER iUDIT MATERIALS YOU ARE

.PROVIDED, ARE Tip BE RETURNED AT THE END OF THIS PROJECT.

READ ALL THE MATERIAL INCLUDED WITH THIS MANUAL.

.1

29



VIGNEtTES

What Do I Do If

S.

The follOwing "vignettes* are all based upon experiences

that have occurred wile atdits were in process-or upon
/

questions that liVe arisen duriig,train.ng sessions.. How

to reSpond,to such dilemmas wheWthey arise must, to a

large extent, be'left to the ingenuity of the auditor. T4e

answers and suggestions supplied here are intended to be

helpful as aides to playing a role. They are not firm

instructions.. Each atditor must develop his.or her mon

style for meeting situations of this nature.

11.
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1- (4) You're recognized by a friend in the real estate

office?

(A) A SI L'Elsie I didn't know you were looking
. r

or a house!"

sa s "Why. Jane, I didn't know you.were either.

think I was-myself until just a day Or two

ago. But then (Whatever is mosteappropriate to

personal circumstances.)

4** Harry got a raise and we decided we

migirt as well look for something, nioero*-

... We decided that Joey beally needed a better

school."'
i

We got tired of being.so cramped."

We g9t.'tired of having to hassle that

landlord for-everything.

(The auditor should be equipped with a.couple o

apprOprite answers in advance.) He/sh4eshould end

by saying: "Isn't it funny hOw we seem to make.some

of the most im'poTtant decisions in life on the sp

of the poOent!"

If'the friend shoule be a tenant'in the audited complex,

the'first part should be Idmitted. 4("I didn't know you

were eithei.") Say something like: "Why Jane", I didn't-

expect to bunp into you. Can we 'talk ,4 bit later about

.how you like it here?* The main thing is not to .V.ve

any impression that the.auditor's visit is not le9itimate.

Surprise at bumping into a friend is OK inilits1;1.*

))
'``'

9
Q9
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. f
dr"

The Agent says, "Are ydu a tdster by any chanole?"
7

(a) Do not nswer directly. Adca queition instead.

"Whitt ' s a tester?"

Show that the concept is incomprehensibile to you.

"A what?, .What!s that"

411,

l

,

3 Li $1.1

.

if

4

,
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3. 'IQ) -The Agent saYs "Oorly, I'm tied'up all day but I'd

reailk like you tO eame back tbis weekend s? wqican

'loak'at several haouses. -When can you and your'

'husband came out?'

P.

1

(A) 'I'd like to talk to Someone Who is not tied;up,

mother agent perhaps."

40.

4 .

'-or-

4My-huiband-wishes'me to piek out what I like .

.and then hel.l look At the house whenev% I make

"Rr-

'This weekend Will be fine. My husband/wie ought t;

not be able to make ittfr'calise he's looking at

4 .houses too*:(or excuse the husband/wife with sone

other ruse).
4

"But I'll be there for sure"

(Then to tAke 'some initiative, suggest a ime)

"Would 3:00 this faturday be 0.1(:?"

(The tactic here is to be a little 'Iffy' about the
4

husband/wire arrival but to pursue an ippointtent.

For an alternative, 'beg-off' another way ,and try

.for a weekday appointment, when the husband is at

6

work of course.)
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4. , (Q) You are asked, to submii an apilAation fee (or

security deposit)?

(A) "I want to look at some more apartments before I

make a decision." 4440

"I have to discuss it with my (sp6use) first."

5. (Q) A different apartment is available than what you

suggested for a preference or than what you

anticipated?

(A) gUggest that you may "store what little furniture

you have" (to be serious about their furnished apt.)

%or, for the opposite situation, suggest you. are.

4

'willing to furnish an apartment," (to be serious

ibout their unfurnished apt.)

4

Both team members.should decide in advance how they

Will handle this situation to standardize their test.

392 j
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6. (0) If the agent asks why yo#re planning.to =bye?

(.74) "I am just looking,for a"nice place to'live.*

"The apartment we 'have.tow is ewhys cold (poorly

'insulated, etc.) in the winter time.' .(This is, of

course, most appropriate- reason for -moving in

northern areas.)

,

"I (or my spouse) want to be closer to work.", (This

assumes, of course, that the audited site location

is in fact closer to your stated place of employment

than is your present residence.)

I`

(0) If the agent asked why'you are interested-in buying, .

a house?

(A) 'We've always wanted a house of our own but hadn't

thought we could afford "one before."

-or -'

"We're just plain tired of apartment-house living,

having to keep hounding the landlord (or "surier") for

repairs, listening to the neighbors' family fights

through paper-thin walls,, and all the re t,of it."

"We've finally decided that,'with the existing income

tax advantages and the way home prices keep going up,

we would be further ahead in the long-run by owning

instead of renting."



.

."The way prices keep rising, .it looks like we had

betteT bliy now because 1,t will be impossible to buy a house
.4'

.`
in a feal years. "

:

4Ib

(Q) 'If the agent say "You wouldn't want to liVe in a .

racially-mixed neighborhood (Or to have0Olacks living

next door, or to livd in a predominantly minority

neighborhood, etc.)" or if asked racially-leading

questions?

(A) Try to ignore them. But,'if you feel a response must

be made, sag 'Something vague like: "I guess we really

haven't thought much about it befor." or "Oh really."

9. (4) If the agent asks why you want to live in the requested,

neighborhood?

.(A) . "1 want to live away from the downtown area."

-or-

"1 want to live closer to 'downtown.

-or-

"1 heardthe schools are good.*

-or-
.

...er

*We have heard that house prices are reasonable (or; at

(least, not too exhorbitant) in that area."

394
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10. (Q) kf the agent is

assuming you

preke.nt'actil
t.ve-

(A) I bave

house, W

how you plan to sell your old hOuse

your Own home and have given yOuic

address), you can saY:
-

who wanti

11. (Q) If the

listed houses for sale?

t."

offer from my neighbor_to buy my

*I decide to sell; he has a relative

gent.asks you to make selections from his-

(A) .Try tolhave him Or her make re6ommendations to you.

You'can say, for example:

never looked for a *Ise before and really

dOn't know what to look for.

recommending something?

Would you mind

-or-

*These listings all look good; you un4doubtedly

have a better idea of what might be a good buy

than do, so why don't you make some suggestionsri

-or
"Other than where to look, how

need, and what we think we can

haven't decided (agreed) uplo; precisely what type

many bedrooms we

afford, we really

of house we. want. If depends

Cast VIZI ke a suggestion?*

395-

upon what we see.
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a

1

°One really can't tell much from a picture

and brief description, io why don't you make'some

suggestions; you know these properties."

1\ \,"
-or-

"When I bought my first house, I took my Agent's

advice and wasn't disappointed, so I might as well

do it again. What do you recommend?"

-or-

"I just visited ny brother back in

He put himself in th4ands of a real

broker and got a goodAlleal on a house, so I

estate

might as well do the same thing. Would you mind

recommending sotething14

4

-or-

"You know your properties better than I do, so

I'd appreciate it if you'd recammend something

to me."

12. (Q) If the rental manager doesn't indicate whether or not

a credit check,is required?

(A) You can probe for this.inforrpailiOn in several waYs

but there is no reason you can't ask directly:

"Dp you require a credit check?"

4.
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.13. (g) If you.fdhl the need,t0 explain why you're lookiqg

at a particalailapartment,or apartment cOmplexZ

(A) You.could simplxisay soMething_on the order of:

-"I was in the area, and this, looks like a pietty nice-

place (or a nice i4qation, etc.)" .

14. (Q) If you have difficulty remembering such things as

addresses and prides of houses and apartments?

(A) ,You can write,down such information casually and

naturally by: (

Using the back of an old envelope or other scratch

paper available in pocket or purse.

-or-

Using the back of literature (p.s., floor plans offered

for rental units).or a business card offered by the

agent.

Or

Asking the salesperson to jot down the information

lbor4...you, saying for example: "I'm afraid I'll forget

which price goes with which house or which house is

located where. Will yOU please jot this information

down on a slip of papet for me so I'll remeMber it

until I get home?"

r
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HOUSING MARKET PRACTICES SURVEY
RENTAL AUDIT REPORT

FORM NO. 2

REFERENCE COMPLEX OR BUILDING
(name)

.(number) (street)
Tel.

(political jurisdiction) (ZIP Code)

A ENT'S NAME, ADDRESS,'AND
ONE NUMBER

(name)

Tel.

(number) (street)

(political jurisdiction) (ZIP Code)

AUDITOR'S NAME AUDITOR N.
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11

12

21

.1?

RENTAL AUDIT REPORT
# 2

air

CONTROL NO.: - 2.

Foe Office Use Only

Halsehold Income Class_ i

Auditor:s OCcupation Code D
Spouse's Occupation Code D

Persons in Household:. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Reference Houstng Pice Classi( 011

Reference County Code: Eir1r1[Dr-1

Number of Children: 0 I 2 3 4 5

Age of Youngest Child:

1 Under 6
2 6 - 11
3 12 - 17
4 None dnder 18

1 8

.Mirital Status:1 1 Married 23
2 Single

r
Agerif AudiiC*: 2440.

1 Under 25
2 25-29
3 30-34
4 35-39
5 40-44
6 45-49
8 7 50-54

8 55-59
9/60-64
/10 65 or older

A,

Sex of Auditor.,

1 Male
2 Female

Auditor Numbef.:

28-33 Date audit begun:

day

Hr Min AM or PM

month

A34-39 Time entered agent's office:

40-45 Time completed audit, including
apartment inspections:

46-49 If not completed on same date,
indicate coniption date here:

50-55, Time audit form completed:

56-61 Census Tract:

year'

Hr Min AM or PM

Hr

month

'Min

t,

day

AM or PM

For Office Use Only

62 Did other auditor see the same agent (CIRCLE ONE):

I Yes 2 No 3 Don't know
63 Does the agent appear to live in the apartment building or complex

(CIRCLE ONE):t

I Yes 2 No 3 Don't know

min

399
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RENTAL AUDIT REPORT CONTROL NO.: 2 .7
IM. V

44114 " %
&

,
FOR.ALL ITEMS, CIRCLE THE A4SWER WHICI:14IS MOST APPROPRIATE

.
,

_

64 . 1. When youpentered thefffice, were you (CIRCLE ONE):
4,

1 Greeted by sicretai-y or receptionist and referred to rental agent

2 Greeted by secretary or receptionist and referred to someone else

3 Greeted by rental agent and interviewed by same agent

4 Greeted by eental agent and referred to somepne else

5 Greeted by perso1444entifying self al or head of firM,

and referred to somewje else
6' Greeted by-person idntifying self as manager or head of-firm

and interviewed by ame

' 7 Required to make the first approach, then greeted
8- Ignored, even after I made approach

9 'Other (specify4

itt

65 2. From the time yglo entered the office,-how long did you wait to be

interviewed (CIRCLE ONE):

r,

1 Less than 5 minutes
.2 5 minutes or more, but less than 10 minutei

3 10 minuteslor more, but less thati 15 minutes

4 15 minutes or more, but less than 20 minutes

5 20 minutes or more, but less than 30 minutes

6 Asked to return at a more convenient time .

7 Asked to leave-without beifig invited to return
8 Loft office after waiting for 30 minutes without being interviewed

- 9 Other (sPecify)

66 3. How many employees were visible in office (CIRCLE.ONE):
A

1 One or two employees 3 Six to nine employees

2 Three.to five employees 4 Ten or more employees .

67 4. How many customers (exclusive of yourself) were visiblein office(CIRCLE ONE):

I No other customers 3 Three to five.customers

2 One or two customers 4 Six or,more customers

5. About how many units do you estimate there are in the building or coMplex

(if more than one building) (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Four units or less 4" One hundred or more units'

2 Five to nineteen units 5 Cannot estimate number

3 1111vienty to .ninety-nine units

6. Did anyone in the office do any of the following for you (CIRCLE 1 FOR

YES OR 2 FOR NO FOR EACH SUB-ITEM):

t Yes No
69 -1-- a. Offer you something to drink, cigarettes, reading matter, etc.

70 1 2 b. Offer you literature on available apartments or renting in genera

71 1 2 c. Ask you to be _seated

1 2 d. Chat with you informally,while waiting

1 2 e. Other act of courtesy (specify).



RENTAL AUDIT REPORT CONTROL NO.: -

# L.

74 . 7. Which of the following best'desCribes-the place where you were interviewed
before being shown any apartments (CIRCLE ONE):

1 An apartment in which the agent resides,
2, A "model apartment" in which no one regularly resides
3 A room yith one or more desks-and no separate.rooms or partitions,.
4 A roaf with one or more desks separated,by partitions
5 A suite of private offices with a receOtion area (e.g., apartment

converted to- offiCe use)
6 Other (specify}

8. Did the agent who interviewed you do any of the following (CIRCLE'YES OR

NO FOR EACH)':
0

Yes No
75 T r a. Introduce self to you by name
76 1 2 b. Offer you a business card
77 1 2 c. Ask your name -

78 1 2 d. Address you by'a courtesy title during interview (Mr.,Mrs.,etc.)
79 1 2 e. Shake your hand
80 1 2 f. Ask you to be seated
81 1 2 g. Offer other acts.of courtesy (specifY)

82 .9. Did 416 agent request (Other verbally or in written form) any information
about your housing needs (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2 No

9a. IF YES, specify

83 10. Did the agent request'any information about your income (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2 No

10a. IF YES, specify

84 11.. Didthe agent request any information about your assets other than
income (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes . 2 No

85 12. Did the agent request any information about debts or other obligations
(far example, child support) (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2 No
.

86 13. Did the agent request any information about your employment (CIRCLE

1411/4 1 Yes 2 No

87 14. Did the agent request any references (e.g., your present landlord, bank,
creditors, or friends) (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2 No

311 -3-



RENTAL AUDIT REPORT CONTROL NO.

# 2

Yes No

88 .T a: Telephone-TTML
89 1 2 b. Address

1 2 c. Other (specify)

91 16. If the'agent requested any of the above,information. (Items 9 through.
15),did (s)he record any of this information or ask you to record it
(CIRCLE ONE-):

1 Yes, on whafappeared to tie a standard printed or duplicated fo%, a

file card, log book, etc.
2 Yes, but not on a standard printed or duplicated form,-file Card,

log book, etc.
3 No, did not record even though agentrequested information
4 No, agent did not.request.any information

9 :3. 17. pid the agent state at any time that you might be unqualified to rent
. n apartment (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes . 2 Nb

18. When you inquired about apartment availability, what did the agent tell
you (CIRCLE ONE):

1 That something was available now
2 That something would be available within the next month

, 3 That something would be available, but onlj( after a month
4 That (s)he was not sure whether somdthing was available
5 That nothing was available
6 Did not answer the question
7 Other (specify)

15.. Uld the agent request any of.the fallowing' infor tion about how you

could be reached (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH):

93

"P IF YES (YOU CIRCLED I OR 2), ANSWER 18a,

18a. If something was available, was it either your first or second
choice (CIRCLE ONE):

ir Yes 2 No

' 19. What did the agent say about lease requiremeris (CIRCLE ONE):

1 No lease requtred ,

2 Must sign lease for up to one year
3 Must sign lease for more than one year
4 Said he did not know about lease
5 No apartment was available; therefore, no discussion about lease

20. Was lease information volunteered by th'e agent (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2 No

21. What did the agent say about security deposit (CIRCLE ONE):

1 No security deposit required
2 Security deposit required--less than one month's rent

3 Security deposit required--one month's rent
4 Security deposit required--more than one month's rent
5 Said he'did not know about security deposit
6 No apartment was available; therefore, no discussion about

security deposit

3 /2
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RENTAL AUDIT PIPORT
0-2

CONTROL NO..: - ^

22. Was security, deposit tnformation-volunteered by the agent (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes'.

23. FJoIreach of the first threg-,apartments suggested asiserious possibilities
-by the agent in his. offiTe,. give the folldwing information:,

s

mPARTMENT # 1 a. Location:

Use In y

(ember)
b. Apartment number:,

c. Census Tract _
d. Monthly rental (exa4 amount):

(if range given) $

Tstreef)

to $

e. Number sf bedrooms (CIRCLE ONE):

I No b drooms 3 Two bhrooms
2 -Ont,bedroom 4 Three or,more bedrooms

(Lowest figure only
1 Under $100
2 $100-124
3 $125-149

150-199
200-249
S250-299
$300-349

Other auditor told about this apartmerit: 1 Yes

Other auditor told about apartment in
this building or complex: 1 Yes

EIHD ED UCounty Code:

8 $350-399
9 $400-449
10 S450-499
11 $500 or more

2 4o 3 Not sure

2 No 3 Not sure

APARTKENT # 2 a. Lo9ation:
TT-limber) (street)

b. Apartment number:

c. Census Tract .

d. Monthly rental- feiaa

(if range given) :t . to $

e. Number of bedrooms (CIRCLE ONE):

I No bedrooms 3 Two bedrooms
2 One bedroom 4 Three or more bedrooms

For affice-IWOnly

-

(Lowest figure only)
1 Under $100
2 $100-124
3 $125-149

4 $150-199
5 $200-249
6 $250-299
7 $300-349

Other auditor told about this apartment: 1 Yes

ICI Other auditor told about apartment in
this building or complex:

1o:;--h;0 County Code: Lin Li FT

*

8 $350-399
9 $400-449,
10 $450-499.
11 $500 or more

2 No 3 Not sure

1 Yes ,2 No

313

3 'Not sure

-5-
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196-200

201
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RENTAL AUDIT REPORT'
2

APARTMENT F 3 a. Location:

CO4T11C

Tstreetr
v

.P.b. Apartment numbr: It

C. Censu5.TraCt

d. Monthly rental (exact amount): .

(if- ranpe given) S to 4, _ . __

e..Number of-ibedrowns, (CIRCLE NE):

o bedrodms L-

4 Three or more bedrooms
1 lo bedrooms
2 One bed5oom

(Lowest finure only)
1 Urvier ";101

2 101-124
-3 'YM-1111

4 c150-199
5 t,21'1-240

6 q5^-799
7 cri-34?

Other aufitw toll about this anattMLat 1 Yes
..,

Other auditor told abOut anartment in
this buildia or comolek: 1 .Yes '2 No

County Code: Ei--1[1100
24. How many apartments n a 'were vo un eer to you as serious

0

c350-3q9
S400-449

ln $451-41%)

11 '2511 or more,
4

No 1 ;()t. stle

3 lot f,are

nossihilities (CIRCLE ONE):

1 'No apartments
2 One apartment
3 Two apartment's

25. How many apartments were you invited by the agent to inspect on the
inside (CIRCLE ONE):

4 Diree apartments
5 Four or fivesapartments
6 ,Six or more apartments

1 No apartments 4 Three apartments
2 One apartment 5 Four or five apartments
3 Two apartments 6 Six or more apartments

(13 26. How many apartments did you
actuallA

y inspect'(CIRCLE ONE):

I No apartments- 4 Three apartments
2 One apartment . 1 5 Four or five apartments
3 Two apartments 6 Sik orsiore apartments

IF YOU DID NOT INSPECT AT LEAST ONE VARTMENT (YOU,CIRCLED 1), EXPLAIN WHY

2,04 27. Did the agent offer to put you on a waiting list (TCLE ONE):

1 Yes, volubtarily
2 Yes, but only after you asked him ab out a waiting list
3 No, because no waiting list kept, refused; etc.
4 No, because unit was available or would be at a'given date
5 Other (specify)



RENTAL AUDIT REPORT CONTROL NO.: - 2_
# 2

27. (continued) IF.YES (YOU CIRCLED 1. OR 2), ANSWER 27a AND 27b

27a4. What type of form did agent use to put ydur.name, on a waiting
list (CIRCLEYONE): .

1 A Orinted'or duplicated "standaraized" form
2 A "standard" file card
3 A "non-standard" form (e.g. back of envelope, scratch

pad)

4 .Agepnid not write your' name down

206 27b. How long would you have teiwait for an apartment (CIRCLE ONE):

.
1 One month or les.

4 , 2 Two or three months
,

3 More than three months
4 Agent would,not say how long .

207 28. Did the agent invite you io file an application (CIRgtE ONE):

1 Yes , 2 No

IF YES (YOU CIRCLED 1), ANSWER 28a AND.28b

28a. Would an application fee be r'equired foadcompany the
application (CIRCLE ONE):,

1 Yes 2 No,

28br. How.much would the application fee:be? Give

, exact amount:

29. Did the agentesay that a credit check Was ,required (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2 No

IF YES (YOU CIRCLED 1), ANSWER 29a

215 29a. How iong would the credit check take (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Up to one week,
2 More than one week but less than one month
3 One month or longer

*' 4 Did not say how long it would take

fo. Did agent mention that blacks do not now live in the building or
complex or are not moving into it TEIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2, No

217 31. Did the agent mention that blacks are now living in the building or
complex or are moving into it (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2 No

315
-7-
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RENTAL AUDIT REPORT

. ..,

. .. ,

ir

1,

,

. .

.41 ,

CONT4 tf.': ,' - .2 -
. 4- - -

,;,,,

4
;*. p

218 32. Did,the agent make any reference atoutiblecWIWpcluding use of "code
words" (CIRCLE ONE):

f,1 Yes2 No-.it
c 3 Not sure-

, . 4
- ,. .

IF YES OR NOT SURE (YO CLEDI p OR 34.' EXACTLY WHAT DID HE SAY
*-7

A
A

I. ..

#

219 33. Did you observe 4ny blacks who appeartd to be' *Ws in the apartment
building or complex (1CIRCLE ONE):

1 Y's . '

2 No
. ;

41i\ saw btadks, but not sure tbek were-ienants
.

.. .

.1 . . 1, ..,

220 34. Did agent invite you to -call back. (CIRCLE ONE): ':-

. . ,

f .

i Yes -
2.10 -' . .

a

.

' 221 35. What was the race of the pgent (CIRCLC ONE):
.

4 . ,

1. 'White ,
, .

2 Black .
, /

.3' Other (specify); ,

.. 4

222 36. What was th sex of the agent (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Male
-

.Female

226 37. What was the probable age of the agent (CIRCLE.ONE)t
,

t 1 Under 35 years
.2 35-49 years

'3 50,years or more

ITO

FILL OUT AND ATTACH FORM12A FOR EACH ARARTMEeNT,ACTUALLY INSPECTED

.

.
4, ,

8 4-
.

:. /

1
to- )'



R NTAL AUDIT REPORT
# 2

CONTROL NO. : _

JN YOUR OWN WORDS, PLEASE DESPIBE BELOW ANY EXPERIENCES WHICH YOU

WERE MOT ABLE TO RECORD ADEQUATELY ELSEWHERE ON THIS AUDIT FORM. USE

OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Nik

31
-9-
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SUPPLEMENTARY RENTAL CONTROL Nd.: my2

AUDIT REPORT # 2A

9-12 Al. Address

8

(Apt. No.) (Name of Building or Complex)

(number) (street)

(political jurisdiction) (zip code)

23 A2. How is this apartment identified in Form No. 2 (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Apartment #1
2 Apartment p2
3 Apartment #3
.4 Not identified, is."model apartment"

5 Not identified, said to be similar to available apartment
6 Other (specify)

A3. Does monthly rental include any of the following utilities, features

or services (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH):

Yes No

14 2-- a. Electricity

. 15 1 2 b. Heat

/6 1 2 c. Air conditioning .

17 1 2 d. Telephone answering service

18 1 2 e. Laundry facilities on premises

19 1 2 f. Parking

20 1 2 g. Recreational facilities (e.g., swimming pool, tennis
courts, activities or party room)

21 . 1 2 h. Security guard, closed circuit television, alarms, etc.

22 1 2 i. Other (specify)

A4. Did the agent play up good points about the apartment? Specifically, did

(s)he cite one or more of the following (CIRCLE YES OR NO FQR EACH):

Yes No

23 --1. 2 a. Privacy or quiet location

24 . 1 2 b. Apartment has been redecorated recently

25 1 2 c. Construction of building is good

28 1 2 d. 'Utility costs will be low

27 1 2 e. Appliances are new or nearly new

28 1 2 f. Layout of rooms is good

29 .
1 2 g. Apartment is spacious .

30 1 2 h. Convenient parking 4),

31 1 2 i. Good quality of other occupants

32 1 2 j. Other positive remarks (specify)

0

s



;

SUPPLEMENTARY RENTAL -\ CONTROL NO.:

S.

33 A5. Did the agent "talOthe apartment down" (CIRCLE ONE):

34

35

36

37

38
39

40
s 41

42
43

1 Yes 2 No

A5. Did the agent speak positively about the complex or neighborhood?
Specifically, did he or she mention (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH): #

Yes No''

-T- 2-
1 2

1 -2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

e

a. Good transportation
b. Good neighbors . .

c. Close to shopping, cultural activities, near "center of
things," etc,

d. Close to places of employment
e. Convenient parking
f. Quiet locatton
g. Pleasant surroundings, trees, parks
h.- Well-maintained buildings and homes*
i. Safety
j. Other positive remarks (specify) _

44 A7. Did the agent speak negatively,about the complex or neighborhood (CIRCLE
ONE):

1 Yes 2 No

A8, When you visited the apartment, did you notice (CIRCLE101111OR NO FOR EACH):

Yes No

45 -T- a. Poor condition on outside, such as peeling paint, poorly
maintained lawn or yard, cracked or broken siding or steps

46 1 2 b. Poor condition on inside, such as scuffed or soiled paint,
cracked plaster, leaks in ceiling, etc..

.47 1 2 c. Other evidence of poor condition (specify)

A9. When you visited the neighborhood, was the apartment (CIRCLE YES OR NO
FOR EACH):

Yes No

48 -1- r a. In a noisy area (e.g., near busy street or highway, airport,
railroad, or heavy industry)

49, 1 2 b. In a deteriorating area (e.g., surrounded by poorly
maintained houses and yards)

50 1 2 c. Other negative features (specify)

.

2-



CONTROL NO.: - I

HOUSING MARKET PRACTICES SURVEY
SALES AUDIT RePORT

FORMI NO. 1

BROKER'S FIRM NAME AND-ADDRESS

AUK'S NAME, ADDRESS, AND
TELEPHONE NUMBER, if not
same as firm

AUDITOR'S NAME

nath0)

tpumber) (street)

(political jurisdiction)

(number) - (street)

Tel.

(name)

(ZIP. Code)

Tel.

(political jurisdiction). ( ZIP Coda

320

AUDITOR NO.



9-10

21

SALES AUDIT REPORT CONTROL NO.: - 1

# 1 1 8

For Office Use Only
Marital Status: 1 MarrA10

2 Single

Age of Auditor:

1 Under 25
2 25-29
3 30-34

Household Income Class

5 6 7

Auditor's Occupation Code LI

Spouse's Occupation Code

Persons in Household: 1 2 3 4
4 .35-39

Reference Housing Price Class: 5 40-44
6 45-49
7 50-54Broker's County Code:
8 55-59

Number of Children: O'n 3 4 5 9 60-64

22 ,Age of YoungeA Child:

1 Under 6
2 6-11
3 12-17
4 None under 18

....1.1

10 65 or older

Sex of Auditor:

1 Male
2 Female

Auditor Number:

28-33 Date audit begun:
month - day year

34-39, Time phoned for appointment:
Hr Min AM o PM

40 Was office locked when you arrived and remained so for at least ten

minutes (CIRCLE ONE):

.1 Yes 2 No

IF OFFICE LOCKED (YOU CIRCLED 1), DO NOT ATTEMPT TO COMPLETE AUDIT

41-46 l'ale,entered broker's office:
Hr MTh AM or PM

47-52 Time)=completed audit, I luding ____
property inspections: Hr Min AM or PM'

_

53-56 If not completed on same date, inditate completion date here:'

57-62 Time audit form completed:

63-68 Census Tract: _ _ _ _ _

month day

tr Min AM or PM

For Office Use Only

69 Did other auditor see the same agent (CIRCLEONE):

1 Yes 2 No 3 Don't Know

a

21.

23

24

25

26-27



SALES AUDIT REPORT CONTROL NO.:
# 1

FOR ALL ITEMS CIRCLE THE ANSWER WHICH IS MOST APPROPRIATE

CO 1. When you entered the bffice, were you (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Greeted by secretary or receptionist and referred to salesperson
2 Greeted by secretary or receptionist and referred to someone'else
3 Greeted by salesperson and interviewed by same salesperson.
'4 Greeted by salesperson and referred to someone else

5 Greeted by person identiqeing self as,manager or head of firm
and referred to someone else

6 Greeted by person identifying self as manager or bead of firm
and interviewed by same

7 Required to make the first approach, then greeted
8 Ignored, even after I made approach
9 Other (specify)

71 2. From the time you entered the office, how long did you wait to be
interviewed (CIRCLE ONE):

I Less than 5 minutes
2 Five minutes or more but less than 10 minutes '

3 Ten minutes or more, but less than 15 minutes
4 Fifteen minutes or more, but less than 20 minutes
5 Twenty minutes or more, but less than 30 minutes
6 Asked to return at a more convenient time
7 Asked to leave without being invited to return
8 Left office after waiting for 30 minutes without being interviewed
9 Other (specify)

72 3. HDW many employee's were.visible in office (CIRVI ONE):

1 One or two employees 3 Six to nine employeses
2, Three to five employees 4 Ten or more employees

73 4. How mdny customer's (exclusive of yourself) were visible in office
(CIRCLE ONE):

1 No Other customers 3 Three to five customers
2 One or two customers 4 Six 8r more customers

5. Did anyone in the office do any of the following for you (CIRCLE I FOR
YE5 OR 2 FOR NO FOR EACH SUB-ITEM):

Yes No
74 1 2 a. Offer you something to drink, cigarettes, reading matter, etc.
75 1 2 b. Offer you literature on homes available or on home buying in

general
76 1 2 c. Ask yop to be seated
77 . 1 2 d. Chat with you informally while waiting
78 1 2 e. Other act of courtesy (specify)



SALES AUDIT REPORT

# 1

CONTROL NO.: _

79 6. Which of the following best describes the place where you were

interviewed (CIRCLE ONE):

1 A room with one or more desks and no separate rooms or partitions

2 A room with one or more desks separated b)kpartitions

3 A private office
4 Other (specify)

7. Did the agent who interviewed you do any of the following (CIRCLE YES

OR NO FOR EACH):

Yes No .

60 1 2 ft.-Introduce self to you by name

82 1 2 b. Offer you a business card
-%

82 1 2 c. Ask your name .

83 1 2 d:Address you by a courtesy title during interview (Mr.,Nrs.,etc.)

84 1 2 e. Shake your hand

85 1 2 f. Ask you to be seated

86 1 2 g. Offer other acts of courtesy (specify)

8. Did the agent request (either verbally or in written form) any of the

following Information about your housing needs (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH):

Yes No

87 1 . 2 a. Price or price range

88 1 2 b. Size

89 1 2 c. Location by neighborhood or jurisdiction

90 1 2 d. Style or type of housing

P2
.

1 2 e. Special features or amenities of house (e.g., garage,

basement, yard space) (specify) .

92 1 2 f. Special features or amenities in neighborhood (specify)_

93 , 1 2 g. Down payment able to make

94 1 2 If. lype of financing desired

95 1 2 i. Other (specify)

Ai

96 9. Did the agent request any information about your income (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2 No

97 10. Did the agent request any information about your spouse's income

(CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2 No

3 23 -3--



SALES AUDIT REPORT
# 1

CONTROL NO.: - 1
-..

98 11. Did the agent ask about ownership of another house whjch you plan to
sell (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2 No

99 12. Did the agent request any information about debts or other obligations
(for example, child support) CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes , 2 No

13. Did the agent request any of the following information about your.
employment (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH):

i'es NO
100 -i- 7- a.,Occupation
101 1 2 b. Name of present employer or where you work
102 1 2 c. How long with present employer
103 1 2 d. Other (specify)

104 14. Did the agent request any information about your spouse's._ employment
(CIRCLE ONE): ,

1 °Yes 2 No

105 15. Did the agent request any information about references (for examplp,
present landlord, bank, eharge accounts) (CIRCLE ONE):

. II
1 Yes . 2 No

16. Did the agent request any.of the following information about how you
could be reached (CIRCLE YES OR NO4FOR EACH):

Yes No .

106 1 2 a. Telephone number
107 1 2 b: Address
108 1 2 c. Other (specify)

109 17. If the agent requested any of the above information (Items 8 through 16),
did (s)he record any of this information or ask you to recordwit

, (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes, on what appeared to be a standard printed or duplicated form,
file card, a log book, etc.

2 Yes, but not on a standard printed or duplicated form, file card,
log book, etc.

3 No, did not record even thouO agent requested information
4 No, agent did not request any information



SRLES AUDIT REPORT CONTROL NO. - 1

#

110, 18. What did the agent say about mortgage financing (CIRCLE ONE):

I That (s)he would obtain financing for you
2 That (s)he would assist'you in obtaining financing
3 That you would have to obtain financing on your own
4 No mention'of financing
5 Other (specify)

111 19. Did the agent state at any time that mortgage financing would be
difficult to obtain '(CIRCLE ONE):

122-115

116

1 Yes 2 No

20. What did the agent sa.y.the going interest
rate was? Give lowest amount cited: .

21. When you inqutred about housing availability of the specified price,
siz , and neighborhood, what did the agent tell-you (CIRCLE ONE):

1 T t one or more suitable houses were available for immediate
ins ction (i.e., day of audit or within day r two)

2 Th t one or more suitable houses would be available for inspection
at some time later, but not right away

3 That one or more houses were available in the specified
neighborhood, but not of the requested price or size

4 That notftin was available in the specified neighborhood, but
one or m e hous in other neighborhoods were available

5 That ( )he did not ave any houses which (s)he couldihow you
6 She o he did not an wer the question
7 Othe specify)

117 22. Did the agent offer you a multiple listing book or similar directory
of homes (CIRCLE ONE1:

1 Yes 2 No

IF YES (YOU CIRCLED 1), ANSWER 22a

118 22a. If the agent showed you a multiple listing book or similar
directory of homes, did (s)he (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Suggest one or more houses to you
2 Suggest some houses and urge you to pick others
3 Urge you to pick out one or more houses
4 Other (specify)

IF NO (YOU CIRCLED 2), ANSWER 22b. ON PAGE 6



119 ,

SALES AUDIT REPORT

# 1

CONTROL NO.: _ _ _4 7_

22b. If the agent did not show you a multiple listing book or
similar directory of homes, did fslhe (CIRCLE ONE):

i Tell you about one or more houses, and offer to let you see
them

2 Tell you about one or more houses, but Siou had to ask to
see them

3 Suggest you drive around the neighborhood and look for
houses for sale which might interest you

4 Other (specify)

120 23. How many houses in all were volunteered to you as serious possibilities
by the agent (CIRCLE ONE):

I No houses
2 One house
.3 Two houses
4 Three houses
5 Four or five houses
6 Six or more houses

121 24. How many houses were you iTited by the agent to inspect on the
inside (CIRCLE ONE):

I No houses A

2 One house
3 TWo hous'es
4 Three houses
5 Four or five liouses

6 Six or more houses

Nip

122 25. How many houses did you :actually inspect on/the inside (CIRCLE ONE):

I No houses
2 One imuse
3 Two houses
4 Three houses
5 Four or five houses
6 Six or more houses

IF YOU DID NOT INSPECT AT LEAST TWO HOUSES, EXPOIN WHY



123-127

128-133

134-139

140

141-145

146-147

148

14d

160

151

152

153-154

SALES AUDIT REPORT
# 1 .

CONTROL NO.: - 1

, 26. For each of the fiYst three houses suggested as serious possibilities
by the agent in his dffice, give the following information,:

HOUSE #1 a. Location:
Inaber) (street)

1.

571tical jurisdiction) (zip code"

b. Census Tr.act

c. Asking price (exact amount given): $ s, _ _ _

d. Number of bedrooms (CIRCLE ONE):

1 One or two bedrooms
2 Three bedrooms
3 Four bedrooms
4 Five bedrooMt
5 Six or more bedrooms

e. What would be the least amount of down payment required?

Inditcate exact dollar amount: $ _ _ _ _ _

OR

Percent of asking price:

f. What type of financing did the agent say Would probably
be available (CIRCLE YES OR NO 'FOR EACH):

Yes No

1 2-- a. FHA/VA financing available
1 2 b. Conventional financing availabple
1 2 c. Assumption of existing mortgage possible
1 2 d. Did not say what type
1 2 e. Other (specify)____

FOF76'ffice Use OnlI

1 Less than $10.000
2 $10,000 - 14,999
3 $15,000 - 19,999
4 $20,000 - 24,999
5 $25,000 - 29,999
6 $30,000 34,999
7 $35,000 39,999

8 $404000 44,999
9 $45,000 49,999
10 $50,000 - 59,999
11 $60,000 69,999
12 $70,0100 - 79,999
13 $80,000 - 89,999
14 $90,000 or more -

Other auditor told about this house (CIRCLE ONE):

I Yes 2 No

156-160 1 County Code: EiTUTH :1

3 Not sure



167-165

166-171

172-177

178

179-183

184-i85

*-

SALES AUDIT REPORT
# 1

26. (Continued)

HOUSE #2 a. Location:
(number) . (street)

.

186

187

'88

189

190

N CONTROL NO.:

-(oo-Utica) jurisdiction) _Izip code)

b. Census Tract

c. Asking price (exact amount given): $ ,

d. Number of bedrooms (CIRCLE ONE):

1* One or two bedrooms
2 Three bedrooms
3 Four bedrooms
4 Five bedrooms
5 Six Or more bedrooms

a

e. What would be the leasi amount of dOwn payment required?

Indicate exact dollar amount:, $

OR

Percent of asking price:

f. What type of financing did the agent say would probably
be available (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH):

Yes. No
1 2 a. FHA/VA financing available
1 2 b. Conventional financing available
1 2 c. Assumption of existing mortgage possible
1 2 d. Did not say what type
1 2 e. Other (specify)

For Office Use Only ;1

191-192 1 Less than $10,000 8
2 $10,000 - 14,999
3 $15,Q00 -.19,999
4 $20,000 24,999
5 ;25,000 - 29,999
6. $30,000 34,999
7 $35,000 - 39,999

$40,000 - 44,999
9 $45,000 - 49,999
10 $50,000 59,999
11 $60,000 - 69,999
12 $70,000 - 79.999
13 $80,000 89,999
14 $90,000 or more

!93 Other auditor told about tbis house gIRCLE ONE):-

1 Yes 2 No 3 Norsure

'94-198 County Code: L_J

a

3.2 -8-



a

a

199-203

204-209

21a=215

216

217-221

22$,:n3

224.
2.25,

226
227

228

229-230

SALES AUDIT REPORT^
# 1

26. (Continued). '.

HOUSE #3 a. Location:
'k'number-).

.

(politicaI jurisdiction)

0

,
CONTROL NO.: - 1

(street)

'b. Census Tract

c. Asking price (exact amount given): $

d. Number of bedrooms (CIRCLE ONE):

1 One or two bedrooms
2 Three bedrooms
3 Foe bedrooms
4 Fi-ve bedrooms
5 Six or more bedrooms

(zip code)

e. What would be the least amount of doWn payment required?

Indicate exact dollar amount. $

OR

Percent of asking price: %

f:* What type of financing did the agent say would probably
be available (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH).:

Yes- No
1 2 a. FHA/VA 'financing available
1 2 b. Comentional financing available
I .-2 c. Assumption of existing mortgage possible
1 2 d. Did not say what type
1 2 e. Other (t'specify)

For-Office Use Onty

, 1 Less than $10,000
2 $10,000 - 14,999
3 $15,000 - 19,999

.

8 $40,000 *- 44,999
9 $45,000 - 49,999
10 '$50,000 - 59,999

4 $20,000 - 24,999 11 $60,000 - 69,999
5 1125,000 - 29,999 12- $70,000 79,999
6 $30,000 14,999 13 $80,000 -,89,999
7 $35,000 - 39,999 14. $90,000 or more

231 Other auditor told about this house (CIRCLE ONE):.

.1 Yes 2 No

232 County Code: LI' E :1 Llj U -+

3 Not sure



4.

SALES AUDIT REPORT
# 1

CONTROL NO.: 1_

237 27. Did agent mention that blacks do not now live in the neighborhood or
. are not moving into it (CIRCLE ONFT:

1 Yes
. 1 2, No_

23e 28. Did agent mention that blacks.ire npw living in the neighborhood or,.

'are moving into it (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2 No
,

29. Did the agent make any referenee about blacks, including use o "code
wdrds" (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes
2 No
3 Not sure

IF YES OR NOT SURE (YOU CIRCLED 1 OR.3), EXACTLY WHAT DID (S)HE,SAY?

PAO 30. Did agent invite you to call back (CIRCLE ORE):

1 Yes 2 No at

241 31. What was the race of the agent (CIRCLE,ONE):

1 'White
2 Black
3 Othlr (specify)

32. What was the sex of the agent (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Male
2 Female -1

243 33. What was the.p:obable age of the agent (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Under 35 years
2 35-49 years
3 Fifty years or more

FILt.OUT AND yTACH FORM I.A.FOR EACH HOUSE ACTUALLY INSPECTElt

1



SALES AUDIT REPORT
.# 1

CONTROL NO.:

IN YOUR.OWN WORDS, PLEASE DESCRIBE BELOW ANY EXPERIENCES WHICH YOU
WERE NOT ABLE TO flECORD ADEQUATELY ELSEWHERE ON THIS AUDIT FORM.
USE.OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

qr.

0

a

331



SALES AUDIT REPORT CONTROL NO.: - 1

# 1

(TO BE FILLED OUT ONE WEEK AFTER SITE VISIT)

244 34. Did the agent contact you by mail or telephone foilowing your visit
(CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2,9

IF YES (YOU CIRCLED 1), ANSWER 34a

245 34a. When was first contact made (CIRCLE ONE):

1 In less than one day
"2 One to three days

3 More than three days, but no more than seven

4.

332

4



9-13

SUPPLEMENTARY
AUDIT

Al.

SALES CONTROL 1.1.1 /MP .11M.

REPORT 0.1A
1

Address
number) (street)

po t CA ur s ct on z p co e

14-1d A2. Census Tract _
For Office Use Only

21-24 ;County Cod;:

25 A3. Item 26 (CIRCLE ONE):How is this house identified in Form 1,

1 House 0 1
2 House 4 2
3 House 4 3
4 Not identified, another house suggested as a serious possibility

by the agent in his office
5 Not identified, another house suggested by the agent while

looking at other houses
6 Other (specify)

A4. When did the agent tell you the house would be ready for occupancy
(CIRCLE ONE):

I Immediately
2 One month or less
3 Two or three months

4 Four or five months
5 Six months or more
6 No date given

A5. Did the agent invite you to submit an offer or bid for this house
(CIRCLE ONE):

I Yes 2 No

A6 Oid the agent play up good points about the house? Specifically, did
(s)he cite one or more of the following (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH):

Yes No

7- a. Privacy or quiet locationI

2.? I 2 b. Has been well maintained
I 2 c. Has been redecorated inside recently

31 I 2 d. Ccinstructioh is good
1 2 e. Maintenance costs will be lOW

33 I 2 f. Utility costs will be low
31 1 2 g. Taxes will be relatively low
35 I 2 h. Appliances are new or nearly new
3n7 1 2 i. Layout of roams is good
37 I 2 j. House is spacious
33 I 2 k. Kitchen has room for eating
3.; 1 2 1. Yard is good for children
v. I 2 m. Priced within your means
4: I 2 n. Will grow in. value

i2 1 2 o. Other positive remarks (specify)



SUPPLEMENTARY SALES CONTROL NO.: -

AUDIT REPORT 0 LA

43 A7. Did the agent "talk the house down" (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Yes 2 No

en=,

AC Did the agent speak positively about the neighborhood? Specifically,
did (s)he mentioh (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH):

Yes No
44 -r- 2- a. Good schools .

45 1 2 b. Good transportation
46 1 2 c. Good neighbors
47 1 2 d. Close to shopping, cultural activities, near "center of
, things," etc.

48 1 2 a. Convenient parking

49 '1 2 f. Quiet location

50 1 2 g. Pleasant surroundinge, trees, parks

51 1 2 h. Well maintained houses and yards

52 1 2 i. Safe neighborhood .

53 1 2 j. Other positive remark% (specify)

.11=1,

54 A9. Oid the agegt speak negatively about the neighborhood (CIRCLE ONO,:

Yes 2 No

A10. When you visited the house, did you notice (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH):

Yes No

55 -r r a. Poor condition on outside, such as peeling paint, poorly
maintained lawn or yard, cracked or broken siding or steps

56 I 2 b. Poor condition on inside-, such as cracked plaster, leaks
in ceiling, etc.

57 I 2 c. Other evidence of poor condition (specify)

All. If you visited the neighborhood, was the house (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR
EACH):

Yes No
38 r a. In a noisy area (e.g., nearbusy street-or highway, airport,

railroad, or heavy industry)
59 I 2 b. In a deteriorating area (e.g., surrounded by poorly

maintained houses and yards)
60 1 2 c. Other negative features (specify)

Al2. Did you Observe any blacks who appeared to live in the neighborhood

(CIRCLE ONE):.

I Yes

. 2 No
3 Saw blacks, hit not sure they lived in neighbdrhood
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